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By Mr. GIBSON: A bill (H. R. 17227) granting an increase
12352. By Mr. JOHNSON of Texas: Petition of J. ,V, Smith,
of pension to Eunice G. Trombly; to the Committee on Invalid of Denton, Tex., favoring the Curtis-Reed bill; to the Committee on .Education ..
Pensions.
By Mr. HOFFMAN: A bill (H. R. 17228) for the relief of the
12353. By Mr. LAMPERT: Petition signed by residents in
city of Perth Amboy, N.J.; to the Committee on Claims.
Fond du Lac, Wis., requesting duty .on manufactured leathers
By Mr. LETTS: A bill {H. R. 17229) granting an increase of imported into the United States to combat the cheap labor of
pension to Luella Belle Davis; to the Committee on Invalid Europe in competition with American labor; to the Committee
Pensions.
on 'Vays and Means.
Also, a bill (H. R. 17230) granting an increase of pension to
12354. By Mr. LANKFORD: Petition of 1,072 members of the
Sarah E. Wilson; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Fourth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, Pa., urging the enBy Mr. LOZIER: A bill (H. R. 17231) granting a pension -to actment of legislation to protect the people of the Nation's
Annie E. Carson; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Capital in their enjoyment of Sunday as a day of rest in seven,
By Mr. MILLIGAN: A bill (H. R. 17232) granting a pension as provided in the Lankford bill (H. R. 78) or similar measto Elizabeth McComas; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
ures ; to the Committee on the District of Columbia.
By Mr. MORGAN: A bill (H. R. 17233) granting a pension to
12355. Also, petition of 1,998 citizens of the city of PhiladelMartha E. Ramsey ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
phia and vicinity, urging the enactment of legislation to protect
Also, a bill (H. R. 17234) granting a pension to Rosa Brown- the people of the Nation's Capital in their enjoyment of Sunday
miller; to the Committee- on Invalid Pensions.
as a day of rest in seven, as provided in the Lankford bill
Also, a bill (H. R. 17235) granting a pension to Dema Cast- (H. R. 78) or similar measures ; to the Committee on the Disner ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
trict of Columbia.
By Mr. WATSON: A bill (H. R. 17236) granting an increase
12356. By Mr. LINDSAY: Petition of Dimon Steamship Corof pension to Tamsen Yorgey ; to the Committee on Invalid Pen- poration, New York, strji:lnuously opposing passage of Senate
sions.
bill 1781; load-line regulation ; to the Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
PETITIONS, ETC.
12357. Also, petition of David W. Sowers, chairman of stockUnder clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid holders committee of Kansas City Joint-Stock Land Bank, urging that objection to pas age of House bill 14000 be raised; to
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
12338. By Mr. BACHMANN: Petition of Cla1·a G. Allen and the Committee on Banking and Currency.
12358. By Mr. McCORMACK: Petition of Mattapan Post,
other citizens of Paden City, W. Va., protesting against compulsory Sunday observance; to the Committee on the Disti·ict American Legion, Mattapan, Mass., unanimously urging repeal
of national-origins clause, now a part of the immigration laws;
of Columbia.
12339. Also, petition of the Basnett Co. and other citizens of to the Committee on Immigration and Naturalization.
12359. By Mr. McSWEENEY: Papers to accompany House bill
Mannington, W. Va., protesting against any change in the tariff
on hides and leather used in the manufacture of shoes; to the 17210, for the relief of Emma Pepper ; to the Committee on
Claims.
Committee on Ways and Means.
12360. By Mr. MAAS: Petition of citizens of St. Paul, Minn.,
1234{). By Mr. BRIGHAM: Petition of H. S. Howard, recorder
of the Commandery of the State of Vermont of the Military protesting against any change in the present tariff on bides
Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States, protesting and leather used in the manufacture of shoes; to the Commit·
against a provision in the second deficiency bill to construct a tee on Ways and Means.
12361. By Mr. MOORE of Virginia: Petition of William J.
memorial to General Lee; to the Committee on Appropriations.
12341. By 1\fr. BURDICK: Petition of Nathan Schwartz and DeFriest, Victor B. Wheeler, and others, protesting against the
34 other ex-service men, members of Local 387, of Providence, passage of House bill 78; to the Committee on the District of
. R. I., National Federation of Post Office Clerks, urging the Columbia .
passage of the McKellar bill (S. 860); to the Committee on the
12362. Also, ·petition of Mrs. Paul H. Herrell, Mrs. E. F.
CivU Service.
Curtis, and others, protesting against the passage of House bill
12342. By Mr. CANNON: Petition of Sam G. Pollard, sug- 78; to the Committee on the District of Columbia.
gesting methods for better enforcement of the eighteenth amend12363. By Mr. O'CONNELL: Petition of the National Fertiment to the Federal Constitution ; to the Committee on the lizer A. sociation, Washington, D. C., with referen~e to the
Judiciary.
Madden bill (H. R. 8305) ; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
12343. By Mr. CARTER : Petition of Californians interested
12364. Al~o, petition of David W. Sowers, Buffalo, N. Y.,
in tariff on sodium sulphate; to the Committee on Ways and opposing the passage of House bill 14000, amending section 29
Means.
of the farm loan act; to the Committee on Banking and Cur12344. Also, petition of the California Vineyardists' Associa-· rency.
tion, protesting against the passage of any bill having for its
12365. Also, petition of the Holland Laundry, of Brooklyn,
pm·pose the repeal of the Hocb-Smith resolution; to the Com- N. Y., and Augustus C. Froeb, of Brooklyn, N. Y., opposing the
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
45 per cent ad valorem duty on imported soap oils ; to the Com12345. By Mr. CRAIL: Petition of parties from Los Angeles, mittee on Ways and Means.
Calif., opposing an increase of tariff on stained glass ; to the
12366. By Mr. SELVIG: Petition of citizens of Wilkin, MahCommittee on Ways and Means.
nomen, and Norman Counties, Minn., urging the passage of
12346. By Mr. DYER: Petition of residents of St. Louis, Mo., House bill 10958; to the Committee on Agriculture.
assuming an attitude of dissatisfaction toward the Chemical
12367. By Mr. STOBBS: Petition of residents of Worcester,
Foundation, whose organization resulted from the transfer by Mass., opposing. passage of House bill 78 or any compulsory
the United States during the war of property worth nearly Sunday observance bills; to the Committee on the District of
$1,000,000,000; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Columbia.
· 12347. By ~Ir. EATON: Petition of 47 retail shoe dealers and·
their customers, protesting against any change in the tariff on
SENATE
bides and leathers used in the manufactu!e of shoes; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
FRIDAY, February 9393, 1929
12348. By l\Ir. FI'l.'ZP ATRICK; ~etition .of the United States
Casualty Co., urging the passage of House bill 15769, authorizThe Chaplain, Rev. Z~.Barney T. Phillips, D. · D., offered the
ing an appropriation to reimburse various insurance companies following prayer :
· for losses sustained in the explosions of October 4 and 5, 1918,
Lord God of hosts, ~bose mind embraces all mankind, whose
of the T. A. Gillespie Loading C.o., Morgan, N. J.; to the Comheart is wide to harbor all our race, we thank 'Thee that though
mittee on War Claims.
12349. By Mr. GARBER : Petition of American Medical ~<\s the ages stretch beyond our grasp, though life puts on her
sociation in opposition to the enactment of House bill 14070, a myriad forms and wastes herself in vain designs, Thou boldest
bill to provide a child welfare extension service, and for all within the hollow of Thy hand, and though the march of
. other purposes; to the Committee o~ Interstate and Foreign man reaches from dusk to dawn, from the aby s to the throne,
and generations rise and pass away, Thou leadest everyone.
Commerce.
Make us, therefore, ever mindful of Thy loving care, and, as
12350. Also, petition of J". W. Jenkins, Kansas City, Mo., in
argument against House bill 13452; to the Qommittee on Pat- we reverently pause in the midst of thronging duties to pay
grateful tribute to the Father of our Country, bring into cap-ents.
12351. AI o, petition of Oklahoma Cottonseed Crushers Asso- tivity every thought, that we may commune with what is high
ciation, Oklahoma City, Okla., in support of a tariff on all and holy in Thy sight and rejoice only in the fair and fragrant
things of virtue and honor.
edible oils; to the Committee on 'Vays and Means.
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. Kindle within us a flame in this aspiring hour that shall consume every grosser passion, that from our life henceforth, as
from a lamp of Thine, a light may shine upon the ways of men.
Through Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.
RoBERT B. HowELL, a Senator from the State of Nebraska,
appeared in his seat to-day.
THE JOURNAL

, The legislative clerk proceeded to read the Journal of yesterday's proceedings, when, on request of Mr. CURTIS and by unanimous consent, the further reading was dispensed with and the
Journal was approved.
CALL OF THE ROLL
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll, and the following Senators
answered to their names :
Ashurst
Barkley
Bayard
Bingham
Black
Blaine
BJease
Borah
Bratton
Brookhart
Broussard
Bruce
Burton
Capper
Caraway
.Couzens
Cmtis
Dale
Deneen
Dill
Edge

Fess
Frazier
Gerry
Gillett
Glass
Glenn
Goff
Gould
Greene
Hale
Harris
Harrison
Hawes
Hayden
Heflin
Howell
Johnson
Jones
Kendrick
King
McKellar

McMaster
McNary
Mayfield
Moses
Neely
Norbeck
Norris
Nye
Oddie
Overman
Phipps
Pine
Pittman
Ransdell
Reed, Mo.
Reed, Pa.

~ Robinson,

Sackett
Schall
Sheppard
Shipstead

Ind.

Shortridge
Simmons
Smith
Smoot
Steck
Steiwer
Stephens
Swanson
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Okla.
Trammell
Tydings
Tyson
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, Mont.
Warren
Waterman
Watson
Wheeler

Mr. BLAINE. I wish to announce that my colleague [Mr.
LA FoLLET'I'E] is unavoidably absent. I a.sk that this announcement may stand for the day.
Mr. JONES. I desire to announce that the Senator from
Connecticut [Mr. McLEAN];- the Senator from New Hamps};lire
[Mr. KEYEs], the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. 1.\.f.ETcALF],
and the Senator from New Mexico [Mr. LA.R&AzoLo] are detained from the Senate by illness.
Mr. MOSES. I wish to announce that my colleague [Mr.
KEYES] is absent owing to illnes .
The VICE PRESlDENT. Eighty-four Senators having answered to their names, a quorum is present. Wa hington's Farewell Address will be read by the Hon. JAMES A. REED, of
Missouri.
WASHINGTON'S FAREWELL ADDRESS
Mr. REED of l\Iissouri read the address, as follows:
To the people of the United States :

Friends and fellow citizens, the period for a new election of a
citizen to administer the Executive Government of the United
States being not far distant, and the time actually arrived
when your thoughts must be employed in designating the person who is to be clothed with that important trust, it appears
to me proper, especially as it may conduce to a more distinct
expression of the public voice, that I should now apprise you
of the resolution I have formed, to decline being considered
among the number of those, out of whom a choice is to be made.
I beg you, at the same time, to do me the justice to be
. assured, that this resolution has not been taken, without a
strict regard to all the considerations appertaining to the relation which binds a dutiful citizen to his country; and that, in
withdrawing the tender of service which silence in my situation might imply, I am influenced by no diminution of zeal for
your future interest; no deficiency of grateful respect for your
past kindness ; but am supported by a full conviction that the
step is compatible with both.
The acceptance of, and continuance hitherto in the office of
which your suffrages have twice called ·me, have been a uniform sacrifice of inclination to the opinion of duty, and to a
deference for what appeared to be your desire. I constantly
hoped that it would have been much earlier in my power, consistently with motives which I was not at liberty to disregard,
to return to that retirement from which I had been reluctantly
drawn. The strength of my inclination to do this, previous to
the last election, had even led to the preparation of an address
to declare it to you ; but mature reflection on the then perplexed
and critical posture of our affairs with foreign nations, and the
unanimous advice of persons entitled to my confidence, impelled
me to abandon the idea.
I rejoice that the state of your concerns external as well as
inte1·nal, no longer renders the p11.rsuit of inclination incom-
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patible with the sentiment of duty or propriety; and am persuaded, whatever partiality may be retained for my services,
that in the present circumstances of our country, you will not
disapprove my determination to retire.
The impressions with which I first undertook the arduous
trust were explained on the proper occasion. In the discharge
of this trust, I will only say that I have, with good intentions,
conh·ibuted toward the organization and adminish·ation of the
Government, the best exertions of which a very fallible judgment was capable. Not unconscious in the outset of the inferiority of my qualifications, experiences, in my own eyes, perhaps still more in the eyes of others, has strengthened the motives to diffidence of myself; and, every day, the increasing
weight of years admonishes me more and more, that the shade
of retirement is as necessary to me as it will be welcome. Satisfied that if any circumstances have given peculiar value to my
services they were temporary, I have the consolation to believe
that, while choice and prudence invite me to quit the political
scene, patriotism does not forbid it.
In looking forward to the moment which is to terminate the
career of my political life, my feelings do not permit me to suspend the deep acknowledgment of that debt of gratitude which
I owe to my beloved country, for the many honors it has conferred upotn me ; still more for the steadfast confidence with
which it has supported me; and for the opportunities I have
thence enjoyed of manifesting my inviolable attachment, by
services faithful and persevering, though in usefulness unequal
to my zeal. If benefits have resulted to our country from these
services, let it always be remembered to your praise, and as an
instructive example in our all'llals, that under circumstances
in which the passions, agitated in every direction, were liable
to mislead amidst appearances sometimes dubious, vicissitudes
of fortune often discouraging-in situations in which not unfrequently, want of success has countenanced the spirit of
criticism,-the constancy of your support was the essential prop
of the efforts, and a guarantee of the plans, by which they were
effected. Profoundly penetrated with this idea, I shall carry it
with me to my grave, as a strong incitement to unceasing vows
that lleaven may continue to you the choicest tokens of its
beneficience--that your union and brotherly affection may be
perpetual-that the free constitution, which is the work of your
hands, may be sacredly maintained-that its administration in
every department may be stamped with wisdom and virtue-that, in fine, the happiness of the people of these states, under
the auspices of liberty, may be made complete by so careful a
preservation, and so prudent a use of this blessing, as will
acquire to them the glory of recommending it to the applause,
the affection and adoption of every nation which is yet a
stranger to it.
Here, perhaps, I ought to stop. But a solicitude for your welfare, which cannot end but with my life, and the apprehension
of danger, 'llatural to that solicitude, urge me, on an occasion
like the present, to offer to your solemn contemplation, and to
recommend to your frequent review, some sentiments which are
the result of much reflection, of no inconsiderable observation,
and which appear to me all important to the permanency of
your felicity as a people. Tllese will be offered to you with the
more freedom, as you can only see in tllem the disinterested
warnings of a parting i-riend, who can possibly have no personal motive to bias his counsel. Nor can I forget, as an encouragement to it, your indulgent reception of my sentiments on
a former and 'llOt dissimilru.· occasion.
Interwoven as is the love of liberty with every ligament of
your hearts, no recommendation of mine is necessary to fortify
or confirm the attachment.
The unity of government which constitutes you one people,
is also now dear tQ you. It is justly so ; for it is a main pillar
in the edifice of your real independence; the support of your
tranquility at home; your peace abroad ; of your safety ; of
your prosperity; of that very liberty which you so highly prize.
But, as it i~ easy to foresee that, from different causes and from
different quarters much pains will be taken, many artifices employed, to weaken in your minds the conviction of this truth ;
as this is the point in your political fortress against which the
batteries of internal and eJ..-ternal enemies will be mo t constantly and actively (though often covertly and in idiously)
directed ; it is of infinite moment, that you should properly estimate the immense value of your national union to your collective and individual happiness; that you should cherish a
cordial, ha,bitual, and immovable attachment to it; accustoming
yourselves to think and speak of it as of the palladium of your
political safety and prosperity; watching for its pre:!ervation
with jealous anxiety; discountenancing whatever may suggest
even a suspicion that it can, in any encnt, be abandoned ; and
indignantly frowning upon the first dawning of every attempt
to alienate any portion of our country from the rest, or to
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enfeeble the sacred ties whicll now link together the various
parts.
For this you have every inducement of sympathy and interest.
Citizens by birth, or choice, of a common country, that country
has a right to concentrate your affections. The name of American, which belongs to you in your national capacity, must
always exalt the just pride of patriotism, more than any appellation derived from local discriminations. With slight shades
of difference, you ha \e the same religion, manners, habits, and
political principles. You have, in a common cause, fought and
triumphed together ; the independence and liberty you possess,
are the work of joint counsels, and joint efforts, of common
dangers, suffering and successes.
But these considerations, however powerfully they address
themselves to your sel1Sibility, are greatly outweighed by those
whi<;b apply more immediately to your interest.-Here, every
portion of our country finds the most · commanding motives for
carefully guarding and preserving the union of the whole.
The North, in an unrestrained intercourse with the South,
protected by the equal laws of a common government, finds in
the productions of the latter, great additi()nal resources of
maritime and commercial enterprise and precious materials of
manufacturing industry.-The south, in the same intercourse,
benefiting by the same agency of the north, sees its agriculture grow and its commerce expand. Turning partly into its
own channels the seamen of the north, it finds its particular
navigation invigorated; and while it contributes, in different
ways to nourish and increase the general mass of the national
naviiation, it looks forward to the protection of a maritime
strength, to which itself is unequally adapted. The east, in
a like intercourse with the west, already finds, and in the
progressive improvement of interior communications by land
and water, will more and more find a valuable vent for the
commodities which it brings from abroad, or manufactures at
home. The west derives from the east supplies requisite to
its growth and comfort-and what is perhaps of still greater
consequence, it must of necessity owe the secure enjoyment of
indispensable outlets for its own productions, to the weight, influence, and the future maritime sh·ength of the Atlantic side
of the Union, directed by an indissoluble community ()f interest
as one nation. Any other tenure by which the west can hold
this essential advantage, whether derived from its own separate strength; or from an apo tate and unnatural connection
with any foreign power, must be intrinsically precarious.
While then every part of our country thus feels an immediate
and particular interest in union, all the parts combined cannot
fail to find in the united mass of means and efforts, greater
strength, greater resource, proportionably greater security from
external danger, a less frequent intern1ption of their peace by
foreign nations; and, what is of inestimable value, they must
derive from union, an exemption from those broils and wars
between themselves, which so frequently affiict neighboring
countries not tied together by the same government; which
their own rivalship alone would be sufficient t() produce, but
which opposite foreign aUiances, attachments, and intrigues,
would stimuLate and embitter.-Hence likewise, they will avoid
the necessity of those overgrown military establishments, which
under any form of government are inauspicious to liberty, and
which are to be regarded as particularly hostile to republican
Uberty. In this sense it is, that your union ought to be considE:red as a main prop of your liberty, and that the love of the
one ought to endear to you the preservation of the other.
These considerations speak a persuasive language to every
reflecting and virtuous mind, and exhibit the continuance of
the union as a primary object of patriotic desire. Is there a
donut whether a common government can embrace so large a
~phere? let experience solve it. To listen to mere speculation in
such a case were criminal. We are authorized to hope that a
proper organization of the whole, with the auxiliary agency of
governments for the respective subdivisions, will afford a happy
issue to the experiment. It is well worth a fair and full experiment. With such powerful and obvious motives to union,
affecting all parts of our country, while experience shall not
have demonstrated its impracticability, there will always be
reason to distrust the patriotism of those who, in any quarter,
may endeavor to weaken its hands.
In contemplating the causes which may disturb our Union, it
occurs as matter of serious concern, that any ground should
have been furnished for characterizing parties by geographical
<.liscriminations,-northern and southern-Atlantic and western; whence designing men may endeavor to excite a belief
that there is a real difference of local inte1.·ests and views. One
of the expedients of party to acquire influence within particular districts, is to misrepresent the opinions and aims of
other districts. You ean not shield yourselves too much against
the jealousies and heart burnings which spring from these mis-
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representations; they tend to render alien to each other those
who ought to be bound together by fraternal affection. The
inhabitants of our western country have lately had a useful
lesson on this head: they have seen, in the negotiation by the
executive, and in the unanimous ratification by the senate of
the treaty with Spain, and in the universal satisfaction at the
event throughout the United States, a decisive proof how unfounded were the suspicions propagated among them of a policy
in the general government and in the Atlantic states, unfriendly
to their interests in regard to the Missi sippi. They h ave been
witnesses to the formation of two treaties, that with Great
Britain and that with Spain, which secured to them everything
they could desire, in respect to our foreign relations, towards
confirming their pr~perity. Will it not be their wisdom to
rely for the preservation of these advantages on the union by
which they were procured? will they not henceforth be deaf to
those advisers, if such they are, who would sever them from
their brethren and connect them with aliens?
To the efficacy and permanency of your Union, a government
for the whole is indispensable. No alliances, however strict,
between the parts can be an adequate substitute; they must
inevitably experience the infractions and interruptions which
all alliances, in all times, have experienced. Sensible of this
momentous truth, you have improved upon your first essay, by
the adoption of a constitution of government, better calculated
than your former, for an intimate union, and for the efficacious
management of your common concerns. This Government, the
offspring of eur own choice, uninfluenced and unawed, adopted
upon full investigation apd mature deliberation, comp-letely free
in its principles, in the distribution of its powers, uniting security with energy, and containing within itself a provision for its
own amendment, has a just claim to your confidence and your
support. Respect for its authority, compliance with its laws,
acquiescence in its measures, are duties enjoined by the fundamental maxims of true liberty. The basis of our political systems is the right of the peop-le to make and to alter their
constitutions of government. But the constitution which at any
time exists, until changed by an explicit and authentic act of
the whole people, is sacredly obligatory upon all. The very idea
of the power, and the right of the people to establish government, presuppose the duty of every individual to obey the
established government.
All obstructions to the execution of the laws, all combinations
and associations under whatever plausible character, with the
real design to direct, control, counteract, or awe the regular
deliberations and action of the constituted authorities, are
destructive of this fundamental principle, and of fatal tendency.
They serve t() organize faction, to give it an artificial and extraordinary force, to put in the place of the delegated will of the
nation the will ()f party, often a small but artful and enterprising minority of the community; and, according to the alternate
triumphs of different parties, t() make the public administration
the mirror of the ill concerted and incongruous projects of faction, rather than the organ of consistent and wholesome plans
digested by common councils, and modified by mutual interests.
However combinations or associations of the above description may now and then answer popular ends, they are likely,
in the course of time and things, to become potent engines, by
which cunning, ambitious, and unprincipled men, will be enabled
to subvert the power of the people, and to usurp for themselve
the reins of government ; destroying afterwards the very engines
which have lifted them to unjust dominion.
Towards the preservation of your government and the permanency of your present happy state, it is requisite, not only
that you steadily di countenance irregular opposition to its
acknowledged authority, but aloo that you resist with care the
spirit of innovation upon its principles, however specious the
pretext. One method of assault may be to effect, in the forms
of the constitution, alterations which will impair the energy of
the system ; and thus to undermine what cannot be directly
overthrown. In all the changes to which you may be invited,
remember that time and habit are at least as necessary to fix
the true character of governments, as of other human instituti()ns :-that experience is the surest standard by which to test
the real tendency of the existing constitution of a country : that facility in changes, upon the credit of mere hypothesis and
opinion, exposes to perpetual change from the endless variety
of hypothesis and opinion: and remember, especially, that for
the efficient management of your common interests in a counh·y
so extensive as ours, a government of as much vigor as is consistent with the perfect security of liberty is indispensable.
Liberty itself will find in such a government, with powers properly distributed and adjusted, its surest guardian. It is, indeed,
littJe else than a name, where the government is too feeble to
withstand the enterprises of faction, to confine each member of
the society within the limits prescribed by the laws, and to
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maintain all in the secure and tranquil enjoyment of the rights
of person and property.

I have already intimated to you the danger oE parties in the
state, with particular references to the founding them on geographical discrimination. Let me now take a more comprehensive Yiew, and warn you in the most solemn manner against
the baneful effects of the spirit of party generally.
This spirit. unfortunately, is inseparable from our nature,
having its root in the strongest passions of the human mind.It exist under different shapes in all governments, more or less
titled, controlled, or repressed; but in those of the popular
form it is seen in its greatest rankness, and is truly their worst
enemy.
Tlle alternate domination of one faction over another, sharpened by the spirit of revenge natural to party dis ~ension, which
in different ages and countries has perpetrated the most horrid
enormities, is itself a frightful despotism.-But this leads at
length to a more formal and permanent despotism. The disorders and miseries which result, gradually incline the minds
of men to seek security and repo ·e in the absolute power of an
individual ; and, sooner or later, the chief of some prevailing
faction, more able or more fortunate than his competitors, tuTns
this clispo ition to the purpose of his own elevation on the ruins
of public liberty.
Without looking forward to an extremity of this kind, (which
neyerthele ' S ought not to be entirely out of sight) the common
and continual mischiefs of the pirit of party are sufficient to
make it the interest and duty of a wise people to discourage and
re. train it.
It serves always to distract the public councils, and enfeeble
the public administration. It agitates the community with illfounded jealousies and fal ·e alarms; kindles the animosity of
one part against another; foment occasional riot and insurrection. It opens the door to foreign influence and corruption,
which finds a facilitated access to the government itself through
the channels of party passions. Thus the policy and the will of
one country are subjected to the policy and will of another.
There is an opinion that parties in free countries are useful
checks upon the administration of the government, and serve to
keep alive the spirit of liberty. This within certain limits is
probably true ; and in governments of a monarchial cast,
patriotism may look with indulgence, if not with favor, upon
the spirit of party. But in those of the popular character, in
governments purely elective, it is a spirit not to be encouraged,
]'rom their natural tendency, it is certain there will always be
enough of that spirit for every salutary purpose. And there
being constant danger of excess, the effort ought to be, by force
of public opinion, to mitigate and ass uage it. A fire not to be
quenched, it demands a uniform vigilance to prevent it bursting
inte a flame, lest instead of warming, it should consume.
It is important likewise, that the habits of thinking in a free
country should inspire caution in those intrusted with its administration, to confine themselYes within their respective constitutional spheres, avoiding in the exercise of the powers of
one department, to encroach upon another. 'l'he spirit of encroachment tends to consolidate the powers of all the departments in one, and thus to create. whatever the form of government, a real despotism. A ju t estimate of that love of power
and proneness to abuse it which predominate in the human
heart, is sufficient to atisfy us of the truth of this position.
The nece sity of reciprocal checks in the exercise of political
power, by dividing and distributing it into different depositories, and constituting each the guardian of the public weal
against invasions of the others, has been evinced by experiments ancient and modern ; some of them in oru· countl·y and
under our own eyes.-To preserve them must be as necessary
as to institute them. If, in the opinion of the people, the distribution or modification of the constitutional powers be in any
particular wrong, let it be corrected by an amendment in the
way which the constitution designates.-But let there be no
change by usuTpa tion ; for though this, in one instance, may be
the instrument of good, it is the customary weapon by which
free governments are destroyed. The precedent must always
greatly overbalance in permanent evil, any partial or transient
benefit which the u se can at any time yield.
Of all the di po itions and habits which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable supports. In
vain would that man claim the tribute of patriotism, who should
labor to subvert these great pillars of human happiness, these
firmest props of the duties of men and citizens. The mere
politician, equally with the piou · man, ought to respect and to
cherish them. A volume could not trace all their connections
with private and public felicity. Let it simply be asked, where
is the security for property, for reputation, for life, if the sense
of religious obligation desert the oaths which are tlle instru-
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ments of investigation in courts of justice? and let us with
caution indulge the supposition that morality can be maintained
without religion. Whatever may be conceded to the influence
of refined education on minds of peculiar structure, reason and
experience both forbid us to expect, that national morality can
pre"Vail in exclusion of religious principle.
It is substantially true, that virtue or morality is a necessary
spring of popular government. The rule, indeed, extends with
more or less force to every species of free government. Who
that is a sincere friend to it can look with indifference upon
attempts to shake the foundation of the fabric?
Promote, then, as an object of primary importance, institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge. In proportion as
the tructure of a government gives force to public opinion, it
should be enlightened.
As a very important source of strength and security, cheri h
public credit. One method of preserving it is to use it as
sparingly as pos ible, avoiding occasions of expense by cultivating peace, but remembering, also, that timely disbursements,
to prepare for danger, frequently prevent much greater uisbursements to repel it; avoiding likewise the accumulation of
debt, not only by shunning occasions of expense, but by vigorous exertions, in time of peace, to discharge the debts which
unavoidable wars may have occasioned, not ungenerously throwing upon po.·terity the burden which we ourselves ought to
bear. The execution of these maxims belongs to your representatives, but it is necessary that public opinion should cooperate. To facilitate to them the performance of their duty,
it is essential that you should practically bear in mind, that
towards the payment of debts there must be revenue; that to
have revenue there must be taxe ; that no taxes can be devised
which are not more or le~s inconvenient and unplea. ant; that
the intrinsic embarrassment inseparable from the selection of
the proper object (which is always a choice of difficulties,)
ought to be a decisive motive for a candid construction of the
conduct of the government in making it, and for a spidt of
acquiescence in the measures for obtaining revenue, which the
public exigencies may at any time dictate.
Observe good faith and justice towards all nations; cultivate
peace and harmony with all. Religion and morality enjoin
this conduct, and can it be that good policy does not equally
enjoin it? It will be worthy of a free, enlightened, and, at no
distant period, a great nation, to give to mankind the magnanimous and too novel example of a people always guided by
an exa,lted ju ·tice and benevolence. Who can doubt but, in the
course of time and things, the fruits of such a plan would richly
repay any temporary advantages which might be lost by a
steady adherence to it; can it be that Providence has not connected the permanent felicity of a nation with its virtue? The
experiment, at least, is recommended by every sentiment which
ennobles human nature. Alas! is it rendered impossible by its
vice.?
In the execution of such a plan, nothing is more essential
than that permanent, inveterate antipathies against particular
nations and passionate attachments for others, should be excluded; and that, in place of them, just and amicable feelings
towards all should be cultivated. The nation which indulges
towards another an habitual hatred, or an habitual fondness,
is in some degree a slave. It is a slave to its animosity or to
its affections, either of which is sufficient to lead it astray from
its duty and its interest. Antipathy in one nation against another, clisposses each more readily to offer insult and injury, to
lay hold of slight causes of umbrage, and to be haughty and
intractable when accidental or trifling occasions of di pute
occur. Hence, frequent collisions, obstinate, envenomed, and
bloody contests. The nation, prompted by ill will and resentment, sometimes impels to war the government, contrary to the
best calculations of policy. The government sometimes participates in the national propensity, and adopts through passion
what reason would reject; at other times, it makes the animosity of the nation s ubservient to projects of hostility, instigating by pride, ambition, and other sinister and pernicious
moti"Ves. The peace often, sometimes perhaps the libeTty of
nations, has been the victim.
So likewise, a passionate attachment of one nation for another produce· a variety of evils. Sympathy for the favorite
nation, facilitating the illusion of an imaginary common interest, in cases where no real common interest exi ts, and infusing
into one the enmities of the other, betrays the former into a participation in the quarrels and wars of the latter, without adequate inducements or justifications. It leads also to concessions,
to the favorite nation, of pri"Vileges denied to others, which is
apt doubly to injure the nation making the concessions, by unnecessarily parting with what ought to have been retained, and
by exciting jealousy, ill will, and a dispo ition to retaliate in
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the parties from whom equal plivileges are withheld ; and it
gives to ambitious, corrupted or deluded citizens who devote
themselves to the favorite nation, facility to betray or sacrifice
the interests of their own country, without odium, sometimes
even with popularity; gilding with the appearances of a virtuous sense of obligation, a commendable deference for public
opinion, or a laudable zeal for public good, the base or foolish
compliances of ambition, corruption, or infatuation.
A.s avenues to foreign influence in innumerable ways, such
attachments are particularly alarming to the truly enlightened
and independent patriot. How many opportunities do they
afford to tamper with domestic factions, to practice the arts of
seduction, to mislead public opinion, to influence or awe the
public councils !-Such an attachment of a small or weak,
towards a great and powerf-ul nation, dooms the former to be
the satellite of the latter.
Against the insidious wiles of foreign influence, (I conjure
you to believe me fellow citizens,) the jealousy of a free
people ought to be constantly awake; since history and experience prove, that foreign influence is one of the most baneful
foes of republican government. But that jealousy, to be useful,
must be impartial, else it becomes the insh'Ulllent of the very
influence to be avoided, instead of a defense against it. Excessive partiality for one foreign nation and excessive dislike
for another, cause those whom they actuate to see danger only
on one side, and serve to veil and even second the arts of influence on the other. Real patriots, who may resist the intrigues
of the favorite, are liable to become suspected and odious;
while its tools and dupes usurp the applause and confidence of
the people, to surrender their interests.
The great rule of conduct for us, in regard to foreign nations,
is, in extending our commercial relations, to have with them as
little political connection as possible. So far as we have already
formed engagements, let them be fulfilled with perfect good
faith ;-Here let us stop.
Europe has a set of primary interests, which to us have
none, or a very remote relation. Hence, she must be engaged
in frequent controversies, the causes of which are es entially
foreign to our concerns. Hence, therefore, it must be unwise
in us to implicate ourselves, by artificial ties, in the ordinary
vicissitudes of her politics, or the ordinary combinations and
collisions of her fiiendships or enmities.
Our · detached and distant situation invites and enables us
to pursue a different course. If we remain one people, under
an efficient government, the period is not far off when we may
defy material injury from external annoyance; when we may
take such an attitude as will cause the neutrality we may at
any time resolve upon, to be scrupulously respected; when belligerent nations, under the impossibility of making acquisitions upon us, will not lightly hazard the giving us provocation, when we may choose peace or war, as our interest, guided
by justice, shall counsel.
Why forego the ad\antages of so peculiar a situation? Why
quit our own to stand upon foreign ground? Why, by interweaving our destiny with that of any part of Europe, entangle
our peace and prosperity in the toils of European ambition,
rivalship, interest, humor, or caprice?
It is our true policy to steer clear of permanent alliance with
any portion of the foreign world ; so far, I mean, as we are now
at liberty to do it; for let me not be understood as capable
of patronizing infidelity to existing engagements. I hold the
maxim no less applicable to public than private affairs, that
honesty is always the best policy. I repeat it, therefore, let
those engagements be observed in their genuine ense. But in
my opinion, it is unnecessary, and would be unwise to extend
ili~
•
Taking care always to keep ourselves by suitable establishments, on a respectable defensive posture, ·we may safely trust
to temporary alliances for extraordinary emergencies.
Harmony, and a liberal intercourse with all nations, are
recommended by policy, humanity, and interest. But even our
commercial policy should hold an equal and impartial hand ;
neither seeking nor granting exclusive favors or preferences;
consulting the natural course of things ; diffusing and diversifying by gentle means the streams of commerce, but forcing nothing; establishing with powers so disposed, in order to give trade
a stable course, to define the rights of our merchants, and to
enable the government to support them, conventional rules of
intercourse, the best that present circumstances and mutual
opinion will permit, but temporary, and liable to be from time
to time abandoned or varied as experience and circumstances
shall dictate; constantly keeping in view, that it is folly in one
nation to look for disinterested favors from another; that it
mu t pay with a portion of its independence for whatever it
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may accept under that character; that by such acceptance, it
may place itself in the condition of having given equivalents
for nominal favors, and yet of being reproached with ingratitude for not giving more. There can be no greater error than
to expect, or calculate upon real favors from nation to nation.
It is an illusion which experience must cure, which a just pride
ought to discard.
In offering to you, my countrymen, these counsels of an old
and affectionate friend, I dare not hope they will make the
strong and lasting impression I could wish; that they will
control the usual current of the passions, or prevent our nation
from running the course which has hitherto marked the destiny
of nations, but if I may even flatter myself that they may be
productive of some partial benefit, some occasional good; that
they may now and then recur to moderate the fury of party
spirit, to warn against the mischiefs of foreign intrigue, to
guard against the impostm:es of pretended patriotism; this hope
will be a full recompense for the solicitude for your welfare by
which they have been dictated.
How far, in the discharge of my official duties, I have been
guided by the principles which have been delineated, the public
records and other evidences of my conduct must witness to you
and to the world. To myself, the assurance of my own conscience is, that I have, at least, believed myself to be guided
by them.
In relation to the still subsisting war in Europe, my proclamation of the 22d of April, 1793, is the index to my plan. Sanctioned by your approving voice, and by that of your representatives in both houses of congress, the spirit of that measure has
continually governed me, uninfluenced by any attempts to deter
or divert me from it.
After deliberate examination, with tbe aid of the best lights
I could obtain, I was well satisfied that om· country, under all
the circumstances of the case, had a right to take, and was
bound, in duty and interest, to take a neutral position. Having
taken it, I determined, as far as should depend upon me, to
maintain it with moderation, perseverance and firmness.
The considerations which respect the right to hold this conduct, it is not necessary on this occas.ion to detail. I will only
observe that, according to my understanding of the matter, that
right, so far from being denied by any of the belligerent powe1·s,
has been virtually admitted by all.
The duty of holding a neutral conduct may be inferred,
without any thing more, from the obligation whlch justice an~
humanity impose on every nation, in cases in which it is free to
act, to maintain inviolate the relations of peace and amity
towards other nations.
The inducements of interest for observing that conduct will
best be referred to your own reflections and experience. With
me, a predominant motive has been to endeavor to gain time to
our country to settle and mature its yet recent institutions, and
to progress, without interruption, to that degree of strength,
and consistency which is necessary to give it, humanly speaking, the command of its own fortunes.
Though in reviewing the incidents of my administration, I
am unconscious of intentional error. I am nevertheless too
ensible of my defects not to think it probable that I may have
committed many errors. · Whatever they may be, I fervently
beseech the Almighty to avert or mitigate the evils to which they
may tend. I shall also carry with me the hope that my country
will never cease to view them with indulgence; and that, after
forty-five ye-a rs of my life dedicated to its service, with an
upright zeal, the faults of incompetent abilities will be consigned to oblivion, as myself must soon be to the mansions of
rest.
Relying on its kindness in this as in other things, and actuated by that fervent love towards it, which is so natural to a
man who views in it the native soil of himself and his progenitors for several generations; I anticipate with pleasing
expectation that retreat in which I promise myself to realize,
without alloy, the sweet enjoyment of partaking, in the midst of
my fellow citizens, the benign influence of good laws under a
free government-the ever favorite object of my heart, and the
happy reward, as I trust, of our mutual cares, labors, and
dangers.
uNr'IEJ) STATES,
GEO. w.ASHINGTON.
17th September, 1"196.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Haltigan, one of its clerk , announced that the House had passed the
bill ( S. 1781) to establish load lines for American vessels, and
for other purposes, with amendments, in which it requested the
concurrence of the Senate.
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The message also announced that the House had disagreed to eral ores, which said plant is owned and operated by the Consolidat ed
the amendment of the Senate No. 39, as amended, to the bill Smelting & Refining Co . . (Ltd.), and is one of the largest operat ed on the
(H. R. 15089) making appropriations for the Department of American continent, and located about 8 miles nort h of the internathe Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1930, and for tional boundary line, and due north of Stevens County, State of Wa sh ington; and
other purpo es.
Wher eas it is· conceded by responsible officials of said Consolidated
The message further announced that the House had agreed
to the following concurrent resolutions, in which it requested the Smelting & Refining Co. (Ltd.) that in excess of 1,000 tons of sulphur
dioxide (SO~) is emitted from the stacks of such smelter dul"ing every
concurrence of the Senate:
H. Con. Res. 56. Concurrent resolution to provide for the 24 hours; and
Wherea s about the year 1925 the stacks of such smelter plant were
printing and binding of the proceedings in Congress and in
Statuary Hall of the unveiling upon the acceptance of the raised from a height of about 230 feet to a height of about 409 feet , and
statues of Henry Clay and Dr. Ephraim McDowell presented since the time of such raising of such stacks injury and damage from
by the State of Kentucky, and for the distribution of the 2,500 gases and fumes emitted t her efrom h as become ver-y destructive to land&
and homes in northern Stevens County, Wash. ; and
copies authorized to be printed; and
Whereas property owners of northern Stevens County, Wash., have
H. Con. Res. 57. Concurrent resolution to provide for the complained
of damages from such fum es and gases over an area of ·
printing of the first edition of the Congressional Directory of approximately
25 miles by 40 mil es, and such dama .~e is continuous
the first e sion of the Seventy-first Congress.
and gradually spreading a nd increasing in degree of destruction ; and
ENFORCEMENT OF PROHIBITION LA W-OORRECTION

BORAH. Mr. President, I desire to insert in the RECORD
a brief item from the New York Herald Tribune of to-day. It
refers to an error made by that newspaper in ascribing a certain statement to me.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the item will be
printed in the RECORD.
The item referred to is as follows :
1\fl'.

QUOTATIONS FROM REED A'£TRIBUTED TO BORAH-ERROR IN TRANSMISSION
CAUSED THE HERALD TRffiUNE ERROR
The New York Herald Tribune has. received the following telegram
from Senator WILLIAM E. BORAH:
"WASHINGTON, Februat•y ~1, 1929.
" To the EDITOR OF THE HERALD TRIBUNE :
"The quotation attributed to me in your leading editorial to-day is
taken literally from Senator REED's speech. I made no such utterance.
I am sure you will do me the justice to mllke the correction in your
paper.
" WM. E . BoRAH."
The quotation which Senator BoR.A.H refers to was as follows:
"Men and women who in the old days would never have served a
drink in their homes, or, if they did, would serve a little glass of wine,
now dish it out, and mothers hand their daughters the liquor-girls of
the same type who a few years ago would never have received anything
but warning from their mothers. Girls guzzle it with boys."
The Herald Tribune deeply regrets that an error in transmission
wrongly attributed this statement by Senator REED to Mr. BORAH.
ANNUAL REPORT OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS COMMISSION

l\1r. SMOOT pre ·ented the annual report of the Public Buildings Commission for the year ended December 31, 1928; which,
with the accompanying illustrations, was ordered to be printed
as a Senate document.
REGULATION OF INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION

Mr. BLAINE presented resolutions adopted by the Chicago &
North Western Railway Employees' Club, of Green Bay, Wis.,
favoring the passage of legislation to regulate all interstate
transportation, whether by bus, motor truck. or coastwise water
carrier, etc., which were referred to the Committee on Interstate Commerce.
DAMAGES BY CAN AD IAN SMELTER

l\1r. DILL. Mr. President, I have a joint resolution adopted
by the State Legislature of the State of Washington on the
subject of damages being done to citizens of that State by a
smelter located aero s the Canadian line. The resolution is
somewhat lengthy and I will not ask that it be read, but I ask
that it may be printed in the RECORD following my remarks and
referred to the Foreign Relations Committee.
I merely wish to add that the smelter mentioned is causing
destruction on the American side of the line that is positively taking away the livelihood of the people who live there.
The joint high commission which is investigating it with a view
to settlement is proceeding rather slowly. I had hoped the
commission might have made a report before this time in order
that some action could be taken to protect the people on this side
of the Canadian line.
The joint resolution was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations, as follows:
Resolution
B e i t r esozvell by the House of Representatives of the State of Washington in legislative session assembled, ThatWhereas there is situated near Trail, British Columbia, Canada, a certain smelting and refining plant for the treating and smelting of min-

Whereas responsible offi cials of said Consolidated Smelting & Refining
Co. (Ltd.) , at a hearing before the International Joint Commission at
Nort hport, Wash., on October 10, 1928, stated that in their judgment
such fumes and ga.~es could not be controlled at such smelter plant
unless at great and unreasonable expense and hardship, and thereupon
requested of such commission that the Consolidated Smelting & Refining
Co. (Ltd.) be permitted to come into the State of Washington and make
private settlement for such damages, and that such settlements be
approved by the said commission as though testimony had been taken
under Article X of the existing treaty, and, if this pet•mission should be
refused, that said Consolidated Smelting & Refining Co. (Ltd.) be permitted to purcha e smoke easements in the State of Washington; and
Whereas in the area now affected by such gases and fumes there is a
large acreage of property owned by the State of Washington, the county
of Stevens, the Government of the United States, and by private vroperty owners, and if such gases and fumes are permitted to continue
to lodge thereon the total market value of these lands so affected will be
virtually destroyed, homes and farms will be abandoned, tax values
destroyed, and tax burdens shifted to others who are property owners
in the State of Washington; and
Whereas the flow of these destructive gases and fumes in and upon
the territory of the State of Washington from the above-mentioned
smelter plant can be avoided by the action of the said Consolidated
Smelting & Refining Co. (Ltd.) either by reducing the height of the
smelter smokestacks or by the use of modern machinery and chemical
processes now in use in other smelter plants : Therefore be it
R esowed, That the house of representatives of the twenty-first legislative assembly, representing the people of the State of Wasbinoton
respectfully protest against the invasion of the territory of the Stat~
of Washington and the rights of the people-therein by gases and fumes
drifting through currents of the air from the plant of the Consolidated
Smelting & Refining Co. (Ltd.) situated near Trail, British Columbia,
Canada, and do hereby call upon the Congress of the United States to
assist in proper steps-1. To bring about the prompt cessation of the invasion of American
territory and the rights of the people therein by ga es and fumes drifting from the aforesaid smelter plant.
2. That upon the permanent cessation of such invasion of gases and
fumes from such smelter plant that the State of Washington, Stevens
County, and persons owning property therein be promptly paid and
reimbursed for damages suffered by reason of such gases and fumes
aforesaid ; be it further
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Senate
and House of Representatives of the United States, and to each of the
Senators and Representatives from Washington in Congress, and to
the Secretary of State for the United States, and to the members of
the International Joint Commission at Ottawa, Canada, and at Washlngton, D. C.
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that the above is a true copy of a
resolution unanimously adopted by the house of representatives February 15, 1929.
A. W. CALDER,
Ollie( Clerlc.
CLAIMS OF MONTANA INDIAN TRIBES AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT

Mr. WALSH of Montana. I send to the desk a memorial of
the Legislative Assembly of the State of Montana embodying a
resolution in the nature of a memorial relating to a suit brought
in the Court of Claim by certain Indian tribes of the State of
Montana, in which complaint was filed on the lOth of July 1925
and to which no answer has yet been filed by the Gover~ment'
awaiting action by the Comptroller General. The delay seem~
to be altogether indefensible. I ask that the memorial may be
published in the RECORD and referred to the Committee on
Indian Affairs.
The memorial was referred to the Committee on Indian
Affairs, as follows :
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House Joint Memorial 4 (introduced by Nelson and Jones) to the Congress of the· United States requesting that speedy consideration be
given claims of the Indian tribes herein mentioned and that the
Comptroller General be directed to submit his data on the compilation
of tb~ counterclaims of the United States against said Indian tribes
To the Honorable Senate ana House of Representatives of _the United
States of America:
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the amendment; an editorial from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
of February 6, 1929, headed " Census and Civil Service " ; a
letter from Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart, of Harvard University,
dated January 3, 1929, relating to the amendment; another letter from Mr. Godfrey L. Cabot, one of the most prominent
citizens of Boston, whom many Senators know, relating to
the same subject ; and, lastly, a letter from Adelbert Moot, of
Buffalo, N. Y., to me, dated February 5, 1929, bearing on the
same subject.
There being no objection, the matter submitted by Mr. BRUCE
was referred to the Committee on Commerce and ordered to be
printed in the REOORD, as follows:

Whereas the various tribes of Indians of the State of Montana have
instituted an action by the filing of a petition in the Court of Claims of
·the United States No. E-427, under date of July 10, 1925, to hear,
determine, and adjudicate the rights of the said various tribes of Indians arising under certain treaty stipulations, covenants, and agreements; and
JANUARY 15, 1929.
Whereas the said petition bas been pending and unnecessarily delayed
CIVIL SERVICE AND THE CENSUS
too long in the said ·c ourt of Claims ; and
Whereas the Comptroller General has been dilatory in filing the
Since December 12, H. R. 393, a bill to provide for the Fifteenth
counterclaims of the United States and has thereby unnecessarily pro- Decennial Census has been on the Senate Calendar, having been favorably
longed the consideration of this action; and
reported with amendments from the Committee on Commerce. An addiWhereas the said various tribes of Indians who are now citizens of tional amendment not considered by the committee, but of great public
the United States, by virtue of the act of Congress of June 2, 1924, and interest, has been proposed since the bill was reported, and is now
have therefore become .an integral part of the Nation and are entitled on the table ready to be called up whenever the bill is considered
to some consideration in respect to their vested property rights: Now; by the Senate. By amending section 3 of the bill it. would remove
therefore,
the exemption from civil-service regulations which is now given in
Your memorialists request that said petition now pending in the Court respect to the appointment of special agents, supervisors, enumerators,
of Claims be given speedy consideration and urge that you request or and interpreters to be employed in taking the census and would make
command the Comptroller General to submit his data on the compila- the merit system apply to those employments.
tion of the counterclaims of the United States against said variOus
In introducing that amendment, Senator BRUCE, of Maryland, its
tribes of Indians ; namely, Piegan, Blood, Blackfeet, Gros Ventre, and sponsor, is carrying on a long fight to extend civil-service rules to the
Nez Perce Tribes of Indians who have instituted the said action by the temporary census-taking force.
act of Congress approved March 13, 1924, entitled ''An act for the
A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THAT FIGHT
relief of certain nations or tribes of Indians in Montana, Idaho, and
The civil service act was passed in 1883. In the summer of 1889
Washington (43 Stat. L. 21) ; and be it further
Resolved, That the said Comptroller General be compelled to submit President Harrison was requested by · the Civil Service Commission to
the aid data or an estimate of the said . counterclaims at as early a adopt competitive examinations for the selection of the census force
date as possible in order to expedite the speedy adjudication of the said for the approaching decennial task, the taking of the Eleventh Census.
He refused and left with the superintendent of the census the power
- claims of the said various !jibes of Indians ; be it further
Resolved, That a copy of this memorial, duly authenticated, be sent to make selections for the service. The superintendent recommended
to the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States and to the supervisors, each one to be in charge of a district and they desigeach of the Senators and Representatives of Montana in Congress with nated the enumerator. It was the spoils system all the way through,
the request that they use every effort within their power to bring about with the -usual charges of waste and scandals whicb bad always accompanied the taking of the census.
an acComplishment of the en<ls and purposes herein indicated.
In March, 189.7, a bill was · introduced to provide for taking the
THE DECENNIAL CENSUS AND CIVIL SERVICE
Twelfth Census. It had a provision that the employees should be
Mr. BRUCE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to appointed under the classified civil service. The Senate committe~
have printed in the RECORD a considerable amount of material struck the provision out, and when the President appointed a new
bearing upon the amendment which I have offered to the census Census Director the force was again appointed under the patronage
bill, providing that all the supervisors, supervisor clerks, spe- system.
cial agents, interpreters, and enumerators who are to be emIn 1908, in preparation for the next, the Thirteenth Census, Presiployed in connection with the taking of the next decennial cen- dent Roosevelt sent a special message to Congress, urging that the
sus shall be selected under civil-service rules and regulations.
census employees should be selected by civil-service rules. NevertheI wish to say just a word in this connection. I was induced less, a bill characterized by the spoils features passed both Houses.
to offer the amendment by a consideration which was very well It was vetoed by the President and returned to the Congress with a
expres ed in a paper put forth by the National Civil Service vigorous message upholding civil-service standards. The bill was reReform Association, which stated thatturned in the last short ses ion, just before a new administration was
Past experience shows that the grossest abuses, frauds, inaccuracies, to come into power. To the chagrin of the friends of the patronage
corruption, and extravagance have followed every exemption of census system, the incoming President, Mr. Taft, announced that he would
employees from the provisions of the civil service law.
veto any bill which contained the same spoils provisions.
A chastened Congress therefore passed a bill which required civilThe material I desire to have inserted in the RECORD consists, first, of a statement of our different censuses, beginning service examinations for a considerable portion of the temporary census
with the census of 1890, prepared by a civic group in the city force-all the clerical staff was included-a force of about 7,000
of Washington, followed by a letter from Mr. John T. Doyle, workers.
The bill provided that the supervisors (a little more than 300 in
secretary of the United States Civil Service Commission, written
to me on January 8, 1929; a letter from the same writer to number) were to be appointed by the President and confirmed by the
1\lr. J. W. Carson, secretary to the Senator from Michigan [Mr. Senate. About 1,800 special agents and approximately 65,000 enumerCouZENS], dated January 14, 1929; a letter from the secretary ators were not specifically placed under the civil service, but the Diof the National Civil Service Reform League to ·my colleague rector of the Census at that time (Mr. E. Dana Durand) was a friend
[Mr. TYDINGS], dated December 11, 1928; a prote t by the Na- of the merit system, and he prescribed an examination to be conducted
tional Civil Service Reform League, urging the adoption of by the Civil Service Commission.
The census of 1910 is the high-water mark, so far as civil service
the amendment offered by me to the census bill ; a letter from
the Southern California Civil Service League, dated February is concerned. It bas bad less serious criticism than any other census
5, 1929, to me, urging the adoption of my amendment; a similar within the last 40 years. Both the accuracy of its statistics and its
letter from a member of the Women's Department of Civil Serv- use of public funds were widely commended in contrast to the general
ice of the City of Baltimore, the writer being Mrs. J. A. Wil- attacks on previous enumerations.
son, a prominent lady of Baltimore, urging the adoption of the
The act providing for the census of 1920 (the fourteenth) retained
amendment; a letter from the State Federation of Pennsylvania the civil-service provisions of the preceding act, so far as the tern~
Women to me, dated January 8, 1929, urging the adoption of porary clerical staff was concerned. However, it directed that the
the amendment ; a letter from 1\lrs. Charles E. Ellicott, president, supervisors should be appointed by the Secretary of Commerce upon
and l\Irs. L. Emmett H•It, jr., secretary, of the American League the recommendation of the Director of the Census. These supervisors
of Women Voters, in the form of a resolution adopted by that in turn were authorized to appoint, with the approval of the Director
league, also urging the adoption of the amendment ; a copy of of the Census, the enumerators and interpreters. Special agents were
an article from the Woman's .Journal of July, 1928, entitled appointed by the Director of the Census. Civil-service rules were not
" Mrs. Knapp," reciting the gross abuses and scandals developed mentioned at all in this act. The Director of the Census was given
in the taking of the census in the State of New York.
complete discretion.
The material also includes an editorial from the St. Louis
To that extent the provisions of paragraph 3 of section 3 of the pendDaily Globe of February 11, 1929, approving the adoption of ing bill are a backward step, for the director is specially ordered to
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appoint this staff without reference to the civil service act. The Bruce
amendment would strike out that prohibition and substitute a provision
making civil-service rules apply.
THE PRESENT. ASPECT OF THE CONFLICT
The group of temporary employees which Senator BRUCE's amendment
would reach is large and important.
At the hearings on the pending bill which were held by the House
committee in January, 1928, it was stated by a representative of the
Census Bureau that during the coming census there will be a temporary
clerical force of from 7,000 to 8,000 persons. These will be employed
under civil-service rules according to the bill. The group of special
agents, supervisors, supervisors' clerks, and interpreters will be larger
than that. Ten thousand was the estimate given. And in appointing
this group the director is instructed to do so without reference to the
civil service act. Likewise the 95,0000 enumerators , which it is estimated will be necessary, are exempt.
The Civil Service Commission, by letter and by representation, urged
that the proposed exemption should be removed from all of this group
except enumerators. The enumerators are so many in number and their
term of employment is so short-normally from 15 to 30 days-that
their appointment by competitive examination is neither so easy nor
so import ant to secure as that of the special agents and supervisors
appears to be.
There will be approximately 375 supervisors in the field during this
census. Each supervi or will select the enumerators under him, direct
them, and be responsible for the work in his district. The length of
employment for supervisors will vary-from four months to a year
probably.
The group of special agents is larger. Under the census law of 1902
special agents are appointed to collect statistics in the field. Their
duties are varied. It would appear from the brief statement on the subject made at the bearing before the House committee that many aspects
of census taking apart from the simple population enumeration may fall
to their jurisdiction. Records of marriage and divorce, of religious
bodies, of city and State finance are made by special agents, and for
this purpose the r epresentative of the Census Bureau testified that
State and city officials and clergymen often receive t emporary appointments as special agents of the Census Bureau. It is estimated that
about 2,000 special agents will be needed during the coming census
period.
A BRIEF SUMl\IARY OF THE ARGUMENTS
Representatives of the Census Bureau testified at the House h earing
that it would be impossible to place this group of special agents, supervisors, enumerators, etc., under civil-service rules because the employment is temporary.
The spokesman for the civil service stated in answer that placing
positions. under civil-service regulation does not necessarily mean that a
competitive examination must be offered. '.rhe civil service act provides
for special noncompetitive examinations and likewise it permits shortterm employment without examination. The practice is regularly followed. Officials of the Civil Service Commission have publicly stated
that they would be satisfied to permit such an exemption in the case
of all the census enumerators. In this connection the experience <>f the
1910 census should be recalled. Then, although not r equired by law,
the enumerators were selected through practical examinations conducted
by the Civil Service Commission at the request of the Director of the
Census.
That leaves special agents and supervisors and supervisors' clerks a"
the ma jor group to be considered.
No argument is advanced to support the exemption of supervisors'
clerks, but opposition to the inclusion of the supervisors themsel>es
is usually based on the assertion that it is difficult to secure suitable
candidates under civil-service procedure in addition to the fact that the
employment is temporary. Supervisors should be persons enjoying the
confidence of the community, wit h organizing and administrative experience. The integrity of the census figures must be their responsibility.
To secure an honest and intelligent staff of enumerators a repre entative
of the Census Bureau stated at the hearing, "We would have to depend
on the judgment and honesty of the supervisor who appoints the enumerators." It is an important position and to argue that it should not
be subject to civil-service regulation is to assume that under those
regulations qualified persons can not be secured. That is an assumption not warranted by an examination of the facts.
. A cons tantly increasing number of positions which demand administrative and organizing ability are. being filled by the Civil Service Commlsswn. Every department of the Government depends upon it to fill
pos it ions requiring those abilities. The commission's examining boards
throughout the country offer a means <>f securing proper personnel
which no single Government bureau has available. The commission
itself states tha t it would have no difficulty in obtaining suitable candidates to certify to the Census Bureau for appointment as supervisors in
the coming census.
Likewise in the case of special agents. In the past grave abuses have
developed because some special agents have been 1·etained from one
census to another, often doing work properly coming under the perma-
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nent classified service. The only argument advanced against the inclusion of this force of 2,000 is based on the temporary nature of their
employment.
In answer to this objection the Civil Service Commission again
points out that it is its privilege and policy to give exemption from
examination in the case of employment which is actually temporaryfrom one to two months for example (p. 51 of the House hearings).
In addition, the flexibility of its rules encourages whatever modification of examining procedure might be necessary to give the Census
Bureau the opportunity to secure the best-qualified staff available for the
short-time employment.
To quote the repre entative of the commissio.n who te tified at the
bearing (p. 56) :
"We would consult 'vith the Cens us Bureau officials, find what the
duties are, and what, in their opinion, is the type of man they need,
and would reach an agreement as to the kind and scope of the examination, then proceed to establish lists so as to be ready when they are
needed."
No argument has been advanced in behalf of these exemptions which
is not familiar to those who have protested similar exemptions in the
past. Every one can be applied to any extension of the merit system.
They were all used to prevent the inclusion· of the clerical staff
employed in Washington during the census period. However, the
civil-service rules were applied and there is no suggestion tba t it bus
not been successful.
IN CONCLUSION
No one contends that the Director of the Census could not select
competent appointees without civil-service rules if he were permitted
to do it without the interference from political sources which we know
as the spoils system. It may be assumed that any bmeau chief might
discover and employ an able staff if his independent judgment as to
qualifications were to be his only guide. However, it would be naive
to a ssume that such a condition exists and unnecessary to present
the arguments for the merit _system. The civil service act is a protection to right-minded Members of Congress from the immense pressure
upon them to find jobs for their importtWing constituents. It is a
protection to the honest bureau chief against the entreaties of those
harrassed Members of Congress. Finally it is a protection to the
public.
'l'he coming census is unusually important. The 1920 enumeration
was taken during the postwar period when there were unusual difficulties in its way. In addition the group of employees to which the
Bruce amendment would apply was not selected under civil-service rules.
The figures of that census have been severely challenged. The chairman
of the Census Committee in the House stated in the bearing on H. R.
393 that one of the principal reasons why no reapportionment bill had
been passed was because of the lack of confidence in that enumeration.
A reapportionment bill has just passed the House. Certainly public
confidence in the reports of the census about to be taken should be
sought. There would seem to be no better safeguard than to apply the
merit system to the whole service and remove the stigma of the spoils
system from the entire staff.
The particular problems of organizing a large temporary force should
be recognized and can be met under civil service law. By cooperation
with the Census Bureau Chief, by modification of its examining procedure to provide suitable tests and proper exemptions in the case <>f
strictly temporary work, the difficulties cited in opposition to the application of civil-service regulations can be overcome. The virtues of
the civil service need not be defended now, nor the scandals o~ the
old spoils system discussed. It need <>nly be said that there appears
to be no valid reason why the employment policies of this Government
should be suspended in respect to the temporary census staff. Therefore the amendment offered by Senator BRUCE should be adopted.
UNITRD STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIO~,
Washingtot~, D. C., Janua·r y 8, 1929.
Senator WILLIAM CABELL BRUCE,

U11ited S tates Senate.
MY DEAR SENATOR BRUCE : 'l'he commission is pleast>d to observe your
amendment to H. R. 393, providing that the census tleld force shall be
subject to the civil service act.
'l'he census act for the Thirteenth Census (1910) r equired the commission to hold examinations and establish registers from which appointments were to be made by the Director of the Census. The results
of those examinations showed the practicability of supplying eligibles
in large numbers in a limited time. On June 30, 1909, the Census
Bureau had on its rolls about 650 names of persons employed in Washington. By June 30, 1910, the force had wcreased t o approximately
3,000, and on Octobe1· 1, 1910, to about 3,650. All of the e were appointed as a result of competitive examinations and by selection from
the head of the register with due r egard to the apportionment. The
71,500 census enumerators in that census and a large number of special
agents, though not classified under the rules, were selected through
J practical examinations held throughout the United States. The Director
of the Census made use of the commission's nearly 5,000 local examin-
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ing boards, candidates being assembled at points · convenient to their
places of residence. The results of the application of the merit principle
in the Thirteenth Census appear to justify the belief that· the same
system should be followed in the selection of the personnel required in
the Fifteenth Census.
The commission is of the view that the civil service act and rules
are sufficiently flexible to admit of their application in a practicable
degree to the field force of the census, and that where necessary exception could be made from competition by action of the commissi()n.
Your amendment is therefore favored.
By direction of the commission :
Very respectfully,
JOHN T. DoYLE, Secretary.
JANUARY

Mr. J. W.

14, 1929.

CARSON,

Secretary to Senator OouztnUt, United States Senate.
DEAR MR. CARSON: In response to your letter of January 12, I would
state that at two previous censuses the enumerators and special agents
· were appointed through the machinery of the commission on request of
the Director of the Census. In its twenty-seventh report, page 15, the
commission said :
"The 71,500 1910 census enumerators and a large number of special
agents, though not classified under the rules, were selected through practical examinations held throughout the United States. Although not
required by Ia w, they were ordered by the Director of the Census. The
Director of the Census made use of the commission's local examining
boards, the candidates being assembled at points convenient to their
places of residence. This method was a great improvement over that
followed in the census of 1900, when the examination papers were filled
out by the competitors at their homes."
The commission has large registers of suitable eligibles for rural
carrier, clerks and carriers in post offices, clerks in the Railway Mail
Service, and for a large number of various field positions.
The failure to use the eligibles who have been obtained at large expense is inconsistent with good faith on the part of the Government.
The appointment of this large census force every 10 years under the
patronage system fosters in the public mind a cynical disbelief in the
merit system and discourages qualified persons from undertaking the
examinations.
Such further examinations as might be necessary could be promptly
held by the commission's nearly 5,000 boards of examiners under the
direction of the commission's 13 district secretaries. The supervisors,
clerks, interpreters, enumerators, and special agents could be selected
under appropriate tests of fitness either from existing registers or by
competitive or noncompetitive examination or by allowing temporary
appointment without examination.
The civil service act and rules are so flexible that no embarrassment
would be experienced in making such appointments under them. For
instance, the weighers of mail were appointed from the commission's
registers by voluntary action of the post office. It is merely a question
of the commission being given the comparatively small additional appropriation. It would be found a great economy to use the commission's
facilities as was done by the War and Navy Departments during the
war period and for the bonus force.
Very respectfully,
JoHN T. DOYLE, Secretary.
NATIO~AL CIVIL SERVICE REFORM LEAGUE,

New York Oity, December n, 1928.
Hon.

MILLAltD

E.

TYDINGS,

United States Senate, Washington, D.

a.

DEAR SIR: On behalf of the National Civil Service Reform League, we
respectfully and earnestly urge that you disapprove in its present form
the census bill (H. R. 393) to provide for the fifteenth and subsequent
decennial censuses. The blanket exemption from the provisions of the
civil service act for all special agents, supervisors, supervisors' clerks,
enumerators, and interpreters which appears in the bill as passed by the
House should be stricken out.
·
In urging you to eliminate this general exemption we are not unmindful of the possibility that it may prove to be impracticable to select all
the enumerators through competitive examination. A specific exemption
from the rules of competitive examination in the bill itself is, however,
unnecessary in order to take care of any exemptions that may be desirable. The civil service act specifically provides for just such situations
as may arise in the administration of the census act. Under the civil
service law the President is authorized to provide by Executive order for
the exemption from competitive examination of any position or class of
positions.
Experience in previous censuses conducted by the Federal Government
and also by State governments has shown that the large majority of
employees included iii such positions as special agents, supervisors,
supervisors' clerks, enumerators, and interpreters have been selected
solely upon the basis of political affiliation and without regard to fitness
for the wox·k to be done where such positio-ns have been filled without
competitive examination. Only recently New York State has had an
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example of the waste and corruption ·which follows the distribution of
such positions as political patronage. The cost of the 1925 census for
the State of New York was estimated at $1,200,000, but this was not
sufficient to complete the compilation o! statistical information which
was int~nded to be produced.
The employees in the New York State census bureau, with but three
exceptions, were employed without any tests ·of fitness by the civil-service
comnnss1on. A report recently issued by an official investigator on
behalt of the governor states that about $200,000 was either illegally
or wastefully expended under this type of administration.
We are sure that you will wish to place in the bill every possible
safeguard against the waste of public funds in the administration of the
decennial census. We believe, therefore, that you should be willing to
entrust to the judgment of the President the extent to which it may be
practicable to select the census employees after competitive examination.
Respectfully yours,
H. ELIOT KAPLAN, Secretary.
A PROTEST AGAINST AN INEFFICIENT CENSUS-NATIONAL CIVIL SERV1C1!l
REFORM LEAGUE U:RGES ADOPTION OB' THE BRUCE AMENDMENT TO THE
CENSUS BILL

The permanent staff and employees Oif the United States Census Bureau
are appointed in accordance with the provisions of the civil service law.
The work of tlle bureau from year to year bas been emtnently satl:!!·
factory.
·
In connection with the proposed decennial census to be taken in 1930
it is provided by H. R. 393, now before the Senate, that all other
temporary employees-special agents, supervisors, supervisors' clerks,
enumerators, and interpreters-who, it is estimated, will number about
100,000, shall be appointed by the Director of the Census without reference to the civil service law. The Director of the Census may delegate
to the supervisors authority to appoint enumerators.
Thus in its present form the bill makes possible the appointment of
about 100,000 persons with no a surance whatever that their qualifications will be taken into account. Whether the enumerators are selected
by the director or by the several hundred supervisors will make no particular difference, for the supervisors, being patronage appointees, will
naturally and inevitably appoint enumerators on a political and patronage basis.
Experience in previous Federal censuses taken under. similar bills has
proved disastrous in the character of the employees selected, the inaccuracy of the work, and the lack of public credit given the census. The
result of the work under such a system is discredited even in advance
Oif the enumeration, for if a party in power has a free choice between a
nonpolitical and a political agency for taking the census, and chooses
the latter, composed of officials cJf its own political faith, the presumption is against the fairness of a census so taken. The results will reflect
the bias of those who take it. And even if it were fair many would not
believe it to be fair. And if at the close o! the work inaccuracies are
shown, resulting in the advanta.ge of the party by which it is taken, the
work is sure to be attributed to political manipulation.
In the census of 1890 the employees were selected without competition, principally upon nomination by Republiean Members of Congress.
In many places the enumerators were instructed by the supervisors and
others to do political work. In New York City, where the enumerators
were named by the Republican organization, several men with criminal
records secured appointment. Yet private houses were opened to such
men with the understanding that the Government considered them trustworthy. Many faCts indicated that the New York census was inaccurate
and incomplete, and the police authorities, by order of the mayor, had a
recount made, which showed a population greater by nearly 200,000 than
that given by the Federal authorities. The recount showed that in many
wards large numbers of residents, often entire houses, had been omittell.
As the enumerators were Republicans, and as the city was preponderantly Democratic it was naturally infened that the underenumeration
was intentional and made for the purpose of reducing the city's representation in Congress.
It was afterward estimated by the director himself that $2,000,000
and more than a year's time would have been saved if the Census
Bureau had been placed under the civil service law.
The cens~ of 1900 suffered from the same defect. Senators and
Representatives were asked to nominate persons for- appointment ; and
it was inevitable that the appointees should use the power given them
for the benefit of their party and of the particular Congressmen tht·ough
whom they had sec
d their places. In one Maryland county the returns were deliberately padded in order to secure additional representation in the Maryland House of Delegates for the party in power. For
this purpose graveyards and summer hotels were canvassed and imagination was largely drawn upon. In many cases the deceptions were unbelievably crude ; small children were listed as school teachers, farm
laborers, and carpenters. The Federal grand jury which brought in the
indictment said in their report : " So long as such appointments are
treated as part of the spoils of politics the recurrence of such frauds
and scandals as have been revealed by our investigation may be
expected.''
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The 1890 and 1900 censuses were taken under a provision of law
excluding competition; that is, necessitating appointments being made
under the spoils system. Every man competent to speak with authority
because of his knowledge of and familiarity with the work of those
censuses has stated that the result was to produce extravagance and
demoralization.
In the 1910 census, although the bill provided that enumerators
should be appointed by the supervisors, who, in turn, were appointed
by the Director of the Census, at the request of the director these
employees were selected through the machinery of the United States
Civil Service Commission. A generally satisfactory and reliable census
was obtained.
Only recently New York State has had an example of the waste and
corruption which follows the distribution as political patronage of such
positions as special agents, supervisors, enumet·ators, and interpreters.
The cost of the 1925 census for the State of New York was estimated
at $1,200,000, but this was not sufficient to complete the compilation of
statistical information which was intended to be produced. The employees in the New York State Census Bureau were employed without
any tests of fitness by the Civil Service Commission. A report issued
by an official investigator on behalf of the governor states that about
$200,000 was either illegally or wastefully expended uuder this type
of administration.
Two objections have been made to the appointment of census employees through civil-service examination. The argument has been made
that the enumerators to be appointed are so numerous and their terms
of service so sho1·t that it would be undesirable and perhaps impossible
to require them to go through the formalities of a civil-service examination. This argument has been answered by the Civil Service Commission itself, as follows :
"Tile census act for the Thirteenth Census required the commission
to hold examinations and establish registers from which appointments
were to be made by the Director of the Census. The results of those
examinations showed the practicability of supplying eligibles in large
numbers in a limited time. On June 30, 1909, the Census Bureau bad
on its rolls about 650 names of persons employed in Washington. By
June 30, 1910, the force had increased to .a pproximately 3,000, and on
October 1, 1910, to about 3,650. All of these were appointed as a
result of competitive examinations and by selection from the head of
the register, with due regard to the apportionment. The 71,500 census
enumerators in that census and a large number of special agents,
though not classified under the rules, were selected through practical
examinations held throughout the United States. The Director of the
Census made use of the commission's nearly 5,000 local examining
boards, candidates being assembled at points convenient to their
places of residence. The results of the application of the merit principle in the Thirteenth Census appear o justify the belief that the same
system should be followed in the selection of the personnel required in
the Fifteenth Census.
''The commission is of the view that the civil service act and rules
are sufficiently flexible to admit of their application in a practicable
degree to the field force of the census and that where necessary exception could be made from competition by action of the commission."
The other objection to civil-serYice examination of these employees
is that the 100,000 persons thus added to the Government pay roll
and given civil-service status would endeavor to retain Government
employment after completion of the census. Such efforts of temporary
employees to create for themselves permanent positions could not be
successful if Members of Congress would refuse to yield to political
pressure put upon tllem by these employees or their friends. Exemption from examination, and exclusion from the classified civil service,
however, would not deter census employees from using all the influence they could muster to permit their transfer or inclusion in the
classified service. In fact, this very thing, which it is feared might
occur if employees were appointed under the civil service law, has
repeatedly occurred in the past, when they were appointed through
political patronage.
Past experience shows that the grossest abuses, frauds, inaccuracies,
corruption, and extravagance have followed every exemption of census
employees from the provisions of the civil service law.
There is no legitimate reason for appointing the census employees
without civil-service examination, for
1. The Civil Service Commission states that it is able and ready to
fill the places by examination, and already has available lists of
thousands of eligibles.
2. In case of an emergency requiring examina n to be waived the
President bas full authority to suspend the civil service law.
Senator WlLLIAM C. BRUCE, of Maryland, has introduced an amendment to the pending census bill providing for the appointment of special
agents, supervisors, supervisors' clerks, enumerators, and interpreters
subject to the civil service law. No valid reason can be advanced why
this amendment should not be adopted. Repeated experience shows
that while plausible reasons can always be found for including exemptions in a census act the real motive is · always to be found in the opportunity thus given for pati"Onage and spoils. The adoption of the Bruce
amendment would insure an accurate and reliable census.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CIVIL SERVICE LEAGUE,
Febn.tary 5, 1929.

Hon. WILLIAM C. BRUCE,
Senator from Ma,1·yla11d, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR SENATOR BRUCE : We write to commend you upon the amendment which you have introduced to the pending census bill providing for
the appointment of special agents, supervisors, supervisors' clerks,
enumerators, and interpreters, subject to the civil service law, and trust
that it will be adopted.
With best wishes, we beg to remain,
Respectfully yours,
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CIVIL SERVICE LEAGUE,
By KIMPTON ELLIS, Secretary.
1013 ST. PAUL STREET.
To the Hon. Senator BnucE :
At a meeting of the Woman's Department of Civil Service on last
Friday a resolution was passed indorsing your resolution putting the
employees of the Census Department under the civil-service rules. We
hope that you will continue to urge the passing of thit~.
Yours truly,
1\:lARY W. WILSON.
(Mrs. J. A.)

STATE

FEDERATIO~

OF PENNSYLVANIA WOME:-<, 1927- 192!:1
J anum·y 8, 1929.

To thE' Hon. WILLIAM C. BRUCE,
United Statei Senate:

The State Federation of Pennsylvania Women, through its civilservice committee, thanks you for your bill amending the census bill
by providing that all persons employed in taking the census shall be
appointed under the provisions o:t' the national civil service law.
The federation regards this amendment as most important, having a
vivid memory of the inefficiency, extravagance, and corruption that have
prevailed at other takings of the census when so many employees were
appointed for partisan and political reasons.
IMOGEN OAKLEY,
Ohainnan of Oonunittee.

MARYLAND LEAGUE OF

WOME~

VOTERS,

Baltimore, M(l.

Whereas the extension of the civil service of the United States to
include the employees to be engaged for the purpo e of taking the
census has been proposed; and
Whereas it is our belief that this will operate to increase the efficiency of the service: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the Maryland League of Women Voters indorses the
proposed amendment to House bill 3!:13 ; and be it further
Resolved, That we respectfully petition the Senate of the united
States to adopt the proposed amendment.
Mrs. CHARLES E. ELLICOTT,
P1·esident.

Mrs. L. EMMETT IIOLT, Jr.,
Secretary.

[Editorial from the Woman's Journal, July, 1928, page 20]
MRS. KNAPP
The conviction of Mrs. Florence E. S. Knapp, former secretary o:t' state
in New York, who was charged with grand larceny in handling the State
census funds, bas been generally accepted as just. Apparently the presiding justice was judicial and able, and the trial proceeded to logical
conclusions from the evidence-largely endence given reluctantly by
Clara Knapp, Mrs. Knapp:s stepdaughter. The offense was seriousappropriation of census funds by Mrs. Knapp's indorsement of a check
for $2,875 made out to Clara Knapp, which the young woman, a college
teacher, testified that she never earned and never saw. Though Mrs.
Knapp denied the charge, her stepdaughter's testimony carried conviction. This charge was but one of several of the same nature. And
however sorry for Mrs. Knapp one may be, anyone who i concerned
about the future of women in politics and public life mu t be satisfied
with the verdict. Had Mrs. Knapp escaped because she is a woman,
should she now escape some punishment, however slight, women would
suffer, not gain. Appointment or election of women would be less likely.
The tendency to hold all women responsible for what Mrs. Knapp has
done would be strengthened.
But there remains something unsatisfactory about the Knapp case,
and a feeling has been expressing itself throughout the State that justice
was not fully done. The census was a political grab bag. Thousands
of jobs were turned ovet· to party bosses for distribution as part of the
rewards for the success of the party in the last election. Is it likely
that Mrs. Knapp was the only one to secure some graft from the big
sum expended? There were notable absences from the witness chair.
One gets the impre sion that, though probably guilty of inexcusable
graft, Mrs. Knapp, out of party loyalty, may have allowed men gmfters
to hide behind her petticoats. The feeling grows that there may have
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been others who should have been tried with her and who, under
the same persistence, would have been found equally guilty. This explanation of the public sentiment in the State of New York concerning this
memorable trial of a woman in public office is due the women of the
Nation.
[From the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Monday, February 11, 1929]
THE 100,000 CENSUS .JOBS
The 100,000 appointees required in taking the next Federal census
will receive pay ranging from $5 and $8 a day to $3,000. Distributed as
election spoils, it must not be supposed that these places are the less
esteemed because the work and pay last in most instances not more than
four weeks and in a few other instances six weeks.
It is just such jobs as these that are highly appreciated as enabling
a myriad of political debts to be paid. Local workers whose ordinary
activities would not permit them to take a permanent official appointment are provided with appreciated recognition, and the pay, being
fairly good while it lasts, is received with the gladness with which unexpected windfalls, pin money, and modest strokes of good fortune are received.
'The amendment to the census bill of Senator BnuCE, of Maryland,
requiring the appointments to be made under the Civil Service Commission's regulation, hits Congress with a chill. The points he makes are
not answered by pleas that his amendment would only introduce red
tape, complicating the work of making the selections, and that these
100,000 temporary jobs are aside from the scope and purpose of the elaborate merit system.
As a matter of fact, the laws under which the Civil Service Commission operates are framed to cover census jobs of this precise kind. They
are "emergency " appointments for which full provision is made. The
adoption of his amendment would not mean a full compliance with all
the conditions as to competitive examination required in the case of permanent appointments. Only qualifications showing a fitness for " emergency" jobs would have to be determined, and the procedure would be
correspondingly informal.
A fitness certified to on that basis surely would be preferable to a fitness graded down to the standards of the spoils principle. lli. BRUCE
is correct in saying that the 1910 census was taken under a provision of
law identical with his amendment and that the plan worked satisfactorily.
[From the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Wednesday, February 6, 1929]
CENSUS AND CIVIL SEBVICE
Senator BRUCE, of Maryland, has otrered an amendment to the census
bil1, now before Congress, providing for the appointment of special
agents, supervisors, supervisors' clerks, enumerators, and interpreters
subject to the civil service law. Its purpose is to remove the 1930
cen us from partisan politics and to insure an accurate count.
In its present form the census bill makes possible an orgy of patronage dispensing. Approximately 100,000 workers are needed in the field
force and, unless some safeguard is placed in the law, the Director of the
Census and his aids may make appointments for political purposes without any regard for qualifications for the work.
According to the National Civil Service Reform League, a reliable
census was obtained in 1910, when, at the request Of the Director of the
Census, supervisors of the census were selected through the machinery
of the United States Civil Service Commission. For the law to give the
director such wide discretion might have less happy results next time.
Previous census takings, notably that of 1890, have been scandalously
conducted. In 1890 Republican Members of Congress were permitted to
choose the field force. A check of its work showed that in New York
City large numbers of residents, often entire houses, bad been omitted.
The inference was that Republican census takers had deliberately
·underestimated the population of a Democratic city to reduce its membership in Congress. In 1900, in Maryland, graveyards were canvassed
to obtain additional representation in the house of delegates for the
party in power.
Past experience has abundantly proved the desirability of Senator
BnuCE's amendment, not only to assure an honest and reliable count but
to prevent the wasteful use of census funds.
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money, which could have been prevented by the appointment of well·
qualified persons.
Business men the country over ought to stand for that principle because of the immensely important decisions that must be made upon the
basis of the movement of population from decade to decade and from
place to place. Though not a Baltimore constituent, I am a United
States constituent of yours in the satisfaction I take in your effort
for the public welfare.
Cordially yours,
ALBERT BUSHNELL HART.
GODFREY L. CABOT (INC.),
Boston, Mass., Februm·y 5, 1929.

Senator W. C. BRUCE,
Washington, D. 0.

Slil111ATOR BRUCE: I bQg to express to you my personal appreciation of your action in introducing an amendment to the census bill
placing the employees under civil-service rules. I don't know of any
bunch of employees where this rule can be applied with more benefit or
less inconvenience to the departmental heads. They are o-bliged to select
a great number of men in a burry, and this will enable them to select
the best men under circumstances that will minimize the personal
annoyance to them from the unsuccessful applicants.
Secondly, during the comparatively short time of employment these
employees are not likely to seriously deteriorate in mind or body, a.s
inevitably happens with the lapse of time in the case of permanent
appointments. Therefore the problem in getting rid of an undesirable
employee against whom, however, no serious charges can be made is
much less likely to present itself in temporary than in permanent
appointments, and the difficulty of doing so is not likely to be nearly so
great, because such incumbent · are much less likely to put up a hard
fight for reinstatement in a temporary job than in a permanent one.
Hoping this will find all well with you and your family, and begging
to be warmly remembered to Mrs. Bruce, I am,
Yours very sincerely,
GODFREY L. CABOT.
DEAR

BUFFALO, N. Y;, February 5, 1999.
Hon. WILLIAM C. BRUCE,
United States Senate, Wa.shington, D. 0.

MY DEAB SENATOR: I observe that you propose to amend the census
bill by providing that those who shall ta.k e the next Federal census shall
be selected by examinations under the national civil service law, and
thus that census will be taken and prepared in a businesslike way, as I
understand the last one was, instead of the old politic.a l job way, that
used to disgrace our Federal census just as it disgraced our last State
census in this State. While I do not belong to your political party, I
do belong to any political party for the time being that thus proposes
to substitute patriotism, common sense, and economy, and the reign o:f
law for plain old fashioned political jobbery. More power to your
elbow, and especially to your brain.
Sincerely your friend,
ADELBEBT MOOT.
NEW JERSEY SENATORLAL ELECTION

(REPT. NO. 1861)

1\Ir. McNARY. From the Special Committee Investigating Expenditures in Senatorial Primary and General Elections, referred to as the Reed committee, I submit a report on the New
Jersey senatorial contest. I ask that the report may be printed
and lie on the table.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the report (No.
1861) will be printed and lie on the table.
PENNSYLVANIA SENATORIAL ELECTION (REPT. NO. 1858)

:Mr. REED of Missouri. On behalf of the Special Committee
Investigating Expenditures in Senatorial Primary and General
Elections, I submit a general report touching the Vare ca e, and
merely make the statement that the report is unanimous by the
committee upon the record as it stands. The junior Senator
from Utah [Mr. KING] has expressed his views in a separate
document, which is appended to and made a part of the report.
I ask that the report of the committee may be printed and lie
on the table. I will ask the senior Senator from Utah how
CAMBRIDGE, 1\fAss, January S, 19'29.
Senator BRUCE,
many extra copies should be printed?
United States Senate Building, Wash-ington, D. 0.
1\Ir. SMOOT. That would have to be estimated for. I can
DEAR SENATOR BRUCE : It appears that you are backing up the com- not tell the Senator how many could be printed under the law.
mon-sense proposition that the employees of the Census Bureau shall be
Mr. REED of Missouri. I think, Mr. President, that a thouselected in accordance with the civil service law. One of the long- sand copies will be first and last demanded.
standing abuses of our National Government is the selection of persons
Mr. SMOOT. I think, under the law, a thousand copies may
not qu"a lified for the tasks of making the decennial enumerations for be printed.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the report (No.
the United States census. The qualifications are not severe, but it is
es ential that the enumerators should be accustomed to figures, compe- 1858) will lie on the table and a thousand copies will be plinted.
tent to carry on simple accounts, intelligent, and honest. The breakMr. REED of Missouri. I have one word further to say. I
down of the census in New York State was principally through the wish to give notice that on to-morrow I intend to call this
appointment of incompetents, as well as a scandalous waste of public report to the attention of the Senate as a privileged matter.
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
·
Mr. W .A.LSH of Montana, from the Committee on Irrigation
and Reclamation, to which was referred the bill ( S. 5482) to
authorize the disposition of unplatted portions of Government
town sites on irrigation projects under the reclamation act of
June 17 1902 and for other purposes, reported it without
amendm~nt and submitted a report (No. 1857) thereon.
l\1r. WHEELER, from the Committee on Indian· .A.ffairs, to
which was referred the bill (H. R. 15723) authorizing an appropriation of Crow tribal funds for payment o-f council and delegate expense-, and for other purposes, reported it without
amendment and submitted a report (No. 1859) thereon.
1\Jr. EDGE (for l\ir. EDWARDS), from the Committee on Naval
Affairs, to which was referred the bill (H. R. 16533) to authorize the American Legion, Department of New Jersey, to erect
a memorial chapel at the naval air station, Lakehurst, N. J.,
reported it without amendment and submitted a report (No.
1860) thereon.
Mr. ROBINSON of Indiana, from the Committee on Pensions, reported an additional amendment to the bill (H. R.
16878) granting pensions and increase of pensions to certain
soldiers and ~:;ailors of the Regular Army and Navy, etc., and
certain soldiers and sailors of wars other than the Civil '\\ar,
and to widows of such soldiers and sailors, and submitted a
report {No. 1727, pt. 3) thereon.
Mr. BINGHA.i\I, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to
which was referred the bill (S. 5555) to provide more effectively
for the national defense by increasing the efficiency of the Air
Corps of the .Army of the United States, and for other purposes, reported it ·without amendment and submitted a report
(No. 1862) thereon.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION PRESENTED
Mr. GREE~"'E, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
that to-day that committee presented to the President of the
United States the following enrolled bills and joint resolution:
S. 1530. .An act for the relief of Gilpin Construction Co. ;
S. 3881. An act to provide for the paving of the Government
road, known as the Dry Valley Road, commencing where said
road Jeaves the La Fayette Road, in the city of Rossville, Ga.,
and extending to Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park, constituting an approach road to said park;
S. 5179. An act to improve the efficiency of the Lighthouse
Service, and for other purposes ; and
S. J. Res. 213. Joint resolution to provide for extending the
time in which the United State Supreme Court Building Commi sion shall report to Congress.
BILLS INTRODUCED
Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
consent, the second time, and referred as follows :
By 1\Ir. BRATTON:
.A bill (S. 5861) granting a pension to John L. Tenney; and
A bill (S. 5862) granting an increase of pension toR. L. Baca;
to the Committee on Pensions.
By l\lr. GILLETT:
.A bill ( S. 5863) for the relief of Isabel Alger; to the Committee on Claims.
By Mr. SW.ANSON:
A bill ( S. 586-1) to provide for the study, investigation, and
survey, for commemorative purpose , of battle fields in the
vicinity of Richmond, Va.; to the Committee on l\lilitary Affairs.
By l\lr. HOWELL :
A lJill ( S. 5865) to amend the act entitled "An act authorizing
the construction of a bridge across the Missouri River between
the cities of Omaha, Nebr., and Council Bluffs, Iowa, and for
other purposes," approved l\larch 3, 1887 ; and
A bill (S. 5866) to amend the act entitled "An act authorizing
the construction of a bridge across the l\Iissouri River between
the cities of Omaha, Nebr., and Council Bluffs, Iowa, and for
other purposes," approvE'd l\larch 3, 1887; to the Committee on
Commerce.
·
By 1\Ir. McKELLAR:
A bill (S. 5867) granting the consent of Congres..; to the city
of Chattanooga and the county of Hamilton, Tenn., to construct,
maintain, and operate a bridge across the '.rennes ·ee River at
or near Chattanooga, Hamilton County, Tenn.; to the Committee on Commerce.
By Mr. ROBINSON of Indiana:
A bill ( S. 586' granting a pension to Virgil H. Effinger ; to
the Committee on Pensions.
By l\Ir. WAGNER:
A bill ( S. 5869) to authorize the cession to the city of New
York of land on the northerly side of New Dorp Lane in exchange for permission to connect Miller Field with the saicl
city's public sewer system; to the Committee on l\lilitary
Affairs.
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By Mr. CAPPER :
·
~ ~ill (_S. 5870). to. amend an a<:t regulating the height of
bmldrngs m _the District o_f C_olumbia, app~oved June 1, 1910;
to the Committee on the District of Columbta.
By Mr. ASHURST:
.
A bill (S. 5871) granting relief to disabled ex-service men
in submitting final proof on homestead entrie ; to the Committee on Public Lands and Surveys.
By Mr. KING:
A bill ( S. 5872) for the relief of Indians, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Indian Affairs.
AMENDMENTS TO DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIO ~ BILL

Mr. SMOOT submitted an amendment intended to be proposed
by him to House bill 17223, the second deficiency appropriation
bill, which was referred to the Committee on Appropriations
and ordered to be printed, as follows:
On page 80, line -, insert the following :
" Salt Lake City, Utah, post office, courthouse, etc. : The authorization for the acquisition of additional land and the commencement of
extension and remodeling of the po t office, courthouse, etc., at Salt
Lake City, Utah, contained in the act approved May 29. 1928, making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropnations for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1928, and for other pm·pose , is
hereby amended so as to authorize the Sect·etary of the Treasury, in
his discretion, either to carry out the above authorization or to enlarge
and extend the present Federal building so as to provide in part for the
required additional accommodations, and also to acquire a site with
the building thereon and to remodel and extend said building as an
annex to the post office, courthouse, etc., to provide the further necessary additional accommodations, and the appropriation contained in
said act is hereby made availal>le for providing the required ac~om
modations under uch method as the Secretary of the Trea ury may
select: Provided, That the total limit of cost for providing for all the
accommodations required shall not exceed the limit of co t fixed in said
act."
Mr. HAYDEN submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to House bill 17223, the second deficiency appropriation bill, which was referred to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed, as follows:
On page 84, line 2, insert the following as a new paragraph :
" NOGALES, ARIZ., IXTER~ATIONAL STREET
"For grading and pavtng of the Federal strip of land known a
IntE'fnational Street, belonging to the United Sta.tes, along the international boundary line between Mexico and the United States and adjacent to the city of Nogales, Ariz., said paving to extend from the east
side of Nelson Avenue to the top of the hill beyond West Street, with
the necessary fence, retaining walls, storm sewers, the installation of
an ornamental lighting system, and other items nece sary in connection
therewith, $30,000, and in addition the unexpended balance of the appropriation of $40,000 under this heading in the second deficiency act,
fiscal year 1928, apprond Mar 29, 1928, is continued anu made available until June 30, 1930, for the purposes of this paragraph."
Mr. NORBEOK submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to House bill 17223, the second deficiency appropriation bill, which was referred to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed, as follow :
At the proper place in the bill insert the following:
"To carry out the purposes of the act appl'Oved - - - , entitled 'An
act creating the 1ount Rushmore Nationulldemoriul Commission and defining its purposes and powers,' toward the one-half cost of the memorial
and land ·caping to be borne by the United States, $100,000, to l>e
immediately available."
RESTRICTIO~S

0~

EXPORT OF

ARMS

Mr. CAPPER. l\1r. President, I ask unanimous consent to·
have printed in the REconD th·e following articles from the New
York Times of February 11, 1929, relative to Senate Joint Resolution 215, declaring it unlawful to export arms and other articles
for use in war to any country violating the proYisions of lhe
multilateral treaty for the renunciation of war.
-There being no objection, the matter referred to was ordered
to be printed in the RECORD, as follow :
MO'"E TO BACK PEACE PACT WITH TRADE EMBARGO 0~

1

VIOLATORS,

LIKE PLEDGE OF OTHER NATIO~S
(Special to the Kew York Times by Richard Y. Oulahan)
WASHI~GTOX, F<:>bruary 10.-A movement to put teeth in the Kellogg
multilateral treaty renouncing war as an instrument of national policy,
otherwise known as the pact of Paris, recently ratified by the Senate,
will be started to-morrow when Senator ARTHUR CAPPER, of Kansas, a
member of the Committee on Foreign Relations, will offer a joint r·csoIution designed to authorize the employment of nonforcible sanctions or
ASKIXG
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diseiplinary measures aga1nst any adherin-g government which violates
the oact.
The Capper resolution, the text of which was made public to-night,
provides, in effect, that this GQvernment shall establish an economic
boycott against any such nation and invests the President with authority to issue a proclamation forbidding the export of munitions of war
to any offending government. This approximates the economic boycott provisions of the League of Nations covenant. No resort to force
by the United States is contemplated in the provisions.
The fundamental principle enunciated and the authority conveyed in
these resolutions are contained in the following provision :
"That whenever the President determines and by proclamation declares t bat any country has violated the multilateral treaty for the
renunciation of war, it shall be unlawful, unless otherwise provided by
act of Congress or by proclamation of the President, to export to such
country arms, munitions, implements of war, or other articles for use
in war until the President shall by proclamation declare that such
violation no longer continues."
From this it will be seen that tbe authOiity to be conveyed to the
President may be qualified or withdrawn if Congress enacts a law to
that effect or the President himself issues a proclamation declaring that
the economic boycott is not to be employed.
.Another provision states it to be the policy of the United States
that its citizens shall not be protected by the Government if they
give " aid and comfort '' to a nation which violates the pact. The
resolution also requests the President to negotiate treaties with other
adherents of the treaty to insure that their nationals will not be prot ected by their governments if tbey give assistance to an offending
nation.
It is provided, however, that the policy of refusing protection t~
American citizens in such circumstances shall not apply against a
violating nation which bas failed to make a declaration that it will
not protect its citizens when engaged in similar practices.
Senator CAPPER stated to-night that he bad no expectation of obtaining action on his resolution in the present Congress, which will
come to an end three weeks from to-morrow, or in the exti·a session, which
is to convene in .April. His idea in offering the measure at this time,
be explained, was to allow discussion of the proposal and the forming
of public opinion, so that its purpose would be thoroughly understood
when Congress assembled in regular session in December, at which
time h e would press for its adoption.
In making public the text of his resolution, Senator CAPPER gave
out a statement explanatory of his purpose.
WOULD u UNDERWRITE THE PEACE PACT"

In his statement of explanation Senator CAPPER said:
"The pw·pose of - this resolution is to put the Government of the

United States. on record, in response to an insistent and well-nigh
unanimous public demand, by taking the next step toward safeguarding
international peace, following the ratification of the pact of Paris.
"This resolution renews in substance a proposal contained in my
resolution of December 9, 1927, that any nation signatory to the pact
of Paris which breaks its word shall not be aided directly or indirectly by our nationals in carrying on its war.
"My resolution also contemplates that our Government shall at
once negotiate treaties or understandings with other signatory powers
for similar action on their part.
"'l'he moment it becomes clear that a nation which bas solemnly
promised to renounce war as an instrument of national policy, but
which nevertheless provokes or invites a war, will not be able to buy
munitions or supplies from the .American people with which to carry
on the war, then that war will come to a sudden end. In fact, I doubt
wbet~er it will ever be begun.
WOULD ''UNDERWRITE THE PEACE PACT"

"In other words, I believe the adoption and effectuation of this
resolution will tend to make the peace pact effective. It will in a
measure underwrite the peace pact without compelling us to police the
world.
"1 hope and believe that public opinion will approve this resolution
and that before long it will receive the overwhelming, if not unanimous,
approval of both Houses of Congress. It is not expected that action will
be taken at this session, but the introduction of the resolution, it is
hoped, will bring about discussion and consideration which will result
in action at an early date in a succeeding session.
" The full import and implications of the pact of Paris have not yet
been recognized by many persons, including not a few of those who
write on such subjects for periodicals.
"The peace pact, or multilateral treaty, marks a new era in international relations and international law. In this new era we must learn
to think and to speak in terms of realities, not in terms of worn-out
and abandoned policies which the pact of Paris openly and emphatically
renounces .
"Fortunately, as our own record shows and as Sir .Austen Chamberlain recently has stated in the House of Commons, there are no reserva-
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tions on the part o! nations signatory to the pact. It is an absolute
renunciation of war as an instrument of national policy.
"Therefore it is not only logical but necessary that a nation like our
own. which intends solemnly to keep its word in this respect, shall not
aid any other nation that may prove faithless, either directly or
indirectly.
"Let that once become known and announced to the world and any
government will hesitate a long time before it violates the pact of Paris.
" The enthusiasm which greeted the conclusion of the pact of Paris, in
foreign nations as well as in our own; the readiness with which arbitration treaties are being concluded between the United States and other
nations; these give testimony to the strong popular support of the
movement against war.
"The people and the peoples of the world want peace. They want the
assurance of peace, if that is possible.
"In face of the engagements of the pact and in face of the widespread treaties of arbitration and conciliation, it would be anomalous, to
say the least, for the people of the States which have bound themselves
by the terms of the pact to encourage its breach by permitting the shipment of arms and munitions of war to the treaty breaker. It would be a
breach of faith on the part of a signatory to encourage their nationals
by contributions of goods or money, to sustain an offending nation and
aid that nation in striking down the defenders of the pact .
" It is in defense of the honor of this Nation that it should not give
aid and comfort to a treaty-breaking State. It is of vital interest to this
Nation that it should seek to prevent the outbreak of war by warning
possible treaty-breaking nations of the attitude the United States will
take.
SEEKS TO CHECK TRAFFIC IN ARMS

" What is proposed in the new resolution is simply to carry out the
spirit of the Briand-Kellogg past, to prevent conscienceless nationals
from making a profit out of aiding and abetting nations that violate
the pact.
" The spirit of the pact should be borne in upon the mind of the
citizens as well as that of the statesman_ It should be impressed th.a t
Will' will not be a means of carrying on a · profitable trade with the
belligerent nations, a profitable trade that in the end will coot the lives
of our own youth and saddle another tremendous w.ar debt upon the
surviving people of the Nation.
"Rather it should be impressed upon the consciousness of every citizen and every statesman that the effect of the pact will be to diminish
or cut oft' that trade, so that it will no longer be in the interest of
armament makers or the private traffickers in blood money to connive
with a government which in defiance of its obligations lets loose upon
the world the pestilence of war."
That purpose, be said, was to have the United States Government
go on record in favor of refusing to aid any nation signatory to the
multilateral treaty which broke its word, "directly or indirectly," by
violating the covenant. In his opinion, any war undertaken by a
signatory would end when that nation found it would be unable to buy
war supplies from the United States. " In fact," added Senator CAPPER,
"I doubt whether it will ever be begun."
CARRIES OUT SPIRIT OF TREATY

The outstanding feature of Senator CAPPER's statement is the explanation that his resolution "is simply to carry out the spirit of the
Briand-Kellogg pact, to prevent conscienceless nationals from making
a profit out of aiding and abetting nations that violate the pact."
To understand that purpose better, it is necessary to have in mind
the essential provisions of the treaty r enouncing war. These features
are stated in the following articles:
".Article 1. The high contracting parties solemnly declare that they
condemn recourse to war for the solution of international controversies and renounce it as an instrument of national policy in their relations with one another.
"Article 2. The high contracting parties agree that t.he settlement
or solution of all disputes or confiicts, of whatever nature or whatever
origin they may be, which may arise among them shall never be sought
except by pacific means."
This treaty was the result of a statement made by .Aristide Briand,
Foreign Minister of France, on .April 6, 1927, the t enth anniversary
of the entrance of the United States into the World War, that "France
would be willing to subscribe publicly with the United States to any mutual engagement tending to outlaw war," and proposing that the two countries agree to renounce war "as an instrument of national policy."
In the following November Senator CAPPER announced that when Congress assembled in December he would otier a resolution designed to
carry out the purposes of the Briand proposal. By that time it bad become clear that the Coolidge administration did not favor making with
France alone a treaty renouncing war and believed any such agreement
should include all nations. Senator CAPPER' s resolution proviued that
the pact should take the multilateral form. It contained, however, a
provision under which this Government would regat·d as " an aggressor
nation " any government which violated the agreement.
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TEXT OF THE CAPPER RESOLUTION TO ENFORCE WORLD PEACE
(Special to the New York Times)
WASHDIGTON, Februa ry 10.-The text of Senator CAPPER's resolution
in support of the Kellogg peace pact and supplementing the international effort to outlaw war is a s follows:
" Whereas the . Congress of the United States on August 29, 1916,
solemnly declared it ' to be the policy of the United States to adjust
and settle its international disputes through mediation or arbitration
to the end that war may be honorably avoided ' ; and
" Whereas the United States, in pursuance of this policy, has C()ncluded with a number of countries and is negotiating with many others
a treaty of arbitration and conciliation in a new form under which
the parties agree to submit to arbitration all differences relating to
international matters in which they are concerned by virtue of a claim
of right made by one .against the other and to submit to a permanent
international commission for conciliation any dispute not submitted to
arbih·ation, and has thus shown its intention to carry out on its part
the policy o! the United States; and
"Whereas the United States has taken a further step in advancing
its policy by ratifying the multilateral treaty for the renunciation of
war in which it is declar~d that the contracting powers are :
" Persuaded that the time has come when a frank ~·enunciation of
war as an instrument of national policy should be made, to the end
.that the peaceful and . friendly relations now exi~ting b~tween their
·people may be perpetuated :
" Convinced that all changes in their relations with ()De another
should be sought ·only by pacific means and be the result of a peaceful
and orderly process, and that any signatory power which shall hereafter seek to promote 'its national interests by resort to war should be
denied the benefits furnished by this treaty; and
" Whereas it is a breach of its obligations with the United States
for any country which is a party to the multilateral tre.a ty for the renunciation of war to have recourse to war as an instrument of national
p·o licy in its relations with any other party to the treaty; and
"Whereas the governments which have associated themselves by the
· treaty 'to the end that peaceful and friendly relations between their
peoples be perpetuated ' should not permit their nationals to encourage
a breach of the obligations of the treaty by exporting to a government
which has committed such breach arms, munitions, or implements of
war, or other articles for the support of such government ; and
" Whereas the declaration of its policy by the United States to prevent such encom·agement by its nationals of a breach of the treaty
would have a great effect in accomplishing the object of the treaty, that
war may be honorably avoided : Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved, etc., That whenever the President determines and by proclamation declares that any country has violated the multilateral treaty for
the renunciation of war, it shall be unlawful, unless otherwise provided
by ·act of Congress or by proclamation of the President, to export to
such country arms, munitions, implements of war, or ()ther artiCles for
use in war until the President shall by proclamation declare that such
violation no longer continues.
·
·
" SEc. 2. It is declared to be the policy of the United States that the
nationals of the United States should not be prot ected by their Govemment in giving aid and comfort to a nation which has committed a
· br~ch of the said treaty.
~ .. SEC. 3. The President is hereby requested to enter into negotiations
·with other governments which ratify OL' adhere to the said treaty to
secure agreement that the nationals of the contracting governments
sb(iuld not be protected by their governments in giving aid and comfort ,
to a nation which bas committed a breach of the said treaty.
"SEC. 4. The policy of the United States as expressed in section 2
hereof shall apply only in case of a breach of the said treaty by war
~gainst a government which has 'declared its adherence to a similar :
policy."
[From the New York Times, February 11, 1929]
EDUCATORS, CHURCH, CIVIC, AND POLITICAL LEADERS SUPPORT STRENGTHEN- ·
ING OF PACT
Senator CAPPER's proposal of an arms embargo against any nation
violating the Kellogg pact received the indorsement yesterday of several
civic and_political leaders, as well as authorities on international affairs.
Some commentators qualified their opinions, howeve_r, regarding the
power conferred upon the President and the general effects of the plan. '
Among the expressions of opinion were the following :
·
" Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt : I have only heard the very intere ting proposal of Senator CAPPER over the telephone and can, therefot·e, say nothing more on the spur of the movement than to reitera te
my previous statements that the Kellogg treaties, while excellent in
themselves, need additional agreements both for the elimination of war
causes and for giving the treaties themselves more authority than they
have now."
Dr. Nicholas Munay Butler, president of Columbia University : " Se~
atot· CAPPER's proposed new. joint resolution is of very. lar~e importance
and points the way to the next step to be taken by our Go-vernment;
under the guidance of American public opinion, along the path to peace.
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The action which it proposes is the logical consequen ce of the pact of
Paris itself, which the Senate ratified by a practically unanimous vote
on J anuary 15 last.
"Despite the cynics and the legalists, both in Senate and out of it,
who do not seem to understand in the least what has happened in the
world, the pact of Paris marks the opening of a n ew era in international
relations. It substitutes a uecluration as to national policy, ma de on
the highest moral ground, for the u. ual and conventiona l tt·eaties and
arrangements to advance the peace of the world by constantly preparing
for war.
"American public opinion is in dead earnest in this matter and will
hail S enator Capper's resolution with great enthusiasm. The r e::;olution,
in its impressive preamble, summarizes once more the establi bed policies
of the people and Government of the United States, and then simply
provides that no nation which breaks its word in respect to its renunciation of war as an instrument of national policy shall be supported or
aided in its war-making efforts by citizens of the United States who
may be ready to provide such pledge-breaking nation with munitions
and supplies for material gain.
"This joint resolution should be adopted as speedily as may be. It
should be widely discussed and debated throughout the land until its
meaning is clearly understood and appreciated. The President slwuld
quickly enter into n egotiations with the other signatories of the pact of
Paris to induce them to adopt a like policy. In other words, let no
nation which has signed the pact of Paris allow its nationals to aid
any other nation in breaking the moral promise and pledge (){ that pact.
"Recent debates in the Senate on the pact of Paris and on the
so-called cruiser bill, like much that is written in the periodical pres~.
show no realiz'at"ion whatever of the fact that there is no longer any
such thing as neutrality in war and that the word,s, freedom of the
seas, are an empty name of historlcHl significance only.
"Neutrality and freedom of the seas have meaning when war is an
established institution. When, however, war is renounced as an instrument of national policy, neither neutrality nor freedom of the seas
has any meaning whatever.
" The hand of every pledge-keeping nation must be raised against that
nation which breaks its pledges. .Just !lO soon as this fact is understood in all its bearings, there will be no nation left so valiant or so
mad as to violate the pledge which it has solemnly given in signing the
pact of Paris.
" Senator CAPPER's joint resolution, introduced to the Senate in December; 1927, and its nation-wide support were then herald of the pact of
Paris· and led the way to its negotiation and · almost unanimous ratification. Let us hope that this second Capper joint resolution will · have
an equally happy result.
" Pro!. James T. Shotwell, of Columbia University : Senator CAPPER's
resolution is a notable effort to solve the question of naval armaments
along the onlr line which promises real hope, 'namely, a limitation upon
the use of navies, which would automatically call for a limitation in
their size·.
"If in time of war the United States does not insist to the full upon
the historic privilege of neuti·als but recognizes that neutrality has acquired a · moral character, now that war is no longer the free prerogative of sovereignty, then · those nations which under the covenant or
treaty of Locarno are obliged to maintain peace by pulling down the
aggressor nation will be relieved of their greatest anxiety, which is the
maintenance of America's rights to trade with the aggressor State.
"Senator CAPPER·s resolution deals with one of the most real elements
in the problem of national security, and it allies the United States with
the forces of international law and order without involving us automatically in police measures against the violating state. It is a wellconceived and necessary policy. It has history behind it.
"The first to point out the need of the restatement of the rights of
American neutrality was Mr. David Mitrany in ·his short but compact
volume, ' The Problem of International Sanctions,' published in 1925.
In that same year, at the one hundred and twenty-second annual meeting
of the Massachusetts Congregational Conference a resolution was passed
and forwarded to the fellow member, President Coolidge, along substantially the lines of the second clause of Senator CAPPER'S resolution, although at that time there was no Kellogg-Briand treaty to which to
attach it.
" For the last three years this idea has b~n advanced from time to
time in meetings throughout the country and has never met with any
serious opposition. It was left, however, for Senator CAPPER to crystallize this sentiment into a definite proposal for action by the ·Senate. The
seriousness of the armament question may now secure for it the attention
which it deserves."
FORT DOUGLAS MILITARY RESERVATION

l\1r. BINGHAM. Mr. President, from the Committee on Military Affairs I report fl:!-v.orably without amendment the bill
(H. R. 14924) to authorize the Secretary of 'Var to grant to
the city of Salt Lake, Utah, a portion of the Fort Douglas Military Reservation, Utah, for street purposes. I understand. the
senior Senator f1·om Utah desires the present consideration of
the bill.

(
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1\Ir. SMOOT. I ask unanimous consent for the present consideration of the bill. I do not think it will lead to a moment's
debate. The bill has a favorable report accompanying it from
the War Department.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Utah asks unanimous cunsent for the present consideration of the bill.
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to consider the bill, which was read, as
follows:
·
Be it en(l()ted, eto., That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to grant and convey to the city of Salt Lake,
a municipal corporation of the State of Utah, for street purposes, the
land within the extension o:f' Fifth South St reet on the Fort Douglas
Military Reservation, Utah, more particularly described as follows, to
:wit : Beginning at the intersection of the north line of Fifth South
Street produced and the west line of Fort Douglas United States Military Reservation, said point being 391.48 feet east and 63.37 feet north
of the city monument at the intersection. of Thirteenth East and Fifth
South Streets, thence east 1,320 feet, thence south 131.01 feet, thence west
1,320 feet, thence north 131.01 feet to place of beginning: Provided, That
the city of Salt Lake shall construct and maintain a street thereon
without expense to the United States : And provided further, That when
said land shall cease to be used and maintained as a street it shall
revert back to the United States and the instrument of conveyance
shall recite such reversionary condition.

Mr. BLEASE. 1\Ir. President; I wish to say now that I shall
not object to the request of the Senator from Utah [Mr. SMoorr],
but for the remainder of this session I shall object to the
immediate consideration of any bill or any joint resolution that
may be brought before the Senate unless preceding that a
'quorum call of the Senate shall be bad. There are Senators
here who object to certain measures. This maner of legislating
may give some one who wishes to do so the opportunity of catching a certain Senator out of the Chamber and asking tmanimous.
consent · to have a measure passed. ·
I do not wish to be discourteous. Therefore, I give public
notice that for the remainder of this session, if I shall be in the
Chamber, I shall object to the consideration 'o f any bill or any
joint resolution unless first a roll call of the Senate be had.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment,
ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
· Mr. WAGNER obtained the fioor.
·
Mr. BINGHAM. Will the Senator from New York yield to
me to submit another report?
· Mr. WAGNER. I yield ~o the Senator fro!?- Connecticut.
PILGRIMAGE OF GOLD STAR MOTHERS
Mr. BINGHAM. 1\ir. President, from the Committee on Military Affairs I report favorably and with amendments the bill
( S. 5332) to enable the mothers and unmarried widows of the
deceased soldiers, sailors, and marines of the American forces
interred in the cemeteries of Europe to make a pilgrimage to
these cemeteries. It is the so-called Gold Star Mothers' bill.
I had intended to ask unanimous consent for its immediate
consideration, but in view of the statement just made by the
Senator from South Carolina [Mr. BLEASE], and of the fact
that I do not desire to take the Senator from New York [Mr.
WAGNER] off his feet for a roll call, I shall not do so. I, however, give notice that I shall call the bill up at the first available opportunity.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be placed on the calendar.
MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION
· l\Ir. FESS. · 1\Ir. President, I submit a conference report, to
which I call the attention of the Senator from South Dakota
[Mr. NoRBECK].
The VICE PRESIDENT. The report will be read.
The report was read, a~ follows:
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the House to· the bill ( S. 3848)
creating the l\Iount Rushmore National Memorial Co-m mission
and defining its purposes and powers having met, after full and
free conference have agreed to recommend and do recommend to
their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendments of the House numbered 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12,
and agree to the same.
.
Amendment numbered 1 : That the Senate recede from its
disagreement to the amendment ·of the House numbered 1, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Page 2, line
3, insert in lieu of the matter stricken out by the House amendment the following: "Provided, That the secretary· may be
paid such salary for his services as may be determined by· the
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commission. The commission is also authorized to pay such
actual and necessary expenses as the secretary may incur in
the performance of his duties. Such salary and expenses shall
be paid by the treasurer of the commission upon the order of
the secretary thereof and then only when approved and countersigned by the chairman of the executive committee " ; and the
House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 2: That the Senate recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 2, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Page 3, line
5, strike out all of the last sentence of the said Hou e amendment ; and the House agree to the same.
SIMEON D. FESS,
F. H. GILLETT,
KENNETH McKELLAR,
Mana,qers on the part ot the Senate.
ROBERT LUCE,
JosEPH L. HooPER,
A. L. BUL WINKLE,
Managers on the part ot the House.
l\lr. NORBECK. Mr. President, I rise to move that the Senate agree to the conference report on Senate bill 3848, an act
creating the Rushmore National Memorial Commission, and defining its powers and duties.
Again we have listened to the reading of Washington's Farewell Address, which gives new inspiration to meet every national
problem and combat every di:ffict't.lty. I believe it especially fitting in connection with this anniversary to state, Mr. President,
that to-day there is being carved on the sides of Mount .Rushmore, in the Black Hills of South. Dakota, the loftiest elevation of solid granite between the Rocey Mountains and the
Atlantic seaboard, a colossal memorial statue of the first President of the . Republic. The completed plan comprises a her~ic
group of our Nation's builders, to commemorate the foun.ding,
expansion, preseryation, and unification of the lJnited States,
in the form ·of statues of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and
Roos~velt, carved on a scale. several times. g~·eater than that
wonder of the ancient world, the G!_-eat Sphinx of Egypt, together with a vast entablature 80 feet wide and 120 feet high,
bearing deeply incised in imperishable stone the story of our.
country written by Calvin Coolidge.
:
The design is by the well-known artist, Gutzon . Borglum. It
is believed this will be one of the great works of art of this
continent.
. Rushmore Mountain, a prominent peak of the Harney Range,
is a huge granite upthrust of excellent texture, having a sheer
precipice of more than 300 feet, below which the mountain
gradually slopes. . Each figure of the memorial group scales to
the proportion of men· 465 feet high, fading into the ledge at .the
waist line, the tops of the heads being upon the sky line. All are
in the round.
.
This mountain is in the heart of a rugged, strikingly scenic,
and beautiful mountain range rising to a height of over 7,000
feet . . The work was begun and the mountain dedicated to the
memorial by President Coolidge, with suitable ceremonies, on
August .10, _1927. Considerable progress has since been made
on the Washington statue, which it is expected can be completed
this summer.
The bill. provides that . one-half the cost of the entire work
shall be borne by the United States. It carries an authorization
for the appropriation of; not exceeding $250,000 for this purpose.
No part of the appropriation shall be expended, except to match
funds received from other sources by the commission, or already
expended by its predecessor. The entire undertaking will be
under the control of a commission of 12 members to be appointed by the President of the United States. Proper safeguards to the Government are provided. The commission is to
make annual report to Congress. The memorial will be open
to the public at all times without admission charge.
The association has already secured from popular subscription
in cash $53,000 and donations of machinery and equipment to
the value of $17,500, or a total of $70,500.
The friends and promoters · of the undertaking, I am pleased
to say, have met a splendid response on the part of the public
and they believe that the raising of the balance required by subscription will not be long delayed.
South Dakota has undertaken the construction of a highway
to the memorial wholly for tourists and pleasm·e traffic, without
any commercial implication whatever. This road is in process
of construction and will cost approximately $200,000; $65,000
bas already been · expended upon said highway.
The following is the dedicatory address of President Coolidge
delivered at l\Iount Rushmore on August 10, 1927:
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We have come here to dedicate a corner stone that was laid by the
hand of the Almighty. On this towering wall of Rushmore, in the heart
of the Black Hills, is to be inscribed a memorial which will represent
some of the outstanding events of. American history by portraying with
suitable inscription the features of four of our Presidents, laid on by the
hand of a grea t artist in sculpture. This memorial will crown the height
of land between the Rocky Mountains and the Atlantic seaboard, where
coming generations may view it for all time.
It is but natural that such a design should begin with George Washingt on, for with him begins that which is truly characteristic of America. H e represents our independence, our Constitution, our liberty. He
formed the highest aspirations t hat were entertained by any people into
the permanent institutions of our Government. He stands as the foremost disciple of ordered liberty, a statesman with an inspired vision
who is not outranked by any mortal greatness.
Next to him will come Thomas Jefferson, whose wisdom insured that
the government which Washington had formed should be intrusted to
the administration of the people. He emphasized the element of selfgovernment which had been enshrined in American institutions. in such
a way as to demonstrate that 1t was practical and would be permanent.
In him, likewise, 'was embodied the spirit of expansion. Recognizing
the destiny of his country, be added to its territ ory. By removing the
possibility of any powerful opposition from another neighboring State,
he gave new guaranties to the rule of. the people.
After om· country bad been established, enlarged from sea to sea and
dedicated to popular government, the next great task was to demonstrate
the permanency of our Union and to extend the principles of. freedom to
all the inhabitants of our land. The master of this supreme accomplishment was Abraham Lincoln. Above all other national figures, be
holds the love of his fellow countrymen. The work which Washington
and Jefferson began, be extenped to its logical conclusion.
That the principles for which the e three men stood might be still
more firmly established, destiny raised up Theodore Roosevelt. To political freedom he strove to add economic freedom. By building the
Panama Canal be brought into closer relationship the east and west and
realized the vision that inspired Columbus in his search for a new
passage to the Orient.
The union of these four Presidents carved on the face of the ever·
lasting hills of South Dakota will constitute a distinctly national monument. It will be decidedly American in its conception, in its magnitude,
in its meaning, and altogether worthy of our country. No one can look
upon it understandingly without realizing it is a picture of hope fulfilled.
Its location will be significant. Here in the heart of the continent,
on the side of a mountain which probably no white man had ever beheld
in the days of Washington, in territory which was acquired by the action
of .Jefferson, which remained an almost unbroken wilderness beyond the
days of Lincoln, which was especially beloved by Roosevelt, the people of
the future will see history and art combined to portray the spirit of
patriotism. · They will know that the figure of these Presidents has been
placed here because by following the truth they built for territory. The
fundamental principles which they I'epresented have been wrought into
the very being of our country. They are steadfast as these ancient hills-.
Other people have marveled at the growth and strength of America.
They have wondered bow a few weak and discordant colonies were able
to win their independence from one of the greatest powers of the world.
They have been amazed at our genius for self-government. They have
been unable to comprehend how the shock of a great civil war did not
destroy our Union. They do not un<lerstand the economic progress of
our people. It is true that we have had the advantage of great natural
resources, but these have not been exclusively ours. Others have been
equally fortunate in that direction.
The progress of America has been due to the spirit of its people. It is
in no small degree due to that spirit that we have been able to produce
such great leaders. If coming generations are to maintain a like spirit,
it will be because they continue to study the lives and times of the great
men who have been the leaders in our history, and continue to support
the principles which those men represented. It is for that purpose that
we erect memorials. We ean not hold our admiration for the historic
figures which we shall see here without growing stronger in our det ermination to perpetuate the institutions which their lives revealed and
established.
The fact that this enterprise is being begun in one of our new States
not yet great i.n population, not largely developed in its resources, discloses that the old .American spirit still goes where our people go, still
dominates their lives, st ill inspires them to deeds of devotion and sacrifice. It is but another illustration of the determination of our people
to use their material resources to minister to their spiritual life. This
memorial will be another .national shrine to which future generations
will repair to declare their continuing allegiance to independence, to
self-government, to freedom, and to economic justice.
It is an inspiring phase of American life that men are willing to
devote their energies to the erection of a memorial of this nature.
Money spent for such a purpose is certain of adequate returns in the
nature of increased public welfare.
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The people of South Dakota are taking the lead in the preparation of
this memorial out of their meager resources because the American spirit
is strong among them. Their effort and courage entitles them to the
sympathy and support of private beneficence and the National Government. They realize fully that they have no means of succeeding in the
development of their State except a reliance upon .American institutions.
They do not fail to appreciate their value. There is no power that can
stay the progress of such a people. They are predestined to success.
Our country is fortunate in having the advantage of their citizenship.
They have been pioneers in the development of their State. They will
continue to be pioneers in the defense and development of .American
institutions.

In conclusion, Mr. President, permit me to say that this anniversary of the birthday of George Washington is very significant to the people of South Dakota. It was just 40 years ago
to-day that the so-called enabling act was approved admitting
South Dakota to the Union.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
conference repor~
The report was agreed to.
SINKING OF STEAMER" VESTRIS"

Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, 100 precious days have passed
since the whole .American Nation was shocked to its very depths
by the tragic loss of life which accompanied the foundering of
the Vestris. One hundred and ten lives were lost. The lives of
all of the children on board were snuffed out like so many
candles in a blizzard. What cause did these unfortunate ones
serve by theiK death? To what ideal were they sacrificed? Can
we or their families derive the meager consolation that those
who died laid down their lives to increase the portion of human
happiness?
Two investigations have already been had. Both loudly
testify to the shameful fact that innocent men, women and
children have been sacrificed to greed and incompetence. Reading that sorry tale of downright stupidity, incompetence, and
reckless disregard of the most elementary rules of seamanship
and safety, I can not avoid expressing the fear that if that condition prevails even to a limited degree, then the sea is not safe.
We know that the science of shipbuilding and the art of seamanship can make the ship lanes of the ocean safer than our
city streets. The question naturally occurs to me just as it
has occurred to millions of others in the United States: Has
the Congress done all that it could and all that it should to
make the sea safe? We have no right to assume that what
happened on the Vestris is not the result of causes permeating
the whole ship business. The Congress has no right to rely on
the guess that the Vestris is the exception. Let us hope that
investigation will prove that to be the case; but an investigation there must be, for there is an abundance of evidence that
all is not well on board ship.
Immediately upon convening of Congress in December I submitted Senate Resolution 272. It was the first resolution offered
in Congress for an investigation not only of the Vestris but of
all the conditions that make for safety on the seas.
I ask unanimous consent that the resolution introduced by me
and to which I have referred may be printed in the RECORD at
this point in my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. KING in the chair). Without objection, it is so ordered.
The resgluti.on (S. Res. 272) submitted by 1\lr. WAGNER on
December 5, 1928, is as follows:
Whereas on November 12, 1928, the steamship Vestris, outbound from
the port of New York, foundered at sea with the loss of many lives; and
Whereas it is imperative that life and property be· accorded the utmost
attainable degree of safety from the perils of the sea: Therefore be it
Resolv ed, That a special select committee of five Senators, to be
appointed by the President of the Senate, is authorized and directed (1)
to collect, collate, coordinate, and make available to the Senate the
results of the inquiry into the loss of the steamship Vestt·is conducted
before Commiss ioner Francis A. O'Neill, of the United States District
Court for the Southern District of New York, and the inquiry conducted
by the Secretary of Commerc.e through the Steamboat Inspection Service
of the Department of Commerce, (2) to make such further investigations
of the sinking of the steamship Vestris and the rescue operations carried
on in connection therewith as the committee shall deem advisa ble and
necessary for the purposes of this resolution , (3) to investigate the
adequacy of the present legal standards of safety of ship construction
and operation, ( 4) to investigate the adequacy and efficiency of the
Steamboat Inspection Service, (5) to investigate whether the laws governing liability for loss of life and property at sea, the la ws and usages
of salvage, and the laws, usages, and practices of the business of mar-ine
insurance tend to encourage the installation and utilization of devicea
and practices conduci-ve to sa fety, and (6) to make a preliminary report
of the results of its investigations as soon as practicable, to make fur-
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morning, when the ship was in a hopelessly sinking condition,
lying on its beam's end, an S 0 S signal was sent. At 2.15
p. m. on that day, about 300 miles east of Cape Henry, the
vessel sank. In the ensuing rescue operations 77 per cent of
the crew were saved, but only 46 {)€r cent of the passengers
survived. There were 21 children on board. Not one came
through the ordeal ali>e. Twenty of the 27 women on board
perished.
'l'wo inquiries were at once instituted. One was conducted
before United States Commissioner Francis A. O'Neill by the
United States attorney for the southern district of New York.
with the assistance of two experts representing the British and
American Governments: Capt. Henry _McConkey, mmine superintendent of the Cunard Line, representing the British Government; and Capt. E. P. Jessop, formerly a captain in the
United States Navy, and marine superintendent of the Panama
Canal, representing the American Government.
The other investigation was conducted by 1\fr. Dickerson N.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, when that resolution was sub- Hoover, supervising inspector general of the Steamboat Im;pecmitted the Senator from Florida [Mr. FLETCHER], who was tion Service, a division of the Department of Commerce.
Commissioner o·Neill's report is marked by judicial restraint.
very much interested in the matter, did me the honor to withhold a re olution he had prepared because he felt the subject Mr. IIoover's report is too obviously an apologetic coat of
was adequately covered in my resolution. He expressed him- whitewash. Both compel the conclusion that the Vestris was
self on that occasion very emphatically in favor of· an investi- ill prepared to serve as a human carrier upon the high seas.
After reading these reports I am convinced that if the truth
gation. In the Hou se of Representatives, too, one or more
resolutions calling for investigations were submitted. What were known not a single passenger would have embarked upon
heartened me particularly was to see the Senator from Wash- that disastrous voyage. Imagine each passenger before embarkington [Mr. JoNES] introduce a similar resolution. I read in ing receiving a notice in the f.ollowing language:
his act an implied promise that these resolutions would receive
TAKE NO'l'ICE
the consideration of the committee in whose charge they are
1. We know nothing about the stability of this ship.
to-day so peacefully slumbering.
2. We have lifeboats on board, but we do not know whether they .
What has happened to chill the enthu iasm of the chairman leak or not; they have not been tested.
of the Commerce Committee? Have the events of the last 100
The boats have not been lowered in a loaded condition; hence we
days demonstrated that such an investigation is no longer do 3.not
know whether they will hold up in an emergency.
necessary? Have the reports of the two official bodies that
4. We have life preservers on board, but they comply with neither the
have looked into the Vestt'is disaster made superfluous any British nor the American rules. You use them at your own risk.
further investigation of the problem of safety at sea?
We know very little about the officers of the ship, and we warn
Mr. President, the reports of these two inquiries expressly you5. that
the ct·ew is unfamiliar with the handling of li.feboats.
recommend a congres. ional investigation along the lines out6. The ship is a negative ship. A little wind and free surface water
lined in my resolution. The Seventieth Congress is about to in its tanks will cause it to list.
expire. It will not have done its duty by the American people
7. Should an accident occur, we pay you nothing; we collect insurance
if it permit these resolutions to go unconsidered. The valuable only !or ourselves.
interval between the Seventieth Congress and the Seventy-first
Underneath that is a special notice from the Steamboat InCongress should be put to use. The investigation which is proposed can not be completed in a day or a month. No time spection Service of the Department of Commerce reading:
should be lost in getting started.
A better inspection could not be had because it would conflict with the
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Mr. President, will the Sen- President's program of economy.
ator yield?
DICKERSON N. HOOVER.
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
H
ow
many
would
have
sailed
if
we
had
told them this unvarMr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Before what committee is the
nished truth? Why did we not tell them the truth?
resolution pending?
The glaring incompetence of those in charge of this ill-fated ·
Mr. WAGNER. Before the Committee on Commerce, where
ship is reflected in almost every act of the tragedy. Think of
it has been referred to a subcommittee.
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Is it not possible under the the incomprehen ible delay in sending an S 0 S until the vessel
rules of the Senate for a committee such as the Committee on was about to be abandoned. Con ider the stupidity of the
Commerce to make an investigation of such a subject without attempt to lower boats from the high side of a vessel lying
almost on its beam's end. Mr. Hoover concludes that hereafter
action by the whole Senate?
Mr. WAGNER. I do not know, but absolutely no action at we must in ist on competent officers. Why hereafter? Why not
heretofore?
all has ~n taken, and that is my complaint.
Mr. Hoover's report is, and apparently was, intended to be a
Mr. WALSH of Mas achusetts. It is my impression that the
rules of the Senate permit a committee -which is dealing with a whitewash of the Steamboat Inspection Service. He excuses
subject such as commerce, and which may have to recommend the failure to lower the boats loaded to capacity and minimizes
legislation upon it, has authority to make an investigation into the offense of the untruthful entry. He talks a great deal
a matter of this kind independent of action by the Senate as a about life preservers, but he fails to state why the Vestris was
whole. I appreciate that there is much more latitude given permitted to leave port without complying with either the
to the committee if they have the specific authority of the British or the American rules governing life preservers. He
Senate for a particular investigation, and I as-sume that the reso- describes the ship as a negative ship which, with the aid of a
lution asks for a wider investigation than any committee could little wind and some free surface water within its tanks, would
acquire a permanent list. He does not explain why, if that
make, even if so disposed.
is a dangerous one, American citizens were perMr. WAGNER. My complaint, I repeat, is that nothing bas condition
mitted to sail.
been done.
I am reminded of Captain Jessop's remark in a letter adMr. President, I shall try as briefly as I can to establish a dressed to the senior Senator from Florida [Mr. FLE'r-GHER.]:
prima facie case in favor of the investigation which I propose.
You will excuse, I am sure, my writing to you on this subject, but
On the lOth day of November, 1928, the steamship Vestris
sailed from the port of New York bound for South America. having just been through the terrible experience of finding out that
It was a vessel of about 17,000 tons displacement, built in ships could be sent to sea so ill-prepared as this vessel was I feel
Belfast, Ireland, in 1912, operated by the Lamport & Holt Line, rather strongly on the subject.
and flew the British flag.
Captain Jessop, you will recall, was the American expert
On this particular voyage, according to the report of Com- adviser in the Vestris inquiry.
missioner O'Neill, it carried 129 passengers and 209 members
I ask to have printed in the RECORD a log of the vessel as
of the crew. According to Mr. D. N. Hoover, it carried 127 constructed by a newspaper writer on the basis of the endence
passengers and 198 members of the crew. Precisely what hap- offered in these two hearings.
pened between the time that the boat left its berth in New
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
York Harbor and the moment of the final tragedy is still ordered.
largely a mystery. On Monday, November 15, at 9.58 in the
( See Exhibit A.)

ther reports from time to time but at least once during each regular
session of the Senate until it bas completed its investigations, and to
submit a final report to the Senate together with its recommendations
for necessary legislation. The President of the Senate shall appoint
members to fill any vacancies that may occur in the committee.
For the purposes of tltis resolution such committee or any duly
authorized subcommittee thereof is authorized to hold bearings, to sit
and act at such times and places during the sessions and recesses of
the Senate in the Seventieth and succeeding Congresses until the final
report is submitted, to employ such counsel, e:..:perts, and clerical, stenographic, and other assistants, to require by subprena, or otherwise, the
attendance of such witnesses and the production of such books, papers,
and documents, to administer such oaths, and to take such testimony
and make such expenditures as it deems advisable. The cost of stenographic services to report such hearings shall not be in excess of 25
cents per hundred words. The expen es of such committee, which shall
not exceed $50,000, shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate
upon vouchers approved by the chairman.

.·
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Mr. WAGNER. I come now to the recommendations made by
both Commissioner O'Neill and 1\Ir. Hoover as a result of their
investigations. I shall ask to have them set out in full.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
(See Exhibits B and C.)
Mr. wAGNER. More specifically I desire to call attention to
several of these recommendations.
·
Mr. Hoover calls particular attention to the need for greater
competence on the part of officers and crew. He recommends
that ship bulls should be in pected in blue print before their
construction in the same manner that building plans must be
approved in advance of construction, and the installation of
wireless on all ships.
Commissioner O'Neill emphasizes the amazing gap in our law,
or at least in the regulations of the Department of Commerce,
which grants an immunity from inspection of safety devices to
foreign-flag vessels which ply between American ports and foreign ports other than their home ports.
Commissioner O'Neill further says :
A full study should be made, either by Congress or the approaching
International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea, of the ancient rules
of admiralty law as to salvage and limitation of liability on the part
of owners. • • • At the same time a full study should be made
of the possibiUty of more humane legislation for the protection of the
seamen in the crew.
Mr. Hoover likewise recommends a reexamination of the laws
respecting salvage and limitation of liability:·
In all this tragedy there is an important factor that does not appear
upon the printed page, and that is the matter of salvage, a question
concerning which this service has no control or jurisdiction but one
that is vitally wrapped up in the matter of safety of ships. • • •
Another that might well receive attention is that of liability. We
speak of limitation of liabiUty, so far as ships are concerned, as something that must necessarily exist, but when we do so we forget that the
co~ditions under which such doctrines of admiralty have grown up have
-completely changed.
An opinion which I know will have great weight with the
Members of the Senate is that expressed by Captain Jessop,
who represented the United States Government at the bearing
conducted before Commis ioner O'Neill.
In a letter addressed to the senior Senator from Florida [Mr.
FLETCHER], which appeared in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD of
January 3, Captain Jessop points out a number of weaknesses in
the inspection of the Vestt·i.s before she left on her fatal voyage,
and then he says:
I was informed yesterday of what I consider a very great discrepancy
in our laws. - I was informed that even though our Steamboat Inspection
Service were to find a foreign vessel unseaworthy on inspection, it is
very questionable whether the customhouse could refuse clearance papers
to her. That certainly is a point which should be looked into.
There are many other points with regard to our method of inspecting
and clearing vessels which will bear investigation.
I believe I do not go too far when I say that the really important result of the several inquiries which have already been
had is the unanimous conclusion that there must be an investigation coextensive in scope with the whole subject matter of
safety at sea antl all its ramifications of ship design, of inspection, of limited liability, of salvage, and of insurance. That is
precisely what my resolution directs. Now, after the tragedy
has happened, after lives have been lost beyond r ecall, we are
told of the stupidity of a department of the Government in
making provision by regulation which practically exempts ships
like the Vestris from the rules and regulations of any country
covering life-saving devices.
It is a widely held opinion that there was no warrant in law
for this discriminatory regulation. There is certainly no provision in the law compelling the exemption of foreign vessels
from lifeboat inspection. But even if the law did make such a
regulation necessary, the department was inexcusably at fault
for failing to call for and insist upon congressional correction.
Much is said in the Inspector General's report of the shortage of
inspectors adequately to make certain that the ships that leave
our ports carrying our citizens were sound and seaworthy and
fit to serve as human carriers. What pos ible circumstance
could excuse such misdirected parsimony? Was that another
example of the stifling, grudging, unintelligible, and unintelligent Coolidge economy?
.
The American traveling public is led to believe that the Government inspects the vessels leaving our ports. It intrusts its
safety to the thoroughness of those inspections. Now we are
told by none other than the Inspector General himself that that
trust was misplaced; that he has not enough men to make
proper inspections. That is not the kind of economy t~t the
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American people want. The economy which the public demands
is that which gives them 100 cents of value for every dollar
spent by the Public Treasury. It bas no use for the Coolidge
economy which, for the sake of the political effect of a reduction
in the Budget, jeopardizes the lives of American citizens. ·
The resolution singled out certain specified subjects for special investigation :
Salvage, marine insurance, the law of limited liability, and
ship-construction standards. The two official inquiries have
expre sly confirmed the need for further inve tigations along
these lines.
·
SALVAGE

A great deal has been said upon the relationship of the law
of salvage to the question of safety at sea. It is commented on
in the reports of the inquiries into the Vestris in attempting to
discover why the captain of that ill-~tarred vessel failed to ignal distress when his ship was obviously in trouble. The explanation has been offered that be b·e sitated to incur the expense
of salvage to which any r escuing vessel would be entitled. To
the contrary, it has been stated that the cost of salvage is
alw.ays insured against, so that the matter is rather immaterial
to the owners of the ve sel.
Attention has not been called to the fact, as far a I know,
that even though salvage be covered by insurance, the captain
of the vessel would hesitate to call for assistance for fear that
he might be frowned upon by the underwriters. Rumor has it
that the frown of an underwriter is very oppressive and may
intelfere very decisively with the employment of a ship's officer.
You might, of course, say that rumor is too thin and too uncertain a pasis upon which to embark on an investigation. My
only answer is that this matter is of such importance that we
can leave no stone unturned in an attempt to afford our passengers and shippers the security of the utmost measure of
safety.
INSURANCE

The same basis exists for an investigation by Congress of insurance practices to ee to what extent they are conducive to
safety. If it is true that underwriters blacklist captains who
place the welfare of their passengers ahead of the value of the
insurance, that is a matter which is very conducive not to safety
but to recklessness.
I have also been advised that the shipowner does not secure
from the underwriters a reduction in premium to compensate
him in a measure for the installation of safety devices. It is
well known, of course, that in the business of fire insurance, for
instance, attractive reductions in premium are made upon the
installation of sprinkler systems or other safety measures.
If no such concessions are made by marine underwriters, that
is a condition which is not conducive to the installation of safety
devices. The business of marine insurance and the practices
of that business are so intimately interwoven with the marine
business that to investigate the one and to omit the other would
leave the Senate in the dark with respect to a very powerful
set of factors making or obstructing safety at sea.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The Vest'ris disaster has flooded with publicity the well-established principle of limited liability. It was condemned as an
inju. tice to the injured pas ·engers and to the families of those
who died. Freedom from liability to passengers and shippers
was~ described as destroying· the strongest possible motive for
safety on the seas. In re ponse to the popular demand that
something be done, a bill has been introduced in the House of
Representatives which aims to deStroy the whole system of limited liability. This course has received the commendation of
the Steamboat Inspection Service of the Department of Commerce. I do not know whether there is merit in the sugge tion
or not; but I submit, Mr. President, that we have not the information upon which to form a sound judgment. Not only for
the sake of the general public but for the good of the shipping
industry in particular, we need the investigation as a protection
against hasty and poorly considered legislation.
The law of limited liability as applied in the Federal courts
permits the owner of a vessel to reduce his obligation to claimants for damage sustained without his privity and knowledge
to an amount not exceeding the value of his interest in the
vessel at the end of the voyage and her then pending freight.
Apply this principle to a case like the Vest·ris, and it follows
that the owners need pay to all claimants a sum not in excess
of the value of the vessel, which is nothing, and uch freight
money as she bas earned on the voyage. It is obvious that if
the rule applies to this case there will be very little, if anything,
to distribute.
· We find this principle of admiralty first enforced by the maritime states on the Mediterra~ean. It is reas erted in the Hanseatic ordinance of 1644. In 1681 it was adopted in France, and
th~reby it beca_!l!e ~ p:t;inciple of the civil la,w.
The English
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:first adopted it in modified form in 1734. Its :first appearance in
the United .States was as an act of the State of Massachusetts
in 1818, followed by similar legislation in Maine in 1821. It
did not become part of the Federal law until 1851. Three years
prior thereto the United States Supreme Court decided the
famous case commonly referred to as The Lexington.
The steamship Lexington ran regularly between New York
and Providence. In the course of a voyage it burned and nearly
all on board were lost. An action was brought for the recovery
of some $18,000 worth of specie carried by the vessel and lost
in this disaster. The United States Supreme Court held that
the liability of the owners of the ship was that of common carriers and further held that an agreement whereby the owners
of the ship were exempted from liability was inoperative in
view of the negligence of the crew and those in charge of the
vessel. That decision created a widespread demand amongst
shipping interests for Federal legislation limiting liability of
shipowners, and in 1851 such legislation was :finally enacted,
constituting Revised Statutes 4281-4289.
These statutes have since their enactment been construed by
the United States Supreme Court dozens of times and by the dlstiict courts and circuit courts hundreds of times.
The Supreme Court has steadily expressed the conviction that
the law should be liberally interpreted in order to give the shipowners the fullest benefit of its provisions. In a series of important decisions, each of which is also a memorial of a great
marine tragedy, the Supreme Court has rejected every effort to
restrict the meaning of the poorly drawn limited liability
statutes.
The :first of these cases was decided in 1871. (Norwich
Co. v. Wright, 80 U. S. 104.) It held the law applicable to
collisions.
In 1881 (The Scotland, 105 U. S. 24) the benefit of the
law was extended to foreign shipowners.
In 1883 (Providence & New York Steamship Co. v. Hill Manufacturing Co., 109 U. S. 578) the law of limitation was made
applicable to a :fire started through the negligence of the owners.
In 1886 (the Oity ot Norwich, 118 U. S. 468) the court held
that the claimants could have no recourse to the insurance
moneys collected by the owners of the ship that was lost. The
court also refused to give the claimants the benefit of the value
of the Yessel after it was raised from the bottom of the sea.
In 1889 (Butler v. Boston & Savannah Steamship Co., 130
U. S. 527) the court held this statute applied to personal injury
and death as well as loss of personal property.
In 1914 (the Titanic, 233 U. S. 718) the rule that foreign
shipowners could take advantage of the statute was confirmed
and extended.
The purpose of this law was to eJ:!courage investment in
merchant marine and to place American shipowners on a parity
with foreign competitors. I forbear to discuss the question as
to whether the :first purpose of the law has been achieved. We
know the dismal :figures too well. We are aU familiar with the
gradual disappearance of the American flag from the merchant
vessels of the sea. But let us see if at least the second
purpose has been accomplished.
The T ·i tanic was a British vessel. It applied for limitation
of liability in the Federal court. Under the American rule
barely $90,000 was made available for distribution among all
the claimants. Had the Titanic been an American \essel,
which had applied for limitation in the British court, its
owners would ha-re had to pay not $90,000 but 750,000 pounds
sterling, or three and one-half million dollars-forty times as
much. Is that parity?
The Vestris is a British ve sel. It has applied for limitation
in a Federal court. I am advised that the amount available to
the claimants will not exceed $40,000. Had it gone to a British
court for relief, the owners of the vessel would have been compelled to pay 180,000 pounds sterling-twenty-two times as
much . . Is that equality?
The law has apparently failed in its two major purposes.
Obviously it has not encouraged safety. If we look upon any
law of this sort as an experiment designed to accomplish a
stated object, it is very plain that the law needs revision. But
I submit, Mr. President, that sound revision can only be accompli hed through investigation.
The simple suggestion that because the law has not worked
well it should be entirely scrapped is mischievous, for the reason that it takes no account of the fact that we do want to
encourage our merchant marine, that we do want reasonable
equality with our competitor , and that the whole trend of
modern enterprise is to limit liability. Every corporation is a
device to limit liability. A change must be had ; but the alternatiYe is not the total elimination oi all limitation, if for no
other reason than that it could not be accomplished. The
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organization of single ship companies would gi\'e the owners
practically the identical protection.
Shall we increase the amount of liability along the lines of
the British statute?
Shall we change the rule of privity and knowledge so as to
make limitation available in fewer instances?
Shall we expand the concept of " owner " for the same
purpose?
Shall we grant total exemption from liability in exchange for
insurance for the benefit of passengers?
These are a few of the possible alternatives that an investigating committee would weigh and measure. We can not pass
upon these questions upon the basis of information presently
available. We ought not to take the responsibility to act without the fullest study, for what we do or leave undone concerns
not only the lives and property of millions of persons but
affects a business that has grown tremendously in value.
In 1~26 there were carried by water in the United States
478,000,000 passengers. There has been a steady increase since
1924 of the number of passengers who have arrived at American
ports. In 1925 there were 797,000; in 1926, 866,000 ;· in 1927,
916,000. There has likewise been a steady increase of the number of persons departing from Amelican ports :

i~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~:~~~=::~====~============ i~~:888

1927 _______ ____________________________________________ _ 623,000

Of the :figures given for 1927, 59,000 were chPdren and 261,000
were females. The same steady increase in travel by Americans
. is shown by the reports of the Department of State in applications for passport. .
In 1922-23 the number of passports issued was 124,844. In-

i~~!=~~=================================================
1925-26------------------------------------------------- i~~:~gg
J74,G37
1026-27------------------~-------------------·---------- 181, 261

1927-28 _________________________________________________ 188,236

For 1928 one steamship company alone, the Cunard Line,
reported that 273,174 persons tl'a\'eled on its ships. How long
will this steadily rising stream of traffic continue if the American traveling public for one moment loses confidence in the
~afety of the vessels or the adequa,.cy of our inspection?
That
travel, both commercial and tourist, on the part of Americans
I regard as most important, and I believe that Congress should
exert every effort to ee that that habit now formed by the
American people should not be discouraged.
The question of safety at sea concerns not only our passenger
traffic but also the carriage of our goods. That business, too,
has been steadily increasing. The water-borne commerce of the
United States grew from $14,000,000,000 in 1921 to $26,000,000,000 in 1926 and throughout that perlod showed a steady
annual increase.
I ask that se\'eral tables be printed in the REConn, showing,
among other things, the number of lives lost and the tonnage
desh·oyed both on American and foreign \'essels.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. AsHURST in the chair). Is
there objection? The Chair hears none, and it is so ordered.
(See Exhibits D, E, F, G, and H.)
INSPECTION SERVICE

Mr. WAGNER. l\Ir. President, that the Steamboat Inspection
Service should be investigated is plain enough. The report of
the Inspector General is the most convincing proof of that. If it
is true, as he says, that we have not enough men to make effective inspection; that tbe law with respect to foreign \'essels is
uncertain ; that inspection in our crowded ports is difficult and
often impossible; that there ought to be hull inspection in the
blue print before construction as well as after construction ; and
that there ought to be a radio installed on every seagoing vessel, a Senate committee should be apprised of all of these facts.
The whole question of the adequate preparation of men in
charge of the "essels is inYolved. We ought not to treat these
matters piecemeal. We ought not to be called upon to act on
various proposals without knowing- whether they will throw the
whole system out of kilter. The marine business is a very delicately adjusted business. It depends for its success upon a great
many pychological elements. Any attempt to legislate along the
thousand and one individual suggestions that have been made
would so disturb the industry and make the traveling public so
uneasy that we will have undone much of our work in upbuilding a merchant marine. To my mind, the only effective way at
getting at this job is to do it in a large and comprehensive way
so that there may be presented to the Senate a complete study
and recommendations based upon a knowledge not of some of
the facts but of all of the facts, so that the legislation enacted
may be productive of good.
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The great majority of shipowners are men who lmow their
ships and love them. Their standards of safety, personnel, and
operation are beyond reproach. As a rule they do much more
than satisfy the minimum requirements of the law. These men
are entitled to a ship inspection upon which they can rely.
They are entitled to the restoration of public confidence in the
shipping industry.
Mr. President, I come from a State and city whose welfare is
intimately bound up with marine business. You may be as·
sured that I do not want to injure that business. I desire to
do all that I can to conserve and expand it. An investigation,
I am convinced, will not harm it. What may destroy it is the
growth of a conviction on the part of persons who travel that
the Government and ship companies have no regard for their
safety. That will desiccate the stream of traffic as surely as
the Sahara sun dries up the desert dew. Investigate and legislate to make the sea safe and water-borne traffic will grow to
heretofore unknown proportions. That is why I plead, Mr.
President, for the consideration of the pending resolution.
ExHmrT A
[From the New York Telegram, Tuesday, December 4, 1928]
"VESTRIS" INQUffiY LEAVES DISASTER UNEXPLAINED--TESTIMONY INDICATING BUNGLING BY CREW HEARD, BUT ACTUAL CAUSE OF SINKING,
CAUSING Loss OF 111 LIVES, REMAINS A MYSTERY
By Talcott Powell, New York Telegram statr writer
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7-AT THE PIER
Forenoon: United States Steamboat Inspector Keane formallY reported he had lowered lifeboats of Vestris into water as a test, although
actually he had not done so for fear of delaying the loading of the
vessel at the pier.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1()--LEAVING NEW YORK
Read Waiter Thomas Connor noticed slight list when Vestris sailed.
He said the vessel always had it.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11-AT SEA
5.09 a. m.: Vestris radioed Lamport & Holt ship Voltaire, "I have
nothing to communicate."
' 6 a. m.: Frederick Puppe, John Santone, and Walter Spitz, passengers, noticed list. Puppe could get no oatmeal cooked for his baby. An
officer told him the cargo had shifted and would be straightened in an
hour.
8 a. m.: Gilbert Ford, chief fireman, discovered water entering through
ash ejector. Three feet of water on stokehold plates. IDs eft'ort to fix
the ejector failed because of rusty screws.
9 a. m.: Chief Engineer Adams was informed of leaking ejector.
Twenty tons of water were in the boiler room bilge. Chief Officer Johnson beard water running under starboard bunker and noted a slight list.
10 a. m.: Lavatory drain broke, letting 15 tons of water into engineroom bilge.
12 noon: Ship listing so that passengers had to hold dinner plates in
their hands. Ejector and drain repaired. Ship hove to. Water began
running from starboard bunker after a port working door had sprung,
letting in the sea. A mysterious leak, which was never found, started
in the starboard bun!er.
6 p. m.: No regular supper. Dining room and stateroom portholes
leaking around gaskets. Starboard working door shipping water badly.
Report among members of the crew that starboard coal port was leaking.
7.30 p. m.: The VestriB lurched violently to starboard, tlinging baggage and furniture about when several tons of cargo shifted 15 feet,
smashing bulkhead in No. 1 hold. The vessel never recovered.
10 p. m. : Starboard working door leaking worse. Six feet of water
in the alleyway. Stewards' quarters flooded four feet deep, with more
water pouring in around deadlights.
12 midnight: Third Officer Weiland investigated leaking starboard
half door.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12-AT SEA OFF THE VIRGINIA CAPES
2 a. m.: Puppe, awakened by hungry baby, noticed greatly increased
list and silent engines.
2.30 a. m. : Steam shut off in the kitchens. List 25 degrees.
3 a. m. : Stewards put to bail in alleyway by starboard working door.
4 a. m.: Starboard boiler flooded. Captain Carey conferred in engine
room with Chief Engineer Adams, who assured him pumps were holding
water. Carey ordered No. 2 starboard ballast tank emptied. Nos. 4 and
5 had aLready been blown. Ship failed to right herself. Chief Officer
Johnson reported to skipper situation was "pretty serious." Third
Officer Weiland took command of bucket brigade in' alleyway.
4.30 a. m. : More men ordered to bail.
4.56 a. m.: Vestris radioed Voltaire, "Have nothing to report."
6 a. m.: No breakfast and no fresh water. Four-foot geyser rising
in kitchen floor at every roll of ship. Third Officer Welland reported to
Captain Carey, "Situation is serious." One passenger saw crew begin
jettisoning cargo.
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7 a. m.: Bucket brigade began to quit without orders. Pantry flooded
and water entering upward through the garbage chute. After galley
door burst under weight of water and flooded lazarette.
8 a. m.: More of the bucket brigade straggled away. One noticed
bunker hatches had been battened with new canvas during the night.
List increasing momentarily.
9 a. m. : Chief officer took charge of cargo jettisoning. Remnant of
bucket brigade quit as water gained. Women and children of the third
class ordered to first-class deck. List so bad passengers barely able to
get to smoking room for shelter.
9.10 a. m. : Vestri-a sent general radio call: "We are heeling over
and may need assistance."
·
9.30 a. m. : Engines entirely shut down to conserve steam for pumps.
9.58 a. m.: S 0 S, followed by: "We are heeling over to the starboard side and need immediate assistance."
10.02 a. m. : Freighter Giorgio Ohlsen gave her position as 35 miles
from sinking ship.
10.08 a. m.: Vestris in.formed powerful shore station at Tuckerton,
N. J., of her position, later found to have been incorrect by 37 miles.
10.30 a. m.: Engineers reported that the black gang mutinied and
went on deck. Officers !>-egan to stoke two remaining boilers. Firemen
admitted going on deck, but denied mutiny, saying they only abandoned
work when situation was hopeless. S 0 S repeated, followed by :
"Urgent help needed." Futile attempts to launch lifeboats Nos. 4
and 6, loaded with women and children, begun. Vestris radioed Voltaire: "Please rush at full speed to our aid immediately."
10.40 a. m.: Vestri8 radioed Japanese freighter Ohio Maru, "Come
immediately, all possible speed." Ohio Mlwu, 135 miles away, replied:
" On way now."
10.50 a. m. : White Star liner Oedrio, 180 miles away, offered aid.
10.52 a. m.: Vestri8 radioed Lampert & Holt, her agents: "Last night
developed 32-degree list to starboard. Impossible to proceed anywhere.
Sea moderately rough."
10.56 a. m.: Vestris to Cedric: "We do not need your assistance."
Then to Tuckerton: "We are getting worse. Decks all under water.
Ship lying on beam ends. Impossible to proceed."
11 a. m. : Chief Engineer Adams to Captain Carey : " I can keep her
afloat as long as I have steam for the pumps." Another general radio
c.all: "Oh, please come to our assistance." On the boat deck launching tackle broke and jammed. Passengers said they heard no orders
given except one, by a steward, telling a passenger to don a life belt.
There was no panic. Another passenger saw a negro wrest a pistol
from an officer and throw it overboard. The Vestris r.a dioed her po ition
to the Giorgio ·Ohlsen.
11.11 a. m.: Vestri8 to Tuckerton: "l\Iay have to take to boats any
minute."
11.15 a. m.: Waiters ordered to help with boats.
11.30 a. m. : Bunker bulkhead sprang an enormous leak over starboard boiler. Engine-room deck plates buckled and water spewed upward. Tons of sea entered vessel. The Giorgio Ohlsen radioed compass bearings to Vestri-s.
11.35 a. m.: Vestris gave Oedric her last compass bearings.
12 noon : " Still a chance of saving the ship," said Chief Officer
Johnson. The destroyer Davi8 reports making 20 knots; American Shipper 15 knots.
12.15 p. m.: The Santa Barbara informed the Vestris: "Expect to
reach you at 7 p. m. Speed 17 knots."
12.30 p. m.: Vestri.s radioed: "We will soon have to abandon ship."
12.37 p. m.: Santa Barbara to Vestris: "Have direction tinder on you.
Coming along tine. Good luck."
12.42 p. m. : Vestris to Tuckerton : " Power cut off. Am going to use
coil (emergency set). Please listen for same." Tuckerton: "0. K."
1.07 p. m.: Battleship Wyoming to Vestris: "Will arrive 9 p. m."
1.17 p. m.: Vestri8: "Can't wait any longer. Going to abandon."
1.22 p. m.: Vestris, very faintly: "Now taking to lifeboats. So long,
WSC" (Tuckerton's call letters). "SK" (international signal meaning
" I am signing off ") .
1.30 p. m. : Captain refused life belt. Crew taking to starboard
boats. Boats Nos. 4 and 6 still stuck on side of ship.
2.30 p. m. : The Vestris foundered.
ADDENDA
7.30 p. m.: American Shipper arrived in general vicinity.
10.30 p. m. : Arrived at position given by Vest-ris.
11.02 p. m. : Ohio Maru reported arrival and failure to find lifeboats.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
3.40 a. m.: Amet'ican Shipper sighted red flare from lifeboat.
4.05 a. m. : American Shipper picked up first lifeboat.
4.30 a. m. : American SMpper lookout heard cries and found lifeboat
No. 1 with searchlight.
4.48 a. m. : French tanker Myriam picked up lifeboat.
6.30 a. m. : Daybreak on to 11.11 a. m. the American Shipper, tbe
Berlin, the Myriam, and the battleship Wyoming made tbe remaining
rescues.
1L11 a. m. : The Berlin picked Carl Schmidt out of tbe water. This
was the last rescue.
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[From report by Commissioner F. A. O'Neill]
EXHIBIT

RECOMME~DATJONS

The chief usefulness of this investigation lies in the constructive results which may be drawn from the lessons of the disaster as now disclosed. Accordingly, as such constructive results, I recommend the
following:
(1) The present practice whereby foreign steam vessels carrying passengers from our ports to ports other than home ports of the country
to which they belong, are treated as immune from the requirements
of law as to lifeboats and life preservers, should be abolished. It is
plainly contrary to public policy and common sense that the Vestris
sh ould not · have been fully under our regulations because she carried
a British flag, and was not examined under the British Board of Trade
rules because she did not touch at British ports. Such a practice
invites disastet·.
(2) All vessels subject to our requirements of law as to life preservers should be required immediately to procure life preservers in
accordance with the requirements in force since 1919, the purpose of
which requirements is to insure a design which will keep an exhausted
person's head above water. The present practice of passing life preservers not in accordance with those requirements on the plea that they
were purchased prior to 1919 opens the door to subterfuge and, as
~:;hown by the experience of the Vestr·is, endangers life.
(3) The Steamboat Inspection Service should inaugurate a method
of testing lifeboats for watertightness in cases, where due to the loading
of the vessel or for other reasons, the lifeboats can not be lowered into
1he water.
( 4) All ocean-going steamers and motor ships, both freighters and
passenger carriers, should be required to install wireless with competent
wireless operators capable of maintaining continuous watch. Had such
requirements been in force, the Montoso could have been along side of
the Vestris long before the latter sank.
(G) Regulations should be made requiring that all sea connections
and piping thereto be located where they may be capable of inspection
at sea, and repaired.
(6) Regulations should be made requiring owners to furnish full
and accurate stability data for all vessels using United States ports as
bases for passenger traffic; and these data be kept up to date. Without
such data clearance papers should not be issued.
(7) The law governing limitation of liability in case of marine disaster should be amended so that owners may not have the benefit of
such limitation where they have not taken reasonable means to examine and determine the competency of the principal officers of the
vessel.
(8) The agencies both here and abroad under whose authority examinations of officers and the issuing of licenses to such officers come,
should study their method of examination for licenses for the purpose
of injecting into those examinations larger means of determining the
executive ability of the applicant.
'
(9) Present life-saving apparatus should be supplemented by requirements for rafts of approved construction.
(10) With the aid of competent technical advisers investigation
should be conducted into improved designs of lifeboats, improved devi~es for launching lifeboats, and improved designs for life preservers
and other buoyant material.
(11) There should be created in the Steamboat Inspection Service -a
technical staff empowered to pass upon the design of all commercial
vessels, with respect particularly to construction materials, stability,
bulkheads, pumps, and other factors making for stability and buoyancy.
(12) The rules and practice should be so changed as to require the
thorough inspection of all openings in the shell plating of the ship,
such as cargo ports, coal ports, scuppers, and discharge pipes of all
kinds.
(13) A full study should be made, either by Congress or the approaching international conference on safety of life at sea, of the
ancient rules of admit·alty law as to salvage and limitation of liability
on the part of the owners. These rules came into being before the
construction of modern rapidly moving ships, and before the wireless
enabled vessels at sea to communicate instantly with each other and
with the owners on shore. Obviously, the amount of salvage which
can be claimed by a rescuing ship may cause the captain of the vessel
in distress to delay too long the sending of an appeal for help. So,
likewise, the ancient fiction of law whereby the ship itself is treated
as solely responsible for any disaster wliich overtakes it, is, under
modern conditions of travel, grossly unjust to passengers and their dependents ; and it puts a premium on slackness and penuriousness on
the part of owners in keeping vessels in seaworthy condition and
equipped with all modern, scientific devices for insuring stability,
buoyancy, and safety.
(14) At the same time a full study should be made of the possibility
of more humane legislation for the protection of the seamen in the
crew. The principle of compulsory workmen's compensation in hazai'dous employments has become embodied in the statutes of many States.
'Xhe members of the crew of a sea-going vessel are cet·tainly engag-ed
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in a hazardous employment; and, since because of lack of official position, they have no control over the management of the vessel, they are
exposed to the hazards not only of the sea but also of the ability of
their officers. In the event of disaster, they and their families have
at present no effective redress or compensation whatever.
I t·equest the United States attorney to cause this report, the reports of the two captains, and the testimony taken in the case to be
forwarded to the chairman of the respective committees of the Senate
and the House of Representatives of the United States having jurisdiction over the framing of applicable legislation.
Dated, New York, December 19, 1928.
FRA.NCIS

A.

O'NEILL,

United States Oommissio11er.
EXHIBIT C

[From report by D. N. Hoover]
LESSONS TO BE

LE-~RNED

FROM THE DISASTER

The thing that stands out most prominently in this disaster and the
lesson first to be learned is that we must hereafter stress men more
than things. In this modern age we are prone to direct our efforts as
far as possible toward the invention of mechanical devices that will
make things safer, and this is true not only on ships but also on shore.
As a result of it, I fear that we haYe come to unconsciously become
the slaves of these things that we baYe invented to. help us, forgetting
that no matter how excellent a device there may be, there must be
competent men to handle it, and this competency in men must be
stressed at sea more than in any other place.
Without desiring to unnecessarily reflect upon the officers of the
Vestris it must be apparent to anyone with an open mind and approaching this disaster in a detached manner that the officers of this ship do
not seem to measure up to the standard that we would expect to be
present in a British ship. We must have in mind, therefore, so far as
the Steamboat Inspection Service is concerned, that first of all we must
insist upon competent officers. We undertake to do this by requiring
certain experience of all ships' officers before license may be obtained,
and, in addition, we undertake by written examinations to determine
whether these officers are properly prepared to have issued to them
licenses by the United States Government. In this British ship the
Steamboat Inspection Service had no control over these ship's officers,
but we are concerned as Americans in being sure that the officers of
American ships shall be equal to such an emergency as confronted the
officers of the steamer Vestris. In this connection I may state that
during the last 10 years marked improvement has been made in raising
the standard of examination questions used by the local inspectors.
This has been done by advice of the office of the Supervising Inspector
General, and at present that office is engaged in the preparation of
difficult questions of high standard.
It is manifest that the members of the crew of the Vestris were not
well trained in lifeboat drill. In this country, so far as the issuance
of certificates to lifeboat men is concerned, those certificates are issued
as a result of an actual practical examination of the applicant. So far
as the issuance of ablt- seamen certificates is concerned, those certificates are issued upon statements of experience that are made in affidavit form by lhe persons desiring to be able seamen. I do not argue
that there should be no experience required for able seamen, but I do
submit that in addition to the experience that is required there should
be an actual practical examination of able seamen conducted by inspectors of this service. It has been alleged that there has been much
fraud in the handling of these able-seamen certificates, and beyond
doubt that is true, but that is not due to the service. It is due to the
law, for where there is a law that requires the issuance of a certificate
as important as an able-seaman certificate, the issuance of that certificate based entin~ly upon a statement of .experience, it is easy to see that
fraud can easily be practiced by the applicant. The office of the Supervising Inspector General contains correspondence showing the efforts
that have been made to apprehend these offenders, but the surest way
to prevent this and to improve the standard would be by actual examination by the inspectors.
In connection with the loss of the V estf"is, where it is evident that
it was not possible to get all of the lifeboats clear of the ship, it is easy
to see that those pet·sons who believe in the increasing use of rafts
would advance 1he argument that there should be more rafts supplied.
In that connection, permit me to say that so far as the use of boats is
concerned I would not be in favor of changing the rule of boats for all,
but so far as the use of additional buoyant apparatus is concerned I
may state that the British have in their suggestions for the international conferen~e that is to be held in London next spring included the
use of additional buoyancy to the extent of 25 per cent of the people on
board in addition to the lifeboats that are carried.
That suggestion by the British has been favorably met by the American committee that is preparing for the international conference, and it
may be that as a result of the loss of the Vestris that percentage might
be raised. 'l'his additional buoyancy would not be in the form of the
catamaran rafts usually used in this country, but of an entirely different form of raft buc.fancy, the purpose of such buoyancy being to
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take care of persons temporarily as best may be under probable conditions similar to those that were present in the case of the loss of the
Vestris.
Encourage manufacturers in the lifeboat art to develop improved
devices for launching lifeboats, particularly from vessels which are
listed over.
I have referred in another part of this report to the suggestion of the
commanding officer of the battleship Wyoming in regard to life preservers, and only take time at this place to again state that this is a
matter that will be considered by the Board of Supervising Inspectors
nt its next annual meeting.
With regard to the inspection of lifeboats, I have pointed out in
detail bow lifeboats are inspected and the manner in which wooden
lifeboats may ue expected to act when first put into the water, but the
question may well be asked as to whether granting that wooden lifeboats do take up in places where they leak, whether they take up sufficiently rapidly to be a safe boat, and my thought in that respect is
that in the inspections that are hereafter made of wooden lifeboats, the
test might be made with water in the boats. The water could be used
as the weight required, and it could be also required that it remain in
the boats for a certain length of time, and if at the end of that time
the boats were not tight and they still leaked, then those lifeboats could
be rejected.
~lso in connection with the inspection o~ foreign ships and of the
life-saving equipment of these ships in particular, and I refer now to
those foreign ships that are not examined under reciprocal agreements,
it might be well to increase the number of inspections ; that is to say,
ha:ve three reinspections during the year, as well as the annual inspection that is now required. At present in the case of ferry steamers and
excursion steamers three reinspections are required in addition to the
annual inspection that is required by law. It is of course to be understood that if this be done it will be necessary to have more inspectors.
Again, in connection with the inspection of lifeboats, the inspectors
have been up against the condition, especially in the crowded port
of New York, of not being able to lower all of the lifeboats. They
have lowered to the extent they were able. It would be very desirable to work out a plan by which all of these boats could be lowered
and yet not at the same time unnecessarily interfere with the sailings
of the ships.
While as a matter merely of the use of words it might be stressed
that regardless· of what the physical conditions are, time should be taken
to lower ·the boats, yet it soon would lm found if this were insisted
upon under all conditions without any consideration of the conditions
existing in some of the ports, the ihspectors would very soon· be accused
of being reactionary, unprogressive, and undertaking to add burdens to
the American merchant marine. Increasingly, however, it is evident
that in the matter of the lifeboat drills, the service must insist upon
more than a mere entry in the log, and these drills must increasingly
be held frequently under the personal direction of the inspectors of this
service. To do that requires more inspeCtors.
I have referred to the criticism made of the releasing books in use
on the Vestris, and in that connection I may state that during the past
year there has been a careful study made of releasing hooks, the
matter to be considered at the next meeting of the board of supervising
inspectors. In that connection a letter under the date of April 10, 1928,
reading as follows, was sent to each supervising inspector:
"You will recall the correspondence that was before the board of
supervising inspectors at its recent session in connection with allegations made that there were lifeboat-releasing gears that had been
approved by the board of supervising inspectors that were inefficient
for the purpose intended, and concerning which allegations this office
is' making an investigation. Although the allegations have been made,
arid apparently in good faith, up to the present time this office has
received nothing to substantiate them, and therefore, in order that we
may proceed further, it will be necessary to conduct an investigation
with reference to all releasing gears in use.
" In view of the above, you will issue the necessary instructions to
the boards of local inspectors in your district making annual inspections of passenger vessels to make a careful test of all lifeboat-releasing
gears found on such vessels, with a view to ascertaining whether or not
they are efficient and fulfill the requirements of the law. In case
they are found defective in their operation, they should ascertain
whether or not such defective operation can be corrected by adjustment
of' their working parts. This procedure should be followed until we
have ascertained fully the kind of releasing gears on all passenger
vessels coming under the jurisdiction of this service.
"You will also instruct them to, on November 15, 1928, submit to
you a detailed report in triplicate, setting forth by trade names all
g~ars found, showing the manufacturer by name and address and year
of manufacture of gear, the vessels using such gears to be alphabetically
arranged under the different kinds of gears, showing date of inspection
and whether gear opeTated satisfactorily or otherwise, and if not satisfactorily, to what extent it failed in the test. In a word, to give a
report that will show exactly tbe kinds of gears installed, those that
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functioned satisfactorily and more especially gears that failed, to tbe
end that you may forward that report to the bureau in duplicate by
not later than December 1, so that the bureau may consider the information obtained and be in a position to submit it to the board of
supervising inspectors, with a view to determining just what policy shall
be pursued in the testing of gears that have failed, in the elimination
of gears that have been approved but which have not been manufactured,
etc., all with a view to purging the list of releasing gears approved for
use on ve sels coming under the jurisdiction of this service, so that the
claim can not be made that we are permitting the use of inefficient
and ant.;quated releasing gears."
Undoubtedly as a result of those letters the board of supervising
inspectors will undertake to test out again all the gear tb~t has been
approved during the years that have passed.
The question that must be uppermost in the minds of all men who
are familiar with ships, so far as concerns the steamer Vestris, is that
of stability. The whole thing revolves primarily about this question.
So far as inclining ships iS concerned, it may be pointed out that the
United States Steamboat In pection Service, as an arm of the United
States Government, is the first organization of its kind in the world,
and for a number of years, to have undertaken the inclining of merchant ships. Only recently bas the British Government given attention
to thi matter, and I know of no other maritime nation that gives
attention to it as a governmental function. Stability tests were first
required by the general rules and regulations of the board of supervising inspectors after the capsizing of the steamer Eastland in the
Chicago River. I may also state that while the subject of stability
was not included among those subjects to be discussed at the interna-'
tiona! conference in London next spring, Admiral Rock, chairman of the
ship-construction committee of the special American committees that
are preparing for this conference, made the motion and I seconded
it, to have stability added to the agenda to be discussed at that conference. In this connection the question may be asked as to why
this matter of s4!bility has not received governmental attention from
other nations the same as ours. It may also be asked as to why a
standard has not been adopted in the premises, and in that respect
I may say that so far as stability is concerned doctors disagree.
There is a school of naval architects ·t hat believes in one thing in
regard to stability and another school that believes in another, and the
difficulty bas been to get a point of departure · that would be a standard
that could be subscribed to by the maritime nations.
So. far as the work in this country is concerned, I may point out
that only recently and after much research has a special committee of
the American Marine Standards Committee arrived at a tentative
standard with reference to stability, and that proposed standard is
now being prepared to be sent not only to leading interests in this
country but to the leading nations of the world. So far as the
stability work of the Steamboat Inspection Service as it relates to
American vessels is concerned, that is a positive thing that has been
going forward for a number of years, but so far as the application of
those rules to ~oreign ships is concerned, there immediately arises
international questions that must be given consideration. If it be
argued that these reciprocal · agreements ' that our Government bas
entered into with foreign nations should be denounced and we should
undertake to inspect foreign ships in all respects the same as American
ships, then ~ answer that the intolerable conditions that arose as the
result of that procedure are the very conditions that brought about
the reclprocity that exists between leading nations, and in which reciprocity American ships have as much to gain as foreign ships. It
seems to me that so far as foreign ships are concerned, that the way
to meet this situation is not necessarily by radical action but by
proper discussion in conference between the best minds of the leading
maritime nations of the world.
The proper way to approach this whole matter of bull inspection is
through the front door and not through the back. In the case of
boiler inspection we require that the design of a boiler shall first be
passed upon by the service, the material subject to tensile strain
which is used in the construction of the boiler is tested by an inspector
of the service, and finally annually the completed boiler is given a
thorough internal and external examination and submitted to hydrostatic pressure, Is it not reasonable to also hold that in approaching
this propostion of hull inspection we should start befo1·e the bull is
built as well as after the hull is built? But what we really do is to
permit a ship to be built, subject her to a stability test, and then calculate as to whether the ship has proper stability.
We would not do this in the case of the construction of a building
on land; such procedure would be considered absurd. It would not
be considered reasonable to permit a man to build a buildlng worth
several millions of dollars, and then calmly tell him that that building
was not safe. What is done is that the building inspectors pass upon
those buildings before they are constructed, and if that reasonable
action is used in regard to the construction of structm·es on land, why
is it not just as reasonable and just as logical to follow the same procedure' in regard to the construction of ships? Why should we use
logical methods ot approaching a situation on land and then, because
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we have to deal with ships, undertake to throw aside all logic and
follow the method.s of past generations? If reference be made to the
report of the Supervising Inspector General for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1915, it will be noted that the idea which the bureau then
had in mind was to create in the office of the Supervising Jnspector
General a corps of experts whose business it would be to approve
proposed hull construction. Again, if reference be made to the report
of the Supervising Inspector General for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1927, it will be noted on pages 1, 2, and 3 a suggestion was made by
that officer with reference to a reorganization in such manner as to
provide a technical staff.
A.nother lesson to be learned from the loss of the Vestris is that
wireless should be required on all ships navigating the ocean or the
coasts. Had such a law been in ell'ect, it is probable that everybody
on uoard the Vestris might have been saved, because there was a ship
within as near as 45 miles of the Vestris, but not equipped with wireless,
that could have gone to her assistance.
It would seem that all openings through the shell plating of ships,
such as cargo ports, coal ports, scuppers, discharge pipes of all kinds,
including ash ejectors and sea cocks and their chests, should have
special attention at each annual inspection, and as far as practically
possible access should be had to them a.t any time, whether in port,
at sea, loaded or light, and scuppeL·s from any deck below a weather
deck should lead to the bilges, where the water could be handled by
pumps.
In new construction it may be well to require centrifugal pumps of
large capacity installed to pump out of the fire and engine room bilges,
or have bilge connections installed from the circulating pump or pumps
to bilges as above.
In all of this tragedy there is an important factor that does not
appear upon the printed page, and that is the matter of salvage, a
question concerning which this service has no control or jurisdiction,
but one that is vitally wrapped up in the matter of safety of ships.
Captain Carey is gone. No man is able to say what his mental
processes were in his hour of trial, but any man who is familiar with
the law of the sea knows that he, Captain Carey, or any other shipmaster, would very carefully consider the sending of an S 0 S that
would result in the salvaging of his ship, should it not be absolutely
necessary to send out that call. There is a human thing here that
must not be overlooked, and that is the professional pride of the
master of the ship. Could he be sure that the ship- could be saved
by his own efforts, he would make every effort to do so before asking
for l.lelp, and he did make every effort that be could. If the· amount
of salvage that could be claimed by vessels responding to such a call
was reduced, the master of a ship in distress would not hesitate too
long before asking for help.
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It it be claimed that if salvage is r educed masters of other ships
would not respond as promptly as they should, I answer that in this
day of wireless communication, when the positions of ships are so.
well known, it would be easy to place the responsibility upon a shipmaster who refused to respond, and who, refusing, should have visited
upon him the severest penalty. Of course, the matter of what salvage
shall be paid is something that very properly could be det ermined by
an international conference, at which would be present representatives
of the leading maritime nations.
Another thing that might well receive attention is that of liability.
We speak of limitation of liability so far as ships are concerned as
something that necessarily must exist, but when we do so we forget
that the conditions under which such doctrines of admiralty have
grown up have competely changed. In this modern day, when ships
can be and are so largely directed from home offices, it might be well
to give attention to the proposition of unlimited liability upon tllis
kind of property. The point is that increasingly the effort is made in
governmental affairs to take all responsibility, and, so far as the
Steamboat Inspection Service is concerned, it must be remembered
that it is not a service that operates ships. By giving attention to
this matter of unlimited liability there would be a re ponsibility placed
more squarely upon the owners, and they would not be prone to look
so much to the responsibility of the Government. If it be contended
that to impose such a law upon American shipowners would be to
penalize them, and it would, then that also is a question that would
have to be adjusted in a proper international conference.
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ExmBlT. D

No. 456.-.1\!"arine wrecks and casualties ocrorring to vessels of the United States: Bu regiom
appears that prior to 1915 the figures include disasters to foreign vessels on and near the coasts of the United States, reports of which were received in isolated
instances. Caslllllties to vessels of the United States in Panama Canal Zone were as follows: 1927, tonnage, 60,223; property involved, $4,972,833; propertv lost, $61,800;
persons on board, 903; lives lost, 5. 1926, tonnage, 23,271; property involved, $3,815,221; property lost, $81,500; persons on board, 154. These and corresponding figures for
previous years are not included in the recapitulation or elsewhere]
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Year ended June 3(}-

Number Wrecks
of vessels involving
total loss

Casualties
involving
partial
and unknown
damage

Vessels
totally
lost

Vessels
damaged

Losses to
vessels

Losses to
cargoes

Passengers

Crews

Dollars

Dollars

Nttmber

Number

Lives
lost

TOTAL

1910_---- -----------------------------------1911_--- ------------------------------------1912----------------------------------------1913-----------------------------------------

HH4 ______ -----------------------------------

191/L-------- -------------------------------1916_--- ------------- ------------------------

m~= =~==================================

=== -----------------------------------1919_---1920_--- ---------------- ------ --------------1921_----- ----------------------------------1922_--- ------------------------------------] 923_--- ------------------------------------1924_---------------------- -----------------1925----------------------------------------1926_--- ------------------------------------1927-----------------------------------------

1,493
1, '1Zl
1,447
1,265
1, 210
1,088
I, 140
1,072
976
738
1, 074
777
907
980
945
980
982
1,233

365
294
328
274
293
289
317
324
380
303

285
222
277
273
237
255
254
300

!,

128 1

933
I, 119
991
917
799
823
748
596
435
789
555

630
707
708
725
728
933

Tons

135,305
101,365
113,920
91, 188
173,069
151,968
135,233
197, 119
248,520
163, 168
214,531
122,397
131,027
117,099
96,474
96,225
93,539
us, 337

Tons

2, 000,997
1, 475,688
1, 546,391
I, 663,623
I, 518,930
1, 276, 125
1, 714,434
I, 523,307
1,090, 956
1,016, 590
2,088, 534
1, 434,888
1, 762,412
1, 941,349
1, 917,058
1, 985,884
2, 015,068
2, 787,707

11,058,840
9, 565,995
8, 213,375
8,338, 935
11,437,330
IO, 199,560
12,671,040
33,708,710
57,728,110
38,139,080
54,955,480
28,662,730
18,727,614
17,202,806
14,201,211
15, 177,361
15,596,857
18,704,033

2, 565,580
1, 694,630
1, 941,010
1, 549,285
2, 509,405
4, 013,083
3, 668,995
12,479,600
22,557,940
12,698,145
17,612,455
6, 269,295
3, 975,714
3, 710,959
3, 802,792
4, 113,565
4, 324,475
5, 314,693

Hi, 464
22,484
15,972
21, 101
14,533
12,857
14,080
8, 233
6, 911
5, 722
14,199
7, 081
8,989
14,144
8,861
11,958
12,331
10,493

22,640
21,668
24,310
23,077
22,199
20,220
20,653
21,418
16,207
26,100
16,005
19,065
21, 198
20,255
22,771
21,970
27,635

551
206
227
116
202
196
23 6

5,418

6, 641
9,355
10, 179
11,020
12,343
12,236
13,602

77
148

403
262
195

283
421
277
1,364
490
398

14,289

452
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ATLANTIC, GULF, AND PACIFIC COASTS OF THE UNITED STATES

1921_---------- -----------------------------1922_--- ------------------------------------1923_-- -------------------------------------1924_-- -------------------------------------1925. ---------------------------------------192~)_-- -------------------------------------1927-----------------------------------------

375
515
559
564

577
584
685

110
171
161
143
157
163
175

265
344
398
421
420
421
510

39,418
78,552
66,089
56,133
51,907
59,143
62,502

476,433
732,679
815,236
982,448
1, 001,113
1, 017,968
1, 303,448

10,505,725
9, 200,909
9, 527,801
7, 010,156
8, 037,586
10,364,020
10,239,557

1, 553,055
1, 500,663
1, 976,572
1, 662, 101
2, 781,413
2, 055,263
1, 626,694

4, 289
8, 722
4, 259
7, 290
8,244
5, 629

77
94

I

93
145
125
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D-Continued

No. 456.-Mari11e wreck3 and casuaUies occurring ro tJeudJJ of the United States: B11 regions-Continued
Casualties
involving
partial
and nn·
known
damage

Wrecks
Number
of vessels involving
total loss

Year ended June 30-

Vessels
totally
lost

Vessels
damaged

Losses to
vessels

Losses to
cargoes

Passengers

Lives
lost

Crews

GREAT LAKES

1921_-- -------------------- -----------------1922_--- ------------------------------------1923_-- -------------------------------------1924_--- --------------------------.---------1925_------ ---------------------------------1926_--- ------------------------------------1927- ----------------------------------------

128
101
121
57
52
73
109

16
19
33
15
15
18
20

144
120
154
72
67
91
129

13,296
9, 529
17, 125
5,425
11,065
4,177
17,328

525,821
432,357
512,081
185,881
126,822
215,938
409,264

1, 694,280
1, 816,09
2, 855,072
902,300
2, 200,255
1, 365,509
2, 823,077

134,025
95, ()()()
379,492
232,444
117,990
119,937
197,216

574
407
3, 300
1, 441
1, 734
1, 513
927

3, 798
2, 335
3, 733
1, 069
1, 496
1, 792
3, 286

44
16
9
16
39
17
5

2, 652,00S
1, 190,650
1,408,423
1, 584. 210
2, 237,372
1, 542,037
1, 994,354

91,915
98, 20
154,245
62,861
235,432
33,325
158,095

537
1,082
238
1, 251
991
1,422
1, 152

1,428
1, 524
1, 757
1, 993
2, 704
2, 873
3, 217

11
6
9
13
21

8
24

4, 490,300
2, 291,231
1, 200,650
1, 845,386
978,730
2, 115,950
3, 332,688

552
3, 211
1,884
1, 910
1,943
1,152
2, 785

4,138
5,851
5,529
5, 673
6, 228
5,069
7,530

74
57
21
79
43
66
68

RIVERS 011' THE UNITED STATES

95
114
130
147
171
157
204

1921_---- -----------------------------------1922_- --------------------------------------1923 _- -- -------------- ----------- -- - --- -----1924----------------------------------------1925_ -------------------------------- ------ -1926 _------ -- ------- -- --- ------ ---- ---- --- --1927--------.:---------------------------------

7, 749
5,621
5,542
8, 601
5,635
3,581
7, 285

60
67
85
96
122
108
136

35

47
45
51
49
49
68

96,969
135,670
145,792
163,907
256, 885
259,822
314,305

AT SEA AND ON THE COASTS OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES

102
118
108
134
131
126
178

61
40
34
28
34
24
37

163
158
137
162
16-'i
150
215

1921_ ---------------------------------------1922_ ---------------------------------------1923_- --------------------------------------1924_- --------------------------------------1925----------------------------------------1926_- --------------------------------------1927-- ---------------------------------------

335,665
461,706
468,240
584,822
601,064
521,340
760,690

61,934
37,325
28,343
26,315
27,618
26,638
31,222

13, 810, 720
6, 519,157
3, 411,510
4,704,545
2, 702, 148
2,325,291
3, 647,045

Source: Reports of the U. S. Coast Guard, Treasury Department.
EXHIBIT E

No 12.-Showing the number and gross tonnage of steamers and motorships of 100 tons gross and upward, totally lost (including war /.Qsses), and broken up during the years 190S to
·

. 19£6 distinguishing the principal maritime countries, and indicating the percentage lost of the ronnage owned by the various countrie.•
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P-I

=-----------

1-'ost---------------------------------- 5441,092,9245.68 2533,7272.11 19 39,7301.54 17 32,2084.01 46113,0115.92 3274,8801.69 14 27,053 3.10 2541,393:!.76
Broken UP----------------------------~
9, 853---- 4 814---1
544 ____ 2 6, 9921~ ___ ------ _______ ------- _________________ _

1915

TotaL_-------------------------

5531, 102, 777_ ___ 29 34, 54L___ 19 39,730 ---- 18 32, 752-... 48120,
1 = =1= =
i='=
1, 411,
3i:
5i 148,

~~~ken \ip~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::--.:!

1916

TotaL __ -----------------------1917 •

~ ~~~ 3~ ~~~ ~~=~ ~~~ ~~~~ -~~ -~~~~~ ~~~=

oool:.:;. 32 74,880 ---I

14 27,653 ----- 25 41, 393_ __ _

=
=
~~ ~~~ -~ ~=~~~ ~~~~ -~ -=~~~~ ~~~~~ -~~ ~:~~~~ ~~~

5721,411,856 ---- 33 32,562 ---- 27 57, 255. ___ 45 60, 53L __ . 58 148, 574.___ 25 39, 506 ---- 38 91, 645_____ 32 72,347 ----

~~~~en (ip~==:::::::::::::::::::::::=: 1, 38~ ~ :::: 4~ n. ~~ :::: _~ ~~~~~~~::::

8i 109,

:~ :::: ~~ ~~~·-~~~~-'=! ••::~- :::: -·~ ':~:~~::::: -~~~~ ::::

TotaL·--- ---------------------- 1, 3864,094,017 ____ 5171,839---- 60166,630---- 82110,495---- 144355,007--- - 24J19, 750---- 89 241,546 _____ 49 84, 331 ___ _

1918

1

~~~~e-n iii)~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 66~

1

1, 971:

~~ ~~ ~~ -~ ~~~~j:::: --~ ~~~~~L ~ ~~! :::: -~~~~~~~= ===- ~ ~= ~ ~?:
::::

97,

::::

186,

Total ___________________________ -6631,975,740= 47~---- 90308,742~---- 21 31,960~ 93186,259/---- 1813,249~

1919

~~en u-p============================~
Total. __ ------------------------

85

140,

2054,386 _____

16~----

~ ~~~ ~ 3r: ~ ~~~= -~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ --~ --~~~~~~~~ 2~ 3~: ~~~ ~~~~~ ~=~~~:~~~= --~ --~~~:~ _:~~~~ ~ u. g~:~~~~~

141, 185

----~38

36,814 ~ 54 114,752

---- ,~

2, 243 ____ 24 39, 544 ____ 4719,152 ____

6

7, 426 ~ 25 12, 210 ___ _

1920

~~~lenu·p============================ ~~ -~~ 2~ 1~: ~I~-~~=-~~~~:~~~-~~--~--~~~-~~~_:~~-~~~~~~~~:-~~-=~~~:~~~_:~-~~~=~~-~~~ -~:-~~~~~-~:~

1921

Lost._--------------------------------

TotaL __ -----------------------

1922

92

129,583 ~~I · 31 ~ ____ 45112,040 ____

6

2, 163 ~ 25! 50, 874____ 17 9, 061 ~ 26j 31,915;;;;; 12 3, 736

=

65
65,718 . 34 35 42,3321.87 22 60,392 . 45 8 5, 536 . 63 21j 27,899 . 85 12 7, 0051.07 26 52,363 8. 92 2
602 . 03
Broken UP---------------------------13
43,237 ____ 913,422 ---- 4 8, 920 _______ ------- ---- 3 4, 212---- 1 1, 827 ____ - -- ------- ----- 1 2, OGl ____ .
------1--- - - - - , -+ - -- l - - l - 4 - - - 1 - TotaL __-----------------------78 108,955 ____ 44 55,754 ---- 2-6 69,312 ____ 8 5, 536 ---- 24 32, IlL___ 13 8, 832____ 26 52,363 ----- 3 2, 663 ___ _
i==ii====i==i= l = - - 1 - =================
Lost.._------------------------------77 119,297 . 62 15 11,897 • 47 24 54,842 . 40 4 6, 773 . 70 23 23,770 . 67 27 24,380 1. 37 5 7, 136 1. 09 6 5, 037 . 19
BrokenUP---------------------------41 120,347_ ___ 2030,173 ____ 14 37,630 ____ 4
944_ ___ 22 53,674. ••• 4 6,949 ____ 1 1,353 _____ 4 5,903 ___ _
I--~I----I-- I -- I ---I--------------------------------

Total .......................... _1~
1923

LosL--------------------------------84
Broken UP---------------------------73
Total ___ ________________________ !57
I=

239,644~

35~----

~31,329;;:;;;

38 92,472 ____

8

7,717_ ___ 45 77,444 ____

138,744 . 73 1717,836 . 69 28 65,939 . 49
184,207 ____ 13 30,701 ____ 125 346, 761____

5
6

6, 966 • 74 20 12,936 . 37 29!f35, 710F:l.
42 4 9, 941 1. 33
7,408 ____ 64167,478---- 4 5, 227---- --- ------- -----

322,951 = 3 0'48,537='153412, 700 = l l 14,374 =Mi180,414 =aJ40, 937 ____
i=l=

.

t=

6

4

8,4.89 _____ 1010,940 ___ _

9, 941

510,817 . 41
710,812----

=12 21, 629'=
I=

Footnotes at end of table.
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EXHIBIT E-Continued
No. 12.-Showing the number and gros/l tonnage of steamers and motorships of 100 tons gross and upward, totallulost (inclt!ding war losses), and broken up during the vears 1903 to
19f6 distinguishing the principal maritime countries, and .indicating the percentage loat of the tonnaqe owned bu the various countries-Continued

Lost or broken up
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108,077 0. 57 31 26, 518 1. 02 26 42,445 0. 34
254,089 ____ 29 55,732 ____ 1145 488,865 ____

TotaL_-------------------------

183

362, 166 ____ 60 82, 2501____ 171j531, 310 ----

LosL_m_m __ m--m--------------Broken up_---------------------------

M79

TotaL__________________________

133

~ ~
&.8

~ , ~
g ~

o

o

~

71 12,2481. 24 13' 23, 908 0. 73 20 15, 542 0. 54
7 10,844 ____ 57illl, 610 ____ 14 27,366 ____

1

14123, ..,j ____70:135, 5~---- 34~ 4~

61,778 ~ 2ii 15,574 ~ll 27,416 ~4~
198, 637_ ___ 28[48, 458 ____ 22 56,453 ____ 1
1

s "'g

122

Italy

Japan
Per Numcent ber
Tons

1---1

3
2

~~~-en up~=== 8~ I~:~

1916

5

-----1

1~ 683,-----[!,16, 693 ___ _

TotaL-,
1928 I

1919

1

1,842~~18WI
12, 949;--:3"9]23118, 37C -:6J:lU I 21,477I 2. 401S '14,431 ~
295_ ___ 26 84, 001 ____ 1 10 37, 5371---- 3 18, 205j----- 21 6, 038 ___ _
1

1

Norwaw
Per Numcent ber

Tons

7

3, 4691---- 351 64, 005:----1 23!33, 1791---- 10J 17,510 ----- \

I

Spain
Per Numcent ber
Tons

~Other countries

Sweden

I

Per Numcent ber
Tons

21 1 46,313 1------1

82

116,872 ------

13

26,871

------1 38162,681

=

World

I

Per INurn_!
cent ber
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____ __

8~14, 468\--

Number

79 j ll2,108 j

Tons

968
24

1, 867,386
26,332

992

1,893,718

~t

~ 1288. ~ ~=~:~-~---~~- -~~~~~- -~~~~-'--;~J~~ -~~:~-1---~-1--~~~~~-1 1. zr! 2, 71~ g~ 1--~~~~
288,604 -----30 66,456 ------1 43 ~ ------1 58 j 95,034 1, 288 2, 724,041 _____ _
~~~~-enu"P~~== 1zg 139g: ~ ====== ---~~-· -~~~~~~-1======1 --~~- -~~~~- ======1---~- -~~~~~- ======1 ~ 75, ~~~ i======l---~-~ -~~~~~~:_j 2, s~ 1 6, oo~: ~~g
TotaL _

1917 3

g;....""

9, 625 1. 27' 1
8010.03
3, 058
7 15,892 ___ _

-1-9-15-I--L-o-st_______-___-_-_-_' __
20_, __
53_,-93-0 3. 56 ---;- 43, O.J.l · 2. 36 - - ; 116,501 5. 89 ~ 26, 871 3. 03 1---;.; 62,359 ~ - ; ;1 109, 158 1
Broken up ______1_~=.::.=-=. __1_ 3, ~72 \=.:= __1_~=.:==.::.=-=.=-=-=-=-=-==.:=--1 ~ -----4
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55,144

~
g
"'

33 83,869 ____

263, 674____ 67 72,674 ____ 166\443,491 ----

Year Lost or broken
1
up
Number
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21

$18

:::3

8

5] 2, 137_ ___ 42 96, 950!----1 33~• 55, 907!----1 14 39,682 ----- ~ 7j20, 469 ~=
1
1
111,780 . 58 31 29,680 4·
10 20 39, 547 . 35 3
771 . 07 131 26, 981j . 81, 21124, sdl . 80 91 16,034 1. 74 61 9,991 . 39
151, 89! .:..=..:::.~42, 99L ___ 146 40.3, 944 .:..=...:::.~ 2, 698. ____ 22. 37, 024 1.:..=..:::.~ 8, 667 .:..:..:::._2 1, 476 ~-j 4, 477 =-=.-260, 415_ ___ 53 64, 0321d

LosL ___ ---- ------------------- ------55
Broken UP----------------------------~
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I 81,506 1------1
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~;------
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601,209
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34

73,565 ------

57

75,266 ------

94 1 219,477 ! 2, 605

6, 607,261

~~~~en up==== ~ 1184, m====== ---~~- -~~~~~-1======1--~~~- -~~~~~=- ====== ---~=--~~~~=~-======I 5i 70, ~!~ 1======1---~J-~~~~~~-1 1, ~ 3, 33g: :~
TotaL __ 51184:602 = = 30.61,829~,
==~102167,034 ::~ 71,745 ==!53~~==~----sB~~. 3, 332,791
1
~~~~-enu!:>==== ----~- ----~~- --~~~- ---=~- -=~~~~- -~~~- ---~~- --~~~~~~- -~~~~- I 7, ~~g -~~~- zr 24, ~~ -~~~- ---~~- --=~~~~~- 1~g 5~:9~4
--2-~~42

TotaL __

43,8291==--sl-33,199 ==--8-

7,648 = = - ; g 24,409 = = - - s l

41,395

--~~~:

425~~==

I=

~~~en-up====----~--~~·-~~---~~~- ---~- -~~~=~-~-~~~~- ---~- --~~~=~- -~~~~- ---~~- -~~~~~~- -~~~:- 1~ 11, ~~I -~~~~- ---=~- --~~·.~=~- an 51~: ~~i .99
TotaL __
9 13,020 -----29 41,988 1
------ 26 25,944 I-----10 10,050 -- ---15 18,038
27
ol, 791
370
518, 595
=
' =
1921 l:.~en-up:::: __ 15__28·_()69_ .~ ___ 29__~1:~-11:~- ---1~- _29:~~~-- -~"'-~ "! ~: ;'~ _':84_ - --'- _•:~08- __ :8<_ 121 2f)!~ ' 3~~ 4~~: ~~ -- -~ ~~
TotaL __
15 28,069 ------ _ 29 51,185 1
------ 161 29,210 ------ 31 56,290 ~ 8 ~ ______ 23 . 26,559 344 536,537 _____ _
1920

I=:,=

LosL --------15 31,059 ~·
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64 54, 136 1. 51
27
23,010
. g5
Brokenup __ . ___6_ 15,735 ------~~580 .== __5_~.==
1

1922

TotaL__

21

46,794 ------

86

69,716 ------

32

22 49,629 1.72
59 157,080 ------

33
4

58,548 1.62
5, 498 ------

27
6

81 206,709

37- 64,046 ------ _ 33

26,098 - ·---i=

27,917 2. 30
1,039------

21

28,956

.J.

i=

6, 1381 . 59 ~7~ 33, 334
251 ---------------------

351
160

428,756
315,110

33,334

511

743,866

231 27,847
9
26,792

324
385

494,364 , .82
962,503 '---- --

292
485

440,404 1 .11
1,174,253 1-- ----

56. 108,44S

777

1,611,662 :------

15 14,504 1.16
26121,000
:..:.:= __6_ 4,186 .:.::.:..:.:..:._~_ 41,84()

280
273

327,14
. 55
653,046 1- ---- -

9

.

1925

Lost_ _________
17 37,736 1.29
38 42,788
Broken up _____32.__ 100,869 .:.:.=:..:.~ 37,759

192{;

Lost __________
Broken up____

-w
17

47,905 1.52~ 44,576 l.12
45,988 ___ ___
12 16,474 ------

TotaL_

36"

93,89al=--:---;- 61,050

TotaL__

55 14S,758 ------~_75,549 ------

TotaL __ ~ 138,605

J
2

.::..:..::.::.:~

80,547

28

26,319 ------

15

21
20,367
.78
14 17,516
=:.:.:. __4_~~==-1~ 15,189
23,946 ______

6

~----

32

62,840

~~~!.::..:..::.::.:

.94 "PJ2 15,954 1.42 --9-l0,510 ~35,- 23,.589 --298428,240 'l ~i
5, 760 -----10 23, 48S ______
8
4, 800 __ . ___
20
48, 9-!9
358
798,633 ___ __ _

32,170 ==--;;--39,442

r=---u·

15,310

=--:--ssl 72,538 -656 l,22B,87a==

Cases of breaking up r.onsequent upon casualty are included under'' Lost."
Excluding vessels trading on the Great Lakes of North America.
to the war, statistics regarding the vessels owned by the various countries of the world were not compiled by Lloyd's Register for the years 1917 and 1918•
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1924

40,707
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.90
13,760 ------
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Lost_ _________
Broken up____
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9
6

7
2

1923

TotaL__

36,085 1.52
4, 622 ------
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EXHIBIT F

No. 13.-Passengers carried bu water during the calendar vear 19t6
[Includes passengers carried by regular vessel lines, ferry, and excursion boats]
Credited toGrand divisions

Total
Ports

Atlantic coast ______ • ____ ---_-------- __ ------ ____ ---_--- _______ ------- ___ -------- _______ ---- ____ ---- _____________ --·--_____
Gulf coast ____ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rivers

1 309, 308, 402
8, 145, 150

5, 602,421
154,048
1, 206,729

16,477,009

314, 910, 823
8, 299,198
107, 916, 795
2S, 123,747
16,477,009

2, 198,251
233,724
56, 317

2, 198, 251
233,724
56,317

25,928,499

4 78, 215, 864

~i:1:iirf~~~r:~~;~;:r:~~=-~~:::.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ----~~:~~:~- ---------------canals and __
connecting
channels:
______________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
~ederal

State and private __ _-------------- ________ ----------------------- ___ ------- ------- - ---------------------------- _______ ---------------Interior rivers and waters not tributary to Atlantic, Gulf, or Pacific coasts ______·---------------------------------------------------------Total _________ ----_---------------------------------_---------------_------- ____________ : __________________________ _
1 Figure for 1925 in error.

452, 287, 365

Correct figure is 203,243,621, making total for ports, 336,050,250; total, Atlantic coast, 208,866,151; and grand total, 355, 814,435.
EXHIBIT

G

No. 110.-Arrioal& of passengers at the principal ports from foreign cou'lltries, vears tmded June 30
NOTE.-Figures for immigrants and nonimmigrant aliens cover admissions only. In addition, there are debarred aliens among the arrivals who, after being examined are
found inadmissible and returned to the countries whence they came]
'
1900-1909,

Port and class

191G-1914,

average

1915-1919,

average

1920-1924,

average

1924

average

1925

1926

1927

Nonimmigrant aliens ___ ------------------------- ---------------- -

1, 060,019
166,236
820,239
73,544

1, 488,422
273,262
1,034, 940
180,220

454,192
131,643
234,536
88,013

963,630
246,640
554,920
162,070

1, 180,583
301,281
706,896
172,406

797,674
339,239
294,314
164, 121

866,863
370,757
304,488
191,618

916,521
378,520
335, 175
202,826

York ________________ -------- __ ----------- __ ------_-------_------ __
Unit-ed States citizens __ -------------------------------------------Immigrants ____ --------- --------------- ---------------------------Nonimmigrant aliens _____ ------_----------------------------------Boston ______ -------- ________________________ .: ________ -----------------United States citizens ___ ------------------------------------------Immigrants------ --------------------------------------------------Nonimmigrant aliens __ -------_---_----------_---------------------Philadelphia-----------------------------------------------------------United States citizens ___ .-----------------------------------------Immigrants ___________________ ____ ---_-------_----_---_-- __ ---_--- __
Nonimmigrant aliens _________ --- __ ---.--_-------------------------Baltimore ________________ ---- ____ ---_-----------------------_--- __ ----_
United States citizens _________ -------------------------------------Immigrants--------------------------------------------------------Nonimmigrant aliens _________ -------------_-----------------------New OrleanS. _____ ------------ --------------------------------- -------United States citizens __ -------------------------------------------Immigrants ______ --- __ ---------------------------------------------Nonimmigrant aliens_------- __ ------------------------------------San Francisco ___________ ----------------------------------------------United States citizens _____ ----------------------------------------Immigrants ____________ ---_---_------------------------------------Nonimmigrant aliens ____________ ----_---_----_--_-----------------Seattle _________________ -----------------------------------------------United States citizens ___ ------------------------------------------Immigrants ____ ------ --------------------------------------- ______ :
Nonimmigrant aliens_--- ____ ---------------------------------------

812,848
128,988
630, 141
53.719
64,942
12,351
47,913
4, 678
24,183
3, 510
20,203
470
44,707
1,277
42,994
436
18,422
13,925
13,288
11,209
10, 729
3, 609
5,115
2,005
14,537
1667
I 3,136
1734

1,048, 710
173,578
759,791
115,341
73,896
11,498
52,474
9,925
54,823
3, 506
48,547
2, 770
31,283
1,126
29,395
762
11,674
7,837
1, 791
2,046
14,053
5,389
4, 776
3,887
4,627
794
2,208
1,625

193,356
55, 192
100,970
37, 194
13,034
2, 723
8,801
1, 510
2, 385
462
1,667
256
914
76
780
58
11,199
6,808
1, 931
2,460
19,587
5,460
8,442
5, 665
6, 911
614
3,938
2, 359_

571,942
161,265
321,403
89,274
30,329
4,486
24, 168
1, 675
10,627
1, 355
8, 597
675
511
132
317
62
11,052
6,47i
1,407
3, 171
24,738
6,976
7,659
10,103
8, 733
1, 739
4, 046
2,948

618,420
205,362
315,587
97,471
45,299

458,182
219,861
137,492
100,829
17,960
6,098
9,023
2, 839
1,673
942

531,700
263, 170
149,289
119,241
18,942
7,577
8, 025
3,340

566,819
269,026
165,510
132,283
19,555
7, 251
8,080
4,224
643
370
100
173
154
69
45
40
13,202
9, 278

upi~~~;~t~~~~~~itiieris:~============================================
Immigrants ________________________________ __________ _______________
}~lew

I

6,507
36,320
2,472
10,628
1, 073
8, 711
844
725
141
480
104
12,477
7,276
1,180
4, 021
22,853
6, 980
7,659
8, 214
14,760
2,971
7,131

606
229
66
311
274
215
36
23
13,269
9, 533
744
2, 992
14,864
5,825
2,114
6,895
5, 548
1, 996
1,444
2, 108

400
322
153
61
68
24
11,665
7,948
727
2,990
13,477
5, 589
1,927
5,961
5,379
1,926
1, 233
2, 220

(,658

003
3,021
18, 116
8,065
2, 512
7,539
6, 741:1
3,151
1, 011
2,583

Average, 1906 to 1909.
Source: Annual Reports of the Commissioner General of Immigration, Department of Labor.
t

No. lB.-Departures of passengers from the United States for foreign countria, years e'llded June 30
1900--1909,

191G-1914,

1915-1919,

1920--1924,

average

average

average

average

1923

1924

1925

1926

192i

Total .-_-_.------------------------------------------

487,425

904,423

416,948

588,088

471,187

494,595

549,813

600,235

623,296.

Male ___ __ ------------------------- ------------------------ Female _______ - __ ------------------------------------------Children 1____ ---------------------------------------------Adults 1____ • _--- _- ---------- -- ----------------------------Cabin 1___ _ -----------------------------------------------Steerage a__ ------------------------------------------------

324,402
163,023
52,455
434,970
193,822
293,603

631,827
272,595
99,348
805,074
457,514
446,909

319,331
97, 617
39,053
377,895
209,593
207,355

384,871
203, 217
75, 63
512,225
323,302
264, 786

277,973
193, 214
57,610
413,577
325,068
146,119

304,290
190,305
51,190
443,405
346.392
148,203

338,670
211, 143
51,547
498,266
364,771
185,042

349,956
250,279
56,470
543,765
399,033
201,202

361,966
261,330
59,723
563,573
410, 125
213,171

Prior to 1910 tbe division point is 12 years; [rom 1910 to 1917, inclusive, 14 years; thereafter, 16.
~ Figures include departures by rai1 via the C~nadian and ~exican borders.
a Prior to 1910 designated as " Other than cabm passengers.
Source: Prior to July I, 1907, the Bureau of Statistics; subsequently the Bureau of Immigration, Department of Labor.
1

EXHIBIT H

No. I.-Comparative statemtmt of the ioater-borne commerce of the United States, eliminating aU known duplications, bu calendar vearst
[Quantities expressed in short tons]
Ports on the Great Lakes

Ports on Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts
Year

Foreign traffic
Tons

1920_-- -------- -- --------------------------------1921_--- ------------------------------ --- --------1922_---- ----------------------------------------1923_---- ----------------------------------------1924---------------------------------------------1925.--------------------------------------------1926_----- ---------------------------------------1

100, 384, 206
80, 151,748
86,874,593
82,998,505
85,433,050
92,043,288
114, 693, 2J9

Value
$9, 741, 639,067
5, 703, 680, 536
6, 662, 280,874
7, 169, 442, 935
8, 523, 020, 980
8, 848, 235, 505
8, 501, 645, 449

Foreign traffic

Domestic traffic
Tons
114, 557, 241
115, 333, 669
128,430,717
180, 660, 122
197, 624, 890
209, 916, 869
227, 391, 874

Value
$7, 402, 577, 058
6, •121, 728, 870
7, 598, 082, 159
9, 608, 763, 271
11, 241, 182, 131
12, 519, 779, 942
15, 161, 665, 805

Tons
12,388,707
12,512, 860
13,005,132
14,659,905
16, 128,526
16,504, 138
16,599,974

Domestic traffic

Value

Tons

$255, 277, 343
233, 640, 160
291, 34(), 913
253, 36.3, 953
364, 545, 833
409, 737, 784
440, 338, 743

98,750,979
58,947,310
81,032,958
110, 857, 646
93,702,753
113, 644, 259

120, 794, 460

Value
$1, 150, 834, 264
724,130,26
998, 069, 323
1, 130, 539, 355
1, 603, 987, 681
1, 870, 566, 656
I, 669, 053, 51 2

Tbis t.able shows the corrected tonnage and values for rivers, canals, and connecting channels, and tbe grand totals.
(
I
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EXHIBIT H-Continued
No. !.-Comparative statement of the water-borne commerce of the U'f!ited States, eliminating all known duplications, by calendar years-Continued
[Quantities expressed in short tons]
Rivers, canals, and connecting
channels

Grand adjusted total, foreign and
domestic

Year
Tons

Value

125,400, ()()()
116, 300, ()()()
111,800,000
153, 700, ()()()
173, zoo, 000
204, 569, 000
217,000,000

1920.---.----------- •• -.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1921.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ._
1922.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1923.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1924.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1925.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------192£.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tons

$2,814, GOO, 000
2, 443, 500, 000
3, 177,900,000
2, 960, 200, ()()()
3, 446, 035, 000
3, 950, 450, 000
3, 680, 000, 000

Value

399, 000, ()()()
332, 000, 000
376, 000, 000
478, 000, 000
453, 700, 000
483, 400, 000
540, 500, ()()()

$20, 531,000, ooO
14,329,000,000
17, 004, 000, 000
zo, 175, 000, 000
22, 115, 000, 000
23, 946, 000, 000
2£, 722, 000, 000

No. 2.-Commerce of ports during the calendar year 1926
[Quantities expressed in short tons]
Foreign
Domestic

Tops
Atlantic coast.._------------- ---------Gulf coast._-- ----------------- ----- ---Pacific coast. _____ ---_-------------- ____
Great Lakes ____ -----------------------Grand total, unadjusted __________
Adjusted
total,_____________________
eliminating all known
duplications.
___ _
TABLE

"·"'·'"'I
51,258,418

Tons

Value

33,078,106
8, 742,640
3,013, 343
6, 424,329

Grand total

•

Exports

Imports

Orand divisions

Value

Tons

Value

Tons

$3, 035, 572, 787

1, 082, 921, 823
512, 764, 420
161, 475, 612

2-51, 804, 101
47,535,163
93,513,769
237, 280, 699

$22, 055, 257, 204
1, 590,066,619
3, 776, 970, 967
3, 325, 986, 653

324,717, 593
71,805,739
111,022,940
253,880,673

$28, 039, 719, 870
2, 995, 511, 354
4, 888, 709, 015
3, 766, 325, 396

Value

$2, 948, 889, 879
322, 522, 912
598,973, 628
278, 863, 131

39,835,386
15,527,936
14,495,828
10,175,645

4, 149,249,550

80,034,795

4, 792, 734, 642

630, 133, 732

30,748, 281,443

761, 426, 945

39, 690, 265, 635

4, 149, 249, 550

80,034,795

4, 792, 734, 64.2

348, 186, 334

16, 830, 719, 317

479, 479, 547

25, 772, 703, 509

No. 3.-Commerce on the rivers, canals, and connecting channels of the United States during the calendar year 1926
[Quantities expressed in short tons]
Bulk freight

Grand divisions

Miscellaneous

Floated and rafted
timber

Package freight, miscellaneous

Total commerce

Tons

Value

Tons

Value

Tons

Value

Tons

Atlantic coast.------------------------ 24, 521,358 $195, 307, 301
37,693,766
Gulf coast.--·------------------------- 3, 283,119
Mississippi River and tributaries ______ 71,999,019
452, 923, 962
Pacific coast. __________________________ 5, 930,120
75,411,736
Interior rivers and other waterways ____
763,910
2, 303,499
Canals and connecting channels:
FederaL ___ .. ______________ -------- 99,405,490 l, 022, 234, 975
State and private __________________ 5, 334,401 421; 117,352

824,727
1, 549, 173
618,259
8, 910,897
20,269

$4, 170,355
7, 145,289
3, 947,630
58,676,649
238,608

25,346,085
4,832, 292
72,617,278
14,841,017
784, 179

$199, 477, 657
44,839,055
456, 871, 592
134, 088, 385
2, 542,107

2, 341,467
427,352
4, 419,202
1, 790,097
21,909

$404, 000, 876
51,621,179
52{), 182, 130
179,639,314
1, 302,129

27,687,552
5, 259,644
77,036,480
16, 631, 114
806,088

$603, 538, 533
96, 460,234
977, 0[;3, 722
313, 727, 699
3,844, 236

1, 774,434
2,960

9, 394,008 101,179,924 1, 031, 628, 983
11,800
5, 337,361
421, 129, 152

9, 190,675
502,089

569, 345, 961 110, 370, 599
37,958,338
5, 839,4-50

1, GOO, 974, 944
459, 087, 490

Grand total, unadjusted _________ 211, 237,417 2, 206, 992, 591
Adjusted total, eliminating all known
duplications. __________ ______ ________

13,700,719

83,584,340 224, 938, 136 2, 290, 576, 931

18, 692, 791 1, 764, 109, 927 243, 630, 9Z7

4, 054, 686, 858

------------ -------------- ------------ ------------ _____ _ _____ -------------- ------------ -------------- 217,000,000

3, 680, 000, 000

Tons

Value

Mr. JONES. Mr. President, I did not hear all of the address
of the Senator from New York. I understand-! do not know
how correct it is-that there was some criticism of the Commerce Committee for not acting upon the matter. Almost immediately after the Senator introduced his resolution, at which
time other resolutions were also introduced, a subcommittee of
the Commerce Committee was appointed to consider the subject.
As chairman of the full committee I was engaged with appropriation bills and conference matters, so that I felt the subject
should be taken up by a subcommittee. The Senator from California [l\lr. JoHNSON] was appointed chairman of that subcommittee. The Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. LA FoLLETTE], who
has always taken a great interest in matters of this kind, and
the Senator from Florida [Mr. FLETCHER], who has likewise
taken a great interest in such matters, were made the other
members of the subcommittee.
I do not know how far that subcommittee has gone in its work,
but I know it, especially the Senator from California [Mr. JoHNsoN], has been giving the matter very careful consideration.
The Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. LA. FoLLETIE], as the Senator
from New York knows, bas not been well, and the Senator from
Florida [l\Ir. FLETCHER] has been ill, so they have not been
able to give the matter the attention it should have had.
I appreciate the force of what the Senator bas said with
reference to the matter. I think it should be gone into with
extreme care. I think I can assure the Senator that if the subcommittee is not able to complete its work at this session, as it
may not be on account of the illness of two of its members, then

\I

Total bulk freight

..,

Value

during the special session, while other work, of course, is being
done, he can depend upon the Commerce Committee taking the
steps that it deems wise and giving this matter the fullest and
most careful consideration, with a view to doing just what the
Senator suggested at the close of his speech, that we be careful.
not to do anything which might interfere with our marine developmentN, and also that everything be done that possibly can
be done not only to aid them but to assure the traveling public
that everything will be done which can be done to insure their
safety.
Mr. WAGNER. I thank the Senator.
NAVAL A.PPROPRI.ATIONS
The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the consideration of the bill (H. R. 16714) making appropriations for
the Navy Department and the naval service for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1930, and for other purposes.
· Mr. KING. l\:1r. President, I desire to offer an amendment
to the pending bill. I send the amendment to the desk and ask .
to ha >e it read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER· (Mr. AsHURsT in the chair).
The Senator from Utah proposes t11e following amendment to
the naval appropriation bill, which the clerk will read.
The CHIEF CLERK. Insert at the proper place in the bill the
following proviso :
Provided, That no part of the appropriations contained in this act
shall be used for the maintenance of any officer or enlisted man in the
military or naval service in Haiti.
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Mr. DILL. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Washington?
Mr. KING. I yield.
Mr. DILL. May I ask the Senator why he does not include
Nicaragua as well? The election has been held in Nicaragua,
and it would seem that if the marines are to be brought out
ther·e would be time for it to be done before the 1st of July.
Mr. KING. I agree entirely with the Senator from Washington. Our conquest of Nicaragua by the military force was
wholly unjustifiable. The retention of our marines and military
and naval officers in Nicaragua can not now be justified. I did
not include in the amendment which I have just submitted the
withdrawal of the marines from Nicaragua because I desired
to confine my remarks. on the amendment wholly to a discussion of the situation in Haiti. I shall be glad if the Senator
from Washington will offer an amendment to the bill providing
that no part of the appropriation carried in the bill shall be
used for maintaining our military forces in Nicaragua.
Mr. KING addressed the Senate in support of his amendment.
After having spoken for some timeThe PRESIDI:~G OFFICER (Mr. AsHURST in the chair).
The Senator frorrr' Utah will suspend while the clerk reads an
announcement by the Chair.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The hour of 3 o'clock having arrived, the unanimous-consent agreement heretofore entered into will be in force and no Senator shall speak
more than once nor longer than 10 minutes upon the bill or any
amendment thereto.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah will
proceed.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, the amendment which I have
just offered, if adopted, would compel the withdrawal from
Haiti, after July 1 of this year, of our military forces. I admit that I am seeking to engraft upon an appropriation bill
legislation which perhaps should be secured in a more direct
way. As a matter of fact, however, if the executive department performed its duty . no legislation whatever would be
required to accomplish the object which I seek.
·
· The military forces of the United States have been in Haiti
since 1915. They are held there by Executive authority and
could be withdrawn by the President of the United States without notice and without authorization from Congress. But the
executive department has been deaf to the appeals of the
Haitian people and to the liberal sentiment of the United
States and has pursued a reactionary and imperialistic policy
which, in my opinion, is incompatible with American ideals
and can not be defended upon constitutional grounds. At the
cost of millions of dollars we have forced military rule upon
the helpless inhabitants of a friendly nation; we have sent our
warships to Haitian waters and landed military forces upon
Haitian soil. As stated, since 1915 we have governed Haiti
and her inhabitants by military force in violation of international law and against the will of the Haitian people.
Following our military occupation and military rule, American capital has sought economic penetration and the control
of the material and economic resources of Haiti. For a number of years I have protested against the Haitian policy of the
United States and have insisted that the Haitian people have
restored to them their own government. I have offered measures
in the Senate calling for the withdrawal of American military
forces and providing for free elections in order that the Haitian
people might be permitted to form and adopt a constitution in
harmony with their own views, and select officers to fill the
various positions provided for in their own fundamental law.
I have appealed to the Senate upon many occasions to free the
Haitian people from military rule; to withdraw the American
marines, and to leave the Haitian people free to pursue their
own course and to work out their own salvation.
. I regret to say that my appeals have been in vain. American
oayonets still rule Haiti, and the American people are indifferent to the imperialistic course of their own Government and
are deaf to the cries of the Haitian people that they may be
liberated from the grasp of a powerful foreign Government. I
· think, however, that the American people are unacquainted with
the record of their own Government in dealing with the Haitian
people. They do not know that American battleships took pos~
session of Haitian ports and American military forces waged
warfare upon Haitian soil, killing more than 3,000 Haitian
people. They do not know that since 1915 the Haitian people
have been deprived of the right to govern themselves, and _have
been subjected to the will of the United States; nor do they
know that the United States overthrew their government, abolished their constitution, drove their national legislature from
their legislative chambers, and have prevented the Haitian people
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from having any voice in the control of their internal or foreigp affairs. It is not generally known by the American people
that the United States has imposed upon the Haitian policies
obnoxious to them, and which can not prove otherwise than
disadvantageous and harmful to Haiti and her people. It is
well known that if our battleships and marines were withdrawn
from Haiti there would be universal rejoicing among the Haitian
people. The few sycophants and parasites who bask in the
favor of American military rulers would be thrust aside and
the people would set up a government of their own choice, and
elect officials who would represent the ideals and carry out the
will of the Haitian people.
I repeat when I say that if the amendment which I have
offered is adopted the puppet government of Haiti masquerading as a civil power behind American bayonets would pa s
away as- an ugly dream when the morning breaks and the
shadows fiee. But I am under no illusion. My amendment
will be defeated and our military control of Haiti will continue
until the liberal forces of the United States are aroused. More
American capital will be invested and more lands wrested from
the inhabitants of that unhappy land.
The Senate, I regret to say, has been indifferent, as has been
the country, to all appeals for Haitian independence and for
the rectification of the wrong which, in my opinion, is being
committed against a helpless people and a weak State. I
have beard eloquent appeals in this Chamber in behalf of people
struggling for liberty against oppressive and militaristic governments. I have heard severe criticisms of a friendly and
liberal government because of its control in India and Egypt.
We have been free to condemn the so-called imperialism of
other nations but seem oblivious to imperialistic manifestations
of our own country. There was nothing improper in the United
States landing marines in Nicaragua and taking over the control of its government. This seizure of Santo Domingo by the
United States and its occupation by American military forces
for a number of years found but little expressed opposition from
American political leaders or the American press. The holding
of Haiti as in a vise by the powerful hand of the United StateN
arouses but little interest among the American people and
provokes but few feeble protests among the 120,000,000 of this
Republic. And the American people exhibit no concern when
the Filipinos demand their independence and assert the right,
which is the basis of democracy, to govern themselves and set
up that form of government which to them seems bet.
Returning to Haiti, I repeat, Mr. President, that in 1915 the
United States committed a great wrong when it superimposed,
by military force, military rule upon a people with whom we
were at peace. They were unable to offer successful resistance to this powerful Nation, but, actuated by love of country
and fear of the results of foreign invasion, they mobilized military forces and sought to prevent the conquest of their own
country. American troops and American guns killed more
than 3,000 men who believed they were defendibg their homes
against an invading foe. Since then Haiti has been governed
by the United States, not by any law ·of Congress or under any
constitutional authority but by American military forces who e
will was law and whose edicts were enforced by American
bayonets. American capital followed American military occupation, and the Haitian people fear that they will be robbed of
their lands and become the victims of American capitalistic
exploitation.
Mr. President, upon various occasions I have offered resolutions
in the Senate demanding the withdrawal of our forces from
Haitian soil. In some of these resolutions I have recited,
by way of preamble, some of the ugly facts attending the
conquest and control of Haiti. On February 23, 1928, I o:ffereU.
Senate Resolution 158, .which I now ask the clerk to read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will read the resolution, as requested.
The Chief Clerk read tlie resolution ( S. Res. 158), which was
referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations, as follows :
Whereas it is claimed that the following statement contains some of
the importa.n t facts relating to the occupation of Haiti by the military
forces of the United States, and also some of the important occurrences
following such occupation, together with facts relating to the present
conditions in Haiti :
More than a century ago the Haitian people achieved their independence and established a republican form of government, under which
they controlled their political affairs, without interference from foreign
powers until the United States seized and occupied their country in July,
1915, accomplishing the same by employing war vessels of the ~vern
ment whlch entered the ports and harbors of Haiti and landed large
military forces upon Haitian shores ;
That said military forces of the United States seized the public buildings in Haiti and important military positions; that the Haitian people
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were opposed to the invasion of their country by the armed forces of the
United States, and some of them attempted to repel such invasion, as a
result of which more than 2,500 Haitians were killed in conflicts with
the armed forces of the United States;
There was no sufficient reason for sending war vessels to seize Haitian
ports or to land American troops upon Haitian soil; whatever disturbance-s there were in said country being purely of an internal character
and in no wise affecting the liberty of Americans or foreigners ;
That after the seizure of Haiti, the admiral in charge of the American
forces declared martial law, took control of the Government of Haiti,
interfered with the election, and exerted military pressure and all influences at his command to secure the election of Dartiguenave as
President of Haiti;
The United States then presented to said Dartiguenave, and to the
National Assembly of Haiti, which consisted of two legislative bodies,
the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate, a proposed convenfton giving
the United States control of the revenues, police, public works, and
sanitary administration of Haiti, which the assembly was unwilling to
ratify; whereupon the admiral in co
and of said American forces cut
off the salaries of the opposing members of the assembly, and announced
that if the tendered treaty was not ratified the United States "has the
intention to retain control in Haiti until the desired end is accomplished,
and that it will forthwith proceed with the complete pacification of
Haiti," under pressure of which threat the National Assembly accepted
such convention in September, 1915;
That in 1916 a new National Assembly of Haiti was elected pursuant
to the Haitian constitution and upon the convening of the same there
was submitted to it by the United States a new constitution, prepared in
the Navy Department of the United States, which, it was declared,
was to supersede the constitution under which Haiti bad been gover~ed
for many years. This new constitution materially changed the constitution of Haiti among the changes being one which authorized foreigners
and foreign ~orporations to hold Haitian lands contrary to the Haitian
constitution, which sought to protect the Haitian people from foreign
domination and to preserve Haitian territory for the Haitian people;
This new constitution was not acceptable to the National Assembly of
Haiti· whereupon the military forces of the United States summarily
and f~rcibly dissolved the assembly, took possession of the legislative
chambers, and locked the same against members of the assembly; and
wh en the two branches of the assembly met in other places, they were
summarily and forcibly dispersed by American military forces ;
That thereupon an election was ordered by those r epresenting the
United States for the alleged purpose of having said new constitution
submitted to the people for ratification; that it was known that the
peopl e of Haiti opposed the so-called "new " constitution, but a few
votes were cast under the supervision and control of military forces
and under conditions that indicated pressure and intimidation of the
Haitian people, as a result of which it is claimed that no election or
true expression of the people was bad, and that said new constitution
was not in fact ratified by the people of Haiti.
Upon the dissolution of said National Assembly, said Dartiguenave,
by dictatorial decree, set up a so-called "council of state" (appointing
all the members thereof), which was an extraconstitutional and illegal
body and which pretended to take over and exercise the legislative
powers of the National Assembly; and it has continued from that time
until tbe present to exercise said usurpatory authority in defiance of the
will of the Haitian people. In its acts and proceedings it is claimed
said council of state has been merely the instrument to register the
will of the President of Haiti, wbo has been and is controlled by the
United States.
The t erm of office of said Dartiguenave expired August 12, 1922, and
thereupon, as is claimed, the United States selected Louis Borno to be
his successor; that said council of state bad no power or authority to
act in the premises, but the members of said illegal organization, with
the support of the American military occupation, pretended to elect as
President of Haiti said Louis Borno, although he was not eligible to the
Presidency of the Haitian Republic because he is not the son of a
Haitian citizen, as presct•ibed by the constitution of Haiti;
That under the constitution of Haiti, as well as the void and unratified new constitution, the two legislative bodies of the Haitian Government were empowered to meet as a national assembly and to elect, at
the times designated in said constitutions, respectively, the President of
the Haitian Republic;
That said council of state, in the matter stated, and in defiance of
said provisions, pretended to elect said BorLo for the term of four
years, the period prescribed in the so-called new constitution, which the
National Assembly of Haiti bad refused to accept;
That the constitution of Haiti, as well as the new constitution sought
to be imposed on the Haitians, provides for the election of the members
of the two legislative bodies of the Haitian Republic, but since the suppression of said bodies no elections, except as hereinafter stated, have
been held, or permitted to be held, by those in control of Haiti, as a
result .of which no national assembly existed to choose the President of
Haiti, as provided in said constitutions;
•
That under the terms of the new constitution a President of Haiti
was to have been chosen by the national assembly on the 12th day of
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April, 1926, but said assembly having been abolished by the military
forces of the United States and the dictatorial decree of Dartiguenave,
said council of state, with the approval and support of the military ·
forces of the United States, pretended on said day to reelect said Borno
as President for a further term of four years; that it was understood
for many months prior to said date that Borno aspired to another term
as President and was supported for such position by General Russell
(who commanded the military forces of the United States in Haiti, and
who also bears the title of the American high commissioner), if not the
Department o": State of the United States. To bring about that result
said Borno shortly prior to April, 1926, appointed 18 of the 21 members
of the council of state from. among his relatives, personal friends, and
retainers, in order that he might be assured of his reelection on April
12 of this year ;
That the term of said convention of September, 1915, expired on September 15, 1926; that if the United States had any right, under convention, to occupy Haiti and control its government and the people of Haiti,
such right no longer exists, and the further presence of the United
States in Haiti means the continued unauthorized control of Haiti and
her people by superior military forces;
The said new constitution contained substantially the same provision
as the Haitian constitution with respect to freedom of speech and the
press and the guaranties of personal liberty and also with respect to the
judiciary and the powers and functions of judicial officers ;
That those in control of Haiti have been dissatisfied wlth the independence of members of the judiciary and their interpretation of the
constitution and the laws, and the protection which they have accorded
to the personal and property rights of tln! Haitian people. This situation resulted in the demand, upon the part of those controlling the
political and governmental affairs of Haiti, for a suppression or repeal
of said constitutional provisons, and notwithstanding said officials had
declared that the people of Haiti were unfit to vote, an election was
called for the 12th of .January, 1928, to repeal said provision of the
constitution.
That the proposed amendments to the constitution are for the purpose
of legalizing the denial of freedom of the press and personal liberties,
including the right to trial by jury, and for the purpose of placing tha
judiciary under the control of those dominating Haiti.
That it is claimed that the de facto Government of Haiti is the United
States acting through General Russell, who is supported by the military
forces of the United States, and that Borno and said council of state
act in accordance with directions given to them, that the liberties of
the people are restricted, the freedom of the press destroyed, the inde·
pendence of the courts interfered with, the voice of the people in the
matter of levying taxes and expending them silenced, the right of franchise denied, and the people of Haiti subjected to a foreign control
which attempts to screen its power behind Haitian agencies which have
been set up and through which it operates.
That there will be no correction of these conditions and no restoration of civil government and constitutional authority in Haiti until
the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate shall be elected by the people
of Haiti, and shall, in turn, as an electoral body, elect the President
of Haiti under the terms of the Haitian constitution;
That the suppression of civil authority by military power is contrary
to the Constitution of the United States and those principles of political
and civil liberty which are professed by the Government and the people
of the United States:
Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Committee on Foreign Relations is directed to
consider the statements and claims herein set forth, and to make such
investigations as are necessary to ascertain the reason for the seizure
and continued occupation of Haiti by the United States, the reasons
why the constitution of Haiti was superseded, the elections suppressed,
the rights of the Haitian people interfered with, the guaranties of
liberty, freedom of speech and of the press under said constitution impaired, and also to inquire into the present conditions in Haiti, and
report their findings to the Senate, together with such measures as
shall permit the Haitian people to set up and establish a government
of their own choice and assume control of the same, and their own
civil and political affairs, and which shall provide for the withdrawal
from Ilaiti of all military forces of the United States, and all officersmilitary, naval, and otherwise--except only regularly accredited diplomatic representatives or consular agents as may be agreed upon by
the Government of the United States and the Government of the
Haitian Republic.

Mr. KING. Mr. President, I have carefully examined the record with a view to stating nothing in the foregoing resolution, as
well as other resolutions which I have offered in the Senate,
which was not accurate and subject to absolute >erification; so
that the resolution ·just read by the clerk recites what I believe
to be many .of the facts concerning the conquest of the Haitian
people by the United States and the military government to
which they have been subjected.
Since the introduction of the resolution just read the situation
I in Haiti has not improyed. The same military control exists.
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American marines are still there. Brigadier General Russell,
the American high commissioner, is still the controlling factor
in Haiti. Judges have been removed and replaced by persons
amenable to the authotity which dominates the country: The
guaranties found in the Haitian constitution have been abolished. The right of assembly has been· interfered with. Liberty
of speech is denied. A military dictatorship rules the land, and
8.11 this has been under the authority of the United States.
Thousands of Haitians have left their native land, and many
others have been forced from lands which they and their fathers
occupied for many years. American capital has acquired control over large areas of fertile lands. The situation is unsatisfactory and the political conditions provoke unrest and deep·
seated re entment. Large loans have been negotiated, and
American capitalists have acquired the bonds which have been
issued. The situation indicates a purpose to keep Haiti under
Ame1ican control for an indefinite period. Believing, as I do,
that the United States is wrong in its policy toward Haiti, and
that its continued control of the Haitian Government will result
in reactions, and produce repercussions harmful to both countries and inimical to the spirit of good will which should exist
between the United States and all Latin America, I have for
years demanded the withdrawal of American troops from Haitian territory and the liberation of the Haitian people from foreign military rule. I have urged that the H aitian people be permitted to hold a free and uncontrolled election for the purpose
of choosing representatives to a constitutional convention, in
order that there might be"' formed a constitution under which
they might enjoy such political rights and such a form of gov·
ernment as to them seemed best. I urge now that our Government announce its purpose to withdraw its military forces and
return to the Haitian people the control of their own Government and their own country. Upon the adoption of a constitution by the Haitian people, and the election of officers provided
in such constitution, which is contemplated under the amendment
which I have offered to the pending bill, there is ample time
between now and July 1 for the calling of a constitutional convention and the holding of an election thereunder, so that soon
after the date just mentioned the Haitian peop~e would be in
control of their own country.
·
However, Mr. President, in order that the transition from the
military rule to a government of their own might not be too
abrupt, I would be willing to support a measure that would continue American occupation until January 1, 1930. During this
year, if it were understood that in January, 1930, American control would be terminated, all needed measures could be adopted,
without haste, and all political .and governmental authority
transferred in an orderly way to the Haitian Government, so to
be set up, pursuant to the organic law determined upon by the
Haitian people.
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Maryland?
Mr. KING. I yield.
Mr. TYDINGS. I appreciate the fine motive that actuated
the Senator from Utah in offering the resolution, but I am wondering what his idea would be in a state of circumstances such
as this: Suppose that in the Western Hemisphere an usurper
should obtain control of some government; suppo e that under
that usurper or dictator the liberty and the lives of the people
were brought to such a point that the whole world would revolt
at the treatment they were receiving at the hands of the man
who had power; suppose people were being shot down without
the right of trial ; suppose that under that dictator murder and
graft and corruption were rampant and everything that human
liberty values was trodden under foot, what, in the Senator's
opinion, would be the duty of the United States? Is there any
extreme state of facts at all und~r which the Senator feels that
our Government would be justified in taking possession of that
country temporarily in order theoretically to reestablish the
liberties of the people, or does he feel that, no matter what the
circumstances and conditions might be in any country in the
Western Hemisphere, it is the business of that country to deal
with them and under no circumstances whatsoever should we
take any part therein?
l\1r. KING. Mr. President, the Senator from Maryland has
submitted an extremely hypothetical situation-indeed, one in
which I find no parallel in those countries with which the United
States has diplomatic relations. I can scarcely conceive of conditions so extreme as those embraced in the questions of the
Senator. I grant that there have been in Haiti revolutions, followed by the ru1e of dictators, who have been overthrown by
military leaders who sought executive authority. There have
been in some Latin-American countries revolutionary governments, internal and factional strife, and not infrequently sanguinary conflicts. Anc! in the E~stern Jiemisphex:e the~~ has
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been domestic strife, out of which military dictators have
emerged who h~ve imposed autocratic and oppressive rule upon
the people. Chma has passed through a series of internal convulsions; military chieftains have warred against each other
and ruin and devastation have followed the efforts of ambitio~
and, too often, unprincipled men who sought to control a part
or all of the great Chinese Empire.
I mig~t add that in our own country we have had a sanguinary and fratricidal war which filled the land with sorrow.
The. S~nator will recall that there was resentment at the suggestiOn of foreign interference in the conflict which threatened
to divide this Republic. No country had the right to interfere
in our domestic affairs, even though the purpose may have been
to terminate a sanguinary struggle which stained the soil North
and South, with the
blood of thousands of heroic and ~aliant
.
men.
Quite recently the Government of Afghanistan was overthrown by a cruel military leader. We have not obtained full
information, but sufficient da
have been obtained to reveal
that atrocities were committed upon innocent people. It is
contended. by many that the Bolshevik leader , when they seized
ll?-e Russ1an Government, perpetrated unparalleled cruelties,
killed hundreds of thousands of inoffensive people, and drove
from Ru sia nearl,Y 2,000,000 of her inhabitants. It was not
suggested in the instances alluded to that the United States
owed a duty to intervene and to prevent bloodshed and unspeakable cruelties. The United States has no~ been made the
guardian of the world and the protector of people in every
country upon the Western Hemisphere. This Republic is not a
policeman to guard America or to control the people of Latin
Ame1ica. I can conceive of circumstances under which the
United States might be justified in interposing to prevent continued atrocities, the destruction of the lives of innocent men
and women, the complete overtlu·ow of law and order, and the
plunging of the whole Nation and her people into the abyss of
anarchy and ruin. But no conditions exist now upon the We tern Hemisphere which would warrant our Government engaging
in military operations to subject a people or country to its rule.
I think I should answer that even under the extreme situation mentioned by the Senator our country would not be justified
in taking possession of a country exposed to such frightful
calamities as those indicated in the Senator's question. 'There
have been dictators and usurpers in Latin-American countries
but in time they have been overthrown and order established:
The Latin-American Republics were born in the storm of revolution. Conditions attending their development have not always
made for orderly progress and development. Conflicting forces
and violent currents and cross currents have been developed
as these nations have struggled to reach the uplands where
peace and order and true progress are to be found. Progre s
comes slowly and the path of national development is stained
with the blood of martyr . Nations are not born in a day.
They are subject to evolutionary laws and proce es, and centuries may be required for them to emerge from darkness and
cruel injustices and oppression and to develop a sy tern under
which reasonable freedom and happiness may be enjoyed.
If the United States should announce its purpo e to interfere
in the Western Hemisphere whenever there was disorder or
cruelty or corruption or usurpation or tyranny, it would arouse
fears and resentments, and, indeed, hatred in every part of this
hemisphere. I repeat, God did not make this Nation the policeman and the guardian of the Western Hemisphere. The 1\fonroe
doctrine endows this Republic with no such authority and
charges it with no such re ponsibility. This Nation can serve
the peoples of this hemi phere and of the world far better by
pursuing a just and righteous course, by practicing justice and
mercy, by setting an example of toleration and of patience, by
exhibiting a spirit of sincere friendship and brotherhood, by
convincing the peoples of the world that our Nation is one of
peace and universal brotherhood.
I might add to these generalities, however, that it is the duty
of the United States to protect its citizens whether in Latin
America or elsewhere and in affording such protection, conilitions may sometimes arise calling for the exercise of military
force.
1\fr. TYDINGS. I thank the Senator, and I appreciate the
fact that his answers are really conclusive as to what he has in
mind, but carrying my thought a step further, suppose that the
conditions in Cuba had been what they were before we had war
with Spain, I presume the Senator then would not have been in
favor of taking the part of the Cuban people, who were admittedly oppressed. Am I correct in that?
1\Ir. KING. Mr. President, I confess to some reluctance in
attempting to answer the question just submitted by the Senator
from Maryland. Perhap I can, in part at least, t•eply to his
question by briefly referring to some inconspicuous part which
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I played in that great ::.dventure by the United States. I was a
Member of the Ho".lse of Representatives during the Fifty-fifth
and Fifty-sixth Congresses. The situation in Cuba in 1897 was
serious and indeed tragic. The revolution was in progress and
Spain was exerting every effort to maintain her sovereignty and
control over Cuba, and to defeat the revolutionary movement.
There wa a strong feeling in the United States that we should
intervene or at least reco· ~ize the belligerency of the insurgents.
In the House of Represe~tatives a great majority of the Members
were not satisfied with the course of the administration, and the
Democrats were urging armed intervention. Many of the Republicans joined with them in opposing the negative policy of
President McKinley. In order to learn definitely of the conditions in Cuba, and at the request of the leading Democrats of
the House, I went to Cuba early in December, 1897. There I
spent several weeks visiting various parts of the island. I met
General Blanco and the Spanish authorities, and penetrated vaIious Provinces, where I secretly met the revolutionary leaders
and visited many insurgent units who were fighting to throw off
the Spanish yoke.
Even if time permitted it would be impossible to desclibe
the awful conditions which I ther·e behel~. Many parts of the
island had been devastated and hunger and wretchedness stalked
through the land. The Spanish authorities, in continuing their
military operations, drove into -variou cities and towns thousands of poor starving Cubans, burning their rude belongings
and destroying their po sessions in order to weaken the cause of
the revolutionists. The reconcentrados, as these Cubans were
called, were exposed to the inclemencies of the weather and were
without food or shelter. Tens of thousands of them died from
exposure and starvation, and everywhere there was sorrow and
tragedy and lamentation.
Guerrilla warfare existed and contributed to the terrible situation which made of Cuba a charnel house. And the conditions
of the Spanish troops was such as to excite pity even among
those who were opposing them. Disease destroyed them by the
thou ands ; lack of food and clothing and proper care and
protection decimated the ranks of the Spanish Army so that
their efforts to subjugate the revolting Province were una\ailing. American property was destroyed and some American
lives were lost. It seemed to me from my investigation that the
strife called either for intervention by the United States or the
recognition of the insurgent government to be followed by
according it all rights belonging to belligerents. Upon my return to Washington I reported to my Democratic associates,
and recommc;;nded that our Government intervene for the protection of American lives and property and to prevent the destruction, which seemed to me to be inevitable, of most of the
inhabitants of that beautiful island.
The Democrats in the House, together with 80 or more
Republicans, called Republican reconcentrados, joined in demanding that the administration intervene in Cuba. With the
destruction of the .Maine in the harbor at Habana, there was
an irresistible demand throughout the country for armed intervention in Cuba. War with Spain soon followed, the results
of which are familiar to the world. In the light of subsequent_
events there are many who doubt the wisdom of the course
pursued by the United States, and there are some who assert
that we were not justified in going to war with Spain because
of the Cuban situation. It has been declared that we intervened because of humanitarian reasons. Doubtless the
atrocities committed by General Weyler in Cuba, the starvation
of hundreds of thousands of the Cuban peop-le, the conviction
· that further strife would almost destroy the entire population,
so aroused the American people that many of them believed it
to be the duty of this Republic to intervene. It was not so much
hostility to Spain as it was sympathy for the sufferings of the
Cuban people that influenced the American people.
1\fr. President, it is a serious thing for one nation to interfere
in the internal affairs of another nation; and it is a responsibility which a nation should never assume (unless no other course
is <>"pen) to engage in military operations against a friendly
state upon the ground that the latter is governed by a dictator
or that revolutionary factions are engaged in ruinous warfare.
Much as we may deplore civil wars and factional strife, they
have in many cases brought important results. Out of . the
fires of revolution have come nations which have carried forward tbe banner of progress and freedom. The record of Latin
America has some dark pages, but progress has been made, and
it is certain that the future will witness increased development,
materially, morally, and spiritually, upon the part of all of
our neighbors in this hemisphere. The attitude of this Nation
should be one not of arrogance and pride but rather of
humility. There should be a recognitio;D of the fact that much
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has been given to this Nation and ber people, and where much
is given, much is required. America should be the evangelist of
peace, the apostle of good-will, the exemplar of those national
virtues which will crown it with moral and spiritual primacy.
Mr. President, I return to the consideration of the Haitian
question. Powerful nations have nut infrequently made war
upon a weaker nation pleading in justification of their course
factional strife and internal dissentions in those countries which
they attacked. Ambitious monarchs have often discovered
plausible reasons to conquer adjoining, as well as remote, states,
and to impose upon them the will of the conquering nation. And
history is replete with examples where, after intervention and
conquests, reasons were discovered for the conquering nations
to annex the territory invaded and to impose upon its inhabitants a yoke which to them was most hatefuL
Because there was war in Nicaragua, or conflicts in Haiti, or
internal strife in Santo Domingo, I do nut admit that the United
States was justified in intervening in E-ither of these countries.
The military intervention in Haiti u~curred under an administration to which I was giving iny support. I believed then,
and I believe now, that my party eommitted a great wrong
when it sent military forces to occupy Haiti and when it abrogated the Haitian constitution and set up a military rule.
Mr. ODDIE. Mr. President, will tbe Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Nevada?
l\fr. KING. I yield for a question.
l\fr. ODDIEJ. As a question, then, l will ask the Senator not
to call on the American people to rake all that he is saying as
fact.
Mr. KING. Whatever I say concerning the Haitian situation
is supported by the :r;ecord, and I stand upon my statements.
Mr. President, whenever I have spoken upon the Haitian question the Senator from Nevada has f~:oJt constrained to interrupt
me and to project himself into the discussion. He . seems to be
obsessed with the idea that he is the champion of the administration in its policy of retaining control in Haiti. I may add
that the Senator's interruptions are irrelevant. I have no objection to him stating in his own time his views concerning
Haiti. He may justify imperialism in any form that he pleaEes.
If he seeks to advocate imperialism, <::ither economic or military,
it is his privilege and I will not quarrel with him; I will, however, determine my own course and voice my own views with
respect to what I conceive to be the proper course to be pursued by the United States in dealing with other countries, and
with helpless peoples. I have condemned the conquest of Haiti
and criticized the policy of the present administration in
Haitian affairs as I have criticized its course in dealing with
Nicaragua.
Mr. ODDIE. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for a
question.
Mr. KING. For a question, yes.
1\fr. ODDIE. I will a k the Senator if the policy of the present administration is not the same as the policy of the previous
administration in 1915 in regard to our occupation of Haiti
which I advocated as I am advocating the policy of the present
administration in this matter?
Mr. KING. If the Senator thinks he is embarrassing me
by instituting a comparison between the policies of the Democratic and Republican Parties in Iraiti, I can assu.re him that
he is mistaken. As I have stated, I criticized my own party
for its military operations in Haiti, and have criticized the
Republican Party for the course which it has pursued in that
country. I have no partisanship in the consideration of international que lions. I would more quickly condemn my own
party than I would the Republican Party when I believed that
it was pursuing an unjust course toward the peoples of another country. I have said I expect more of the Democratic
Party than I do of the Republican Party, as the former would
deserve greater condemnation for injustice and wrong to helpless people because Democrats know better. [Laughter in the
galleries.] Democracy is founded upon the right Of the people
to govern themselves. It believes in the right of self-d~ermi
nation and recognizes the right of the people to prescribe their
own form of government. When our forefathers revolted and
sought their independence, a great Englishman commended
their efforts and abjured them to continue the struggle so
long as a foreign foe remained upon their shore.
Mr. President, I shall continue to oppose our policy in Haiti
until American troops are withdrawn and the Haitian people
are free to govern themselves in their own way and under
such forms as they shall ordain. I condemned our military occupation of Santo Domingo and demanded that our military
forces should be withdrawn from that land. It was a source of
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gratification to me when we finally ordered our armed forces to
be withdrawn, and the Government of Santo Domingo to be
restored to the people.
1\fr. BRUCE. l\Ir. President, will the Senator yield for a
question?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Maryland?
l\1r. KING. I yield to the Senator.
l\.lr. BRUCE. Does n.ot the Senator think that the results
of our occupation of Santo Domingo were altogether beneficent!
Mr. KING. Mr. President, it is quite likely there will be
differences of opinion as to whether our military rule in Santo
Domingo resulted in benefits to the people of that country. I
confess that it is somewhat difficult to measure the question
of advantages and benefits and to predict with any degree of
certainty what the re ults would have been, in any country
which had been subjected to foreign control, if there had been
no foreign intervention. No one can determine what would
have developed in Santo Domingo had there been no American oecupation. Too often it is assumed, when there has been
foreign intervention, that any prog1·ess is the inevitable result
of such occupation.
'l'his view rests upon the assumption that the people are incapable of progress or of remedying temporary or chronic evils,
and that foreign or extraneous forces must be introduced in
order that the stream of life, nationally and otherwise, may be
permitted to :flow. Undoubtedly there have been military occupations that have resulted in some benefits; but to say that
the benefits would not have been realized without such occupation i subject to challenge.
The investigation made by the committee of the Senate known
as the McCormick committee of the military occupation of
Santo Domingo presents a sordid and tragic picture. There
were cruelties perpetrated that can not be ·defended and a record made which mu t be condemned. But even if benefits do
result f1·om military excursions by our Government into foreign states, I deny that it is the right or the duty of the United
States to superimpose its authority upon such states. I believe
that imperialism in any form is injurious to our own institutions and to our own Government. If we form a habit of sending our war ve . els and marines to foreign countries, and give
as a pretext for such course that we seek the welfare and felicity
of other peoples, we are, in my opinion, developing a national
point of view which will prove a menace to republican institutions and destructive of the democratic ideals which should
guide the United States.
It is probable that our Government might give to some backward people a better form of government than tbat which they
now enjoy; but who shall say that in the long run the people
of such country were benefited or that the political and democratic spirit of the American people has not been weakened or
polluted? I believe tbat we are undermining the foundation
of this Republic and weakening the spirit of democracy-that
subtle and, I might say, delicate spirit which must persist if
our institutions are to survive-when we become imperialistic ;
when we bold peoples and countries for exploitation; when we,
by military force, subject them to our will. It is a dangerous
thing for democracy, resting upon the sublime principles announced in the Declaration of Independence, to seize and hold
by force a country and its people, particularly when the latter
represent ethnic differences and where tbey have different
habits and customs and their cultural developments have been
along other lines. The Filipinos and the Haitians have different traditions and different >iews and a different culture from
that which we possess. Concede that we are superior morally,
spiritually, and intellectually; that affords no justification for
holding them under American rule and trying to force upon them
our culture and traditions and form of government.
l\fr. President, as I stated, nations make slow progress; the
processes of evolutionary development, social and political, work
almo t imperceptibly ; indeed, there are some who doubt that
humanity is other than an inert mass and that it lacks the
vitality and genius for progressive development. That view I
do not regard as being sound. There are vital forces operating
in the social and political organi.,m, and growth and progress
are manifest throughout the world. Progress which comes from
within as the result of individual efforts-of local, vitalizing
influences-will be more certain not to be arrested; its foundations will be more secure, and each successive development
will energize the community, the state, and the people and
prepare them for further and greater intellectual and moral
growth.
The history of Great Britain is a most inspiring one, ·and
demonstrates that social and political institutions under which
liberty can be enjoyed are the product of centuries and come
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only through trials and tribulations and years of struggle and
sh'ife.
The Haitian people a little more than a hundred years ago
were slaves. They drove their oppressors out and set up a
government of their own. They made many mistakes; they
stumbled and frequently fell, but they arose and mo>ed forward; they established a government liberal in form ; they produced many educated and cultured men and women. Their
Government took its place in the great family of nations and
entered into treaties with the leading nations of the world.
This new and rather backward nation di charged its international obligations ; it sought the improvement of its people.
Ambitious men, some of whom were unprincipled and corrupt,
seized the reins of authority and interrupted the prog1·ess of the
nation and disturbed the peace of the people. President · were
driven out of tbe land. Some of them were killed. Revolutions, though somewhat attenuated, occurred, but there was
growth. The Government was republican in form. There were
two legislati>e branches patterned after the House and Senate
of this Republic. A judicial system was established that received the commendation of leading jurists in other countries.
Haitian lawyers cont,ributed to the work of Tlle Hague and
were selected to aid in the codification of international law.
Writers and journalists, famed beyond the borders of Haiti,
were the product of this new Republic. Without justification
we landed thousands of soldiers and marines upon Haitian territory and waged a successful war, until all the strategic military points were in the possession of our forces, and the entire
Government was under the control of the United States. For
nearly 14 years we have governed Haiti.
I ubmit that our record during that period not only is not
free from criticism but justifies severe condemnation. The
abolition of their constitution was an unju tifiable act. To
force upon them a fundamental law materially modifying their
own constitution was an international offense. To destroy their
legislature and set up a form of government which i ~ employed
to conceal the iron hand and military power of the United
States calls for severe condemnation.
Mr. President, there is now no Haitian Go>cmment; there is
no real freedom in Haiti under our military rule. The independence of the judiciary has been destroyed. The constitution
which we forced upon them has recently been changed so that
judges who had been appointed for life have been removed and
their places taken by complacent persons who, it is supposed,
will be amenable to the puppet government which we ha>e set
up. The court of cassation, which existed under the Haitian
constitution, was composed of enli(7htened and eminent jurists,
whose decisions were respected not only by people of Haiti
but by all who were familiar with them. The judgE:'"s of this
court were independent and courageous ; so it was determined
to remove this bulwark which sought to protect the liberties of
the people. Accordingly changes were made in the con titution, not legally, and pursuant to the e change a pliant judiciary has bEen established.
'Ihe guaranties of tbe old constitution, and e.ven the one we
first forced upon them, have been swept aside. There is no
longer freedom of speech and of the press in Haiti. Journalists
have been imprisoned; even now some are incarcerated because
they do not conform their conduct to the will of General Russell,
the head of the American marines, and the so-called high commissioner and the Borno regime. This bigb commi sioner has
never been confirmed by the Senate of the United States. He
exercises military authority, presumably as brigadier general in
charge of our marines. He is the real power behind the so- .
called Haitian Government, the policies of which are determined and executed by him. I should add, however. this qualification: That be is amenable to the Executh·e of tbe Uniteu
States and doubtless receives instructions from the State Department. What his instructions are we do not know ; the
limit of his authority we are unable to determine. That Haiti
and her 2,000,000 people are under his control and ·ubject to
his v.ill, with the qualification just stated, there <'an be no
doubt. No one could be the puppet President of Haiti against
the will of General R~ssell and the United States. No important domestic or foreign policy of Haiti can be determineq by
the Haitian people. Their revenue laws are prescribed by tbe
American occupation. Disguise it as we may, sugar coat it as
we may try, the bald, naked fact stares us in the face that
Haiti and ber people are governed by the military forces of the
United States.
In the New York World there b,a>e recently appeared two
articles of some significance. I should add that there are a
large number of Americans in Haiti occupying profitable positions. Of course, they are subject to the military control of
~enera,l Rqssell. They enjoy lucrative positions and draw larg('"
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salaries from the Haitian treasury. Doctor Millspaugh, who
held the position of financial adviser and general receiver for
Haiti, recently resigned because of clashes between him and
General Russell, the American high commissioner, growing out
of charges of extravagance upon the part of some of the officials
in Haiti.
·
In the issue of the World dated February 8 of this year it
states that Doctor Millspaugh resigned because of the actions
of Brig. Gen. J. H. Russell and other officials and their alleged
extravagance. It further states that "this information was
confirmed by State Department officials in Washington." The
World states:
Secretary Kellogg to-day refused to comment on whether be bad asked
Millspaugh to resign. Other State Department officials, while admitting
friction between Doctor Millspaugh and authorities in Haiti, both
American and native, declined to say whether his resignation was
' ' oluntary.

The article further states thatconfirmation of tbe strained relations existing between Doctor Millsp a ugh and General Russell was obtained from officers of the Marine
Corps.

The same article states that Mr. Marshall, a captain in the
.American forces during the World War, and for six years a
clerk in the United States Consulate at Port au Prince, bad
resigned and left Haiti. The World quotes Captain Marshall
as follows:
· The department of public works had spent millions of dollars of
Haitian money without an accounting to the people. When the Americans came, in 1915, they immediately abolished the Haitian Chamber
of Accounts and promised to give the Haitians a more modern and
efficient system of accounting. For 13 years that promise never bas
been fulfilled. Doctor Millspaugh requested the State Department to
send expert accountants to Haiti.
On October 22, General
Russ ell "peremptorily" urged the State Department to request Doctor
Millspaugh to resign.
While this was pending, the unaudited
accounts and vouchers of the department of public works were destroyed by a mysterious fire.

The article further quotes Captain :Marshall as stating that
there were matters on which the financial adviser disagreed
with the Amer ican military officials governing Haiti, among them
being a proposal to build an expensive concrete road between
Port au Prince and Petionville--a road which Captain Marshall says " was desired by the American colony to make more
accessible its country club at Petionville, and the proposed purchase of a $100,000 Coast Guard vessel." Captain Mar hall
stated that since the last Coa t Guard ship, purchased by Haiti
at a cost of $24,000, almost sank in getting to Port au Prince, and
has been useless ever since. Doctor :Millspaugh opposed the
sending of good money after bad.
The article proceeds :
Captain Marshall was a foo tball star and champion quarter-miler at
Harvard. During the World War be served in the Fiftee nth Infantry
under Col. William Hayward, was wounded, and was cited for gallantry
in action.

In the issue of the New York World, dated February 10, 1929,
appears an article written by Captain Marshall. I ask that excerpts from this article be inserted in the RECORD at this point
without reading.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
•
• In consequence of the annual reports of Gen. .John H.
Russell, the American high commi sioner to Haiti, and a press bureau,
the American people have the notion that Haiti is prospering under the
American occupation. Nothing could be further from the truth. I
have spent six years in the United States Legation at Port au Prince
and have been in a position to study minutely the trend of affairs in
that unha ppy Republic.
When I left there, a few days ago, misery prevailed everywhere. If
the purpose of the occupation of Haiti by the armed forces of the United
States was to crush the spirit of a free and sovereign people and reduce them to a dependent state, that purpose has been brilliantly
achieved.
When I went to Haiti six years .a go I found a cheerful, light-hearted
people, hopeful of the future. They bad confidence in the pledged
word of the Americans to remit to them their native soil at the expiration of the treaty. They believed that the Americans had come
into their midst with the high and disinterested purpose of helping
them to rise to higher levels politically and economically.
To-day that confidence has gone and in its place have come bitter
disappointment and despair. It seems that many Americans the Government has sent down to Haiti look with disfavor and contempt upon
the cultut·al side of the Haitians.
• •
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In exchange for cultural v.alues reqmrmg centuries to develop one
is given certain economic values of a transitory nature, of even doubtful utility.
The instances where American-made roads and bridges
have been destroyed by the first violent rainstorm after their construction are not few; and such roads as have been const ructed .are totally
inadequate for 13 years of American occupation. • • *
Not so many months ago a very important bridge over the treacherous stream of Limbe on the road from Port au Prince to Cape Hayticn
was swept away. Immediately the news was cabled to the American
press that an unprecedented storm, causing the deaths of three or four
hundred natives, had done the mischief. This was not true. The
truth was that the American engineers had ignored advice of their
collaborating Haitian engineers to construct this bridge at another
place. A little later the bridge leading into .Tacmel, costing some
$45,000, was demolished by an ordina ry storm for th.a t locality. The
Haitian papers raised a strong protest, and the responsible American
engineer was relieved of his duties. These are only a few instances of
maladministration on the part of the department of public works under
the control of a chief American engineer.
*
But we were talking about the etrects of the occupation upon the
social life of the Haitians. Not content with driving the upper classes
from their pretty homes by offers of attractive rentals, which their
high-salaried positions enabled them to make, the American invaders
sought to take away from them for their own use the cornerstone of
their religious and esthetic culture, the Church of Sacre Coeur ·at
Targeau, the fashionable quarter of Port au Prince.
Although their hearts were bleeding, the coup de gril.ce was given
when a few days before the arrival of Colonel Lindbergh at Port-auPrince an American officer with a squad of gendarmes descended upon
" le Cercle Belleue," the leading club of that city, and sealed it under
orders of the Government. The charge was that its members indulged
in political discussions, .which was not true, and, if true, they so engaged
themselves with as much decorum as the members of the Union Club of
New York City.
•
From that moment down to the present time Haitian society has
ceased to exist. The other clubs, a half dozen or more, have ceased to
function out of sympathy with the " Cercle Belloue," and the timehonored weekly " at homes " of the Haitian society are a thing of the
past. People do not even visit one another.
The Americans at Port au Prince bad always looked with an envious
eye upon the spacious dance han and splendid appointments of this club,
and a few days after its closing a marine corporal approached the
president of this club, Mr. George Leger, with an otrer for its rental to
the American colony. Of course, the otrer was curtly refused, and the
club still remains closed after an existence of 30 years.
Haitian society is mourning, and this mourning bas descended to
the lowest stratum of the population, the peasants; for even here the
old African tambourine dances, accompanied by those musically weird,
enchanting, crooning spiritual outgivings of a primitive p eople, are
abolished by American-made laws.
When the English wiped out the quaint little French colony of
Acadia they did it more mericfully, because they did it more brusquely.
In Haiti the dying tortures are slowly and methodically applied. Yet
there are statesmen at Washington who insist that the fundamental
intent of the American occupation is to secure the confidence of the
Haitian people. I know that that was the hope of ex-Secretary of State
Hughes and the late Senator l\IcCormick, but the brigadiers in Haiti
scotr at civilian counsel.
The economic side of this picture is darker still. Le Temps, a daily
at Port-au-Prince, published on December 10, 1928, the seventeenth of a
series of articles revie.wing the economic condition of the Haitian
people. We translate the following comment:
" Misery in the folded arms of the merchant before his empty money
chest! Misery of the discouraged bourgeoise, of the helpless small employee ! Misery in the glazed eyes of the scantily clad girls of the
proletariat in the evenings on the street corners of the squalid outskirts
of the city! Misery of the elite and of the masses! Misery of a whole
people!"
The editor who wrote this article is now in jail for violation of
the law against the press. He is the twenty-seventh newspaper man
to be thrown in prison during my residence at Port au Prince. But this
is aside from the story. After a carefully studied exposition of the
situation, this writer sets forth the fol1owing causes for the prevailing
economic atrophy (translation) :
First. The stationary state of production in relation to the increasing
population.
Second. Exorbitant duties.
Third. Investment of the national funds abroad.
Fourth. Our budget is devoured by the fat-salaried American em
ployee, and consh·uction of all kinds is out of proportion to cost.
Fifth. Famine salaries of the public employees.
Sixth. Fixing of the gourde (the national money) at the ratio of
5 to $1.
Seventh. The unskillful application of the tax upon alcohol and
tobacco.
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Eighth. The systematic boycotting of Haitians from employments of
all kinds ; whence the large number of unemployed.
Ninth. Too great consumption of luxuries.
Tenth. Drainage of Haitian money by foreign commercial enterprises.
Eleventh. The desertion of the plantations by the peasants.
The exorbitant duties inserted in the last customs law is .one of the
chief causes of this business stagnation. * * *
In the meantime the political pot was boiling in Haiti. Not that it
had ever ceased to boil, but eventful things were coming to pass. Mr.
Borno had, in some kind of a fashion, been twice " elected" President
of Haiti. He wanted a third term, but the State Department thought
that would be "undemocratic," so :Mr. Borno, last May, sent a message
to the council of State by which it was generally believed be bad
renounced a third term. He stated that when, in 1920, his Government
finished its mandate, its successors, etc. ; the use of the pronoun "its"
did not escape the observation of some of the lawyers at Port au Prince.
What could Washington do if Borno had himself reelected by a
legislature chosen apparently in a legal manner? To make assurance
doubly sure the President bas ha.d passed two laws uniquely designed
to the consummation of his plans. One is the law against meetings,
and the other is a law against the press. Opposing candidates can not
hire a hall and make a public campaign, and protesting editors are
forbidden to criticize candidates of the Government.
This is what is pas ing in Haiti, supported by martial law and the
bayonets of American marines.
Mr. KING. 1\Ir. Pre ident, I ask that an editorial appearing
in the New York World unde r date of February 10, 1929, b e
inserted at this point in my remarks without r eading.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
A.N INCIDENT OF EMPIRE

Everyone h.-nows that the "Haitian Republic" is really an American
protectorate; that President Louis Borno is a pawn in American hands,
and that Haitian authority is concentrated in a group of American
"treaty officers." They include our high commissioner, Brig. Gen.
J"ohu H. Russell; our financial adviser and recei"er general, Dr. A. C.
Millspaugh ; and our chief of gendarmerie, Maj. Gen. Frank M. Evans.
Doctor Millspaugh has now resigned. He is silent as to the reasons.
But the World publishes a statement by N. B. Marshall, former Harvard
student, Army captain, and lawyer, and for six years ended January 1
employed in our Port au Prince Consulate, who returned on Doctor
Millspaugh's ship. He declares that General Russell urged the State
Department to call for Doct or Millspaugh's resignation because the latter
attacked our official extravagance :
"The department of public works has spent millions of dollars of
Haitian money without an accounting to the people. When the Americans came in 1915 they immediately abolished the Haitian Chamber of
Accounts and promised to give the Haitians a more modern and efficient
system of accounting. For 13 years that promise never has been fulfilled. Doctor Millspaugh requested the State Department to send expert
accountants to Haiti."
These are grave accusations. They include assertions that a mysterious fire recently burned unaudited accounts and vouchers and that
Haitian road making has consulted American convenience rather than
Haitian needs. There are two special reasons why such accusations
should be cleared up as quickly as possible. One is that they are
apparently believed by a considerable part of the Haitian public and
pt•ess. The other is that it has unquestionably been part of American
policy in Haiti to provide large public improvements in a minimum of
time and with a minimum of Haitian opportunity for discussion or
control.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, authentic information which I am
receiving from Haiti confirms the statements made by Captain
Marshall. Quite recently three journalists-1\Il\I. Jacques Roumain Elie Guerin, and Georges Petit-were incarcerated becaus~ they published articles not approved by the military dictatorship in Haiti. May I say that when the Pan American
conference was held in Habana two of the leading jurists of
the Western Hemisphere embarked from Haiti to participate
in the conference. They, at the request of those in control of
Haiti were arrested, prevented from landing, and returned to
Haiti: The three journalists just mentioned while imprisoned
were treated with harshness, their principal jailer being an
American officer. In order to prevent criticism of the autocratic regime governing Haiti, a so-called law was recently
promulgated which makes it an offense for any person outside
of Haiti to criticize the so-called President of Haiti or officials
therein. This measure bad the approval of the high commissioner, and it was designed, it is believed, to prevent Americans
from visiting Haiti who had criticized the military government
of Haiti. Already there are evidences that the military regime
is preparing to have Mr. Borno, the puppet President of Haiti,
chosen for the third time. A Haitian of high character and
ability declares that-
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If the occupation succeeds in this scheme this puppet will exercise for
six years longer the authority given him. This will mean that Borno
will enjoy 14 years of power with the help of American bayonets. This
so-called reelection would be a violation of the constitution forced upon
Haiti. It is stated in the third paragraph of article 72 of the constitution of 1918 that the reelected President can not be chosen a third
time before an interval of four years.
However, any constitution forced upon the people is modified
to suit the will of the military authorities. The same Haitian
whom I have just quoted states:
With the present electoral law twice modified by Mr. Borno there is
no possibility of free election. If there is any election decreed and that
law is not abrogated or amended, the voting will be a cynical mockery
of universal suffrage.
l\1r. President, I have here many letters and communications
received from Haitians as well as from Americans, showing the
deplorable and unsatisfactory conditions in Haiti. I s hall not
take the time of the Senate to examine them. I wish, however,
to call attention to a book entitled "Occupied Haiti," prepared
by a committee of American citizens who recently visited Haiti
and made a searching investigation into the political, economic,
and social conditions there existing. The committee con isted
of Dr. Paul H. Douglas , professor of industrial relations at the
University of Chicago; Miss Emily Greene Balch, of Wellesley,
Mass.-Miss Balch is a distinguished educator and lecturerCharlotte Atwood, a graduate of Wellesley and a teacher of
English in Washington ; Zonia Baber, of Chicago, former professor of geography in the University of Chicago School of Education ; Mrs. Addie Bunton, head of the International Council of
Women of the Darker Race ; and Mrs. J. Harold Watson,
representing the Fellowship of Reconciliation.
In the report which they made and which, as stated, is published under the title of "Occupied Haiti," they state that they
foundThe problem in Haiti to consist not in individual instances of misused
power but in the fundamental fact of the armed occupation of the
country.
On page 1 of the volume this appears :
Yet this country (Haiti), tl1e independent sovereignty of which is
solemnly recognized by the United States, as well as by all other
countries, and which is a full member of the League of Nations, has
been occupied by the United States by force of arms, kept down by
force of arms, and administered for 11 years at a very considerable cost
to ourselves as taxpayers and a much heavier cost, both in the world
at large and more especially in Latin America, to our standing as a
respecter of the liberties of others. The most disconcerting aspect of
the whole affair is that it is possible to do what bas been done in
Haiti, directly contrary as it is to all our principles and professions,
without any popular demand for such action, without its ever being
proposed or debated beforehand, and with so little realization in the
United States that it bas been done.
Mr. President, I desire to call attention briefly to a few additional statements contained in this report. Chapter 2 is devoted
to the political history of the occupation, and shows the unjustifiable course pursued by the United States in seizing Haiti. It
shows that efforts were made by the United States to force a
treaty upon the Haitians under which the sovereignty of the
Haitian Government would be destroyed and the Haitian people
made subject to the control of the United States.
On page 21 the statement i s made that Admiral Caperton,
who had been sent there by the United States with war vessels,
seized the customhou es and collected the revenue ; that to
force ratification of an unjust treaty he brought pressure upon
the Haitian Government and carried out insh11ction which
he received from Wa hington to the effect that if the treaty
were not ratified " the United States would retain control in
Haiti until the desired end was accomplished, and that it would
forthwith proceed to the complete pacification of Haiti."
Of course, this was a threat to use military force, and at that
time large detachment of marines were in Haiti and American
warships were in Haitian ports.
On page 23 the report states that* *
As the treaty was forced through under duress, it is difficult to maintain tfiat Haiti is morally bound by its provisions. * * •

On page 24 the statement i made thatthe National Assembly was dissolved by the American officers,
and that the American occupation proceeded a second time to dissolve a
Haitian Congress, and Maj. Smedley D. Butler, United States Marine
Corps, who, as bead of the gendarmerie, bad also the Haitian rank and
pay of a major general, was sent with other officers to accomplish the
act. These officers carried out their instructions fully armed. The
doors of the National Assembly were then locked in order to prevent the
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assembly from entering the chambers again, and since then no Haitian
Congress bas been allowed to convene.

The report states that• •
under the American occupation the Government of Haiti is
made into a self-perpetuating oligarchy.

On page 32 this statement appears:
It is obvious that as a matter of fact the real power in Haiti is

exercised not by the Haitian officials but by the American occupation.
* • * The United States also effectually controls all legislation in
this "sovereign and independent ·• State. Proposed laws must be
submitted to the American Legation and to the American high commissioner before they can be enacted by the Council of State, now acting in lieu of an elected national assembly. The occupation is tbus
essentially supreme. Up until 1922 the ranking officer of the United
States marines in Haiti was also the representative of the American
Government, and although the lines of authority between the American
commander and the American minister to Haiti were not always clear,
the military character of the occupation was quite evident.

The report stated (p. 33) :
Major General Russell was appointed by the President as high commissioner and since then no minister to the country has been appointed.
General Russell is therefore at once the r epresentative of the State Department and of the Navy, and even though he makes the legation his
beadq\Jarters· and appears primarily as a civilian, our occupation is
nevertheless a thinly disguised military control. Thus the American
powers over Haiti are in reality n.lmost complete. .-\merican approval
is needed !or the enactment of laws, tbe revenues of the country are
collected under the supervision of Am~ri t•ans , and the budget is drawn
up by the .American financial adviser. The fiuancial adviser scrutinizes
11:11 vouchers and withholds payments that be believes to be not in conformity with the principles of the budget or with efficient administration. The control over the gendarmerie j!'l in American hands, as are
also the services of health and public works and agriculture.
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examined into this question and assert that there is no merit
in such contention. Doctor Douglas in the report states '
The probable reasons for such a demand are not very clear, since
practically all of the external debt was held in France, while the
Haitians had, moreover, met virtually .all of the interest payments and
were only in default for some of the amortization payments.

France at that time, as Senators know, was at war. Haiti
had met her obligations, most of which were due to France,
and France was making no demands whatever upon Haiti. Doctor Douglas calls attention to the fact that the National City
Bank of New York had insinuated itself into Haiti prior to
American occupation and obtained control, in part at least, of
the national bank of i sue. I quote from Doctor Douglas:
The bank had been apparently anxious for some time to secure
.American control over the Haitian customs, since a message from the
United States minister in Haiti to our State Department in July,
1914, stated that the bank was planning to refuse to renew the
budgetary convention in order that the Haitian Government should be
rendered financially helpless and be compelled to ask for .American
assistance.

This observation by Doctor Douglas is worthy of note:
It is just this condition that the bank desires, for it is the belief
of the bank that the Government when confronted by such a crisis
would be forced to ask the assistance of the United States in adjusting its financial tangle and that American supervision of the customs
would result.

Mr. President, there are many who believe that there was
a conspiracy by certain American capitalists to gain control
of the fiscal affairs of Haiti and to bring about military occupation by the United States. Since we have been in control we
have provided for the issuance of $40,000,000 of bonds, though
when we took po session of . Haiti her bonded indebtedness
was less than $16,000,000. Under American conb.·ol the indebtThe report states that American officers are in many cases edn€'ss of the Government has greatly increased. It is believed
officers of the l\la1ine Corps and in receipt of their regular by many that this large bonded indebtedness commits the
salaries from the United States, who receive additional salaries United States to remain in control of Haiti for an indefinite
out of the Haitian treasury.
period and certainly until 1956, the date of the maturity of
Reference is made tn the book from which I am reading to a the bonds.
report of Gen. George BarnettThe Haitians see in these bond issues, and the military conFor the period ending June 30, 1920, which stated that 2,250 trol of their country, and the acquisition of Haitian lands by
Haitians had been killed by .American military fot·ces, but the Haitians American capitali. ts, a purpose to continue for an indefinite
believed the real number to be much gr eater. The report of the Secre- period the control of their country by a foreign power.
tary o! the Navy for 1920 gives the Haitian killed in 1919 alone as
Mr. President, I desire to read from a pamphlet entitled
1,861.
" The Seizure of Haiti by the United States," issued in April,
Senators who at·e interested in the tragic record of occupation 1922, by the Forei~n Policy Association of New York, inshould read some of the testimony given before the Senate com- dorsed and distributed by the National Popular Government
League of Washington. It is signed by 24 lawyers of high
mittee, of which Senator McCormick was chairman.
Reference is made in the report to the imprisonment of a large standing, among them Prof. Zechariah Chafee, jr., of Hanard
number of journalists and editors because of their criticism of University; Prof. Felix Frankfurter, of Harvard University;
the American occupation. The committee stated their conclu- George K irchwey, of New York; and Moorfield Storey. of
sions and recommendations in chapter 15 of "Occupied Haiti," Boston. The "conclusions" of these eminent lawyers are as
follows:
at page 149, as follows· :
Our relations with Latin America are poisoned by the feelings roused
by several instances of this imperialistic tendency on the part of the
United States and of all these instances uur actions in Haiti are perhaps the most flagrant. * * * The authors of this r eport believe
that the occupation should be ended for the sake of Haiti, for the sake
of the United States, and especially for the sake of good re!ations
among all American Republics, and finally because it is in itself an
unjustified use of power.

Reference is made to a resolution which I offered in April,
1926, the resolving part reading as follows:
Resolved, That the Committee on Foreign Relations is directed to
consider the statements and claims herein set forth and report to the
Senate measures which shall permit the Haitian people to set up and
e tablisb a government of their own choice, and assume control of their
own government and their own civil and political all'airs, and which
shall provide for the withdrawal from Haiti <'f all military forces of the
United States and all officers-military, naval, and otherwise---except
only regularly accredited diplomatic rept·esentatives or consular agents
as may be agreed upon by the Government of the United States and the
Government of the Haitian Republic.

The committee recommend thatThe treaty officials should be withdrawn and actual self-government
restored as soon as affairs can be got into such shape as to make it
practicable to evacuate the country. (153.)

It is recommended that " elections be held to choose senators
and deputies as well as other officials."
An excuse has been made for our occupation of Haiti, that
the1·e were obligations due to American capitalists. I have

First. The presence of our military forces in Haiti after the disturbances of July 27-28, 1915, had quieted down, was violative of wellrecognized .American principles.
Second. The seizure and withholding by our forces in 1915 of Haitian
national funds was a violation of international law, and of the repeated
professions by responsible American Government officials of our position
and attitude towal"d Latin-American Republics and weaker governments.
Third. The imposition and enforcement of martial law without a
d eclaration of war by our Congress and the conduct of oll'ensive operations in Haiti by Admiral Caperton prior to the acceptance of the treaty
by Haiti were equally clear violations of international law and of our
own Constitution.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah will
suspend whHe the clerk reads an announcement by the Chair.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The hour of 3 o'clock having arrived the unanimous-consent agreement heretofore entered into will be in force and no Senator shall speak
more than once or longer than 10 minutes upon the pending bill or any
amendment thereto.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator fr.om Utah will
proceed.
Mr. KING. I continue reading:
Fourth. The methods employed by the United States in Haiti to force
acceptance and ratification of the treaty framed by the United States-namely, the direct use of military, financial, and political pressure, violate every canon of fair and equal dealing between independent and
sovereign nations and of American professions of international good
faith.
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Fifth. The maintenance in Haiti of any United States military force
or of the control exercised by treaty officials under cover of the treaty of
September, 1915, amounts to a conscious and intentional participation
in the wrong of the original aggression and coercion.
Sixth. The present native government of Haiti, chosen in 1915, unsupported by any elected representative since 1917, being now at the end of
its term of office, no negotiations should take place with such government which involve the future of Haiti or which can in any material
re. pect affect its future.
Seventh. The functions of a department of colonies and dependencies
as ' umed by the Navy Department and conferred on it by mere Executive
action are unauthorized by Congress and by other sanction of law, and
should be condemned as essentially illegal and as a usurpation of power
Eighth. We declare, without qualification, that the honor and good
name of the United States, the preservation of the sovereignty and
the cherished liberty of Haiti and her right to fair dealings on the
part of the United States, as well as the possibility of assuring the
continuance in the future of honorable and amicable relations between
ou1· country and Latin America, based on trust and confidence, all
require:
(a) The immediate abrogation by the United States of the treaty
of 1915, unconditionally and without qualification.
(b) The holding of elections of representatives to the legislative
bodies of Haiti and of a President by the free will of the people at
an early day.
{c) The negotiation of a new treaty with a new Haitian administration for friendly cooperation between the United States and Haiti
upon such terms as shall be mutually satisfactory to both counh·ies
and by the methods that obtain between free and independent sovereign
states.
Frederick Bausman, Seattle; Alfred Bettman, Cincinnati; William
H. Brynes, New Orleans ; Charles C. Burlingham, r ew York;
Zechariah Chafee, jr., Cambridge; Michael Francis Doyle,
Philadelphia; Walter L. Flory, Cleveland; llaymond B. Fosdick, New York; Felix Frank-furter, Cambtidge; Herbert J.
Friedman , Chicago; John P. Grace, Charleston, S. C. ; Rkhard W. Hale, Boston; Frederick A. Henry, Cleveland; Jerome
S. Hess, New York; William H. Holly, Chicago; Charles F.
Howland, New York ; Francis Fisher Kane, Philadelphia;
George W. Kirchwey, New York; Louis Marshall, New York;
Adelbert Moot, Buffalo; Jackson H. Ralston, Washington,
D. C. ; Nelson S. Spencer, New York; Moorfield Storey, Boston ; Tyrrell Williams, St. Louis.

Mr. President, I commend to the Senate and to the Anierican
people the solemn declarations of these eminent legal authoritie . Their views should have weight in this body as well as
with the American people. Let us retrace our steps ; let us
return to the Haitian people the country which is theirs. Let
us withdraw our military forces and leave the Haitian people
in undisputed control of their own Government.
Mr. President, when the vote shall be taken later I sincerely hope that my amendment will be adopted.
The PHESIDING OFFICER. The amendment proposed by
the Senator from Utah will lie on the table. The next amendment of the committee will be stated.
The next amendment of the Committee on Appropriations was,
under the heading" Public works, Bureau of Yards and Docks,"
on page 33, after line 2, to insert:
Navy yard, Puget Sound, Wash.: Extension of Dry Dock No. 2 (limit
of cost, $700,000), $400,000.

The amendment ''"as agreed to.
The next amendment was, under the heading " Bureau of
Aeronautics, aviation, Navy," on page 35, line 14, after the word
"equipment," to strike out "$12,170,000" and insert "$12,310,000" ; in line 16, after the ·word " exceed." to strike out
" $160,000 " and insert " $300,000 " ; and on page 36, line 11,
after the words "in all," to strike out " $31,360,000" and insert
"$31,500,000," so as to r ead:
For aviation, as follows: For navigational, photographic, aerological,
,.adio, and miscellaneous equipment, including repairs thereto, for use
with aircraft built or building on June 30, 1929, $1 ,15:5.000 ; for maintenance, repair, and operation of aircraft factory, air stations, fleet, aud
all other aviation activities. te ting laboratories, for overhauling of
planes, and for the purchase for aviation purposes only of special clothing, wearing apparel, ar.d special equipment, $12,310,000, including
$230,000 for the equipment of vessels with catapults and including not
to exceed $ROO,OOO for the procurement of helium , of which sum such
amounts as may be required may be transferred in advance to the
Burean of Mines ; for continuing experiments and development work on
all types oJ' aircraft, including the payment of part time or intermittent
employment in the District of Columbia or elsewhere of such scientists
· and t echnici.sts as may- be co-ntracted -for by the -Secretary of the Navy,
in his discretion, at a rate of pay not exceeding $20 per diem fo r any
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person so employed, $2,000,000 ; for drafting, clerical, 'inspection, and
messenger service, $820,000; for new construction and procurement of
aircraft and equipment. including not to exceed $774,000 for the Naval
Reserve, $14,215,000, of which amount not to exceed $10,000,QOO shall
be available for the payment of obligations incurred under the contract
authorization ,f or the.·c purposes carried in the navy appropriation act
for the fiscal year 1929, approved May 21 , 1928 ( 45 Stat. 637) ; toward
the construction of one of the rigid airships as provided in the act authorizing con ' truction of aircraft, etc., approved June 24, 1926 (U. S. C.,
Supp. I, p. 223, sec. 749a), $1,000,000; in all, $31,500,000, of which
$248,000 shall be available immediately ; and the money herein specifically approp1iated for "aviation " shall be disbursed and accounted
for in accordance with existing law and shall constitute one fund.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, UTider "Increase of the Navy," on
page 45, line 7, after the word "authorized," to strike out
"$22,750,000" and insert "$28,550,000, of which $500,000 shall
be a•ailable toward the construction of the second fixe light
cruisers, the con truction of which is authorized by the act a~ ·
proved February 13, 1929, to be undertaken during the fiscal
year 1930," so as to make the sentence read:
Construction and machinery : On account of hulls and outfits of vessels and machinery of ve sels here tofore aufhorized, $28,550,000, of
which $500,000 shall be available toward the construction of the second
five light cruisers, the construction o.f which is authorized by the act
approved February 13, 1929, to be undertaken during the fiscal year
1930, and, in addition, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and
directed to make transfers during the fiscal year 1930 from the naval
supply account fund to this appropriation of sums aggregating $2,000,000,
and the total sum hereby made available shall remain available until
expended.

l\Ir. BLAINE. Mr. Pre ident, I desire to ask the Senator in
charge of the bill for some information with respect to the
amenument propo._ed by the committee on page 45, line 7. "What
is contemplated will be done with the $500,000 for the construction of the second five light cruisers?
l\Ir. HALE. Mr. President, that $500,000 is simply a small
amount that is taken out of the amount that was included in the
estimates sent up by the Budget to us and is for the purpose of
starting the second lot of cruisers, which under the terms of the
cruiser law are to be started before July 1, 1930. It can be
used for any purpose to start tho e cruisers.
Mr. BLAINE. I have not 3·et the information I am seeking.
The Senator speaks of starting the second lot of five light
cruisers. What does he mean by starting them? "\\hat does he
propose to do with the $500.000? On what is it going to be
expended? He can not build five cruisers for $500,000.
Mr. HALE. '.rhe Senator is quite right about that. I will
say to the Senator that if he will turn to page 46 of the bill,
line 4, he will find the word " of which $200,000 shall be immediately available toward the construction of the first five
light crui ers, the construction of which is authorized by the
act approved February 13. 1929, to be undertaken during the
fiscal year 1929." This $200,000 is to be used for gun forgings
of guns that will be used on the first lot of five light cruisers,
and that in itself, according to the ruling of the Judge Advocate General of the department, and I think he is correct in his
ruling, is sufficient to be considered as starting the first lot of
fiye crui 'ers. In the same way we have provided a small
a mount for the beginning of the second lot of cruisers.
1.\fr. BLAINE. That is $500,000?
Mr. HALE. Yes; during the calendar year 1930.
l\fr. BLAINE. What does the Senator propose to spend the
$500,000 for? I know it i on the five cruisers, but on what
items?
Mr. HALE. I have no information as to just what it will be
used for. It will be used either for starting more gun forgings
for the second lot of cruisers or for anything that has to do
with the ships. It is an appropriation which enables u s to
start the ships under the terms of the cruiser bill in 1930 as
provided by the law.
Mr. BLAINE. As I understand it. of the first five cruisers
three will be constructed in our own navy yards.
Mr. HALE. That is true, under the provisions of the cruiser
law.
l\fr. BLAINE. And of the second five, two will be constructed
in om· own navy yards and three under contract. That is the
way it works out?
Mr. HALE. That is true. That is the way it will work out.
In any e>ent we know that every other cruiser will be constructed in a Government yard.
1\Ir. BLAINE. It is admitted, I assume, that there is no real
actual work of any consequence that can be beguu upon the
first fixe cruisers before the 1st of July?
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Mr. HALE. No great amount will be begun ; no, but the plans
will be prepared and a certain amount will be expended on gun
forgings which are to be used on the ships.
1\Ir. BLAINE. Then after the expenditure of that certain
amount the Government will in effect be obligated to construct
those cruisers and Congress will be obligated to make the necessary appropriations in the future. I assume that is also true
with respect to the second five cruisers?
Mr. HALE. That is true with respect to the $500,000 for the
second lot of cruisers. It simply follows out the provisions of
the cruiser law, in the opinion of the committee.
Mr. BLAINE. Is it not an unwise and uneconomic policy to
actually appropriate specific funds not only for the first five
cruisers but al o the second five cruisers in this haphazard
piecemeal way?
1\Ir. HALE. I do not think it is haphazard or piecemeal.
Mr. BLAINE. I assume that the President and the Budget
Bureau had that very thing in mind when they recommended
that we enter upon this naval program beginning July 1,
1929. It would seem to me that that would be the sensible
thing to do in working out the financial policy for the next administration. These ships are not going to be built in a year.
It will probably take nearly three years to complete a ship.
Those which are constructed under contract by private parties
I assume can be- constructed much more cheaply if the private
parties know exactly the extent of the contracts into which
they might enter instead of entering into piecemeal contracts.
Is it not a better plan to take five of the cruisers and enter
upon the construction of those five cruisers, spreading out over
the three years the amount that the five cruisers may cost,
something like $85,000,000, and then in another year begin the
program on the second five cruisers and spread that cost ove1· a
3-year period, and likewise with the third set of cruisers. If
we shall find that the navy yards are unable to go that fast
then withhold the appropriations until the Government is certain that it can pursue a construction progTam that is continuous, that will not be inteTrupted, that will not be piecemeal and
haphazard.
It seems to me that the President had that in mind when he
made the recommendation ; it seems to me that the Budget
Bureau had that in mind when it made the recommendation.
It would seem to me that if the 10 cruisers for which appropriations are proposed by this bill are begun, then it will become necessary to come to CongTess for future ap{Tropriations.
That which may be expended from time to time is going to be a
considerable investment, and that investment ought to be safeguarded without any long intermission between the actual work
upon the cruisers.
It would se~m to m·~ that if that program shall be adopted,
then we are gomg to brrng upon the next administration a financial situation which may have a decidedly dangerous effect
upon the public finances; in other words, the amount of money
that has been appropriated by this Congress and that will be
appropriated and the amount for which we are obligating the
Government and obligating Congress to make future appropriations for may, in all probability, bring on a financial crisis.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time of the Senator from
Wisconsin on the amendment has expired. He now 'has 10
minutes on the bill.
l\lr. BLAil\"'E. I will now speak on the bill. I can conceive
that there is great difficulty now in maintaining a balanced
budget. If we are to accept the President's declarations as correct-and I presume they are correct, as he has obtained his
information from the Budget Bureau, which, no doubt, is able
to make an approximately accurate estimate--the Government
of the United States financially is about to go on tile rocks·
and it is now proposed to drive that Government by swifte~
methods against the very dangers that have been pointed out
by the President.
1\Ir. HALE. 1\Ir. President, the Senator from Wisconsin does
not really think that the Government of the United States is
going on the rocks, does he?
1\ir. BI,AINE. I am speaking now about balancing the
Budget. I want to say in these times, if it becomes necessary
for the Government of the United States to issue bonds to pay
current expenditures, that it will be very nearly upon the rocks.
The Senator from l\laine understands that I do not suggest that
the Government will become insolvent, but the financial interests of the rountry will feel the shock the very moment the
Federal Government may be required to i sue bonds or temporary certificates of indebtedness in order to take care of these
increased appropriaVons.
Looking into the future, I suggest, l\Ir. President, that we
shall meet the full demands of the bill authorizing the 15
crui ers if we go about it in a sensible way and prepare for
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five cruisers at a time, outline a financial program here of three
years for the building of those five cruisers, accept the advice
of the President of the United States and of the Budget Bureau, especially with respect to the financial condition of the
Public Treasm·y, and thereby permit other necessary and probable undertakings of the next administration which will be
initiated during the approaching special session.
I want to point to the fact, Mr. President, and call the
attention of the chairman of the committee to it, that, as I
understand, the special session which is about to be called
will consider two problems: One, the tariff. That goes to the
very basis of the financial affairs of our Government. We can
not preilict what may be done on . the tariff bill. The other
proposition is one concerning farm relief and, as I understand
the program to be, it involves the appropriation of five hundred
or six hundred million dollars for the creation of a revolving
fund. I do not know exactly what the plan is, but the financial
scheme that is designed by the proponents of farm relief for
the special session is such as will place a tremendous drain
upon the Treasury of the United States. If we obligate the
Government and its finances and its Treasury to these large
expenditures for naval construction, then, Mr. President, the
excuse will be offered not only upon the floor of this House but
as well in both Houses of Congress, that the Treasury will not
be able to stand the shock of appropriating the necessary funds
that may he required to redeem the pledges made by the
majority party as well as by the minority party in this country.
So I think we ought to go slow in this matter. I am willing
to carry out the program which has been authorized, but I am
willing to carry it out only in a sensible, logical way, so that
the greatest economies will flow to the Government as well as
the greatest efficiency be insured in the building of the cruisers,
bearing in mind the very probable result that if we do carry
out the 5-cruiser progr-am beginning July 1 we will be able to
construct those cruisers much more cheaply than if we dash
into a 10-cruiser progi·am now.
Tl1e PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the committee amendment on page 45, beginning in line 7.
ST.A DA.RD OIL CO. OF INDIANA

Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, in the contest that is going on
between John D. Rockefeller, jr., and 1\Ir. Stewart, of Standard
Oil fame, Mr. Stewart recently issued an address to the stockholders of the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana in which he made
statements that, according to my recollection of the facts, were
not true. Recently, within the last day or two, I had a talk
with ex-Senator Pomerene, one of the attorneys re{Tresenting
the Government in the oil scandal cases. He related to me
certain facts that absolutely contradicted the statements which
Mr. Stewart had sent out to the stockholders for the purpose
of securing their votes.
Just a few moments ago there was handed to me a copy of
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch of February 19. I notice in that
newspaper an interview with ex-Senator Pomerene and 1\fr.
Roberts, the two attorneys who represented the Government,
and who still represent the Government, in the oil cases. Since
the interview bears out the statement made to me by former
Se:pator Pomerene, I think I ought to read it to the Senate as
an intere ting chapter in the oil investigation. The interview
was written by Paul Y. Anderson, a staff correspondent of the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch. It is dated Washington, February 19,
and reads as follows:
Owen J. Roberts and Atlee Pomerene, who conducted the pro ecutions
for the Government in the famous oil trials, declared here to·day that
Robert W. Stewart, head of the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, deliberately deceived them about his knowledge of the Liberty bonds distribu ted by the Continental 'l'rading Co., and that be withheld all information that would have assisted the Government in the prosecution of
Harry F. Sinclair.
Pomerene added that Stewart's testimony before the grand jury investigating the Sinclair case was such that Government counsel would
. have sought his indictment on a perjury charge if the statute of limitations had not expired before they learned the truth.
Not only did ·stewart deceive them about his knowledge of who got
the Continental bonds, Roberts and Pomerene said, but he avoided
testifying in the Government's civil suit to recover the Teapot Dome
naval oil reserve, subsequently giving the excuse that be ·~ wasn't looking
for trouble."
PROFITS FROM DUMMY CONCERN

As has often been told, the Continental was a dummy corporation
secretly organized to buy a large quantity of oil fl•om A. E. Humphreys,
a Texas operator. It paid Humphreys $1.50 for oil, then sold it at
$1.75 a barrel to companies controlled by Stewart, Sinclair, and James
E. O'Neil. All the profit of more than $3,000,000 thus realized was
invested in Liberty bonds and divided between Stewart, Sinclair, O'Neil, •
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and Harry M. Blackmer. Sinclair afterwards used a part of his share
in bribing Secretary Fall fot· the Teapot Dome lease, an act which ultimately led to the exposure of the whole transaction.
Stewart's participation in the profits bad not been disclosed when
be appeared last year before a Senate investigating committee.
.
be. th t tat ent U to the
. I WISh t~e Senate would reme~t ... ~ S~n:te ~esti ati~ comtu?e tha~ Ste~a~ appdea~d be~r.e \~ disreputable 1rans~ction
mittee hi acti~Ity an
S pa
Ill
s
had not been disclosed.
When asked if be knew who got the bonds, he declined to answer.

1

'This was before the Senate committee.
He based his refusal on the· ground that he had been summoned as a
witness for .the Government in the criminal trial of Sinclair, then pending had testified before the grand jury, and had been interrogated by
Go~ernment counsel. He said he considered it his duty " as a citizen "
to reserve his information for the court instead of giving it to the
committee.
Later on Mr. Anderson quotes from his testimony before the
committee.
A similar defense o! his refusal to testify-on the ground that he
expected to testify in the Sinclair trial-also was contained in a statement recently issued by Stewart to the stockholders of the Standard of
Indiana, in the course of his fight with John D. Rockefeller, jr., over
control of that company.
SAYS STEWART WITHHELD FACTS

Roberts and Pomerene, who are here to argue a case before the Supreme Court, to-day had their attention called to Stewart's statements.
They were asked whether Stewart, prior to the Sinclair trial, had
divulged to them his knowledge of the Continental bond transaction.
"He did not," was Roberts's emphatic reply. "On the contrary, he
told us he didn't know anything about it. We asked him who was
interested in the Continental, and he said he didn't know. We asked
him wh~ got the bonds, and he said he didn't know, and didn't want to
know. All we got out of him was a refusal to give us any information
that would be of any help to us in preparing the case against Sinclair.
His pretense before the Senate committee that he had given us the facts
about the matter was a rank subterfuge."
" It was worse than that," declared Pomerene. " He deliberately did
everything in his power to shield Sinclair. For Stewart to pretend that
he was cooperating with the Government in its preparation for that
trial is an exhibition of brass which is almost incredible. The information in his possession concerning the distributon of those bonds would
have been materially helpful to the Government's case. He did not
disclose a word of it. He said he didn"t know who got the bonds.
SAID HE SUSPECTED HUMPHREYS

" I asked him if he had any theory about who got them, and he replied
that be had always suspected that Humphreys got them, and that the
Continental was rigged up by Humphreys to gouge the buyers of the oil
out of an extra 25 cents a barrel."
So far as I know, nobody has ever cast any suspicion of
reflection upon Mr. Humphreys in this oil transaction. He had
oil to sell. He sold it for $1.50 a barrel to Stewart and the
others with him, and they had it turned over to the Continental Trading Co .. and then bought it on behalf of their st.ockholders for $1.75 a barrel.
Continuing to quote from Senator Pomerene :
"He completely deceived us about his own connection with the matter.
We were astounded when we learned later that be bad received $760,000
of the bonds, and I don't mind telling you that if three years had not
expired since his testimony before the grand jury, we would have asked
for the indictment of the gentleman on a charge of perjury."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time of the Senator from
Nebraska on the amendment has expired. He has 10 minutes
on the bill.
Mr .. NORRIS. That is the end of the quotation from Senator
Pomerene. Mr. Ander on goes on :
When the Government filed suit in the United States District Court
of Wyoming to recover the Teapot Dome reserve from Sinclair, Stewart
was summoned as a witness. Later the trial was postponed, and it
was necessary to subprena the witness again. There was some delay
about serving Stewart, in consequence of which a United States marshal
at Chicago was discharged by President Coolidge. When the difllculty
was discovered Stewart had gone to South America. Efforts to learn his
address from his Chicago office were unsuccessful, and the case was tried
without his presence.
STEWART STAYED OUT OF CASE

•

Roberts and Pomerene learned afterwards that Stewart had returned
to tbis country a few days before the case was called and was in New
York. When they demanded to know why he had not apprised them of
the fact, he replied, Pomerene said, that he " wasn't looking for trouble."
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It will be recalled that John D. Rockefeller, jr., in his testimony
before the Senate committee, related that be, too, had asked Stewart if
he knew who got the proceeds of the Continental deal, and that Stewart
had refused to tell, again giving as his reason the fact that he had been
summoned· as a witness in the Sinclair case and was determined to reserve the facts for that occasion .
In giving to the Senate committee his reasons for refusing to testify
to his knowledge of who got the Continental bonds, or whether he had
ever discussed the transaction with Sinclair, Stewart said :
. .
ThiS IS a quotation from Stewart's testimony under oath
before the Senate committee:
I am a witness in a case which is now pending between the Government and some defendants (Sinclair and Fall). I have been interrogated on the subjects by counsel appointed to represent the United
States in that case, along lines which make me think that the issues in
that case are the same ones your arc attempting to interrogate me about
here.
The Government is entitled, and the defendants are entitled, · to ask
me such questions as they desire upon the trial of this case, and it is
to be. left to a judge learned in the law to determine the relevancy,
materiality, and competency of the testimony. They have a right to
cross-examine and reexamine, and it seems to me, with all due deference
to this committee, that there is the place for me to give this testimony.

It seems to me, l\Ir. President, in view of the statements that
Mr. Stewart has made to the stockholders of the Standard Oil
Co. of Indiana, and in view also of the startling statement of
the Government attorneys, made now for the first time so far as
I know, that Stewart's te ·timony before the grand j~ry under
oath was absolutely contradictory of his testimony under oath
before the Senate committee, the stockholders as well as the
country ought to know the truth. After his testimony before
the grand jury three years expired before his testimony before
the Senate committee, which meant that the statute of limitations had run; and, as these attorneys say, had it not been
for that technicality, they would have caused his indictment
and trial for perjury committed before the grand jury in his
testimony there.
NAVAL APPROPRIATIONS

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the consideration of the bill (H. R. 16714) making appropriations for
the Navy Department and the naval service for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1930, and for other purpose .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment of the committee on page 45, beginning in line 7.
Mr. HARRISON. 1\fr. President, I suggest the absence of
a quorum .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will call the
roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the following Senators
answered to their names:
Smoot
Ashurst
Frazier
~rayfield
Steck
Barkley
Gerry
Moses
Steiwer
Bingham
Glass
Neely
Stephens
Black
Glenn
Norbeck
Swanson
Blaine
Goff
Norris
Thomas, Idaho
Blease
Gould
Nye
Thomas. Okla.
Borah
Hale
Oddie
Trammell
Bratton
Harris
Overman
Tydings
Brookhart
Harrison
Phipps
Tyson
Broussard
llastings
Pine
Vandenberg
Bruce
Hawes
Pittman
Wagner
Burton
Hayden
Ransdell
Walsh, Mass.
Capper
Hefiin
Reed, Pa.
Walsh, Mont.
Caraway
Johnson
Robinson, Ind.
Warren
Jones
Sackett
Couzens
Waterman
Curtis
Kendrick
Sheppard
Watson
Deneen
King
Shipstead
Wheeler
Dill
McKellar
Shortridge
Edge
McMaster
Simmons
Fess
McNary
Smith
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Seventy-eight Senators having
answered to their names, there is a quorum present.
The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the committee on page 45.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I want to offer an amendment and
have it pending. I would like to have it read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be read,
and will lie on the table.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 44, at the end of line 19, add the
following:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to maintain
marines in Nicaragua, or to transport marines to and from Nicaragua.
Mr. KING. l\1r. President, I was about to inquire, in my own
time, of the Senator from Maine, if he will not accept an amendment to the committee amendment found on page 45, which
would delay the expenditure of the appropriation of $500,000
until the calendar year 1930. I propound the inquiry with the
understanding that the bill, as amended by the committee, would
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authorize the commencement not only of 5 cruisers but of 10
cruisers this year. If I am in error, I should be glad to be
advised.
Mr. HALE. Mr. President, I do not think the bill would
authorize the starting of 10 crui.s ers this year.
l
Mr. KING. I am speaking in my own time; but may I ask
the Senator if it is not a fact that this $500,000 is expected
to be expended commencing on the 1st day of July of this year!
Mr. HALE. I do not think the department will go ahead
and spend it on the 1st of July, or within a number of months
of that time.
·
Mr. KING. But they are authorized, and might expend it, or
contract for its expenditure, on the 1st day of July.
Mr. HALE. They are authorized to expend it at that time,
but I do not think they will. I think this whole matter will
go along in a regular, orderly way. They will expend $200,000,
starting the first batch of cruisers, at the end of this year,
and presumably will spend the $500,000 on the second batch in
an orderly way.
Mr. KING. Which is an orderly way? Will the Senator
indicate what he regards as an orderly way for the expenditure
of this $500,000 for the second five cruisers? And does an
" orderly " way have time limitations? Is it subject to any
limitations? Does it not rest upon the discretion of the department?
l\1r. HALE. Going ahead and starting the cruisers this
year-Mr. KING. The Senator refers to the first five?
~r. HALE.
The first five, with the $200,000 that is au,thorized, as I have explained already, starting the gun forgings
and the ships. I presume they will lay the ships down soon
after the 1st of July, possibly not before the 1st of September.
Then the appropriations can-ied in the bill will take them along
through the fiscal year 1930. I can not tell the Senator exactly
.when, but some time before July, 1930, they will go ahead with
.the next batch of the ships, the second batch, with the $500,000
to start them.
Mr. KING. I think this amendment offered by the committee
should be rejected, unless it is amended. . I agree with the statement made by the Senator from Wisconsin that the Government,
having announced a policy of building ;1.5 cruisers, Congress
would be expected to make the necessa1·y appropriations to
execute that policy, but that does not require that the construetion of 10 cruisers shall be undertaken during the calendar
year 1929.
Mr. HALE. Nor will we do so.
Mr. KING. Ah, we do not know. Why does not the Senator
consent to an amendment, if he is so sanguine that that will be
the case, which will restrict the expenditure of any part of the
appropriation for the second five cruisers until the calendar
year 19307 Now, the Senator says that in an orderly way we
may not approach the construction of the second five until the
latter part of 1929.
Mr. HALE. Clearly, under the terms of the cruiser bill, we
have not any authority to start the second batch of cruisers
in the fiscal year 1929. Clearly, under the provisions of that bill,
we can not start them until the fiscal year 1930.
Mr. KING. I do not agree with the Senator; but even if
that were true-and I will concede for the sake of the argumen.t
that the Senator is correct-this amendment would be a modification of the cruiser bill, and, of course, the last legislative
enactment controls, if there is any conflict. If this bill is
passed in its present form, the Navy Department could promptly,
on the 1st day of July of this year, undertake the construction
of the second five cruisers. It is the position of the department
and the committee reporting this bill that it will be empowered
to begin work upon the first five vessels as soon as this bill
becomes law. The Senator is compelled to admit that construetion can be commenced on the second list at any time after
June 30, 1929.
Mr. HALE. Mr. President, I have no desire or purpose in
· any way to break away from the terms of the cruiser bill, which
! think was an excellent bill, and which was approved by a
very large vote.
M1-. KING. I am not discussing the merits or the demerits
of the cruiser bill. Let us confine ourselves to the question before us. We are already constructing six 10,000-ton cruisers-Mr. HALE. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. KING. I have only a few minutes.
Mr. HALE. I just want to clarify one thing.
Mr. KING. If the Senator will take it out of his own time,
I shall be glad to yield.
Mr. HALE. Very well.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from :Maine consent to take the time out of his time.
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Mr. HALE. I just wanted to say to the Senator that I have
already notified the Senate that I expect to perfect the amendment by inserting in line 16, page 45,_ niter the word "Navy,"
the words "except the amount of $500,000 made available
toward the construction of the second five light cruisers authorized by the act approved February 13, 1~29."
Mr. KING. Mr. President, will the Senator-· Mr. NORRIS. A parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state his
inquiry.
Mr. NORRIS. Has not the Senator from Maine spoken on
this amendment before!
The PRESIDING OFFICER. No; he is speaking in the time
of the Senator· from Utah.
Mr. NORRIS. I understood the Senator from Utah was not
willing that he should do that.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, of course I am always happy to
yield to my friend, and I shall occupy but a few moments.
The point I was making when interrupted, was that we a1·e
now constructing eight 10,0()()-ton cruisers, two of them having
been recently launched. Six are on the ways-. Undoubtedly we
will learn lessons in construction in the building of these cruisers
which will be of advantage in the construction of the 15 recently
authorized. We must not commit the folly which has characterized our naval construction in the past. The Senator will recall
that when Lord Fisher projected the dreadnaught, for years
we blindly continued the policy of building ba,ttleships of an
antiquated design, as a result of which they were obsolete or
obsolescent before they were completed.
In the technique and types of naval construction we have too
often lagged behind Great Britain and Germany. It is certain
that if the United States were to construct the 8 cruisers authorized in 1924 and the 15 recently authorized, according to types
and designs of the 1924 period, they would be inferior to those
built by other countries since that date.
Let us learn the lessons taught by the construction of the
six <.'Tuisers now on the ways, and which will not be completed
for several years, before we rush into the construction of other
vessels. It seems to me unwise and indeed absurd for those
who are interested in the welfare of the Navy, as I am in a
modern, scientific, and up-to-date Navy, not to avail themselves
of the lessons to be leru·ned in the construction of the six
cruisers, before we undertake the construction of 5 or 10 of the
15 which have been authorized. Naval science is progressive,
not stagnant, and it would be inexcusable folly to lay down
10 cruisers during this year, when we have 6 building, and
have opportunity to profit from the experiences and lessons
which can be derived from their construction, as well as lessons
which we may learn from the construction of cruisers and naval
craft in other countries. We have been told of a new type of
cruiser recently built in Germany.
It must be evident even to reactionary and archaic naval
boards that cruisers built five years from now will be different
from those now being constructed. If we were wise, we would
not follow old or even present types. We would move cautiously and prudently. To rush through the construction of 15
cruisers in three years and complete the 6 now on the ways,
would be most unwise and injurious to our Navy. Some of
them would be obsolete before they were completed. Fighting
navies are not measured by the number of vessels. One giant
capital ship of the Hood type would put to flight half a dozen
dreadnaughts. If there is to be no limitation in naval armament, it is certain that war vessels of various types and categories will be developed that will be greatly superior to those
of present-day design. The airplanes and submarines will become of paramount importance and naval warfare, both offensive and defensive, will take on new forms. In the light o{
these facts and the certainty of new developments it is extravagant folly and national vanity to throw into a 3-year hopper the
construction of 21 cruisers, 6 authorized in 1924, and 15 in 1929.
I appeal to the Senator in the interest of a strong, modern,
efficient, and adequate Navy, to modify his amendment and postpone till 1930 any work upon the second five cruisers.
Mr. SWANSON. 1\fr. President, it seems to me the Senate
ought to understand this issue very clearly. There is no mystification about it. We fought here for nearly two weeks to determine whether we should have each year the construction ot
5 cruisers, to begin 5 in the calendar year 1929, 5 in the calendar year 1930, and 5 in the calendar year 1931. After long
and protracted debate, by an overwhelming majority the Senate
decided that we should commence five cruisers each one of these
years.
I want to explain to the Senate how moderate the committee
has been.
Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
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Mr. SWANSON. Let the Senator take his own time.
Mr. BLAINE. The Senator said calendar years. Does he
not mean fiscal years?
Mr. SWANSON. I mean the fiscal year ending June 30, 1929,
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1930, and the fi~cal year ending
June 30, 1931. That is what the Senate decided after long and
prolonged debate.
A motion was made to strike out the provision for 15 and provide for the construction of only 10. But we decided on 15. Next
was a motion to have no time limit to authorize 15, but to construct them only when the Budget thought proper and reported
that they should be constructed. The Senate decided that it
wanted five cruisers commenced each fiscal year. The time was
fixed after prolon.sed debate. Now all this is a renewal of the
fight made here when the Senate overwhelmingly decided that
they wanted to have five cruisers constructed in each of these
years·.
To show how moderate the committee was, listen to what was
done.
We are bound to undertake five before June 30, 1929. To
carry out the spirit of that instruction and direction of the Senate, all we appropriate for the year ending June 30, 1929, is
$200,000 and we make it immediately available. That anyone
should suggest a sum to undertake that construction might be
less almost exceeds the imagination of man.
We then appropriate enough money available after the 1st of
next July to continue the work of the construction of the five
cruisers begun by the $!.WO,OOO available immediately, in accordance with the instructions of the Senate as contained in the
cruiser bill, and for that purpose we appropriate about $10,000,000 or $11,000,000. That is all. If it were less the work
could not be done economically. We would have the men work·ing 10 days and laying off 10 days. The department said they
wanted more money, ·but that if they were given less it would
cost the Government a great deal more, because less money
could not be expended economically.
The next proposition of the committee was to undertake to
construct five more cruisers before the 29th of June, 1930. We
were instructed in the cruiser bill to do that. What did the
committee do? All we have given for that undertaking is
$500,000, with which to undertake the next five cruisers, to
carry out the directions contained in the cruiser law by direction of the Senate and by a large majority. That means that
the first five cruisers are und~ construction and it means that,
carrying out the in:structions of the Congress, next year we
will spend $500,000 on the second five of the cruisers up to the
1st of July, 1930. If we were to do less than that, we would
have to abolish the time limit which the Senate fixed here after
prolonged debate of two .weeks and by an overwhelming vote.
We will have five cruisers under way with the least possible
amount of money that can be used economically. Then to carry
out the instructions of the cruiser bill we appropriate $500,000
to start the second five for the next year. It is really a delay of
one year, and I do not see how less money could be appropriated
and still carry out the instructions of the Congress.
.
The amendment which disturbs the Senator from Utah [Mr.
KI NG], as originally reported by the committee, proposed to
appropriate $500,000 and make it immediately available. That
· would have enabled the Government to start 10 cruisers. But
that has been changed by an amendment which will be offered,
if it has not already been offered, by the Senator from Maine
[l\Ir. HALE]. To prevent any misunderstanding about it, as I
understand the amEndment to be offered by the· Senator f1·om
1\laine, it limits the $500,000 to the second batch of cruisers.
Consequently there will not be 10 in process of construction.
During the next fiscal year, the fiscal year 1930, there will be
the first five cruisers that will have about $10,000,000 expended
upon them, a.lld there will be the second fi"e merely started
under the direction of Congress in the c:Diiser bill which will
!!a"e expended upon them $500,000.
It seems to me it is so fair, so modest, and so considerate of
the Treasury that I can not see how anyone can antagonize,
unless he does not want any cruisers constructed at all or wants
to limit them to fi\e in number. An effort was made to limit
the numbe~ to five and it was rejected. Then an effort was
made to limit the number to 10 and that was rejected. It seems
to me unless it is the desire of Senators to have that fight all
over again, exactly the fight we had here for two weeks when
the cruiser bill was before the Senate, they would not be forcing
the issue now.
Mr. CARAWAY. 1\lr. President, may I ask the Senator a
question?
Mr. SWANSON. Certainly.
Mr. CARAWAY. I am frank to say I was out of the Chamber when the Senator begaq. speaking. Under the appropria-
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tion bill the Government may lay down five cruisers between
now and the 30th of next June.
Mr. _swA~ SON. Th~y may undertake five, and $200,000 is
made Immediately avmlable, to comply with the instructions
of the cruiser law.
l\Ir. CARAWAY. 'l~hen there is an appropriation which they
may use to lay down or undertake--whichever is the proper
term-five more cruisers in the next year.
. ~r. SWANSON. Before the 29th of June, 1930; and that is
limited to $500,000.
Mr. CARAWAY. Will the Senator tell me this because 1
do not think I quite understood him. There will be a session
of Congress .convening in December next. What was the purpose of puttmg both pro"isions in the one bill now? I know
there was some good reason; but what was it?
1\~r. SW ANSO!\'". We have to appropriate now, becau e the
crmser law provides that we must undertake in each fiscal year
five cruisers. The undertaking can be $500,000 or $1,000,000-Mr. CARAWAY. I understand that.
Mr. SWANSON. And the general appropriation bill has
always carried the provisions to enable us to undertake any
increase of the Navy.
Mr. CARAWAY. The thing I am trying to get at-because
nobody yet has explained it-is that there will be a Congress
convening in December next; hence, what was the purpose of
includin_g i_tems of appropriation so that this bill will carry the
appropriation for laymg down 10 cruisers instead of 5? I
know there is a good reason for it, but I am asking the reason.
Mr. SWANSON. We will spend $10,000,000 during the next
fiscal year for the first five cruisers. Then we have provided
that $500,000 may be expended during that fiscal year on the
second five cruisers.
Mr. CARAWAY. I understand that.
Mr. SWANSON. We have to have plans. Under the direction of the Congress those cruisers must be undertaken at that
time. It is useless for us to come here in December and expect to appropriate for that purpose, because it will be along
in. Japuar~ or E_'ebruary or March before the next Navy appropnatwn bill will come before the Senate, and it would be
al~ost too late to make the money available for that fiscal year
which would be 1930. It could not be put in the general appropriation bill because the funds appropriated by that bill are
not available until the subsequent July for the ensuinO' fiscal
year. This is the method that has always been follow~d.
1\Ir. CARAWAY. Is there anything unusual in this method?
l\Ir. SWANSON. Nothing in the world.
Mr. CARAWAY. We fought out the question of whether
or not the time limit should be abolished. I thought it ought
to have been and the Senator and those who agreed with him
did not think so and they were in the majority. I recognize
the right of the Senate to control.
l\Ir. SWANSON. We were directed by the Senate to undertake five cruisers during the present fiscal year.
Mr. CARAWAY. I lmderstand that.
Mr. SWANSON. And five additional cruisers in the next
fiscal year. We have proposed to appropriate the smallest possible amount, to wit, $200,000, to carry out the instructions
of the Congress to undertake the construction of the first five
cruisers in this fiscal year. Then we have appropriated the
smallest amount that anybody could possibly consider proper
for the undertaking of the second five cruisers in the fiscal year
1930. That is carrying out the will of the Congress.
Mr. CARAWAY. I am not complaining about the amount.
In fact, I am not complaining about anything in reference to it.
But I hear the charge constantly made that it is attempting
to lay down 10 cruisers when the Congress only authorized 5.
As I understand it from the Senator from Virginia there is no
justification for that charge.
Mr. SWANSON. Absolutely none; and nobody can prove it.
The instructions of Congress were that five cruisers be laid
down prior to June 29 of this year. Then it directs that five
more cruisers shall be laid down prior to June 29 of 1930.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time of the Senator from
Virginia on the amendment has e..""'{pired.
l\Ir. HARRISON. l\1r. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from l\iississippi
will state the inquiry.
Mr. HARRISON. We having passed a law pro-viding for t he
beginning of the construction o.f five cruisers before the 30th of
June, 1929, and five more during the next fiscal year ending
June 30, 1930, and this proposal coming out of the committee
making the money immediately available, would not a point of
order to that provision be sustainable?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Mississippi make that point of order?
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Mr. HARRISON. I am just propounding the parliamentary
inquiry so I can get a rise out of the Senator from Maine.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will excuse the
present occupant of the chair from passing on that question.
Mr. BROOKHART. Mr. President, yesterday I explained
some of the matters now brought to the attention of the Senate
by the Senator from Virginia [Mr. SwANSON], but his persistent
argument makes it necessary again to point out that this appropriation is for starting 10 cruisers and starting them now. In
the first place, the $500,000 is provided as an ap-propriation
immediately available. In the second place, just below that
paragraph, it is provided that all this money is available immediately. The Senator from Maine [Mr. HALE] is going to offer
an amendment to that provision still leaving the $500,000
immediately available.
The Senator from Virginia insists that that is a compliance
with the cruiser law. I insist that it is not. I insist it is
amending the cruiser law. It is changing the plan that was
adopted here by a big majo1ity. Here is $200,000 that will start
the five cruisers which are to be laid clown before the 1st of
July, 1929. That is all right. The cruiser law provided for
that to be done. Then it calls for the next five cruisers to be
laid down before the 1st of the next July, which will be July,
1930. But the Senator is providing an appropriation to do
that right now instead of waiting until near the 1st of July,
1930.
Mr. HALE. When would the Senator have it done?
Mr. BROOKHART. I would do it in the regular session of
Congress next December or January.
Mr. HALE. How would the Senator do it?
Mr. BROOKHART. In the same way that we are providing
now the $200,000. There is no occasion for this controversy to
go on in this way.
l\Ir. SWANSON. Mr. President, if the Senator will permit
me---

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa
yield to the Senator from Virginia?
Mr. BROOKHART. I yield.
Mr. SWANSON. The word "immediately," as I understand
it, is not in the provision for the $500,000, consequently it does
not become available until the 1st of July, 1929. The word "immediately " has been stricken out.
Mr. HALE. It never was in there.
Mr. SWANSON. The bill speaks of the 1st of July as the
time when the second five of the cruisers shall be commenced.
How does the Senator understand that there can be 10 under·taken immediately?
· Mr. BROOKHART. There is a provision for the appropriation contained in the bill on account of cruisers for increase of
the Navy that it shall be immediately available.
Mr. HALE. That is made immediately available for certain
purposes, for the pay of clerks and draftsmen, but not for the
building of ship . In order to make it doubly sure I am putting
in the words " except the amount of $500,000 made available to
be used for the construction of the second five cruisers."
Mr. BROOKHART. The Senator just now said it would be
postponed until 1930 on the suggestion of the Senator from Utah.
·If this is not available until 1930---Mr. SWANSON. It is immediately available after the 1st of
July.
Mr. BROOKHART. If this is not going to be used until1930
and we de not start the first five cruisers until the last of the
fiscal year 1929, we ought not to start the second five cruisers
until the last of the fiscal year 1930. We will have plenty of
time and plenty of opportunity to make appropriation for the
second five, the same as we are making now for the first five.
Therefore unless it is going to tie us fast into the 10-cruiser
policy, there is no need for urging that proposition at this time.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. BROOKHART. I yield.
Mr. KING. It seems to me there can be no question as to
the interpretation of the amendment offered by the committee as
amended by the Senator from 1\Jai.ne. It means that the $500,000
made available can be taken on the 1st day of July of this year
and utilized for the undertaking of the construction of the
second five.
l\Ir. HALE. That is quite righL
Mr. KING. So it is true that it is not available under his
amendment until after the 1st day of July, but at midnight on
the 30th day of June of this year the $500,000 could be expended
by the Navy Department for laying down the second five
cruisers.
Mr. HALE. Precisely.
Mr. SWANSON. The language is plain and clear if the Senator will read it. It provides $500,000, which shall be available
toward the construction of the five light cruisers, the construe-
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tion of which is authorized by the act approved February 13,
1929. This bill does not become operative itself until the 1st of
July, 1929.
Now, let us go back to the $200,000. We made that immediately available, because the other appropriations contained. in
the bill do not become available until the 1st of July, 1929, and
we have to have $200,000 to start the construction of the first
five cruisers before the 1st of July, 1929.
Mr. BROOKHART. Mr. President, the money for the construction of the second five cruisers should not be available until
a year from the time the money is available for the first five.
The Senator has succeeded in having it arranged very nicely,
so that 10 cruisers can be run in all together, thus starting a
10-c1·uiser construction program in one year.
1.'here is a further reason why this construction should be
delayed a year, and that is the provision of the cruiser bill that
we shall endeavor to enter into an international agreement
limiting armament. The Senator from Virginia wants to forget
all about that provision. It is just as important a any other
provision in the cruiser bill, and, to my mind, it is the most
important provision of that bill, because if it is handled properly we can probably avoid building any of these cruisers, perhaps, even the first five, and we can certainly avoid building
the second five, if we can arrive at a proper international
agreement.
Mr. TYDINGS. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator yield?
1\Ir. BROOKHART. Yes; I yield.
Mr. TYDINGS. Suppose the projected disarmament conference should fail, would the Senator then be in favor of building
the cruisers?
Mr. BROOKHART. I am in favor of carrying out the law.
Mr. TYDINGS. I did not ask the Senator that question. I
asked if the Senator would vote for the building of the cruisers
if the projected disarmament conference should fail.
Mr. BROOKHART. As an academic question I am opposed to
all cruisers, as I have &aid, and I am discussing the question
before us and not the imaginary situation suggested by the Senator from Maryland.
1\Ir. HARRISON. Mr. President, may I ask the Senator from
Iowa a question?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa
yield to the Senator from Mississippi?
Mr. BROOKHART. I yield.
Mr. HARRISON. I notice that in the amendment reported
by the Committee on Naval Affairs a portion of the appropriation is made immediately available. There is to be an amend·
ment proposed to strike out that provision as it applies to five
of the cruisers.
Mr. HALE. A portion of the appropriation is made immediately available only for certain minor purposes.
Mr. HARRISON. The Senator from Iowa, I think, is a member of the Naval Affairs Committee, and I am just wondering
if the Naval Affairs Committee instructed the chairman of the
committee to make that change?
Mr. BROOKHART. If it is changed in the right way, and
properly worded, it will probably be true, then, that the $500,000
will not be available until the 1st day of July.
1\Ir. HARRISON. The Senator, I think, is a member of the
Naval Affairs Committee. I am asking him if the committee
instructed the chairman to make that change!
Mr. BROOKHART. I am not a member of the committee.
The chairman of the committee will have to answer that
question.
1\Ir. HALE. The chairman was not instructed officially at all,
but I think the members of the committee would consent to it
without any question. As I have said, I do not think it is a
necessary change; I am simply proposing it to clarify the matter.
Mr. BROOKHART. Mr. President, that still l~aves the possibility of running these 10 cruisers in together. That seems to
be the plan. If it were not the plan, the Senator from Virginia
knows that at the regular session next December we could provide an appropriation to take care of the matter. We do not
need $500,000 for the second p.ve any more than we need $500,000
for the first five; we could provide an appropriation of $200,000
to start the second five.
Mr. SWA.i~SON. The committee have acted in a conservative
and moderate way in order, so far as we could, to conform to
the ideas of those who wished to build slowly. The cruisers <:an
not be built contemporaneously, because we limit the appropriation for the second batch of cruisers to $500,000, and the other
appropriation goes to the first five. What else could be done,
unless we nullified the law which the Senate passed so overwhelmingly?
Mr. BROOKHART. The Senator and the other proponents
of this bill run the two together around the 1st day of July.
That is apparently the idea.
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Mr. SWANSON. How could they do it when only $500,000 1 result he desires; but he voted for a law which calls for an
can be spent on the second batch?
effort to be made to secure an international agreement for dis1\fr. BROOKHART. Only $200,000 can be spent on the first armament and, if we can reach a proper agreement, for the
set of cruisers.
sinking of naval vessels so far as possible. I think that is a
I\Ie. SWANSON. The remainder of it must be spent on the big policy announced by the cruiser law; the building of 15
first set. We appropriate $500,000 for the second batch and cruisers is only a little item compared to an international agree$10,000,000 for the first batch.
ment which will end war construction on the seas. But the
Mr. HALEJ. That is during the fiscal year 1930.
Senator from Virginia wants to ignore the big policy which he
Mr. SWANSON. Dming the fiscal year 1930.
himself supported, and to force the construction of these cruisers
Mr. BROOKHART. But contracts will be let for all of them. whether or not and to do that at the very earliest possible
Mr. SWANSON. They can not be let under the law with only date, although at the same time he admits we can comply with
$500,000 appropriated.
the law fully and postpone the appropriation for the second
Mr. BROOKHART. The policy seems to be to provide for 10 five cruisers even as late as the 22d day of next February.
cruisers, and then, if we succeed in r eaching an international That is the exact situation on this question. If we can elimiagreement for disarmament, we will have to pay twenty-five or nate crowding the construction of these cruisers this controthirty million dollars to cancel the contracts, as we have done versy will end and the bill may proceed, so fa r as I am c-onheretofore.
cerned, to enactment without any further objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. ~he time of the Sen~tor from
Mr. SWANSON. ·If the Senator will permit me, the only difIowa on the amendment has expired. He has 10 mmutes on ference between himself and me is this : He thinks the spending
the bill.
.
.
of $500,000 on five cruisers that are to cost $15,000,000 each is
Mr. BROOKHART. Mr. President, I w1sh to a~k the Sen- crowding. I think it is hardly beginning them. CrowdinO' with
ator from Virginia if it is not possible to have the appropria- only $500,000 for five cruisers! That amount will hardly !:>~able
tion made at the next regular session in ample time to comply their construction to be started.
with the requirements of the cruiser bill as to the second five
It was recommended that $22,000,000 should be appropriated
cruisers?
to start these five cruisers and proceed with their con truction
l\1r. SWANSON. I do not think so, in view of the disposition during the next year; but the committee was so con. ervative
of the Senator and others to oppose the cruiser bill, and the so moderate, that it merely recommended the appropriatio~
effort to defeat even the regular appropriation. I am not will- of $500,000 in order to comply with the law; yet the Senator
ing to ri~k it.
calls that crowding.
Ur. BROOKHART. Let me ask, Does the bill with a present
Furthermore, the President can stop this construction in the
appropriation of $200,000 and a further appropn_ation, to be event an international agreement for disarmament shall be
available later, comply with the requirements of the cruiser reached. I believe the best way to bring about disarmament
bill for the first five cruisers?
with Great Britain, with J apan, and with other nations is to
1\Ir. SWANSON. It does; it undertakes the construction of let them know we are going to build. When they realize that
the cruisers.
fact they will come to an agreement; but so long as we simply
1\Ir. BROOKHART. Very well. This is the 22d dny of talk about building and do nothing, they are satisfied with
February, on which we are complying with the requirements conditions at present existing.
as to the first five cruisers that Ehall be built in 1929. Now,
l\Ir. BROOKHART. As I remember, the way the committee
on the 22d day of February, 1930, \Ve can provide an appro- stood by the President was to walk roughshod over both the
priation to comply with the requirements as to the second set President and the President elect, both of whom wanted no
of cruisers. Is not that true?
time limit whatever on the construction of the cruisers; but
1\ll'. SWANSON. We can do it; yes. But the question is, the committee listened to the Steel Trust. It did not listen to
Will -we be allowed to do that?
·
the President. of the United States or to the Pre ident elect; it
1\fr. BROOKHART. Very well. Then, why put it in the bill listened to the shipbuilders; it listened to the fellows who want
now and whv raise this controversy at this time, when it. may profits out of war. War profiteering is the evil of the age; war
be the greatest stumbling block to an international agreement? profiteering is the cause of war. I think if profiteering were
1\fr. SWANSON. Will the Senator give me an opportunity taken out of this proposition, there would be nobody here advoto answer that suggestion?
eating cruisers.
Mr. BROOKHART. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to
Mr. SWANSON. The reason why we only appropriate $200,- the amend;nent reported .bY the comm.ittee.
.
.
000 now is because the Senator from I owa and those who coMr. KING. Mr. President, a parliamentary mqmry.
operated with him woulu not allow the cruiser bill to pass
T~e PRESIJ?IN? OFFICER. The Senator will state his
last spring. It was delayed in that way for nearly a year. parhamentary mqmry.
And now we can only appropriate $200,000 for the particular
1\Ir .. KIN!1. I unders~and that the amendment offered by the
purpose. If no appropriation is made here for the set of committee Is foun~ on lrn~ 16.
.
.
cruisers to be constructed next year, for which we only proThe ~R~SIDIN~ OFE ICER. The pendmg amendment 1s
vide $500,000, then next year the situation will be like it was that begmnmg on lme 7 on page 45.
.
.
last year, and no provision will be made in time for their
Mr. HAI:E. The Senato.r from Utah has m mmd an amendconstruction
·
ment that IS not now pendmg.
Mr. BROOKHART. But in spite of our delays the Senator
Mr. KING. Which amendment is before the S~nate? .
The PRE~~D!NG. OFFICE~. :'~e. an;tendmen . before the
concedes that the appropriation made now on the 22d day of
February is a compliance with the law.
Senate. at this tu:~e IS ~hat begmnn~l:> m line 7 on page 45 and
Mr. SWANSON. No. If it had not been for the Senator and extendmg to and mcludmg pa~t of line 11:
those who cooperated with him we would have had these ships
Mr. KING. Then, Mr. Pres~dent, I desire to offe~, an ~men~:
one-third constructed now ; but all the Senator is willing should ment to the amendmen~. ?.n lme 8, after the wor~. available,
be done toward their consh·uction now is to appropriate $200,000. I move to add the WOldS after January 1. 1930, so that the
1\lr. BROOKHART. The Senator would like to have had amendment as amended would read as follows:
these ships constructed years ago and then to sink them and
On account of bulls and outfits of vessels and machinery of vessels
construct new ones. That is the Senator's policy.
heretofore authorized, $28,550,000, of which $500,000 shall be available
Mr. SWANSON. This is the first time I have advocated an after January 1, 1930, toward the construction of the second five light
increase of 15 cruisers in the Navy. It was only when Great cruisers-Britain had gone far beyond us in the ratio of 13 to 5 that I
And so forth.
saw the necessity of it. This i the first time the Congress
I should like to say a few words, 1\Ir. President.
has provided for the building of 15 cruisers. If the Senator
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the Senator will pardon the
"-ill permit me, I should like to ask him how it violates the suggestion, the Chair will remind him that he has exhausted
law to carry out the instruction of Congress?
his time on the committee amendment.
Mr. BROOKHART. I am unable to see the Senator's viewMr. KING. I will speak on my amendment to the am~n&ment.
point at all. I can see no reason wby be should resist us upon
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is entitled to
this proposition unless there is some purpose of tying us fa t speak on the amendment to the amendment.
into this big cruiser program in spite of any international agreeMr. KING. If I understood the view of the Senator from
ment which may be reached. If that is the Senator's purpose, Maine, it is that the $200,000 ·appropriated for the first five
if he wants to defeat an international agreement and to defeat cruisers should be available .July 1, 1929?
.any opportunity of disarmament on the seas, it is perfectly
Mr. HALE. No; it is to be available after the bill becomes
logical and perfectly proper to burry the construction of the a law.
cruisers as fast as possible. In that view of the case, then the
Mr. KING. Very well. It is to be available immediately
faster we go the more surely he will succeed in achieving the after the bill becomes law; there is not to be a moment's delay.
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I presume all arrangements have been made · to expend this
amount within a few hours after this bill is signed by the
President. Haste, and more haste, must be the slogan of the
Navy Department. Perhaps even now contracts have been
prepared for the building of the cruisers which are to be built
by contract. And the Senator demands that the $500,000 for
the second five vessels shall be available at 1l.).idnight, June
30, 1929. It is certain that these cruisers are to be pushed to
completion a. soon as pos ible. They are to be undertaken this
year, as are the first five authorized in the cruiser bill. The
plan is to commence 10 war vessels in 1929; to commit the
Government to complete at least 10 cruisers, so that any international agreement may not be able to reach them. This amendment reported by the committee is a piece of camouflage. It
will deceive no one. It is intended to compel the Government
to let contracts or start plans or construction for 10 cruisers
within the next few months. The $500,000 is to be expended
soon-within a few weeks, probably after July 1 of this year.
Mr. HALE. At any time during the fiscal year 1930.
ML'. KING. It is made available on the 1st day of July, 1930.
Mr. HALE. There can be no question about that.
Mr. KING. No; that follows, of course.
Which means that it can be expended the same day. The
naval authorities are unwilling to wait until December of
this year, when the appropriation bills for 1931 are prepared, for the appropriation for the commencement of the second list of five crui ers. And that is what the Senator desires. Just as the Senator from Iowa [Mr. BROOKHART] bas
stated, there is a determination to force the commencement of
10 cruisers during the calendar year of 1929. That was not the
purpose of the cruiser bill, but its terms are being perverted to
accomplish that end. It seems manifest that there are influences at work to prevent any limitation of arms conference
dealing with the 15 cruisers, or interfering with their construction.
The Senator from Virginia [Mr. SwANSON] scoffs at the suggestion made by the Senator from Iowa that an effort is being
made to "crowd" the construction of the cruisers, and treats
sarcastically the suggestion that the item of $500,000 to be available July 1 next can be construed as "crowding" construction.
I submit the Senator has not met the argument of the Senator
from Iowa. If the Navy is not to begin work upon or let contracts for some of these "second-year" cruisers, why not so
state? Why not incorporate in the bill that this amount is not
to be available until 1930?
Mr. President, contracts may be entered into with $1 consideration which will involve millions, and, for that matter,
hundreds of millions and which will commit the Government
to the building of 10 or 15 warCI·aft within a limited period.
Who shall say that on the 1st day of July, 1929, with the
avidity which has characterized the naval authorities in the
Navy Department, contracts will not be let for the construction, not of 5 vessels but of 10 cruisers authorized by the
recent crui er bill? If it is proper and lawful to now appro·
priate $500,000 to " undertake " the building of the second list
of cruisers, it is equally legal and proper to let contracts for
their construction as soon as the appropriation is available
and which will be, under the amendment offered by the Senate
committee, July 1, 1929. The Senator from Maine can give no
guaranty that, in what he calls "o1·derly" deYelopment and
building, contracts will not be entered into or plans adopted
for the building of these five cruisers on the 1st day of July
next or a few days thereafter. If the Senator desires that no
contracts shall be let and no plans formulated for these cruisers until 1930, why does he not consent that the bill shall so
state?
·
As I said a few moments ago, we are now building six lO,Oooton cruisers authorized in 1924. It will require everal years
for their completion. Five additional cruisers will be contracted for immediately; and under this bill as it is now
amended by the committee five additional cruisers may be authorized and contracts let for their construction on the 1st
day of July of this year.
If the Senator from l\1aine is sincere in the statements which
he made a few moments ago, he will accept the amendment
which I have offered and restrict the utilization of any part of
this $500,000 until the 1st day of January, 1930.
Congress will meet in regular session and will then prepare
and pass the necessary app·r opriation measure to care for all
departments of the Government. If it is deemed necessary at
that time to appropriate $10,000,000 or $20,000,000 or the entire
amount required for the construction and completion of the
second five cruisers, that may be done; but at this time to
make an appropriation of $500,000 or any amount whatever
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for the second five cruisers is most unwise and in contravention
of the spirit if not the letter of the crui.ser act.
:Mr. President, we can not defend the enormous appropriations for the Army and Navy which are being made at this session of Congress. Our military budget for the next fiscal year
will be approximately $800,000,000. This is more than any
nation in the world is expending for armies and navies. The
military load is growing heavier, and the demands of various
groups and of the War and Navy Departments will become more
insistent for still larger appropriations.
Mr. WALSH of Ma...qgachusetts. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. KING. I yield.
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. As I understand the Senator's amendment, it would have the effect of postponing the
appropriation of any money for the building of the second five
cruisers to January 1, 1930.
Mr. KING. That is correct. My purpose is to not make
available a_ny sum to be expended during this year upon the
second list of five cruisers authorized in the recent naval bill.
I confess that I am skeptical of the willingness of the Navy
Department to wait until 1930 to begin work upon this second
list. There is nothing in the conduct of the department that
would lead to the conclusion that it will act prudently in the
matter of commencing work upon these cruisers. There bas
been and is an almost fanatical zeal exhibited by some that
brooks not a moment's delay in launching a mighty naval program. The Secretary of the Navy has recently asked for 71
war vessels, and the naval board has exerted its influence to
secure the adoption of this plan.
1\Ir. PJ:esident, unless there is an international agreement
limiting naval armament it is certain that within the next 10
years our naval expenditures will approximate $10,000,000,000.
The country has been inflamed by exaggerated statements and
foolish and alarming, and, I may add, unfounded propaganda.
The pre entation made by Secretary Wilbur and representatives of the Navy to Congress was calculated to produce naval
and military hysteria and to lead the country to believe that
our country was in danger of attack from some powerful
enemy. The demand for 71 vessels, at a cost of nearly $1,000,000,000, was unwise and produced unfavorable reactions not
only in the United States but in all the world. And the Secretary made it clear that more than $2,000,000,000 additional
would soon be required for new naval construction.
When public opinion revolted against the demand for 71
warships then a " modest " demand-to use the expression of
my friend from Virginia-was made for only 15 cruisers and
a number of submarines.
1\Ir. President, we now have 22 cruisers which are nearly
obsolete and 10 modern cruisers, each of 7,500 tons displacement. No better cruisers plow the sea. In addition we have
recently completed two 10,000-ton cruisers which are superior
to any found in any navy. We will soon complete six additional cruisers of the same tonnage. They will, presumably,
represent the latest and best that can be found in naval construction. We ha\e authorized the construction of 15 more
10,000-ton cruisers, and are to drive through to speedy completion this entire number.
It is absoluteiy certain that we will have the most powerful
cruiser fleet of any navy in the world. The British cruisers
will be in a second class compared to those of our own Battle
Fleet.
·
To-day we have the most powerful battle fleet in the world.
Gun for gun and ship for ship, we are superior to Great Britain.
Great Britain is superior in cruise1· strength, but in battleships, destroyers, submarines, airplane carriers and other .auxiliary naval craft the United States outranks any other nation.
1\lr·. President, there will be unfavorable reactions in other
countries because of the belligerent spirit exhibited in the
United States. No more warlike spirit, it is said by some,
was manifested in Germany during the years · immediately
preceding the outbreak of the World War than has been in
evidence in some circles of our own country.
If we are sincerely interested in peace, we will give evidence
of our purpose, not by developing a navalistic spirit, but by
pursuing policies that will promote international fellowship.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President, I was not in favor of the
consideration of the cruiser bill during the present session of
Congress, because I did not believe it would create a very good
impression among the nations of the world with reference to our
desit·e to promote the peace of the world in the passage of the
Kellogg peace pact. I was not in favor of the time-limit clauses
in the cruiser bill, and made every effort to eliminate the time
provision.
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We are now about to vote finally upon this proposition, and
I rise to express my congratulations to the Senator from 1\Iaine
[Mr. HALE] and his colleague on the ·committee, the Senator
from Virginia [1\Ir. SwA SON], for the magnificent way in which
they haYe steered these pieces of legislation to final enactment.
Indeed, it was a wonderful feather in the cap of my friend from
Maine and my very good friend from Virginia that they were
able to overcome the opposition which lurked in the way of the
cruiser bill so far as the time limit was concerned. They went
up against not only the pre ent President of the United States,
with all the influence of a President going out of office, but the
influence of the incoming President, although most of the time
he was in far-away waters.
It was, however, a great effort ; and success crowned the
efforts of my friend from l\Iaine. So, drunk with power-because that is the only way my friend ever gets drunk [laughter]-he now comes in with this naval appropriation bill; and
although when other important pieces of legislation and tiny
proposals of legislation appear here, it takes days and weeks to
pass them, lJnder this strong cooperation between the Senator
from Virginia and the Senator from Maine they pass this
important bill in less than two days.
I am in favor of carrying out the law embodied in the socalled cruiser bill. I think the Congress should provide ample
appropriations to meet every requirement of that law; but I do
not want the Senator from Maine to think that some of us here
are fooled as to what he is doing in the provisions of this bill,
and when we vote on it we should all understand what we are
voting for.
The Senator from Maine and the Senator from Virginia are
not meeting as loud opposition nor perhaps as well-oiled opposition in putting over this propo al as the Senator met in his
cruiser :fight; but in this in tance he has not the backing of his
President, nor has he the indorsement of the Director of the
Budget.
I hope the Senator will agree with me with reference to that
matter. His keeping his eat and remaining quiet tells me that
I am correct in that assertion. [Laughter.]
I say that the President in his estimate has not recommended
this, nor has the Director of the Budget, because I have taken
the pains to do what I do not very often do, read the estimate
of the Director of the Budget. In reading it over I find that he
incorporates in it language that was in the naval appropriation
bill as it pa.. sed the House, and recommend the increases as
carried in the bill; but he leaves out of his estimate this $500,000
to begin the construction of the second five cruisers at the
beginning of the next fiscal year.
Mr. HALE. And also the $200,000 for the con ·truction of the
first five cruisers.
l\1r. HARRISON. No; the Director of the Budget recommends
the appropriation of money for the first five cruisers.
Mr. HA.LE. Not to make it immediately available.
Mr. HARRISO~. No. The Senator was so drunk with desire
to pa s this cruiser bill quickly that he was not even willing
to wait for the voice of Congress, as embodied in the cruiser
bill, and make these appropriations in an orderly way; but he
wants to make them immediately available.
l\1r. HALE. I was drunk with desire to observe the law, 1\Ir.
President.
1\lr. HEFLIN. 1\Ir. President, instead of saying that the
Senator from ·l\1aine was drunk with desire to pas· the cruiser
bill quickly, I suggest that the Senator use the term that he was
swayed or influenced by desire to do it. [Laughter.]
1\Ir. SWANSON. Mr. President, will the Senator from Mississippi yield?
1\Ir. HARRISON. Yes; I yield to the Senator from Virginia.
Mr. SWANSON. The Pre ident recommended $11,800,000 for
the two purposes indicated in that recommendation. Being opposed to the time limit, he did not make it for any year, as I
understand, and he expected his Budget officer to nullify the
will of the Congr~s. All we did was to take his $11,800,000 and
carry out the instruction of Congress to undertake the construction of five cruisers this year, which we took from the
$11,800,000. Then we took $500,000-we did not increase the
total-and made that available for the five cruisers next year.
We did not modify the Pre ident's amount; but we thought we
ought to carry out the will of Congress and not the will of the
Budget or the President.
I am orry to see a man who has alway been a valiant
:fighter for the will of Congress and the will of the people surrender to a Budget officer and the President in their attempt
to nullify the expres ed will of the Senate and House.
Mr. HARRISON. Thi · i one of the few times when the
Director of the Budget and the Presitlent and my elf agree on
a proposition. [Laughter.]
Mr. SWANSON. Both trying to nullify the will of Congress.
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1\Ir. HARRISON. No; it is the Senate Committee on Appro~
prlations that is trying to veto the suggestions of the Director
of the Budget and the will of Congress.
Let us not be misled about this proposition. It is too plain.
Here is 1\fr. Lord's estimate. He says:

...

Construction and machinery: For an additional amount on account
of bulls and outfits of vessels and machinery of vessels heretofo1·e authorized, $5,800,000, to remain available until expended.

l\Ir. NORRIS. Whose estimate did the Senator say that is?
1.\Ir. HARRISON. This i General Lord's estimate, transmitted by the President. The amount is $5,800,000, increasing
the $22,750,000 carried in the Hou ·e bill to $28,550,000 here.
He recommends that increase ; but the Committee on Appropriations lops off $500,000 of the increase sugge ted by the Director
of the Budget and the President on account of hulls and outfits
of vessels and machinery of vessels and applies it to the construction of the second five vessels carried in the naval bill.
We can make this appropriation. I h'now what the sentiment of the Senate is; they are going to pas it; but when we
vote for it let us know that we are not carrying out the act.
If we did, we would make the appropriation as carried here
for these :fii t :fiye vessels, and we would wait until the next
regular session of the Congress, when we will have before us another appropriation bill which will come on for consideration
about tlle same relative time in 1930 that this has come before
us in this naval appropriation bill. We will ha"\"e as loug then
to provide the money for the second five, during that particular
year, as we have now for pro·\ 'fding the money for these first
five vessels for 1929, and we will then proceed in an orderly
way. I shall vote for the amendment offered by the Senator
from Utah [l\1r. KING].
Mr. CARAWAY. l\Ir. Pre ·ident, I am exceedingly fond of
my good friend from Virginia [:Mr. SwANSON], the ranking
Democratic member of the Committee on Naval Affairs, and I
am not much concerned about the provisions of the bill. I wisll
to say, l\Ir. President, that nobody is being fooled except the
Senators who are fooling themselves when they think they are
fooling somebody else. That is the only thing I object to.
I say, with much hesitancy, it is a little bit of sharp practice.
It is a de 'ire to outwit the admini tration ; and I regret to see
my friend, who says he is drunk on both enthusiasm and
de ire-Mr. GLASS. And po,ver.
Mr. CARAWAY. And power; and, as my friend from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGs] suggests from his seat, that is a mixed
drink, and I should say he was an authority on that and he
ought to know.
Seriously speaking, it may be that you can not trust th~.:•
President or the President elect. I recall going over the country
and advising the people that I thought that was the fact, but I
had not expected so early to have confirmation of my prediction
here in the Senate ; to hear the chairman of one of the great
committees say, "We can not trust the President now in power
to carry out the expressed will of the Congres ·, although he
signed the bill," and "we can not trust the incoming President to
carry out the law of the land and can not trust him to protect
the interest of this country. Therefore we must indulge in
sharp practice to avoid a disa ter that is to overtake the country
because the President has not either the foresight or the
patrioti m to carry out the law of the land."
1\fr. HALE. Will the Senator tell me what he means by
" sharp practice "?
Mr. CARAWAY. When the Senator gets sober from too
much indulgence in power he will know what I mean br that
without my telling him. That is such a common expres ion
that qne coming from New England certainly must know what
it means.
I am not falling out with the Senator from Maine now.
What I am trying to say is-and I ·ay it eriously-that you say
that he who is now President and he who is to succeed him can
not be trusted to look after the defenses of this country, and
that we must--oh, I will avoid the word the meaning of which
the Senator did not know-that we must write into this bill a
subterfuge in order to protect the country against the President
and the President to be. That is all I object to.
Mr. TRAMMELL. Mr. President, I am a member of the Committee on Naval Affairs, although I did not take an active part
in connection with the framing of this appropriation bill. I
would not support any legislation that would contemplate a
defeat of the cruiser bill. On the other hand, I uo not care to
support legislation which contemplates a hastening of the
action provided in the cruiser bill.
As I see it, the amendment under cliscu8 ·ion is ab olutely
unnecessary in order for us to comply with tbe provision. of
the law in regard to the appropriation. Under the law we are
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to undertake the construction of five cruisers prior to the
expiration of the fiscal year 1929. ~e are t hen to "';1-nd~rtake
the construction of five additional crmsers by the expiratiOn of
the fiscal year 1930.
As has been stated, Congress will convene in December and
we will have every opportunity to make appropriations for the
second five cruisers in December, J"anuary, and February that
we would have at the present time, and I am unable to see w~y
we should make an appropriation at this time for the 10 Cl'lllSers, when the purpose and object of the law was that we should
undertake only 5 crui ers each fiscal year.
Under this appropriation act we provide at least a part of
the appropriation for 10 cruisers during a period of ~me year.
While I supported the bill providing for the ~5 crmsers ~mel
opposed all amendments that would interfere with such pohcy,
I do not see any particular reason, and there is no re~son, why
we should make appropriations for the second five cruisers now.
In the ordinary conduct of affairs, Congress would take up ~hat
item when we met in December, and make th e appropnatwns
for the second five at the next ses ion of Congre s.
Mr. HALE. Mr. President, does the Senator think-Mr. TRAMMELL. I think that the whole object and purp?se
of it is to hasten the matter, and hasten it in a manner w~1ch
was not contemplated by many of us who supported the crmser
bill providing for the 15 cruisers. A defeat of this ame~dment,
would, as I ee it, in no wise interfere with the carrymg out
of the law that was enacted by Congress, and I hope the amendment will be defeated.
Mr. Sl\IITH. l\Ir. Pr(:'Sident, I want to a sk the chairman of
the Committee on Naval Affairs a question in my time.
The appropriations for the fiscal year 1930 become effective
on the 1st day of July, 1929, do they not?
Mr. HALE. That is quite right.
1.\fr. SMITH. Congress is supposed to make appropriations
for the fiscal year beginning the 1st of J"uly, 1929, which will
be expended in 1930.
Mr. HALE. That is quite right.
l\Ir. SMITH. A little more than half of the fiscal year has
now passed-this being February-and this is the first time a
naval appropriation bill has come up, and that is why we must
appropriate now.
Mr. HALE. That is quite right. If the crui er bill had gone
through in time the appropriation would have been in the appropriation bill for the current year.
Mr. S::\.UTH. Therefore, we are apparently making two appropriations in one fiscal year when we are not. We are carrying out the regular order that Congress always observes of
appropriating at the 1929 ession for the fi cal year that
begins the 1st of the following July.
l\Ir. HALE. That is right; and the appropriation of the
$200,000 that we are appropriating for this year is an unusual
procedure that we have to follow, because it is the only way to
get it in before 1930.
Mr. SMITH. I thought that was the situation.
Tbe VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
amendment, offered by the Senator from Utah [Mr. KrNG] to
the committee amendment. The clerk will state the amendment.
The CHIEF Cr.ERK. On page 45, line 8, after the word 'available," to insert the words "aftel' January 1, 1930," so that it
will read, "of which $500,000 shall be available after January
1, 1930, toward the construction," and so forth.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
amendment to the amendment.
The amendment to the amendment was rejected.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
committee amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the next
amendment.

The next amendment was, on page 45, line 16, after the word
"expended," to insert a colon and the following proyiso:
Provided, That appropriations contained in this act on account of
"Increase of the Navy" shall be immediately available, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, for the employment of such clerks,
draftsmen, and technical employees as may be required at navy yards,
in field-inspection offices, and in the Navy Department in the District
of Columbia, for the preparation of plans and the work of inspecting
and constructing ve sels building, such employees to be in addition to
those otherwise provided for·.
Mr. HALE. Mr. Pre ·ident, to perfect that amendment, I
offer the following.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 45, line 17, after the word
" Navy," insert the following:
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Except the amount ot $500,000 made available toward the construction
of the second five light cruisers authorized by the act approved February 13, 1929.
The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
The amendment as amended was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 46, line 3, after the word
"expended," strike out "$12,000,000" and insert "$18,000,000,
of which $200,000 shall be immediately available toward the
construction of the first five light cruisers, the construction of
which is authorized by the act approved February 13, 1929,
to be undertaken during the fi...,cal year 1929: Provided, That of
the total amount hereby appropriated a sum not exceeding
$200,000 may be expended for additional machinery and equipment at ordnance establishments," so as to read :
Armor, armament, and ammunition: Toward the armor, armament,
and ammunition for vessels heretofore u.uthorized, to remain available
until expended, $18,000,000, of which $200,000 shall be immediately
available toward the construction of the first fi>e light cruisers, the
construction of which is authorized by the act approved February 13,
1929, to be undertaken during the fiscal year 1929: Pt·ovided, That of
the total amount hereby appropriated a sum not exceeding $200,000
may be expended for additional machinery and equipment at ordnance
establi hments.
The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 46, after line 11, to
insert:
Impr oving and equipping navy yards for constructJon of ships :
Toward providing and ·reconditioning building ways and providing addition.a.l equipment and facilities at navy yards and ordnance establishments necessary for the construction :rnd equipment of ships, $570,000,
to be immediately av.ailable, and in addition the Secretary of the Navy,
upon approval by the Pt·esident, is authorized to enter into obligations
for this purpose, amounting in the aggregate not to exceed $1,725,000.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HALE. Mr. Pre-sident, I ha"\""e two amendme-nts which I
was instructed by the committee to offer from the floor .
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the first amendment.
The CHIEF CERK. On page 47, line 25, after the word
"plant," to insert a semicolon and the following :
and that no part of the moneys herein appropriated for the Naval Establi hment or herein made available therefor shall be used or expended
under contracts hereafter made for the repair, purchase, or acquirement,
by or from any private contractor, of any naval vessel, machinery,
article, or articles iliat at the time of the proposed repair, purchase, or
acquirement can be repaired, manufactured, or produced in each . or ~ny
of the Government navy yards or arsenals of the United States, when
time and facilities permit, and when, in the judgment of the Secretary
of the Navy, such repair, purchase, acquirement, or production would
not involve an appreciable increase in cost to the Government : Provided,
Thu.t nothing herein shall be construed as altering or r epealing the provi. o in section 1 of the act to authorize the construction of certain naval
ve. sels approved February 13, 1929, which provides that the first and
each succeeding alternate cruiser upon which work is undertaken, together with the main engine, armor, and armament, shall be constructed
or manufaCtured in the Governmen t navy yards, naval gun factories,
naval ordnance plants, or arsenals of the United States except such material or parts as are customarily manufactu red in such Government
plants.
Mr. HALE. This is simply the ordinary labor amendment
that we have had in appropriation bil1s for the last four years.
Added to it is a proYiso that nothing in it shall in any way
interfere with the provisions of the cruiser law.
Mr. McKELLAR. Is the language the same?
Mr. HALE. The language is the same with one exception
which I am going to add, where a few w ords were left out in
the House and which I will ask to have reinserted.
Mr. KING . 1\Ir. President, I would like to a sk the Senator
fi·om · Maine a ques tion. If this measure is not in conflict with
the cruiser law, what nece sity is there for attempting to declare
in the amendment offered that it is not to be in contravention
of the provisions of that law?
l\Ir. HALE. There was some question whether under the
terms of the amendment, if it was found to cost more to build
ships in the navy yards than to build them by private contract, ·
it might ha"\""e barred their building in the navy yards, and this
simply provides that in any event those which are provided for
in the cruiser law the first and each alternate cruiser shall be
built in the navy yards.
Mr. BRA'l"'TON. l\Ir. President, will the Senator from l\Iaine
yield to enable me to make an additional observation regarding
the matter to which he is . now addressing himself?
l\lr. HALE. I gladly yield.
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Mr. BRATTON. In further answer to the inquiry propounded
by the Senator from Utah, the cruiser law provides that the first
and each alternate ship thereafter shall be built ·in the navy
yards. The provisions of that bill are mandatory in that regard:
The amendment now proposed to the appropriation bill provides
that as to the other ships preference shall be given to the navy
yard , but as to the first and each alternate ship the mandatory
provision contained in the cruiser law shall be carried out. It
is to obviate a possible repeal by implication that the . special
language was inserted in the appropriation bill. It was thought
by ·orne of us that this being a later act and carrying merely
the preference provision ordinarily inserted in appropriation
bills, it might repeal by implication the mandatory provision of
the auth01ization act, so we inserted this language in order to
obviate any possible conflict.
Mr. HALE. The second part of the amendment was inserted
at the request of the Senator from New 1\Iexico, and I think is
an excellent provision.
Mr. GLASS. Mr. President, does that make it possible to
award them all to navy yards and none of them to private conti·actors?
1\Ir. HALE. I think that might be remotely possible, but I
believe there is no chance of its being done. ·In the first place,
'"'e have not existing facilities enough to construct them all in
the navy yards.
Mr. SWANSON. The eight cruisers are being built now.
1\Ir. HALE. Yes.
1\Ir. SWANSON. Consequently there is nothing to apply to
those. Five of them are being built in private yards and three
in navy yards. The only cruisers to be built, unless we have a
submarine under the old authorization, would be those provided for in this bill. This carries out the cruiser law and does
not modify or change it in any respect.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, I would like to ask the Senator if
the amendment which is ju t offered, the entire meaning of
which I did not catch because of the confusion, deals only with
ships which are now in process of construction and the 15
cruisers authorized in the cruiser bill?
1\Ir. HALE. It deals with the appropriations that come under
this bill and it applies to the cruisers now under construction
and those stl!-rted jn this bill, and also to the three submarines
which are started under the provisions of the bill.
Mr. KING. This bill authorizes the repair of ships. Does
the amendment which the Senator offers preclude the Government having repairs made upon war vessels other than in navy
yards owned by the GoYernment?
Mr. HALE. The repairs on all war vessels are made in the
navy yards of the country. I do not think this affects that
question one way or the other. It simply provides that where
the work can be done in a navy yard at a price not appreciably more than outside parties would charge, it must be done
in the navy yards.
Mr. KING. Does the amendment seek to inaugurate a
policy different from that which now prevails in that regard?
Mr. HALE. It does not change what we have had under
existing conditions for the last four or five years. The only
change is in regard to the 15 cruisers where it is provided that
the terms of the cruiser law shall be complied with.
Mr. SWANSON. It does not change the law at all. It does
not make the slightest change at all in existing law.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
amendment submitted by the Senator from Maine in behalf of
the committee.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HALE. I have a further amendment which I send to
the desk and which I have been insh·ucted by the committee
to offer.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 54, after line 12, insert as a new
paragraph the following:
To enable the Secretary of the Navy to adjust the rates of pay of
the drafting group in the field services of the Naval Establishment so
as to be comparable with the increased rates of pay allowed other
· employees in the field service under the amended wage schedule of August 1, 1928, $154,000: Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury
shall transfer from this appropriation to the appropriations under which
the members of the drafting group are employed such sums as the Secretary of the Navy may certify as being required to meet the increased
cost under each such appropriation.
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Mr. HALE. No; I think they ask for a ·larger amount. This
is what the department recommended that they considered a
fair adjustment. .
Mr. DILL. How much of an increase will this provide?
Mr. HALE. It provides $154,000.
Mr. DILL. I mean how much of an increase to each man?
Mr. HALE . . The increases will run from $66 to $394 a year.
Mr. GLASS. Mr. President, may I say to the Senator from
Washington that it is not entirely satisfactory to the field men,
but- it was the best that could be gotten by those of us who
spoke in behalf of the field men.
Mr. DILL. I know the Senator from Virginia spoke for them
and I am inclined t;.o go along with his sugge t ion.
1\fr. GLASS. I think it is about time to meet their situation
even more than this does, but it is the best we can do at this
tima

-

Mr. SWANSON. Mr. President, it will take two or three
years at this rate to get their wages to equal those paid other
employees performing like services. I think it is the best we
could get and so we accepted it.
Mr. DILL. What does the Senator mean when he says the
best he could get?
Mr. SWANSON. There was a dispute down at the department in connection with the question of whether they ought to
go u~der the Welch ~ct or not, and whether they should be
advanced from one grade to another. Mr. GLASS. It was the-best we could get, because they have
been so long and so pointedly discriminated against that to put
them now on comparable te:.:ms with persons doing like work
here in the District would involve an appropriation so large as
perhaps to interfere with the Executive's financial policy. To
a void any question, those of us who speak for those men
accepted this as the best we could get under the circumstances.
Mt. DILL. Mr. President, I appreciate the position of those
on the committee who have been working for the employees -in
question. I want to say in this connection that the action ·o f
the wage board in allocating some of the clerks, particularly in
the navy yard at Bremerton, in my own State, to an 8-hou.t·
day where they had been previously working a 7-hour day, with
practically no increase in wages, is a step that certainly should
be prevented in future legislation. I shall not offer any amendment or legislation at this time, but I think that the action of
the Secretary of the Navy in supporting the allocation of employees as it was made by the last wage boa~d, compelling them
to work eight hours a day at the same wage they had bE:'en
getting for seven hours a day, is indefensible. I think it is a
meting out of punishment to those employees against whose
records there is no objection whatsoever. 'Vhile the number
affected is small, yet to them individually it is extremely important. I hope that the policy will not be enlarged upon by
the Navy Department in the future.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on ag1-eeing to the
amendment submitted by the Senator from Maine.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HALE. I have another amendment which I now send to
the desk and offer.
The VICE PRESIDENT. - The amendment will t>e stated.
The CHmF CLERK. On page 47, line 21, after the word
" thereof," insert the words " or of the movements of any such
employee while engaged upon such work," so as to make the
sentence read :
No part of the appropriations made in this act shall be available for
the salary or pay of any officer, manager, superintendent, foreman, or
other person or persons having charge of the work of any employee or
the United States Government wWle making or causing to be made with
a stop watch or other time-measuring device a time study of any job
of any such employee between the starting and completion thereof, or
of the movements of any such employee while engaged upon such work.

Mr. KING. Mr. P1·esident, may I ask the Senator ft·om Maine
what is the purpose of the amendment?
1\Ir. HALE. It simply provides what was in the bill the last
time. It was stricken out in the House on a point of order.
Mr. KING. Upon examining the text I understand the pur.
pose of the amendment, and I have no objection to it.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
:Mr. BROUSSARD. Mr. President, I desire to offer my amendment, which is lying on the table.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 48, line 24, strike out the numerals
" $17 4,380" and in lieu thereof insert " $178,560," so as to make
the paragraph read :

Mr. DILL. l\1r. President, is this the amendment which affects the employees in the navy yards and Naval Establishn;tent
outside of the District of Columbia?
·
1\Ir. HALE. Yes ; the draftsmen.
Naval Observatory, including $2,500 for pay of computers on piecework
Mr. DILL. Is the amendment satisfactory to those who pro·
in preparing for publication the American Ephemeris and Nautical
wsed it?

)
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Almanac and in improving the tables of the planets, moon, and stars,
$178,560.

Mr. BROUSSARD. Mr. President, this is an item affecting
the Naval Ob ~ervatory employees. I brought this matter before
the committee and called their attention to the fact · that the
ob ·enatory had made an estimate of $177,320, and that the
estimate was approved by the budget officer of the Navy Department. When it reached the Director of the Budget there was
stricken from the total the sum of $4,140, which was an item
intended to raise the salaries of 26 employees of that bureau
whose salaries are >ery much below the average salaries of
people in their grade. In fact, it was stated that this amount
would cover only 50 per cent of the actual sum necessary to
bring these employees, who number 26, to the average of the
grades in their employment. At the time I submitted this ~atter
I got the impression-! do not want to speak for the committeethat the committee favored it. The chairman of the committee
made inquiry at the Navy Department, and we were told that
an amendment adopted in the House-which, of course, was
subsequent to the time that the Director of the Budget had
acted-would take care of these employees. That amendment,
which is. found on page 50, reads as follows :
Wberr specifically approved by the Secretary of the Navy, transfers
may be maqe between the app~opriations in this ac~ under the respective jurisdiction of any bureau, office, board, or corps, in order to meet
increases in compensation resulting from the reallocation by the Personn'cl Classification Board of positions under any such organization
unit. Any "s uch transfers shall be 'reported to · Congress in the annual
Budget.

At the time the chairman read the amendment to the co.mmittee I disagreed with him, because it would seem to me that
if that amendment took care of those employees the Navy
Department would not have approved its application. So yesterday, Mr. President, I wrote to the Chief of the Naval Operations, · and, in order that the RECORD may show the whole transaction, I ask that my letter to Rear Admiral Leigh, Chief of the
Bureau of Navigation, be printed without reading.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The letter is as follows :
FEBRUARY

Rear Admiral

RICHARD

H. LEIGH,

Chief Bureau of Nav igation, Washington, D. C.

21, 1929.
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was my impression that a majority of the committee were in sympa thy
with my efforts to try to increase this item, but desisted when we were
told the amendment of the House took care of the situation.
Thanking you for an immediate reply, I am,
Yours very truly,
EDWIN

S.

BROUSSARD.

1\Ir. BROUSSARD. I now wish to read the letter in response
to the one I wrote to Rear Admiral Leigh.
Mr. HALE. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator from Louisiana
yield to me?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Louisiana
yield to the Senator from Maine?
:Mr. BROUSSARD. Certainly.
l\Ir. HALE. I have taken this matter up with the Navy Department, and I find the department mentioned it in their recommendation to the Budget, but the Budget turned it down. I am
perfectly willing to accept the amendment, so far as I am concerned, and take it to conference, but I can tell the Senator that
it is doubtful what the result will be.
Mr. BROUSSARD. I should like very much for the Senate
to be made acquainted with this letter, and I want it in the
RECORD because the House has not adopted this amendment and
I should like to have this evidence made available. The letter,
amongst other things, states that the provision of the House
bill does not apply to these employees. The letter reads as
follows:
FEBRUARY

Hon.

EDWIN

S.

21, 1929.

BROUSSARD,

United .States Sena.tor.

MY DEAR SENATOR: I have received your letter of February 21, 1929,
with reference to the salaries under the Naval Observatory in connection with the naval appropriation bill, which you state will come up for
consideration to-day.
The amount originally asked for by the Naval Observatory and
approved by the Navy Department was $177,320, and the Director of
the Bureau of the Budget sent in the estimate for $173,180, or $4,140
less than the Ob ervatory felt it needed. Subsequent to the submission
of the estimate the attention of the Bureau of the Budget was called
to the fact that increases had been alloweu by the Personnel Classification Board which further increased the Observatory's obligation by'
$1,200. This item was accepted by the Bureau of the Budget and the
Committee on appropriations of the House, and the bill as it came out
of the committee provided for $174,380 for salaries, Naval Observatory.
This amount still does not take care of the increases desired which
amount to $4,140 and brings the total figure needed to $178,520, which
represents the addition of t he $4,140 to the figure finall y allowed by the
House.
It is this bureau's understanding that the amendment referred to in
your letter is merely to meet increases in compensation resulting fr om
reallocation of positions by the Personnel Classification Board in 1930
and is not applicable to the cases you have i.n mind to be covered by the
$4,140.
Sincerely yours,
T. R. KunTZ, A cting.

1\fy DEAR ADMIRAL LEIGH: You will recall that when the naval appropriation bill was before the Appropriations Committee I made certain
inquiries of Admiral McVay concerning salaries paid the employees of
the Naval Observatory, and I was told you had this information, which
could be given later when you testified.
When before the committee your testimony was first directed to such
changes as had been made in the House and to such amendments as
were pending before the committee. Before I had an opportunity of
taking this up and bringing out the facts the chairman of the committee
was informed by the department that an amendment was added in the
House, reading as follows :
" When specifically approved by the Secretary of the Navy, transfers
In >iew of the fact that the chairman of the committee has
may be made between the appropriations in this act under the respective
jurisdiction of any bureau, office, board, or corps, in order to meet in- accepted the amendment, I shall not speak longer upon it.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
crease in compensation resulting from the reallocation by the Personnel
Clas · ification Board of positions under any such organization unit. Any amendment of the Senator from Louisiana.
The amendment was agreed to.
such transfers shall be r eported to Congress in the annual Budget"Mr. DILL. l\fr. President, I have an amendment at the desk
met this case and would enable these employees to be care~ for. I am
advised that this amendment, above quoted, adopted in the House does which I now· offer and desire that it may be read.
The VICE PRESIDENT. 1.'he amendment proposed by the
not cover the cases estimated for these employees, because the additional amount requested was not to take care of employees promoted Senator from Washington will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERic On page 44, at the end of line 19, it is profrom one grade to another, but had been proposed to raise the average
of these employees nearer the average of their grades, and that even the posed to add the following proYiso:
amount a sked was only 50 per cent of the amount necessary to bring
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used t o ma inthem up to the average of their grades.
tain marines in Nicaragua or to transport marines to anrl from
Nicaragua.
The amoll!lt asked in addition to that allowed by the director of the
bureau was $4,140. I am informed that the Naval Observatc;>ry estiMr. DILL. Mr. President, I shall speak but briefly on the
~ a te was $177,320, and that this amount had been allowed by the budget
amendment; but I want to remind the Senate that a year ago
officer of the Navy Department, but disallowed by the Director of the while the naval appropriation bill was here under consideraBudget.
tion when a similar amendment was offered great emphasis
~·h e naval appropriation bill comes up for consideration to-day, and
was placed upon the fact that an agreement had been made
ina smucb. as my present understanding is that we were misinformed as through Mr. Stimson that the marines would be kept in Nicato t his matter, I would like for you to write me immediately as a member ragua in order to supervise the election which w.as to be held
of the .Appropriations Committee whether the Naval Observatory esti- there last fall. That election has been held ; the new President
ma ted the amount above stated and whether your department allowed this of Nicaragua is in charge; and yet we see no signs whatever of
estimate. And, further, whether the amendment adopted in the House withdrawing the marines; in fact, we are occasionally treated
and quoted herein at the beginning of my letter would enable justice to to an announcement in the newspapers that some American boy
be done in remedying in part the comparatively low salaries paid to the in Nicaragua has been killed or wounded. Only this morning
employees of the Naval Observatory.
I read in a morning newspaper a statement to the effect that
I would consider it a special favor if you would write me at the new airport fields in Nicaragua are to be named after dead
once, as I may need this information at any time. I may add that it aviators of the Amet:ican marines. Think ~hat a beautiful
LXX--255
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Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. Pre ident, I have great ·ympathy for
memory it will be to the Nicaraguan people to be reminded in the amendment of the Senator from Washington ; I think some
future years py the names of the landing fields iJ?- their countr.y such amendment ought to be adopted ; but I hope he will accept
of the marines who have been among them shooting do~vn. th.err the language suggested by the Senator from New Mexico.
comrades from time to time! I quote from a newspaper cllppmg
Mr. DILL. I am willing to accept it, although I think that
as follows:
the Marine Corps officers, and the President, if he sD desired,
Five landing fields in Nicaragua have been given the surnames of might take advantage of it to keep the marines there; but, in
four marine aviators who lost their lives in service there during the order that there may be no question about the vote of the Senlast 18 months and one honoring Capt. R. J. Archibald killed at Lang- ate on the proposal to withdraw the marines, I am willing to
ley Field, Va.,' last November, who selected the 12 landing fields in accept the amendment.
1\Ir. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I now wish to submit a few
Nicaragua.
.
.
The fields named are Archibald Field, .Managua, for Ca.ptam Archi- remarks. Senator can discuss the other pha es of the subject
bald, of Wheeling; W. Va.; Byrd Field, Puerto Cabezas, in ~onor of after I am through.
Capt. w. C. Byrd, Greenwood, S. C., killed at Estell when his plane
The resolution referred to by the Senator from Washington
collided with a buzzard ; Thomas Field, Ocotal, honoring Lieut. E. A. is one which was submitted by me months and months ago, ~ut
Thomas, Richmond, va., killed in action against insurgents in a forced no action has been taken by the Senate upon it. The suggestion
landing at Sepo lla Ridge; Dowdell Field, Apali, for Sergt. F. E. Dow- has been made from time to time that the marines would be
dell, Carbondale, Ill., killed under similar circumstances; and Frankforter kept in Nicaragua until after the election there. As the Senator
Field, · Esteli, for Pvt. R. A. Frankforter, Quantico, Va.., killed in the from Washington has correctly stated the election is over, and
crash with Captain Byrd.
there is no excuse now, so far as I can see, for keeping the
The rule of the American marines continues in a foreign marines down there any longer, unless we are going to adopt
an imperial policy and send our troops out to police . various
land.
·
l\Iore than 20 year ago President Roosevelt induce_d th.e Cen- nations of the earth, to clean up their governments for them,
tral American Republics to join in a treaty by which 1t was to quell rebellion, and to permit one 'o r the other of the belligeragreed that none of them would interfere in the civil wars of ent parties, those on whichever side we may take, to retire, as
their neighbors by taking sides either with the government or was done in this instance, from the battle field, where there is
ag!lin t the government. Within tw~ or three y~ars after that danger and death, and put our troops in peril in their stead.
agreement was entered into the Umted States 1t~elf took ad- That is what we did in Nicaragua. It is a bloody chapter, Senavantage contrary to what it bad induced the countries of Central tors, in the history of this Government. The soldiers of Diaz
Americ~ not to do, of an opportunity to interfere on the side retired from the field.
They were no longer out in the mountain fa tnesses and in
of one of the parties making trouble in Nicaragua. Our ~ecord
in Nicai·agua from that time until now has been ~ senes. of the dangerous places, meeting the enemy in the open, and being
untenable and indefen ible actions. After the elect10n, which shot down. It was our troops that endured that danger and
wa. heid under our own auspice , with which certainly we ought went down to death, many of them, while engaged in that
·
to be atisfied, and with which the people of NicaraguR: ought to character of warfare.
I think we have done enough for Nicaragua. We have gone
be sati~fied it seell.l'S to me the marines could be mthdrawn.
down
the:t·e
and
kept
our
marines
there
at great expense, and
The aruend~ent doe not propo e to rush them out in 30 days or
40 days, but allows them to be retain~d in Nicaragua until the many of them have died in the conflict. We have stayed, now,
1st of July, when it will become effective. When at l~st a gov- until they have set up a stable government. They have had
ernment has been established in Nicaragua by the w1ll of the an election. There is no reason for keeping them there any
people at an election honestly held and against which no com- longer. The Senate owes it to the fathers and mothers of
plaint has been made by anybody, it eems to me. that it is not America whose boys are ·down there now to bring them back
an unreasonable proposal that the marines shall be withdrawn, home and let them live under the flag in peace, instead of holdas this amendment would compel them to be withdrawn, by the ing them there to carry on somebody's government in a foreign
CDuntry.
1st of July.
Those people have their Government now. They have elected
Mr. HEFLIN obtained the floor.
their Prt>sident, and apparently they are getting along very
l\Ir. BRATTON. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Alabama well. I am in favor of the amendment of the Senator from
Washington [1\Il·. DILL]. If such an emergency arises as the
yield to the Senator from New Mexico?
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. BRATTON] has uggested, his
l\Ir. HEF'LIN. I yield to the Senator from New Mexico.
1\fr. BRATTON. I merely desire to ask the Senator from amendment does not keep the President from ending maWashington a question. I have previously expressed myself as rines back. The President bas the power now, if he ever had
being entirely out of ympathy with the policy of maintaining it in the outset, to send them down there; and the fact that
indefinitely American marines in Nicaragua. I do not think the we are withdrawing the e marines no~ would not preclude
occurrences prior to this time justify keeping the marines there the President from sending mal'ines there again if a situation
hould arise that demanded it in the protection of American
hereafter; but the question I desire to direct to the Senator from
Washington is this: Suppo e durillg the life of this appropria- rights and interests. If any emergency should arise, we .will be
tion bill new circum tances should ari e which would obligate here in extra session from about the lOth of April until the 1st
our Government to send marines to Nicaragua in order to pro- of July, and we can provide by act of Congres for any emertect the lives and property of Americans there-that is to say, gency.
1\ir. BORAH. l\Ir. President-an emergency enjoining the duty upon the Government to pro1\Ir. HEFLIN. I yield to the Senator from Idaho.
teet our people as to life and pToperty-does the Senator think
Mr. BORAH. What is the amendment now, since it has
the amendment .is broad enough to take away that power and
make it impossible for the Government to discharge that well- been modified?
Mr. BRATTON. 1\Ir. President-recognized duty in an emergency of that kind? If so, does he
1.\Ir. HEFLIN. I shall be glad to have the Senator fl:om
think it is wise for us to go that far?
Mr. DILL. It may be that my amendment is a little too New Mexico read his amendment.
Mr. BRATTON. The amendment now reads as follows:
broad in that it provides that the marines shall not be mainp,·ovided, That no part of this appropriation shall be u:ed to maintained there. l\Iy purpo e, of course, is to compel ~e withdrawal of the marines and also to prevent their again being tain marines in Nicaragua or to tran port marines to or from Nicamgua
sent to Nicaragua and kept there unless American lives shall except in cases of emergency arising hereafter endangering life or
actually be in danger. The fact of the matter is that the only property, or both, of American citizens.
American lives that were in danger when the marines were sent
Mr. CARAWAY. How are they to come home if we prevent
to Nicaragua the last time were those of the American marines their being transported from Nicaragua?
themselves who were sent there. There were not over two
Mr. HEFLIN. I do not see any necessity of preventing them
Americans who were iu danger in the beginning.
from being transported from Nicaragua.
1\fr. BRATTON. The Senator and I are in accord on the
Mr. DILL. They must be brought home before the 1st of
principle involved. Let me suggest to him the wisdom of add- July.
ing to his amendment langu~ge substantially to this effect:
Mr. HEFLIN. I do not see any necessity for putting in there
Except in case of. an emeJ.·gency occurring hereafter endangering life a statement that they can not be transported from Nicaragua.
That is what I should like to do. I should like to have them
or property or both of American citizens.
from Nicaragua and then not transported back.
So that the amendment would apply to the present situation, transported
1\Ir. BORAH. I thought the amendment had been changed so
but would not circum cribe the Executive as to circumstances
that that could be done.
transpiring after the approval of the act.
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1\fr. HEFLIN. So that we could bring them out?
Mr. BORAH. Yes.
Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, if the Senator will permit me,
this amendment, if agreed to, as I take it, would require the
Government to bring the marines back before this appro-priation
goes in to effect.
Mr. McKELLAR. It would.
l\Ir. NORRIS. So that it would have the effect of bringing
them out by the "1st of July?
Mr. HEFLIN. Yes. I think that ought to be done.
Mr. BLEASE. Mr. President-Mr. HEFLIN. I yield to the Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. BLEASE. Does not the Senator from Alabama think
we had better leave them o\er there until the Senator from
New Jersey [Mr. EDGE] gets over there with his committee to
look after the Nicaraguan canal?
Mr: HEFLIN. No; I am in favor of the joint resolution of
the Senator from New Jersey. The able Senator from my
State, who was here for a number of years, Senator Morgan,
predicted that the time would come when we would have to
build a Nicaraguan canal and that the Panama Canal would
be out of commission if we did; and I think he was right about
that. I think we ought to have two canals, anyhow, so that if
anybody took possession of one we would have the other.
Mr. DILL. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HEFLIN. I yield.
Mr. DILL. In response to the Senator from South Carollna,
I want to say that the adoption of this amendment would do
more to remove opposition to the joint resolution of the Senator
from New Jersey than any other one thing that could be done
by the Senate.
Mr. HEI1'LIN. I think so, too.
Mr. President, I want to repeat that a fine boy from my
State was killed in this Nicaraguan row. I asked the Government to send his remains home, and they reached home just a
few days ago ; and he has been buried down there in the old
family burying ground in my State. He was killed a year or
more ago. It is time that the Senate was giving serious thought
to such acts as this that we have committed, of going down into
Nicaragua and retiring from the field Diaz and his troops,
removing them from danger, putting our troops out in front,
having them bear all the bnmt of the battle, getting them
killed, spending vast sums of money, setting up a government
for the people of Nicaragua, and then continuing to keep the
marines there. I think we ought to bring them home.
I shall vote for the Senator's amendment.
Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, if Senators will remember the
debate that took place on this subject at the last session of Congre s, last year-Mr. BRATTON. Mr. President, wiU the Senator yield to me
to make a further suggestion?
Mr. NORRIS. I have only 10 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (l\Ir. FEss in the chair). The
Senator declines to yield.
Mr. NORRIS. If Senators will refer to that debate they must,
it seems to me, reach the conclusion thttt every reason given
then for maintaining an army i~ Nicaragua has now disappeared
from the face of the earth.
After that debate had gone on for some time there was practically an agreement one evening, about this time of day, that
would have brought about the unanimous adoption of a modified
· amendment. Next morning, however, when the Senate convened Senators had changed their minds about it, and the
agreement was not carried out.
It was claimed then that while perhaps we had no right to
send our marines down to Nicaragua in the first place, nevertheless we had them there; that since they had been there an
agreement had been made that they should supervise an election;
that an election should be held, and that the American Government, through its marines, would see that an honest election was
held. It was claimed that that agreement had been made "'\Vi.th
these people in Nicaragua, and it was even said that most of the
insurgent army bad surrendered their arms on account of that
agreement, and therefore, e\en though the agreement was contrary to law and made by the President without authority, that
it would be a violation of good faitll for us to take our army
away until that agreement had been fully complied with and
the election held.
Mr. McKELLAR. What excuse has he now?
Mr. NORRIS. The election was held last fall. The new
officials baYe been installed in office. We were told by tbe Government officials that there were only a few bandits left. The
other day I read that the Sandino army had been half captured ; that one marine had captured a bandit, and the other
member of the Sandino ....rmy unfortunately had escaped; and
still we keep our marines there.
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Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for a
question?
Mr. NORRIS. If it is a question; yes.
1\fr. BI::\GHAM. Does the Senator realize that the President
elected was the Liberal, General Moncado, and that he himseif,
being afraid of the Conservatives, requests the retention of the
marines?
1\fr. NORRIS. Is that any reason why we should send our
Army into a foreign country-because some representative of a
political party or a faction asks that they be kept there? If
that is a good reason, then we had better bid good-bye to international law, and say to the world, "Whoever wants our Army,
ask for it; we will send it over to you and run your government
for you."
As a matter of fact, 1\fr. President, we went to Nicaragua and
established a government. We made an agreement with ourselves, in the first place, that we would supervise this election,
and we have been there ever ince. ·we went in there, I think,
without any authority. We stayed there without any authority.
We held an election without any authority in a foreign land at
the point of the bayonet. We would not stand for holding that
kind of an election here in our own country, under our own flag,
and at the expense of the American taxpayer. It is such conduct as this that has brought us into disrepute and made all
the nations south of the Rio Grande suspicious of our actions.
Having made an agreement to hold an election, having practically a unanimous understanding here that when the election
was held we would take away our Army; the election has been
held, months have passed, we read in the paper every few days
of the bandit army being exterminated, and still our Army is
there.
I do not see any excuse for it; and if somebody who is elected
President wants the marines to stay, that is not any reason why
they should stay. Has the administration been fair with the
country? Have we heard of all the accidents and the deaths
of our own men that have been brought about on account of this
foreign war? Have we ever been told of the hundreds of women
and children and men-unarmed men, ul.Ulrmed women, unarmed
children-who have been killed by bombs dropped from the air
by our forces? Do we know half of the truth now? And yet
our Army still stays in Nicaragua.
Mr. President, it seems to me no reasonable excuse can be
given why they should stay there any longer. If the President
wants to keep an army in a foreign country it is his duty, as I
look at it, to communicate official1y with Congress, set forth the
facts, give the reasons why in his judgment an army should
be maintained permanently in a foreign country, and then let
Congress pass on it; let the lawmaking body decide whether the
money that is wrung from the American people by taxation shall
be used for the purpose of carrying on war in a foreign country
under a different name than war.
Why is it that \Ve have not been told why the Army stays in
Nicaragua? Why is it that the A!'mY is still there? Why are
we not entitled to official notice and information as to the
judgment of those who are responsible, giving the reasons why
they think the Army ought to remain? Who is it that should
decide whether "''~"e shall maintain a standing army in a foreign
country against the will and the wish and without the consent
of the real people of that country, or even with their consent?
Who is going to advocate as a proposition of international law
that the President, without any act of Congress unde~ our Constitution, can keep a standing army in a foreign country even
with the consent of the officials whom as a matter of fact we
have elevated to office?
l\ir. BINGHAM. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. NORRIS. Yes.
Mr. BINGHAM. Just what does the Senator mean by "we
have elevated to office"?
Mr. NORRIS. I said a minute ago that as a matter of fact
we established a government in Nicaragua at the point of the
bayonet. Then we made an agreement with the Government.
We did that when we agreed to the last treaty with the Government of Nicaragua, and we maintained that Government and
kept it in power by our soldiers.
That is what I mean, that we established the Government.
This GoYernment which is now in power in Nicaragua is in
power, I understand, by virtue of the election that has been
held, which we supervised, and it was said then, " Everybody
wants us to bold fuat election; both sides have agreed; only a
few bandits oppose it." And it has been reported that there
hav-e been killed four or five times the number they were supposed to have. Both sides wanted us to hold the election so
that it would be fair. It is said now that we held it and that
it was fair. I presume that is true. I have no evidence to the
coutrar;r, and we can assume that it was fair. So under the
theory of tl!ose who wB;nted to keep our Army there, everything
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We have had an honest election. We have installed the people who were elected to office.
Then what is the use of our Army down there?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time of the Senator from
Nebraska hn expired.
Mr. BRUCE. Mr. President, I do not know a clearer case
than this for the application of the Turkish saying, "The dog
barks; the caravan passes." It was only a few months ago
tllat the very Senators who are now advocating this amendment
were decrying in the bitterest language the course of our administration in relation to Nicaragua. What it has done in
Nicaragua fully deserves what I said at that time by way of
commendation of the action of our Government in all such cases.
I said then that there ha ~ not been a case on record for generations in which our country has ever intervened in any fore..ign
land except for the purpose of conferring a lasting blessing
on it.
Wben all that invective was indulged in, of course the election
had not come off in Nicaragua. Now it .has been held. The
action of our Government in refusing to withdraw its marines
at that . time has been completely, triumphantly, incontestably
vindicated. For the :first time in many, many years there has
been a fair election in Nicaragua, an election not tainted by
either fi·aud or violence, an election so fair that both of the
national parties in Nicaragua are satisfied with it, and have so
expressed themse.J ves.
At this very moment our marines, as I understand it, are
remaining in Nicaragua b.ecau. e tbe present Nicaraguan Government, the one chosen at that election, made a request that they
should remain there a little longer.
1\Ir. EDGE. Mr. President-Mr. BRUCE. I yield.
Mr. EDGE. It is my understanding, without having the :figures at hand, that a large proportion of the marines have already
been sent back to this country, and they are being sent back
just as fast as it seems to be proper to return them, in view of
the changed condition of the country.
Mr. BRUCE. I have no doubt that the Government is exercising the same good sense and the same sound di cretion-Mr. DILL. Will the Senator yield?
l\Ir. BRUCE. I am sorry, but my time is limited, and I can
not yield further.
M..r. DILL. The Senator's suggestion was so misleading that
I thought it ought to be replied to. The only marines taken out
were the marines needed on the boats.
l\Ir. EDGE. l\fr. President, I think that is absolutely incorrect.
l\fr. BORAH. The Gove1·nment has taken out about 1,200.
l\Ir. BRUCE. l\fr. PTesident, I have the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maryland
declines to yield.
l\fr. BRUCE. For the purpose of my argument it is immaterial whether marines have left Nicaragua or not. My own
belief is that the executive branch of this Government wil1 not
keep any of them there any longer than is really neces ary for
the accomplishment of what must be done, and when it is a
sensible thing to bring such of our marines as are there back to
this country the executive branch of the Government will bring
them back.
The very success with which our Government has performed
its mission in Nicaragua-the splendid success, the undeniable
success-is made the basis for an a•r gument by the Senator from
Washington [Mr. DILL] that we should bring the marines back
now. "No longer," he says, •• is there any occasion for keeping
them there, because they have had an election-a perfectly fair
election-an election satisfactory to both parties in Nicaragua."
He is citing the succe s with which our Government has executed a part of it task as a reason why it should not be
allowed to perform the balance of its task. What sort of logic
is that?
Mr. DILL. l\fr. President-Mr. BRUCE. I yield.
Mr. DILL. The Senator will recall that I was in favor of
withdrawing the marines a year ago.
Mr. BRUCE. I know the Senator was.
Mr. DILL. And then the Senator and others who agreed
with him gave as the reason why we should not withdraw them
the fact that they were to be there to take charge of an election. Now, when the election has been held-and I never questioned but that they would have an election-now that it has
been held, the Senator bas not any argument.
Mr. BRUCE. I stated also that they should remain there as
long as it was necessary to assure the continuance of the beneficial fruits of that election. Why should the Senator from
Washington be so dissatisfied with the situation when it seems
there is no dissatisfaction on the part of the Nicaraguan people?
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Mr. DILL. I~ dissatisfied because American boys are down
there.
. Mr. BRUCE. The Senator's conception of a soldier is very
different from mine. I would ju t like to know to what better
purposes one of these boys of whom the Senator speaks can be
put as a soldier than that of risking his limbs or hi life in the
cause of his country?
Mr. DILL. Any purpose is better than to be kept there to
allow Americans to exploit Nicaragua and col ct loans by force
of arms . .
Mr. BRUCE. Now the .Senator is leaving his other ground
and taking a different groun-d. The Senator i talking about
these boys as if they were ordinary ·civilians. They are soldiers; and if one of my -sons bad perished in Nicaragua, I
should have been :filled with pride at the thought that an
airport in Nicaragua was to be named after him. We all know
t1!at the idea would never have been considered of naming tho e
rurports ~fter any of our marines who perished in Nicaragua,
exc.ept With the full eonsent of the Govemment, Nicaragua and
of 1~ people,. unless you include among its people this mountain
bandit, Sandino, and a small party of lawless ragamuffins who
follow in his train.
There is a Senator who ·can clear up this whole ltuation wif:!:iout difficulty. If tJ.1e Senator from Idah o (Mr. BoRAH],
the cha~man of the Com~utte~ on Foreign RelaUon , fully in
touch With the present situation, can ay that there is any
reason why we should withdraw the appropriation for this purpose, I for one am rea-dy to vote for this amendment. If he is
not prepared ·to say that to us, then I most as uredly for one
will vote against it.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
amendment offered by the Senator from Washington (Mr. DILL]
which will be reported.
'
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 44. line 19 after the word
"fund," insert a colon and the following p;oviso:
Pq·ovided, That no part of this approp-rintion shall be used to maintain marines in Nicaragua <1r to transport marines to and from Nicaragua, except in cases of ~mergency arising hereafter endangering life or
property, {)r both, <If American citizens.

Mr. NORRIS. I .ask for the yeas and nays.
The yea and nays were ordered, and the Chief Clerk proceeded to call the .roll.
M..r. McKELLAR (when his. name was called). I have a
general _pair with the senior Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
LA FOLLE'I'IE] , who is away on account of illne~ s. I am told
that if present he would vote as I intend to vote, and o I vote
"yea."
Mr. FRAZIER (when 1\Ir. NYE's name was called). My colleague [M.r. NYE] has been called from the Chamber. He is
paired with the junior Senator from New Jersey [Mr. EnWARDS]. If the Senator from No.rth Dakota were pre ent, he
would vote "yea."
Mr. REED of Pennsylvania (when his name .was called). I
transfer my pair with the Senator from Delaware [.1\lr. BAYARD]
to the Se~tor from . New l\Iexico [Mr. LARR.AzoLo] and \Ote.
I vote "n11y."
- The roll call was concluded.
Mr. .JONES. I desire to state that the senior Senator from
Kansas [1\Ir. Cunns] is paired with the ..::enior Senator fi·om
Arkansa [Mr. RoBI~ ON].
I also desire to announce that the senior Senator from 1\Ii.nnesota [Mr. SHIPSTKAD] is necessarily ab ent.
Mr. GERRY. I wish to announce that the senior Senator
from Nevacla [.Mr. PITTMAN] is neces arily detained on official
business.
M.r. OVERMAN. I rise to announce that my colleague [Mr.
SIMMONS] i unavoidably absent. He i paired with the junior
Senator from Ohio [Mr. BURTON].
1\I.r . PHIPPS {after haviug voted in the negative). I transfer
my general pair with the Senator from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE] to
the Senator from Vermont [Mr. GREENE] and let my vote
stall d.

Mr. BLAINE. I de ire to announce that if my colleague (Mr.
LA FoLLETTE] were present and voting, be would vote "yea."
Mr. .JONES. I desh·e to announce the following general
pairs:

The Senator from Rhode Island [1\Ir. METCALF] with the
Senator from Mississippi [Mr. HARBISON] ;
The Senator from New Harup hire [Mr. KEYEs] . with the
Senator from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS];
The Senator from Ma.,..::uchu ett [Mr. GILLETT] with the
Senator from Florida [Mr. FLETCHER] ; and
The Senator from Maine [Mr. GoULD] with the Senator from
New YoTk [Mr. COPELAND].
The result was announced-yeas 38, nays 30, as follows:
I
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1929
Diii
Barkley
Black
Blaine
Blease
Borah
Bra t t on
BL"Ookhart
Capper
Caraway
Bingham
Brous ard
Bruce
Couzens
Deneen
F.dge
Fess
Goff
Baym·d
Bmton
Copeland
Curtis
Dale
Edwards
Fletcher

YEAS- 38
McMaster
Mayfield
Neely
Norris
Overman
Pine
Sheppard
Smith
Steck
Kin~
Stephens
1.\fcll..ellar
NAYS-30
Hale
Oddie
Hastings
Phipps
Hawes
Ransdell
Johnson
Reed, Pa.
Kendrick
Robinson, Ind.
McNary
Sackett
Moses
Schall
Norbeck
Shortridge
NOT VOTIN'G-27
George
Keyes
Gillett
La Follette
Glenn
Larrazolo
Gould
McLean
Greene
Metcalf
Harrison
Nye
Howell
Pittman
Ashurst
Frazier
Gerry
Glass
Harris
Hayden
lleflin
Jones

Swanson
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Okla.
Trammell
Tyson
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, Mont.
Wheeler

Steiwer
Vandenberg
Wagner
Warren
"'' aterman
Watson

Reed, l\Io.
Robinson, Ark.
Shipstead
Simmons
Smoot
Tydings

So l\:Ir. DILL's amendment was agreed to.
1\Ir. HALE. 1\Ir. President, I reserve the right to have a separate \Ote in the Senate on the amendment.
I move that the Senate take a recess until 12 o'clock noon
to-morrow.
The motion was agreed to ; and the Senate (at 6 o'clock and 2
minutes p. m.) took a recess until to-morrow, Satm·day, February 23, 1929, at 12 o'clock meridian.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FRIDAY, F ebruary 9393, 1929
The House met at 12 o'clock noon and was called to order
by l\Ir. TILSON, as Speaker pro temp-ore.
The Chaplain, Rev. James Shera l\Iontgomery, D . D., offered
the following prayer :
Thou who dwellest in the heavens and earth, unto Thee
will we lift up our eyes-Thou who boldest up the soul of the
Nation and suffereth not its feet to be moYed. Our souls are
exceedingly filled with gratitude; let all the people praise Thee.
We thank Thee for our country, with its broad lands and fertile Yales, consecrated with the patriot~s prayer and made
billowy with our fathers' graves. Fortunate the people who
can bring up their youth in the memory of the heroic <leeds of
patriots. Our thoughts stay on him who made possible our
natal day, which proclaims the ideal Americanism. The heart
of every lover of liberty, every dreamer of the finest ideals of
free institutions, is going out in praise to Thee for the Father
of the Republic, whose dust rests yonder beneath the terraced
green of Mount Vernon. With him, intelligence, equal opportunity, and justice were the watchwords. Bless our native land,
where life means growth, power, maturity, and Christian service. Allow no discord to mar our national brotherhood, but may
all eek to serYe all. Remembering Thy bountiful providence,
we pray that the Gentle One, whose soft touch fell on the upturned foreheads of little children and opened wide His sheltering arms to all, doth now enfold in the infinite stretches of
His mercy and wisdom our civilization and the world. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and
approved.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
A message from the Senate, by l\Ir. Craven, its principal
clerk, announced that the Senate had passed without amendment bills of the House of the following titles :
H. R. 4084. An act for the relief of the persons suffering loss
on account of the Lawton (Okla.) fire, 1917;
H. R. 9168. An act for the relief of Simon A. Richardson;
H. R. 9597. An act for the relief of Fred Elias Horton.
H. R. 9659. An act for the relief of F. R. Barthold.
H. R. 10191. An act for the relief of G. J. Bell;
H. R. 11385. An act for the relief of Dr. Andrew J. Baker ;
H. U. 14153. An act to authorize an additional appropriation
of $150,000 for construction of a hospital annex at Marion
Branch;
H. R. 14924. An act to authorize the Secretary of War to
grant to the city of Salt Lake, Utah, a portion of the Fort
Douglas MiUtary Reservation, Utah, for street purposes;
H. R. 14466. An act to provide for the sale of the old postoffice property at Birmingham, Ala. ;
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H. R. 16568. An act to repeal that portion of the act of August 24, 1912, imposing a limit on agency salaries of the Indian
Service ; and
H. J. Res. 135. Joint resolution for the relief of special disbur&ing agents of the Alaska Railroad.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed, with
amendments in which the concurrence of the House is requested,
bills of the House of the following title :
H. R. 924. An act for the r elief of Joe D. Donisi;
H. R. 4266. An act for the relief of certain officers and former
officers of the Army of the United States, and for the settlement of individual claims appro1ed by the War Department:
H. R. 5769. An a ct to authorize the consolidation and coordination of Government purchases, to enlarge the functions of
the General Supply Committe e. and for other purposes;
H. R. 11285. An a ct to establish Federal prison camps; and
H. R. 13461. An act to provide for the acquisition of land in
the District of Columbia for the use of the United States.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed bills
of the following titles, in which the concurrence of the House
is requested :
·
s·. 1688.- .A:n act foi· the relief of Gabriel Roth;
S. 2204. An act to amend section 284 of the ·Judicial Code of
the United State~;
S. 2213. An act providing against misuse of official badges ;
S: 4817. An act for the relief of the Federal Construction Co.
(I nc. ) ;
S. 5349. An act to amend section 9 of the Federal reserve act
and section 5240 of the Revised Statutes of the United States,
and for other purpoEes.
· S. 5632. An act to provide for producers and others the benefit
of official tests to determine protein in wheat for use in merchandising the ~ arne to the best advantage, and fOr Requiring
and <li. seminating information relative to protein in wheat, and
for other purposes ; and
S. J. Res. 100. Joint resolution to provide for appropriate
military records for persons who, pursuant to orders, reported
for military duty, but .whose induction into the service was not,
through no fau~t of their own, fo'rmally completed on or prior
to November 30, 1918.
The message also announced that the Senate agrees to the
report of the committee of conference on the di agreeing votes
of the two Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill
· (S. 3848) entitled "An act creating the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission and defining its purposes and
powers.''
ADDRESS OF HON. FRANKLIN FORT
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD by inserting a speech delivered by the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. FoRT] before
the Lincoln Club of St. Paul on February 12, 1929.
The . SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from l\linnesota?
There was no objection.
l\Ir. KNUTSON. 1\lr. Speaker, under leave granted me by
the House I desi1·e to insert in the RECORD an address delivered
by Representative FRANKLIN FoRT, of New Jersey, before the
Lincoln Club, of St. Paul, on February 12. Under the title,
"National Problems," 1\lr. FORT outlined some of the problems
which now confront our country and which will engage much
of the time of the Seventy-first Congress. l\Ir. FoRT's clear
grasp of his subject evoked much favorable comment among
thoE"e who were so fortunate a to hear him, and I have received a number of very commendatory letters from Minnesota •
leaders who heard him on that occasion.
The speech is as follows :
NATIOXAI, PROBLE!11S
will hardly startle you when I say that last November we Republicans won an overwhelming victory which will be finally consummated
on .March 4 by the inauguration of Herbert Hoover and CHARLES Cr;RTIS
and the seating of a vastly increased majority in the House and a
safe majority in the Senate. If you accept the judgment of the press,
the plums are ours as the fruit of the victory.
To me, this is sheer nonsense. A party which wins control of the
Gove1·nment of this Nation wins responsibility, not rewa rd; and the
responsibility is greater· in proportion to the size of its majority. And
the party which, when it bas won, approaches March 4 in the mood
of exultant victory rather than of sober thoughtfulness will have its
sober mood after the next election.
Our exultation to-night is not as we look ahead, but behind. For
52 out of the last 68 years of American history, the Republican Party
has been in control of the Government of this country. And as a
whole, those 68 years have marked the greatest period of advancement,
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both in material progress and in the higher things of life, of any like
period in the history of any nation in the world. This could not have
been if our policies had been unwise or our administration unworthy.
The three great economic struggles of the period have been for the
abolition of slavery, the establishment of sound money, and the preservation of our home market for our own producers. On all we have
been right; we have won ; and to-day our opponents no longer oppose.
The development of our fine transportation systems; the opening of
the great western half of the country; and now the vast enlargement
of our foreign commerce have all been under Republican guidance.
And no one will deny that all of these splendid economic policies and
achievements have gone band in hand with the development of education and recreation, with shorter hours of labor and care of the needy.
Upon this record we can exult. And with this behind us we can not
but feel doubly charged with responsibility-responsibility to the Nation
and responsibility to hand on that fine record of service which has
come down to us, unimpaired to the hands that shall carry on when
we are through.
So to-nigbt it seems to me that we may well study the problems
that confront us and see what kind of a job we have to perform.
Broadly speaking, the p1·oblem's which concern our Government fall
into two classes-those which are economic in character, affecting
chiefly the business structure of our country and the material wellbeing of our people, and those which affect the intangible things of
life, tbe mental, the moral, and the spiritual. Tbe line of demarcation
is often not clear, however. It would be difficult, indeed, to say, for
I:'Xample, whether the moral or the economic effect of Lincoln's abolition
proclamation outweighed the other.
Bot, roughly, the motive for the adoption of policies of government
falls either in one or the other class. And generally the economic problems which affect the material prosperity of the people or the distribution of shares in that prosperity evenly among the people are the
problems of most immediate and vital Interest.
In the three-quarters of a century since the Republican Pa1·ty was
formed the whole economic . structure of the Nation was changed-at
no time with more dazzling rapidity than in the last eight years. In
the fifties factories were merely for local supply and were generally
close to their raw materials. Transportation was limited to a few
I'ailroads with no unity of operation and a few canals. Beyond the
territory these served horses were the motive power, with mud for a
roadbed. The cities were supplied with their foodstuffs chiefly from
near-by farms, refrigeration was practically unknown, and the winter's
chief supplies were warehoused in the city itself. Telegraph and telephone were unknown as the nerves of commerce. Publicity and advertising as we know them were unthought of. Goods were sold on the
reputation of the merchant, not of the brand. Practically all forms of
business were owned by individuals or partnerships and were banded
down from father to son.
Then, partly with Government aid, our railroad systems expanded and
rapidly increased both the extent and efficiency of their service. Factories, able to get their raw materials in and their finished product out
on these impt·oved railroads, grew rapidly in proportion as their product
was good. Still, however, they remained near their source of fuel, for
that was the bulkiest of their freight in and out. Consequently the
great bulk of industry settled east of the Mississippi River. Consequently, al o, the cities east of the river began to grow by leaps and
bounds, and as they gi·ew they bad to reach farther and farther for
tbeit· supplies of food and clothing. No longer could the neighborhood
supply their wants.
The telegraph and telephone came and communication between distant
points became a matter of minutes instead of days and weeks. Orders
could be tmnsmitted and accepted over thousands of miles of intervening country in less time than an old-time long-hand letter tool;) to write.
Advertising as we now know it began, and goods began to be sold on
trade names instead of the individual character of the merchant.
Corporations took over practically all forms of business except agricultm·e, smaller retailing and some of the groups of middlemen. In the
majority of cases, however, dominating ownership and management of
business remained in the hands of the old owners and operators.
Thus, did our economic structure look at the beginning of tbe World
War. We were still in debt for vast sums to Europe; our exports, other
than of agricultural products, were small; our needs for further capital
investment were great and growing; and our major industries, our railroads and our utilities were owned in part abroad and for the balance
largely by a relatively few rich men.
During the war, two things of vital importance occurred. First,
we became a creditor instead of a debtor nation and educated our own
people to invest. Second, we developed the mass-production methods
exemplified by Henry Ford to an extent previously undreamed.
In the after war period, these two major changes brought a host of
new situations. First, our new-found investing ability made it possible for our starved railroads to find the money first for refunding their
debt and then for much-needed expansion and improvement. With the
stabilization of their rates and a sufficiency of new capital their efficiency improved, until now ordinary freight moves faster than mail
moved 50 years ago. As to many commodities this rapid movement of
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freight is relatively unimportant and the additional expense to the
shipper and consumer unjustified, although, of course, from the general
viewpoint the perfection of our present railroad service is of infinite
value. The further improvement of our communications by wire, air
mail, and radio has brought in yet closer touch producing and consuming
centers and permits immediate dissemination of vital market news.
Simultaneously there has been an enormous expansion in our generation and distribution of electric power and a corresponding increase in
our production of petroleum and its use as fuel. These two newly used
sources of power have opened new territory as the possible site of
industry, overcoming, as they do, the disadvantage of distance from the
fuel market heretofore suffered. Along with this, the mass-production
methods, jnvolving in most industries the preparation of parts in vast
quantities, have led to the erection of assembling plants. in considerable numbers, to which parts are shipped from a central location. All
of these developments have coincided to produce both structural and
operating changes in industry. The structural change bas been a
rapidly accelerating movement toward merger of previously competing
industries, partially to cut overhead, partially to secure a volume of
business justifying mass production, and partially to secure strategic
locations for manufacture, assembling, .a nd distribution.
Other economic reasons have E-ntered into the trend toward merger
in different cases and, of course, many mergers have been largely for
stock-market purposes. The latter class can result in profit to others
than their promoters only if they produce genuine savings or new income
greater than their promotion cost.
For the accomplishing of these purpo es there has been a growing
tendency toward an expansion of the functions of the corporation itself.
This has taken two forms. In some cases the one-time producer of
raw material only, as, for exnmple, the Anaconda Copper Co., bas
also gone into the manufacture of the finished product and the public
advertising of that finished product. In others, such as the General
Motors Corporation, an entirely dissociated type of product, such as
the electric refrigerator, has been added to the manufactured line as
a source of revenue to help carry the enormous structure in the event
of slack times in the main business and because it could be economically
manufactured in connection with the electric-battery part of the main business. Thus the mergers have tended to produce major operating changes
through bringing closer contact in the one case between production and
utilization of the commodity, with corresponding vastly improved control of inventory, and in the other a reasonable assurance of continuity of operations in some division, no matter how slack times may
become in another.
Inventory reduction with its accompanying reduced need of working
capital bas run band in band in many of our products of high-priced
manufacture with the creation practically of a new form of credit in
the installment-buying program in such products as motor cars, sewing
machines, radios, and countless other articles of high value. The
credit upon which these operations are based bas been found largely
from the decrease in use of credit in retail trade. A few years ago the
necessities of life were purchased on credit and the luxuries for cash.
To-day the necessities of life are purchased for cash, the luxuries on
credit. Time only can tell how this will operate in a period of serious
unemployment and business depression, but it would appear probable
that at such a time the re-creation of credit systems for the necessities
of life will be necessary.
This will certainly be true unless the savings campaign of recent
years carries the bulk of the public through unemployment periods with
cash or cashable resources. It may be that this will happen for, simultaneously with the creation of these enormous merge.rs, there bas come a
diffusion of ownership of our industry and utilities. Campaigns, first
for consumer owner hip ; second, for employee ownership ; and third,
for the spread of ownership among the public, ba ve resulted in a
unique situation where, in some of our largest corporations, those actually operating the business as directors and officers own insignificant
amounts of the capital stock. I have been told that in one of the
laJ·gest and best known of all of our great corporate enterprises not
over 1 per cent of the stock is owned by any one interest. In some
cases, the owne1·ship is so diffused that the total number of stockholders runs up toward a half minion.
Along with all this has come a still further development of publicity
in various forms. Nation-wide advertising campaigns without number,
carried on at enormous expense, have built up trade names for almost
all article of consumption to the point where the quality and uniformity of the product and the name and personality through whose
bands it 1·eacbes the public, is relatively of minor significance. In an
older time, Emerson said that if a man in a wilderness invented a
better mousetrap than ttnyone else had made, the world would beat a
path to his door. To-day, if be failed to advertise the brand of cheese
be used, probably not even a mouse would beat its way to the trap.
Running along with these changes bas come a vast increase in the
services which our people require. The operation of our communication
systems, of our recreational devices, and, perhaps more than anything
else, our tremendously developed insurance system requires the service
of hundreds of thousands of people who, in the old sense, produce
nothing. These services, with the concentration of publicity, of selling
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supervision as well as of industry in large communities, have caused
our cities to grow far more rapidly than of old and the population
of our cities to shift from point to point within the city and from
city to city with a rapidity unknown a few years ago. All of this in
turn bas refieeted again upon the status of the retail merchant as
there ceases to be a steady neighborhood population to whom his name
is a guaranty of fair dealing.
To sum up the whole situation, the trend of modern economic development in this Nation bas, since the war, been notably adverse to the
small producer, whether on the farm or in the factory, and to the
small distributor, whether at wholesale or retail. Yet I think it will be
disputed by no one that the small independent merchant, farmer, or
manufacturer owning and operating his own business is a necessity if
American life is still to provide its leaders and its sound second
thought from the body of the people.
It will readily be seen that old govemmental methods and old tr·ade
practices can not be made to apply without change to such a group
of changed conditions. For example in · transportation, canals and
waterways, with their tedious delays, were practically abandoned as
arteries of commerce as the rail roads improved. To-day we need
cheaper transportation, particularly for those bulk commodities in
the delivery of which time is not so much of the essence. The railroads can not justly be asked to give cheaper transportation, for to do
so would lessen the efficiency and speed of their general service, which
in turn is vital to snell commodities, for example, as the dairy products
of :Minnesota. Consequently, we must return, in the interest primarily
of our agricultur·e and secondarily of our fuel and ores, to the slower
and cheaper handling of bulk commodities by waterways. I have no
fear that this will diminish more than temporarily at the worst the
prosperity of our railroads, for it is apparently a fact-illogical as
It seems-that more transportation begets more freight. Otherwise,
certainly our railroaJs could not ba ve bad the most prosperous period
in their history simultaneously with the recent vast development of
motor transportation . On this subject the path of the Government
seems absolutely clear.
We must forthwith proceed with the development of the :Mississippi
and Missouri waterways and the building of a waterway from the
Great Lakes to the sea. Such work belongs to the Government to
perform, and I believe its pel'formance by the Government is as assured
as the adoption of any other policy now before the American people.
The indirect benefits of this policy should be quite as great as the
direct ones, for industry bas shown a natural disposition to settle
at points of easy transportation. The increasing of the number of such
points can not fail-particularly with the assembling method of manufacture of which I have spoken-to establish new industrial centers
throughout the Nation, thus affording employment to many who now
are engaged only in seasonal industry. Such relocation of manufacture
is of particular interest in the farming communities, since it will afford
an additional source of community income, furnish a larger near-at-hand
market for the perishable commodities, and cheapen to some extent
the cost of what the farmer must purchase. In its latter effect it should
also benefit the small retailer, whose first cost of goods in competition
with the chain store groups will be diminished the nearer he is to the
factory which makes them.
Another vital need is a revi~ion of our distributing system in the
handling of many commodities. Already in some industries-copper,
for instance-export trade is handled practically entirely cooperatively
by all producers. In some domestic trades, goods are sold direct from
the manufacturer to the consumer, either through mail orders or manufacturer's branch stores. All of this has resulted in changing the profession of salesmen very m:lterially, and all of it in the domestic trade
is the result of our publicity methods. For the expansion of their
markets many other trades probably must unite in some form of cooperative selling. To my mind, there is absolutely no question but that
this is true of most, if not all, of the products of agriculture.
I do not mean necessarily that the present form of cooperative association is the ultimate form, but it is and has always seemed to me an
absurdity for 2,000,000 men growing wheat or cotton to sell competitively, one against the other, to a few buyers.
Nor does such a policy necessarily look toward the elimination of
middlemen. Where those middlemen perform a service of economic
value, for which they secure a return simply compensatory for the
value of their service, there is no reason for their elimination. There
are some trades where the elimination of the present middleman
structure would be fatal, perhaps for years, to the whole industry.
But, nevertheless, the value of cooperative effort in the elimination of
competition between sellers and the consequent establishment of
bargaining power for the group can not be successfully denied.
At the same time there is possible a like tremendous development of
coop erative purchasing, not only as has heretofore been chiefly the case
by community groups, but even more by groups of retailers. There are
certain commodities of course where the element of taste or fashion
applies, as to which the retailer·s individual judgment will still prove
his best guide and in which his real community service as against the
chain store can best be performed, since he knows be.t ter what his
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community wants an.d will use ; but, on the bulk of standardized commodities, the development of cooperative purchasing will give to the
small merchant more than one of the great advantages now possessed
by the chain-store systems. It will in the long run secure his commodity
at lower price and it will reduce his capital investment in inventory
through his ability to secure shipments from central distributing points
maintained by his purchasing ag~ncy. Of course there are developments now going on within trade itself which may demonstrate that
the efficiency of our old-time wholesaler-retailer system can be so improved as to render unnecessary these major departures from established
trade systems. But only those middlemen can exist in any line of
trade who prove their efficiency and who charge no greater toll for
their services than the actual economic value of those services.
A place where some form of legislation must be devised, without
question, is the further standardization of products and the further
regulation of truth in advertising. Trade names established by advertising are capable of misuse without the knowledge of the consumer
by minor modification of the quality of the product, without affecting
the size of the package or its weight or volume content. Modem purchasers are willing to pay for quality and they are entitled to protection against misrepresentation on this point through the misuse of
trade names or advertising assertion.
Advertising having taken the place in the purchaser's mind that formerly was occupied by the reputation of the retailer, must assume the
retailer's old-time danger of the loss of his good name through
deception.
Similarly, standardization in many commodities is in the interest of
the producer. 'l'he gravity of oil, the thermal units in coal, the prot~in
content in wheat all affect the price that the original producer receives
fot· his pt·oduct. He is entitled to a definite fixation of these factors
at that place in the distributing system wber·e he will gain the benefit
from high quality. Otherwise the Nation loses the incentive to highquality production.
A completely new problem of the last eight years is due to the wide
diffusion of stock ownership in our great corporations. 'rhe net result
of it bas been that the control at elections of directors is exercised by
the holder of proxies fr·om perhaps hundreds of thousands of absent
stockholders. The effect also is that the operating management bas a
greater stake in the continuance of their control, and therefore of their
salaries, than they have in the ultimate good either of the public or of
the owners. 'l'bis control is being pushed still further away from the
real owners of the business by the vast increase in investment trust
holdings of stock in other corporations. The real owners, of course, are
the stockholders of the investment trust, but the management they have
selected to run the investment trust issues the proxies to determine
the manngement which shall run the industry. Out of this has come
some benefit to the public and to labor, since the average management
in these days of mass production is chiefly interested in the continuity of
production and therefore often serves the public with lower prices and
labor with higher wages to maintain this production. The management
further regards the stockholder as one who must be kept happy by
sufficient dividends, but whose money otherwise is for the expansion of
the busin ess.
The board of directors thus through proxy control, since they alone
possess lists of stockholders and genuine information as to corporation
internal affairs, have become of recent years practically self-perpetuating
oligarchies. In most but not all cases this power appears to be and to
have been honestly and capably exercised in the interest of both t.be
public and the stockholders. For the first time, however, since this
development a controversy is on in one of om· great corporations in an
effort to oust the dominating factors in the company.
I bold no brief either for Mr. Rockefeller or Colonel Stewart but I
regard the controversy between them as more pregnant in posslbilities
than any like event in American economic history. The issue js whether
or not the directors of a corporation shall be retained in control simply
upon the basis of the returns paid to the stockholders, or whether in
these vast organizations of modern business their duty to the stockholders does not also include the recognition of a real public interest in
the conduct of the business and the ways in which the profits are earned.
Of course, these great industries can not escape public regulation if they
use their power and size adversely to the public interest.
A new form of suffrage bas come into existence-the right of a stockbolder of a corporation to vote as such stockholder on the duty of his
corporation to the Nation. In the particular contmversy now waging
the facts from the records of the United States Supreme Court disclose
that there have reached the treasury of the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
profits unlawfully earned in a transaction against the public interest.
The issue being raised by Mr. Rockefeller's demand for the retirement of
the management responsible for this proceeding, that management counters by pointing to the vast growth of the company, the substantial dividends paid, of which it says these elusive profits were a part, and then
caps the climax by voting a special stock dividend and a special cash
dividend on the eve of the election. Of course, ·these latter proceedings
simply give to the stockholders now profits heretofore withheld by the
directors, presumably in the interest of the company·s development, but
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in effect the proceeding is one of an effort to bribe the stockholders with
their own money to vote their belief that the only duty of tbe management is to earn profits, no matter how or from what source.
If the result of the election in the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana shall
be to indicate that the stockholders of that company approve of that
theory of the duty of corporate managements, a vast increase in the
degree of Federal supervision over industries in interstate commerce is
inevitable and will be necessary. For the vindication of our managers
of big business themselves, for the integrity of American business itself.
I sincerely hope that the results of the election are a sweeping condemnation of the conduct of its management. American stockholders are on
trial quite as much as is the management.
In this hasty and inadequate sketching of the trends and possible
needs of our economic system I do not for a moment mean to assert
even my own conviction that wany of the changes which have occurred
are necessarily bad. Indeed, I fully believe that many of them are
of the highest -value. For example, the socialization of the control of
industry involved in the diffusion of stock ownership both promotes the
public well-being and prevents or postpones at worst any thought of
state socialism. But I have tried to sketch both problems and possible
remedies affecting so many different phases of our life in order to point
your thought to our problems as interrelated and not local or divergent.
We are in the midst of an almost irresistible wave of economic change.
We can not dam up its progress. The best we can hope to do is to
guide it into the channels which will diminish its powers of destruction and increase its utility. This can not be done by short-cut
legislative proposals nor accomplished in a day. It will need and must
have the best thought of the best minds of the Nation.
For, after all, there is a group of problems more serious to our
Nation, as a nation, than any of these economic problems. That group
comes from the danger of sectionalism-sectionalism of interest, sectionalism of race, of creed, of class, of mental outlook, as well as the
sectionalism that comes merely from location. Of course, some of us
are producers of one type of commodity and some of another. Each
producer, though, is also a consumer of what the other one produces.
Each producer, therefore, benefits by the prosperity of the other producer, because through his prosperity he becomes an additional purchaser. Each section geographically in this Nation is directly dependent
for its real prosperity upon the prosperity of every other section, and
the same is tru~ of every group within the· Nation. The Civil War
made us truly a United States. The Spanish War made us a united
Nation, and the World War apparently made us a united people. We
must not allow that great gain to be lost in the consideration of our
merely economic problemR nor permit our difl'erences of racial ancestry,
of the creed we beUeve, of mental approach to the problems that affect
us all, of interest or of geography, to divide us on the consideration of
those problems in which all of us are equally and vitally concerned.
To me the greatest problem that faces the new administration-a problem emphasized by the nonsectional character of its majority-is the
problem of amalgamating the American people's thought and feeling
into an approach toward our material problems from the standpoint of
the united interest of the Nation as a whole.
Madison, in the Federalist Papers, said that the Government would
always be a government of compromise, because the diversity of interest
of different sections would prevent any one section from acquiring control. The wisdom of tllis observation bas been proven repeatedly. The
danger of abandonment of this principle comes from the assertion of
sectional intere t by great groups with the modern utility of organized
propaganda. To the utmost of our infiuence as individuals we must
resist the approach to public questions from this viewpoint.
In doing so we must recall that our Constitution bas fun~tioned with
remarkable and unprecedented success and carried us through, under the
guidance of Lincoln, a catastrophe that would have wrecked any other
nation in the world. Realizing this we should not permit ourselves to
be hurried into disregard of its fundamental principles for the solution
of -a temporary or new trouble. Similarly our institutions-by which I
mean, for example, the policy of American individualism, the policy of
real fair play, the policy of acquiescence in the will of the majority,
which sometimes are threatened by suggested cures for real or fancied
troubles-have proven too wise and too beneficial to be hastily abandoned. On all these great economic questions, therefore, our first procedure must be to seek and find a remedy which keeps the Government
out of busine s, which leaves the American owner of property, or the
American business man, hampered as little as possible by the interference of Government agents, which preserves to him the right to control
and operate his own affairs in his own way, so long as be does no wrong
to his neighbor.
Another proble~ which confronts us now is that of observance and
enforcement of law. This in its public acceptation, as a topic of contro'Versial discussion, centers on the eighteenth amendment and the laws
passed in pursuance thereof. It is a fact conceded by everyone that the
eighteenth amendment.is a permanent part of the Constitution of the
United States. It is further conceded by all who have studied the question that no substantial change in the enforcing acts which would satisfy any great number of people now dissatisfied with them would carry
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out the constitutional mandate. We are therefore faced as a Nation
with the question as to whether we as individual citizens will help to
break down the respect for all law by nonobservance or direct defiance
of one law.
To me this is not primarily a problem of enforcement but is a problem as to the best means of convincing the American people that the
sporting thing to do is to bow to the authority and dignity of their
Government and accord to its laws the same acquiescence that any
good sport does give when be loses. Enforcement will become simple
when otherwise good citizens cease to think it smart to flout the
prohibitory statutes.
To many who, like myself, pride themselves upon a conservative outlook on public affairs, many of the problems I have discussed and many
of the remedies I have suggested will seem to fall within the class of
the hated word " Socialism," and they will look on substantial changca;
in our relations of government to business as disastrous to our lnstltutions and particularly to our prized individualism. At times when
I find myself in this attitude of mind I think back to the campaign of
1896, when all of us good Republicans went up and down the land
shouting that Bryan's program was anarchistic. Well, what was it
that we called anarchistic? First, the gradua~ed income tax; second,
graduated inheritance taxes; third, woman suffrage; fourth, prohibition; fifth, regulation of railroad rates and of industrial combinations. They have all come to . pass, and never in the history of this
or any other Nation have individuals pro pered more greatly, have
larger incomes been enjoyed, have greater fortunes been acquired
and passed on at death, nor bas the general well-being of the Nation
been greater than in the last eight years in the United States, since. all
of these things were in simultaneous operation. The genuine rights
of the individual have suffered not at all, although our construction of
the powers of the Government in reference to personal property have
changed so immensely. Similarly, we probably face in the future revisions of our notions as to real property. Indeed, almost without
recognition, we are .passing through such a period of change to-day.
When I studied law I learned that the owner of a piece of real estate
owned from the center of the earth to the zenith. To-day, as a property owner, I can not control the use of my land for the transmission
of radio waves or the air for an airplane ; nor, indeed, under modern
zoning amendments, can I control the use I make of the surface of my
land; and yet I do not see anyone giving away his real estate. It
may well be that in the next generation or less the Nation will have to
assert in the interests of posterity a measure of control over the use
men make of the ores or oils under the surface of their lands. I believe that such changes, if the trend of the times requires them, can be
made with as little disturbance to the real interests and welfare of
the individual, his real freedom of action in essentials, as have the
changes which have come since Bryan's day.
For the solution of these problems as a Government act, where the
Government can act, I have only one or two suggestions. The first is
popular recognition of what is meant by the representative system of
government. To me this system is the absolute negation of direct action. In other words, you here in Minnesota should pick as your Representatives in Congress a group of men fairly representative of the average intelligence and character of their districts. Tho e men should
then go to Washington to debate and listen to debate, to study these
vast and complicated interrelated problems, and then to vote as in
their judgment you would vote if you bad been present, had debated
and had studied. not with an eye singly to what at the moment seems
the self-interest of their districts, but for that policy or group of policies
tbat promises in the long run the most satisfactory results for the
United States of America as a whole. The following out of this theory
will, if I am right in the true unity of our interests, inevitably bring
to each section more satisfaction and less trouble than will the system
which makes the Representative a mere messenger boy for what the people "back home" think they want. If the job of a M'ember of Congress
is to vote the sentiment of the people back home on legislation which
changes its form from day to day, and consequently its intent and its
possible performance, the Member might far better stay home, to know
what the sentiment is, and vote by mail. On this question of public
moment, where Members are left alone by their constituents, the judgment of the Congress of the United States is, to my way of thinking, apt
to be right ninety-nine times in one hundred. I have sometimes told my
people back home that the chief problem of a Member of Congress is his
constituents. The development of a recognition of what representative
government really is will do more to promote good government than
any other one thing. You have from Minnesota to-day a splendid body
of men-- in the House of Representatives, who are doing their work
loyaJiy and earnestly. Some are among the outstanding figures in the
House. I honestly believe they will do a better job for you if you let
them vote their judgment unhampered by instructions than if you
insist upon their conceiving of themselves merely as your recording
machine.
The second great thing that is needed is an enhanced sense of party
responsibility. Nations of Europe, where the term of the executive and
the legislative branches automatically ends when the - executive ceases
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to have the support of the legislative, can possibly operate under a
system containing three or more political parties. In the United States,
however where the term of tbe executive and the legislative officers
is fixed by t be Constitution, a different condition prevails.
The representatives can not and do not come home for instruction and
r eelection at every difference of opinion. Consequently, it is essential
for the propet· func t ioning of our system that the Executive should have
the backing in the legislative bran ch of a genuine majority, with which
he can work in harmony. Only the 2-party system can produce this
result. Only the 2-party system can prevent. government by blocs,
which, in the last analysis, means, in this country, at least, government
by some sectional group, who hold the balance of power, but who represent only a minm·ity or a section of the people. This form of government will not operate in America.
Party responsibility can only be justly enforced by the people if the
party representatives in official position are a unit in governmental
action. This, in turn, can obtain only if party organization is efficient
and militant.
There has been a wave in r ecent years of sentiment for so-called independence of party, and particularly of independence of party organizations. By party organization, of course, I do not mean so-called
machines, but I do me:~.n that group of devoted men and women who,
b ~ lieving in the fundamental principles of their party, regard it as
their patrioti c duty to make every effort to increase and maintain the
strength of the party, because of its greater value as an instrument of
government. As it seems to me, it is the duty of Americans to join
actively one or the other of our great parties and to use their influence
to see that that party is on the right. side of public questions and picl;:s
men and women of the right caliber to administer them. I have little
sympathy with the person who insists on drawing himself aside from
this tlart of an American's duty and hides behind the title of independent. America can not be run that way. Of course, you and I and all
of us reserve the right to puni h our party and to defeat its representatives if they prove unfit and unworthy, or if they get on the wrong side
of any major public question , but in the long run we will be better
governed, and the Nation more unified, if men and women generally
would tal<:e an active part in the affairs of a political party.
We Republicans can urge this upon our friends with pride in the
recot·d of our party ; we can urge it with pride in the present of our
pnty ; we can urge it with confidence in the future of our party. We
have given the Nation the leadership of Lincoln for our greatest time
of internal tra vail. We have given to it the leadership of McKinley to
help heal the wounds of the Civil War. We have given it the leadership
of Roosevelt to teach those who grasp for power that the Nation was
greater than any man or group of ni en. We have given it the leadership of Coolidge to r t!affirm the co nfidence of the people in the honesty
of their Government and to produce economy and efficiency in the adrninish·ation of its affairs. And now we have given it; for the period when
the most perpl exing of economic problems press for solution, the besttrained economic mind that ever carne to the chair, in the man who
has never failed-H erhert Hoover.

negligence of the operator of a United States Navy commissary
truck."
And the House agree to the same.
CHARLES L. UNDERHILL,
JoH
C. Box,

M a.nagers on the pa1·t of the House.
THOMAS F. BAYARD,
GERALD P. NYE.

Managers on the part of the Senate.
STATEMENT

The managers on the part of the House at the conference on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
the Senate to the bill H. R. 1648 submit the following written
statement el.rplaining the effect of the action agreed on by the
conference committee and submitted in the accompanying conference report :
The amendment $3,750 agreed to provides $2,500 for the
death of Eleanor :Macey and $1,250 for injmies sustained by
Marguerite Macey.
CHAS. L. UNDERHll.L,
JoHN C. Box,
Managers on the part of the House.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
the conference report.
The conference report was agreed to.
BRIDGE ACROSS OHIO RIVER, CARROLLTON, KY.

Mr. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill (S. 5630)
authorizing the State Highway Commission, Commonwealth of
Kentucky, to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across
the Ohio River at or near Carrollton, Ky., a similar bill being
on the House Calendar.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Illinois
calls up the bill S. 5630, a similar House bill being on the
House Calendar. The Clerk will report the bill.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
'rhe SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the reading
of the bill will be dispensed with, it being in the usual form, and
the bill will be printed in the RECORD.
There was no objection.
The bill is as follows:

Be it enacted, etc., That the consent of Congress is hereby gran ted to
the State Highway Commission, Commonwealth of Kentucky, to construct, maintain. and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across
the Ohio River at a point suitable to the interests of navigation at or
ne.a r Carrollton, Ky., in accordance with the provisions of an act entitled "An act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable
waters," approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and
OLIVER C. MACEY AND MARGUERITE MACEY
limitations contained in this act.
Mr. UNDERHILL. Mr. Speaker, I call up the conference reSEc. 2. If tolls are charged for the use of such bridge, the rates of
port upon the bill (S. 1648) for the relief of Oliver C. Macey toll shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to pay the re.a and Marguerite Macey.
sonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating the bridge and
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Massa- its approaches under economical management, and to provide a sinking
chusetts calls up the ·conference report, which the Clerk will fund sufficient to amortize the cost of the bridge and its approaches,
report.
including reasonable interest and financing cost, as soon as possible
The Clerk read the conference report.
under r easonable charges. After a sinking fund sufficient for such
Tfie conference report and statement are as follows :
amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter be
maintained and operated free of tolls, or the rates of toll shall thereCONFERENCE REPORT
after be so adjusted as to provide a fund of not to exceed the amount
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the necessary for the proper maintenance, repair, and operation of the
two Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill ( S. bridge and its appt·oaches under economical management. An .accurate
1648) entitled "An act for the relief of Oliver C. Macey and record of the costs of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures
Marguerite l\Iacey" having met, after full and free conference for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily
have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective tolls collected, shall be kept and shall be .a vailable for the information
of all persons interested.
Houses as follows :
SEc. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this act is hereby
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House, and agree to the same with an amendment as expressly reserved.

follows : In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by said
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the third
House amendment insert the following :
reading of the Senate bill.
" That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
authorized and directed to pay to Oliver C. Macey, of Anne third time, and passed.
Arundel County, Md., out of any money in the Treasury not
A motion to reconsider the vote by which the bill was passed
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $2,500 in full compensation was laid on the table.
for the death of his infant daughter, Eleanor Macey, who was
BRIDGE ACROSS CHOPTANK RIVE&, NEAR CAMBRIDGE, MD.
killed December 14, 1925, by reason of the negligence of the
Mr. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill (S. 5465)
operator of a United States Navy commissary truck.
"SEc. 2. The Secretary of the. Treasury is also authorized and authorizing V. Calvin Trice, his heirs, legal representatives, and
directed to pay to Marguerite Macey, out of any money in the assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $1,250, in full Choptank River at a point at or near Cambridge, 1\fd., a similar
compensation for personal injuries, medical and funeral ex- bill being on the House Calendar.
Jlenses, and loss of automobile, which resulted by reason of the
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Illinois
calls up the bill S. 5465, a similar House bill being on the House
Calendar and without objection the reading of the bill will be
dispeused with, it being in the usual form, but will be printed
in the RECORD.
There was no objection.
The bill is as follows :
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The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed.
A motion to reconsider the vote by which the bill was passed
was laid on the table.
BRIDGE ACROSS MOUTH OF GARNIERS BAYOU, FLA.

Mr. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill (S. 5129)
authorizing Thomas E. Brooks, of Camp Walton, Fla., and his
associates and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a
bridge across the mouth of Garniers Bayou, at a point where
State road No. 10, in the State of Florida, crosses the mouth
of said Garniers Bayou, between Smack Point on the west and
White Point on the east, in Okaloosa County, Fla., a imilar
bill being on the House Calendar.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Illinois
calls up S. 5129, a similar House bill being on the House Calendar, and without objection, the reading of the bill will be
dispensed with, it being in the usual form, and will be printed
in the RECORD.
There was no objection.
The bill is as follows :

Be it enacted, etc., That in order to promote interstate commerce,
improve the Po tal Service, and provide for military and other purposes,
V. Calvin Trice, his heirs, legal representatives, and assigns, be, and is
hereby, authorized to consb·uct, maintain, and operate a bridge and
approaches thereto across the Choptank River at or near Cambridge,
Md., at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, in accordance
with the provi ions of the act entitled ".An act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters," approved March 23, 1906,
and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this act.
SEc. 2 . .After the completion of such bridge, as determined by the
Secretary of War, either the State of Maryland, any political subdivision
thereof within or adjoining which any part of such bridge is located,
or· any two or more of them jointly, may at any time acauire and take
over all right, title, and interest in such ' bridge and its approaches
and any interests in real property necessary therefor, by purchase or
Be it enacted, etc., That in order to facilitate intrastate commerce,
condemnation in accordance with the laws of such State governing the
acquisition of private property for public purposes by condemnation. It improve the postal service, and provide for military and other purpo es,
at any time after the expiration of 20 years after the completion of Thomas E. Brooks, of Camp Walton, Fla., his associates and assigns,
such bridge and its approaches the same is acquired by condemnation, be, and are hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a
the amount of damages or compensation to be allowed shall not include bridge and approaches thereto across the mouth of Garniers Bayou, in
good will, going value, or prospective revenues {)r profits, but s·h all be Okaloosa County, Fla., at a point where State road No. 10, in the State
limited to the sum of (1) the actual cost of constructing such bridge of Florida, crosses the mouth of said Garniers Bayou, between Smack
and its approaches, less a reasonable deduction for actual depreciation in Point on the west and White Point on the east, in Okaloosa County,
value; (2) the actual cost of acquiring such interests in real property; Fla., in accordance with the provisions of the act entitled ".An act to
(3) actual financing and promotion cost, not to exceed 10 per cent of regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters," approved
the sum of the cost ot constructing the bridge and its approaches and March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained
acquiring such interests in real property; and ( 4) actual expenditures in this act.
for necessary improvements.
SEc. 2. There is hereby conferred upon Thomas E. Brooks, of Camp
SEc. 3. If such bridge shall at any time be taken over or acquired Walton, Fla., his associates and as igns, all such rights and powers to
by any municipality or other political subdivision or subdivisions of the enter upon lands and to acquire, condemn, occupy, po ses , and use
State of Maryland under the provisions of section 2 of this act, and if real estate and other property needed for the location, construction,
tolls are charged for the use thereof, the rates of toll shall be so operation, and maintenance of such bridge and its approaches as are
adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to pay for the cost of main- possessed by railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge
taining, repairing, and operating the bridge and its approaches, and to corporations for bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate
provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the amount paid for such or other property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor,
· bridge and its approaches as soon as possible under reasonable charges, to be ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the
but within a period of not to exceed 20 years tr·om the date of acquiring proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or
the same. .After a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of acquir- expropriation of property for public purposes in such State.
ing the br-idge and its approaches shall have been provided, such bridge
SEc. 3. The said Thomas E. Brooks, of Camp Walton, Fla., and his
shall thereafter be maintained ana operated free of tolls, or the rates associates and assigns, is hereby authorized to fix and charge tolls for
of toll shall thereafter be so adjusted as to pravide a fund of not to transit over such bridge, and the rates of tolls so fixed shall be legal
exceed the amount necessary for the proper care, repair, maintenance, rates until changed by the Secretary of War under the authority conand operation of the bridge and its approaches. .An accurate record of tained in the act of March 23, 1906.
the amount paid for the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures for
SEC. 4. .After the completion of such bridge, as determined by the
operating, repairing, and maintaining the same, and of daily tolls col- Secretary of War, either the State of Florida, any public agency or
lected shall be kept and shall be available for the information of all political subdivision of said State, within or adjoining which any part
persons interested.
of such bridge is located, or any two or more of them jointly, may at
SEc. 4. V. Calvin Ttice, his heirs, legal representatives, and assigns, any time acquire and take over all right, title, and interest in such
shall, within 90 days after the completion of such bridge, file witll the bridge and its approaches, and any interest in real property necessary
Secretary of War, and with the Highway Department of the State of therefor, by purchase or by condemnation or expropriation, in accordMaryland, a sworn itemized tatement showing the actual original cost ance with the laws of the State of Florida governing the acquisition
of constructing the bridge and its approaches, the actual cost of of private property for public purposes by condemnation or expropriaacquiring any interest in r eal property necess:uy therefor, and the actual tion. If at any time after the expiration of 20 years after the comfinancing and promotion costs. The Secretary of War may, and at the pletion of such bridge the same is acquired by condemnation or exrequest of the Highway Department of the State of Maryland, shall, at propriation, the amount of damages or compensation to be allowed shall
any time within three years after the completion of such bridge, inves- not include good will, going value, or prospective revenues or profits,
tigate such costs and determine the accuracy and the reasonableness of but shall be limited to the sum of (1) the actual cost of constructing
the costs alleged in the statement of costs so filed, and shall make a such bridge and its approaches, less a reasonable deduction for actual
finding of the actual and reasonable costs of constructing, financing, depreciation in value; (2) the actual cost of acquiring such interest in
and promoting such bridge ; for the purpose of such investigation the real property; (3) actual financing and promotion costs not to exceed
said V. Calvin 'l'rice, his heirs, legal representatives, and assigns shall 10 per cent of the sum of the cost of constructing th e bridge and its
make available all records in connection with . the construction, financ- approaches and acquiring such interests in real property ; ( 4) actual
ing, and promotion thereof. The findings of the Secretary of War as expenditures for necessary improvements.
to the reasonable costs of the construction, financing, and promotion of
SEc. 5 . If such bridge shall at any time be taken over or acquired
the bridge shall be conclusive for 'the purposes mentioned in section 2
by the State or public agencies or political subdivisions thereof, or by
of this act, subject only to review in a court of equity for fraud or
either of them, as provided in section 4 of this act, and if tolls · are
gross mistake.
thereafter charged for the use thereof, the rate of toll shall be so
SEC. 5. The right to sell, as ign, transfer, and mortgage all rights,
adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to pay for the reasonable cost
powers, and privileges conferred by this act is hereby granted to V.
of maintaining, repairing, and operating the bridge and its approaches
Calvin Trice, bis heirs, legal rept·esentatives, and assigns, and any corunder economical management, and to provide a sinking fund sufficient
poration to which or any person to whom such rights, powers, and
to amortize the amount paid therefor, including 'reasonable interest
privileges may be sold, assigned, or transferred, or who shall acquire
and financing cost, as soon as pos ible under reasonable charges, but
the same by mortgage foreclosure or otherwise, is hereby authorized
within a period of not exceeding 20 years from the date of acquiring
and empowered to exercise the same as fully as though conferred herein
the same. .After a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization shall
directly upon such corporation or person.
have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter be maintained and
SEc. 6. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this act is hereby
operated free of tolls, or the rate of toll shall thereafter be so adjusted
expressly reserved.
as to provide a fund of not to exceed the amount necessary for the
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the third proper maintenance, repair, and operation of the bridge and its apre~ding of the Senate bill.
proaches under economical management. An accurate record of the
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amount paid for acquiring the bridge and its approaches, the actual
expenditures for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and of
the daily tolls collected shall be kept and shall be available for the
information of all persons interested.
SEc. G. The said Thomas E. Brooks, and his associates and assigns,
shall within 90 days after the completion of such bridge, file with the
Secretary of War and with the Highway Department of the State of
Florida a sworn itemized statement showing the actual original cost
of constructing the bridge and its approaches, the actual cost of acquiring any interest in real estate necessary therefor, and the actual
financing and promotion costs. The Secretary of War may, upon request of the Highway Department of the State of Florida, at any time
within three years after the completion of such bridge, investigate such
costs and determine the accuracy and reasonableness of the costs alleged
in the statement of costs so filed, and shall make a finding of the
actual and reasonable costs of constructing, financing, and promoting
such bridge; for the purpose of such investigation the said Thomas E.
Brooks, his associates and assigns, shall make available all of their
records in connection with the construction, financing, and promotion
· thereof. The finding of the Secretary of War as to the reasonable
costs of construction, financing, and promotion of the bridge shall be
conclusive for the purposes mentioned in section 4 of this act, subject
only to review in the court of equity for fraud or gross mistake.
SEc. 7. The right to sell, assign, transfer, and mortgage all the
rights, powers, and privileges conferred by this act is hereby granted to
the said Thomas E. Brooks, of Camp Walton, Fla., his associates and
assigns ; and any corporation or person to which or to whom such
rights, powers, and privileges may be sold, assigned, or transferred, or
who shall acquire the same by mortgage foreclosure or otherwise, is
hereby authorized and empowered to exercise the same as fully as
though conferred herein directly upon such corporation or pl:'rson.
SEC. 8. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this act is hereby expressly re erved.
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What a constancy, what a magnanimity, whnt a 'surprising pe rsistence against fortune. * *
The chief of a nation in arms, doing
battle with distracted parties ; calm iu the midst of conspiracy ; serene
against the open foe before him and the darker enemies at his back ;
Washington, inspiring order and spirit into troops hungry and in rags ;
stung by ingratitude, but betraying no anger, and ever ready to forgive; in defeat invincible, magnanimous in conquest, and never so
sublime as on that day when he laid down his victorious sword and
sought his noble retirement-here indeed is a character to admire and
revere, a life without a stain, a fame without a flaw.

[Applause.]
It is true that a few hypercritics-not worthy to untie the

latchets of his shoe--have questioned his intellectual powers.
A sapient college professor, speaking a few years ago at au
English univet·sity, patronizingly said that Washington was "a
man of few natm·al gifts, self-educated, and somewhat slowwitted."
Again, in a recent biography of Aaron Burr, the authors
refer to Washington's "failure to rise above the mediocrity of
a small Virginia planter."
My good friend, Claude G. Bowers, in his otherwise admirable
book on Jefferson and Hamilton, gives these two the center of
the stage, and rt'legates the august figure of Washington to the
wing·.
Such was not the judgment of those who best knew him.
Jefferson-not wholly a friendly critic--spoke of his intellect as
"great and po-..verful "- no mean praise--and Patrick Henry
said that, of all the members of the First Continental Congress,
Washington was foremost for "solid information and sound
judgmt'nt."
The indisputable fact is that, from the beginning of the struggle for independence until the end of his half century of useful
service, George Washington was the master spirit in the politiThe SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the third cal life of America. [Applause.] He was the one man who
reading of the Senate bill.
commanded the confidence of all, and this fact alone would reThe bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the fute the theory of his intellectual inferiority, for the fathers
third time, and passed.
were not fools. Always he was the "tower of strength, that
A motion to reconsider the vote by which the bill was passed stood foursqn::n·e to every wind that blew." Of what act in
was laid on the table.
his whole career is America to-day ashamed? What doctrine
Mr. DENISON. l\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that of his would it now disavow? What writing of his would it
House bills 15525, 16349, and 16764, corresponding to the Senate delete? None. Name one of his contemporaries. indeed, name
bills ju t pa sed, be laid on the table.
any statesman of any era of the world, of whom this could be
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, it is so or- said in equal measure.
dered.
He was largely "self-educated." F.armer, hunter, frontiersThere was no objection.
man, pioneer, and pathfinder, realities and not verbal abstracl\fr. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that tions interested him. The formative years of his life were spent
Senate bills 4793, 5/li9, and 5165, now on the Speaker's table, be on the plantation and in the forest. Doubtless he often thought,
indefinitely postponed, similar bills having passed the House and as did Shakespeare's banished duke in the Forest of Arden:
Senate, and having been approved by the President.
Are not these woods
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the considMore free from peril than the envious court?
eration of the bills referred will be indefinitely postponed.
Here feel we but the penalty of Adam,
There was no objection.
THE POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF GEORGE WASHINGTON

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the special order of the
House the Ohair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania
[Mr. BECK] to address the House for one hour on the life of
George 'Vashington. [Applause.]
l\Ir. BECK of Pennsylvania. l\Ir. Speaker, we do well, my
fellow l\1 mbers of the Hou e of Representatives, to pause in om·
deliberations to recall the immortal memory of the noble founder
of the Uepublic, and I am greatly honored in being the interpreter on this occasion of the grateful sentiments which this
sacred anniversary inspires.
Nothing is further from my purpose than to attempt either
an eulogium or an apologia-certainly not the latter, for of re. cent petty aspersions upon Washington's fair fame one need only
say, as Franklin in Poor Richard : "Dirt may cling to a mud
wall, but not to polished marble." [Applause.]
Eulogy seems equally superfluous. His great fame has long
since outstripped the power of praise. Even Lincoln, master of
· felicitous phrase, confessed his inability to pay any adequate
tribute to Washington, and simply said:
In solemn awe pronounce his name, and in its naked, deathless
splendor leave it shining on.

The seasons' difference, as the icy fang
And churlish chiding of the winter's wind,
Which, when it bites and blows upon my body,
Even till I shrink with cold, I smile and say,
" '!'his is no flattery . These are counsellors
'!'hat feelingly persuade me what I am."

Yes, he was "self-educated" in the arduous school of nature,
and his keen mind, again as the vanished duke, foundTongues in trees, books in the running brooks,
Sermons i n stones and good in everything.

'This lifelong communion with nature gave him little patience
with the more artificial institutions of man. He listened with
ill-concealed impatience to the lengthy speeches of the lawyers
in the Constitutional Convention, in whose deliberations of four
months he ·poke only once.
The quarrels of two lawyers in his Cabinet, Jefferson and
Hamilton, embittered him.
On August 23, 1792, he addressed a letter to .Jefferson, Hamilton, and Randolph, iu which, after deprecating the fact that
internal dissension should "be harrowing and tearing out our
vitals," he added:
That unless there could be more charity fot· the opinion and acts of

[Applause.]
one and another in governmental matters * *
it would be difficult
Indisputably "first in the hearts of his countrymen," yet a to manage the reins of gov-ernment, or keep the parts of it togethet·,
larger and more splendid fame has been Washingtou's-and he •
and thus the fairest prospect of happiness and prosperity,
shares it with no character in profane history- he is also first in that ever was presented to man, will be lost perhaps forever.
the affection of the world. If the wise and the good of every
He therefore asked thatcivilized nation could be polled as to the three noblest characters
in history, Washington alone would be on almo 't every list. The instead of wounding suspicions and irritating chargl:'s there may l.Je
·greatest of the Victorian novelists, Thackeray, has thus voiced liberal allowances, mutual fot·bearance, and a temporary yielding on
the verdict of posterity:
all sldes.
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As I read the history of those eventful days, my sympathies
are not with Jefferson or Hamilton. They are with Washington,
who stood alone, and who could have said in truth: "A plague
o' both your houses."
For editors, with their " I am Sir Oracle " snap judgments
upon matters, of which they knew little, he had a profound
contempt. Charged by one with being a "Nero," he said he
"would rather be in the grave than emperor of the world."
There is little evidence that he placed any great dependence
upon doctors, and this is not surprising in that age of Sangrados,
for two doctors, after torturing him with blisters, finally bled
the grand old man to death for a swollen windpipe.
Washington, as all the supremely great men of history, was
a realist. For legal abstractions he had little patience. With
him " things were in the saddle" and only facts counted. He was
not an empiricist. He distrusted phrase making. He doubted
panaceas by law. He knew that no constitution could be devised
that would be foolproof. Far better than the lawyers and
jurists of his time, he knew the futility of leagues or confederations patterned on the Greek models, whose authority was
only moral. He summed up all the folly of the old Articles of
Confederation in the one terse phrase: " Influence is not government."
No one saw more clearly and advocated more earnestly the
necessity of creating a nation and not a mere league of States,
but he did not believe that this could be done alone by paper
constitutions, but only by an antecedent spiritual union, based
upon sympathies and economic solidarity. He saw more clearly
than the learned legal theorists that, in the last analysis, no
government can be essentially different from the spirit of the
people which created it.
Give me your indulgent attention while I seek to show these
facts from the text of the Farewell Address, for it contained
the statement of his political philosophy.
On an autumn day of the year 1796, President Washington,
weary of official life, worn out by his public service of half a
century, and desiring to seek the noble retirement which he had
so richly earned, sent for the editor of a Philadelphia newspaper,
and handed him a manuscript, with a request that he publish it.
It was his farewell testament to the people whom be loved so
well and whom he bad led to high achievement. The political
literature of the world contains nothing nobler. [Applause.]
It was not written upon a hasty impulse or with scant preparation. Gray required seven years to write Jiis famous Elegy.
Washington had made the first draft of the Farewell Address
five years before he sought its publication. A diffident and
modest man, he had sought the advice of Madison, Jefferson,
and Hamilton, but the final form was his own and he twice
corrected it in the proofs before it was published in the Philadelphia National Advertiser.
I am first impressed with the fact that it is dated September
17, 1796. He could have selected any date and it is possible
that he chose that date because it was the ninth anniversary of
the final formulation of the Constitution. In the nine years
that had intervened, he had brought that sickly infant-as it
then seemed-to a vigorous youth and, as the p1essage was
largely devoted to a vindication of the Union and its organic
instrument, the Constitution, it is possible that the date was
deliberately selected. There was, in any event, great propriety
in the date, for if the Constitution is " the most wonderful work
ever struck off at a given time by the brain and purpose of
man," then the great fame of Washington could be safely rested
upon that achievement alone. [Applause.] He may not have
written a line of the text, but it is incontrovertible that, without his great influence, it would never have been formulated by
the convention or ratified by the States, and it is probable that
the new Government would have had short life had not the
practical statesmanship of Washington in its first eight years
put it on a firm foundation and gained for it the confidence of
the people. [Applause.]
You will note, in the second place, that it was not addressed
to the Congress of the United States or to any public official.
Speaking of himself as an "old and affectionate frien!l," he
addresses the people as "friends and fellow citizens." Therein
lies the first great thought which Washington sought to convey
by the Farewell Message. He believed that the only salvation
of the people lay in themselves.
Shortly after the close of the Constitutional Convention and
when the Constitution was undergoing the perilous process of
ratification, Washington wrote, on September 7, 1788, to his
friend and comrade in arms, Lafayette, and, after praising the
Constitution as a wise instrument of government, he added
that the new Government would be in no danger of degenerating
into a monarchy, oligarchy, or aristocracy, or any other fo,r:m
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of despotism, " so long as there shall remain any virtue in the
body of the people." He then continued :
I would not be understood, my dear Marquis, to speak of consequences
which may be produced in the revolution of ages by corruption of morals,
profligacy of manners, or listlessness in the preservation of the natural
and unalienable rights of mankind, nor of the successful usurpations
that may be established at such an unpropitious juncture upon the ruins
of liberty, however providently guarded and secured, as these are contingencies against which no human prudence can effectually provide.

Washington regarded any form of government as but a means
to an end, and that it could never be better than the people
themselves. Like Plato, he believed that a constitution must
correspond to the " ethos " of the people, meaning thereby not
merely the spirit of t~e people, but the aggregate of their habits,
conventions, and ideas. These obviously change from generation
to generation. If there be any conflict between the Constitution
~d the genius of the people, it is not the will of the· people that
Is broken but ~e Constitution. Therefore, to insure vitality,
there must be a reasonable correspondence between the Constitution, as interpreted, and the spirit of the people.
He reminded them tha~lt is of infinite moment that you [the people] should properly estimate the immense value of your National Union to your collective and
individual happiness.

To him the surest foundations of that unity were sentiment
and interest, and of the sentimental tie he spoke ~t, as follows:
Citizens by birth and choice of a common country, that country has a
right to concentrate your affections. The name of America, which belongs to you in your national capacity, must always exalt the just pride
of patriotism more than any appellation derived from local discriminations. With slight shades of difference you have the same religion,
manners, habits, and political principles. You have, in a common cau e,
fought and triumphed together; the independence and liberty you possess
are the work of joint counsels and joint efforts, of common dangers,
sufferings, and successes.

Thus he sought to impress upon succes ive generations the
noble memories of the heroic days of our colonial development,
culminating in our struggle for independence. He bade them remember the "rock whence ye are hewn." He knew that no
nation can be truly great without an heroic past and a conscious remembrance of it. He realized, as Lincoln did, that, in
times of strife and disunion, these " mystic chords of memory "
would yet " swell the chorus of the Union, when touched, as
they will be, by the better angels of our nah1re." [Applause.]
You will note his use of the word "America," instead of tile
"United States." He generally spoke of onr Nation as the
"Union," and by it he meant the sympathetic and sentimental
bond that bound the Colonies together long before the War of
Independence. To him the American Commonwealth dated, not
from the 4th of July, 1776, but from the first Virginia ettlement. In Washington's eyes America was born of those "spacion days" which gave Shakespeare and Bacon, Raleigh and
Drake, Jonson and Spenser, to an astonished world.
Haring thus emphasized the binding ties of those "mystic
chords of memory," struck by the blood-comradeship of arms,
Washington next passes to a practical consideratio-n, which he
regarded as greatly outweighing even the sentimental tie. He
addresses himself to the indissoluble wedlock o-f economic interests, which, far more than the theories or formulas of lawyers,
had welded the inorganic union of the Colonies into the organic
Government of the United Slates. In a passage of great length
and equal wisdom, he dwells upon the inevitable interdependence of the North and the South and the West, and to this
end advocates "the progressive improvements of interior communication of land and water." These, he predicted, wo-uld
bring about an "indissoluble community of interest as one
nation."
Time has vindicated his prophecy. The Union has been held
together for nearly a century and a half, not by the Constitution alone, but by an ever-developing economic unity. I have
always believed that the Union was safe when the last spike
was driven in the Unlon Pacific Railroad. [Applause.] Even
if the Civil War had terminated differently, and the seetions
had been divorced by a decree of the sword, they woulll have
been long since reunited in the lasting wedlock by steam and
electricity. [Applause.]
That the Union must largely depend upon an economic
solidarity was a long-cherished belief of Washington. Even
when our country was a feeble congeries of straggling and
separated colonies on the Atlantic seaboard and its statesmen
regarded the Appalachian Range as the-ir inevitable westerrt
boundary, Washington had the sagacity to look . beyond the
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Alleghenies and to see in the undeveloped wilderness to the
west a great future for America, if convenient trade routes could
be provided.
Denied the vision of the railroad and the telegraph, he intere ted himself in the construction of canals. He was the
first colonial statesman to adV"oeate the linking of the Atlantic
·coast with the Mississippi Valley, then seemingly impossible.
His correspondence shows that the possibility of water routes to
de•elop and cement the union of the Colonies was constantly
in his mind. As early as 1774 he introduced a bill in the
Virginia House of Burgesses for the improvement of the navigation of the Potomac for 150 miles beyond tidewater. On his
victorious return from the war he again plunged into the subject which had fascinated him from the time when, on horseback, he had penetrated into the unknown wilderness beyond
the Alleghenies. He was a great explorer and pathfinder.
Writing to Lafayette after the Revolution, Washington tells him
that he is planning to leave Mount Vernon and find his way
through the trackless forest to Lake Erie, thence by the Great
Lnkes to a point near the present city of Chicago, thence down
the Des Plaines and Illinois and the Mississippi Rivers to New
Orleans, and thence back to Mount Vernon. Even in these
days such a trip wonld be an arduous journey, but in those days
it would have taxed the strength and skill of the most ardent
explorer, and Washington "\\as then an old ml:!:ll. While he never
carried out this ambitious plan,. he did make extensive journeys
to New England and the South.
In a letter to Edmund Randolph, in 1785, he said :
The great objective for which I wish is for the navigation of the
rh·ers James and Potomac extending to connect the western territory
with the Atbmtic States. All others to me are secondary.

Always a broad-minded American, his interest was not eonfinerl to the transportation route for his nati•e State, for he advocated long before Clinton the practicability of a water connection between Lake Erie and the Hudson Ri•er.
Writing on October 10, 1784, to the Governor of Virginia,
Washington, having traced out the different route and distances
from the Potomac to Detroit, and having emphasized the economic value to Virginia of some connection with the "fur and
peltry trade of the Lakes and for the produce of the country
which lies within,'' then added:
But in my opinion there is a polltical consideration for so doing,
which Is of still greater importance. I need not remark to you, sir, that
the flanks and rear of the United States are possessed by other powers,
and formidable ones, too ; nor how necessary it is to apply the cement
of interest to bind nil parts of the Union together by indissoluble bonds,
especially that part of it which lies immediately west of us, with the
Middle States.

ln another letter to David Humphreys, dated July 25, 1785,
\\T ashington wrote :
My attention is more immediately engaged in a project which I think
big with great political, as well as commercial, consequences to these
States, especially the middle ones; it is by removing the obstructions and
extending the inland navigation of our rivers, to bring the States on
the Atlantic in close connection with those forming to the westward
by a short and easy transportation. Without this, I can easily conceive
they will have different views, separate interests, and other connections.
I may be singular in my ideas, but tbey are these: That, to open a door
to and make easy the way for those settlers to the westward (which
ought to progress regularly and compactly) before we make any stir
about the navigation of the Mississippi, and before our settlements are
far advanced toward that river, would be our true line of policy.
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liberty. The bases of our political systems is the right of the people
to make and alter their constitutions of government ; but the Constitution which at any time exists, till changed by an explicit and authentic
act of the whole people, is sacredly obligatory upon all. The very idea
of the power and the right of the people to establish government presupposes the duty ot every individual to obey the established Government.

Has anyone better stated the moral sanction of constitutionalism?
He was not so foolish as to believe that any written document could lastingly hold successive generations within its wise
restraints, and he, therefore, proceeded to warn his fellow
countrymen against any destruction of this Constitution. He
said:
Toward the preservation of your Government and the permanency
of your present happy state, it is requisite not only that you steadily
discountenance irregular oppositions to its acknowledged authority, but
also that you resist with care the spirit of innovation upon its principles, however specious the pretexts. One method of assault may be to
effect, in the forms of tb~ Constitution, alterations which will impair
the energy o~ the system, and thus to undermine what can not be
directly overthrown.
· · ·
·
·

If only the later generations had remembered that wise
counsel, we to-day would not be appalled at the unceasing
erosion of the Constitution and the vanishing rights of the
States! The Constitution has withstood outward attacks, but it
has been, and is still being, slowly undermined.
Washington continues:
In all the changes to which you may be invited, remember that time
and habit are at least as necessary to fix the true character of governments as of other human institutions; that experience is the surest
standard by which to test the real tendency of the existing Constitution
of the country; that facility in changes, upon the credit of mere
hypothesis and opinion, exposes to perpetual change from the endless
rariety of hypothesis and opinion.
·

I again interrupt to say that time and habit have done more
to interpret the Constitution than all the learned decisions
of the Supreme Court.
Nor did Washington believe that the chosen officials of the
Government, even though they acted under the sanctity of
solemn oaths to support and maintain the Constitution, would
always respect its wise restraints. 'l'o them, by anticipation,
he al o gives his wise advice:
It is important. likewise, that the habits of thinking in a free
country should inspire caution in those intrusted witb its administration, to confine themselves within their respective constitutional spheres,
avoiding, in the ('Xercise of the powers of one department, to encroach
upon another. The spirit of encroachment tends to consolidate th~
powers of all the departments in one, and thus to create, whatever
the form of government, a real despotism. A just estimate of that
love of power and proneness to abuse it, which predominates in the
human heart, is sufficient to satisfy us of the truth of this position.
The necessity of reciprocal checks in the exercise of politic.a l power,
by dividing and distributing it into different depositories, and constituting each the guardian of the public wea1, against invasions by the
others, bas been evinced by experiments, ancient and modern ; some of
them in our own country and under our own eyes. To preserve them
must be as nece sary as to institute them. If, in the opinion of tile
people, the distribution or modification of the constitutional powers
be in any particular wrong, let it be corrected by an amendment in
the way which the Constitution designates. But let there be no change
by usurpation; for though this in one instance may be the instrument
of good, it is the customary weapon by which free governments are
destroyed. The precedent must always greatly overbalance, in permanent evil, any partial or transient benefit which the use can at any
time yield.

His belief in waterways justifies us in assuming that nothing
to-day would interest him more than the proposed waterways
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf and to the Atlantic Ocean.
[Applau e.]
_
It is of this empire builder, whose foresight was exceeded by
Washington thus fc,resaw the menace to our institutions of an
none of his contemporaries, unless we except ]'ranklin, that the unclue exaltation either of Congress or of the Executive. There
college professor spoke as "slow witted."
is little danger of the former, for Congress is a many-headed
Having thus developed the moral and economic argument for body, and, as such, has little appeal to the imagination of the
a union, Washington proceeds to discuss the importance of the people. The tendency is to disturb the balance by an undue
Constitution. He says :
exaltation of the Executive. The framers of the Constitution
Sensible of this momentous truth, you have improved upon your first wisely intended to create a strong Executive, but they never
essay [meaning tile Articles of Confederation] by the adoption of a intended to assimilate him to a king. He is the first servant of
Constitution of government better calculated than your former for an the people and his great powers and heavy responsibilities
intimate union and for the efficacious management of your common con- require them to re ·pect him as such.
cern. This Government, the off pring of our own choice, uninfluenced
The tendency, ho"\\ever, is to go further and to incarnate the
and unawed, adopted upon full investigation and mature deliberation, majesty of the Republic in the individual who is temporarily the
completely free in its principles, in the distribution of its powers, unit- Chief Executive and that is the essential idea of kingship. There
ing security with energy, and containing within itself a provision for is a growing tendency to regard the President as the "Little
its own amendment, has a just claim to your confidence and your sup- Father" of the people and the Congress as little more than his
- port. Respect for its authority, compliance with its laws, acquiescence :• faithful Commons." Thus, in almost en~ry controversy bein its measures are duties enjoined by the fundamental maxims of true tween the Executive and Congi.·ess, the sympathies of the people
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are with the former, for they can visualize him and make a
legend of him, but Congress is impersonal.
. Washington foresaw this, and in his earnest plea for a due
equilibrium between the Executive and the Congress, which I
have just quoted, he warned America against the evil of one-man
power, for Washington knew that the love of power, like jealousy, "grows by what it feeds on." Fortunately, our Presidents
have generally been men of the people--true democrats-but
if the day shall ever come when we have an inordinately ambitious and un crupulous Executive and a subservient Congress,
we may then realize the wisdom of Washington's solemn warning that such undue exaltation of the Executive "is the customary weapon by which free governments are destroyed."
[Applause.]
0 wise old counsellor! How well he foresaw in the last two
sentences of the portion of the Farewell Address which I last
quoted that spirit of political pragmatism, which is willing to
sacrifice an eternal principle to gain some immediate good, an
imponderable for a ponderable!
Time would not permit me to pursue further his wise counsel
as to the public credit, the diffusion of education to insure an
intelligent electorate, and, finally, the necessity of keeping our
country free from any foreign entanglements that would impair
its liberty of action. He never claimed that ours should be a
hermit Nation. Independence, and not isolation, was his ideal
of our foreign relations. To quote his own words, he would
have us "independent of all and under the influence of none."
It is evident from the Farewell Address that he viewed with
alarm the development of political parties, especially when
formed on sectional alignments, and greatly feared that, in
the heated collision of their passions and interests, the bonds
of unity would be severed. The Civil War was a fearful
vindication of this prophecy. Washington believed in our dual
form of government, and to-day his concern would be to defend
the reserved rights of the St11tes against the undermining forces
of centralization.
Nothing more strikingly illustrates the profound changes in
our constitutional idea, due to the " ethos " of the people, than
the question of centralization. When the Constitution was
adopted, the States had a very real consciousness of their own
sovereignty. The success of the National Government and the
immense moral influence of George Washington slowly developed
the idea of a powerful Union. But even more potent have been
the changes brought about through mechanical inventions. The
Union is held together to-day not so much by the Constitution as
·by the shining pathways of steel, over which our raih·oads run,
·and the innumerable wires, which, like antennae, coordinate the
mighty energies of the Americn people.
To these must now be added one of the most potent unifying
forces of all-namely, the radio. While the press served as a
consolidating influence, yet the influence of a newspaper is
limited to the zone of its circulation. To-day, however, any
responsible leader of thought may, on occasion, speak to
20,000,000 of people. Thus, both time and space have been
annihilated, and the people have been irresistibly drawn into
the consciousness of a central government which far overshadows the consciousness of the States. This has caused a
profound change in the " ethos " of the people in this respect,
and our institutions have become so unified that the old struggle against centralization has largely passed away. Each of
the old political parties when in power vie with the other in
consolidating the Uriion by multiplying bureaucratic agencies
and a s a result many matters hitherto within the po-wer
of the States are now controlled from Washington. To the
extent that this is the result of economic forces it is irresistible, even if not always desirable; but to the extent that it is
the result of the greed for bureaucratic power, it is a grave
,eril.
The problem of the future is to hold this centripetal tendency
measurably in check ; for it is as true to-day as when the
Constitution was adopted that our Government will not always
continue if the planetary system of the States be absorbed in
the central sun of the Federal Government. [Applause.] Our
Nation is too vast in area and our people too numerous to be
governed altogether from Washington. The safety of the Union
depends upon the preservation of the rights of the States, a,nd
the difficulty is to preserve these rights when the elemental
forces of steel and electricity continue to weld the country into
a powerful unity and to reduce the political consciousness of the
States almost to the vanishing point. The problem of the
future will be to preserve, so far as now possible, the just
equipoise, which the Constitution vainly sought to maintain,
between the power of the Central Government an~ the power of
the States. [Applause.]
We are still a young country. In my youth I might well
have known a distinguished lawyer of Philadelphia, Horace
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Binney, then over 90 years of age, who as a young boy had
seen Washington and Franklin conversing in front of Independence Hall during the sessions of the Constitutional Convention. This measures the brief span of our existence. Centurie!:; are still before America; and who can safely say, if it
becomes too centralized for efficient government, that one day
there. may not be a powerful movement toward disintegration~
especially if there develop between the sections powerful economic conflicts of policy? The history of nations is an unending cycle of integration and disintegration, of consolidating and
then redistributing the powers of governments. Human institutions, like the globules of mercury, tend to scatter and unite.
For more than a century the tendency of America has been to
consolidate; but let us remember that, if the movement proceed too far, the tendency to disintegrate will begin. The ideal
of every patriotic American should be " the indestructible Union
of indestructible States." [Applause.]
And this suggests a final thought.
The s!llvation of our form of government, in the last analysis,
rests w1th the people, as Washington so clearly said; and the
most discouraging sign of the times is their indifference to
constitutional questions. What I have elsewhere called " constitutional morality " was never at a lower ebb. This is largely
due to the overshadowing importance and grandeur of the Federal Government. Like the central sun, it blinds our vision
and-at least in popular consciousness-the States are gradu~
ally fading in importance, even as the planets can not be seen
by day because of the omnipresent rays of the sun.
At the beginning of the Republic there were 13 self-conscious
States which had behind them a century or more of traditions.
But the Union is now composed of 48 States, many of which
are but the creation of yesterday and which have no such
background of tradition to stimulate the consciousness of the
people. Most of them are the creation of purely artificial
boundaries and, while there is local pride, yet they naturally
regard themselves as the children of the Federal Government
whereas the historic 13 Colonies had, at least at one time th~
proud consciousness that they created the Federal Union' and
that the Federal Union did not create them. I confess I can
not see the way to combat this changed consciousness of the
American people, largely due to mechanical forces, which no
written constitution can wholly overcome.
The loss of the sense of constitutional morality, without
which it is diffi.c'!llt for any constitution to survive, is also due
to a subtler cause and one that is too little appreciated. Our
very dependence upon a written constitution and our belief in
its static nature and its self-executing powers have tended to
deaden the political consciousness of the American people. We
live in an age of specialization and the people, forgetful that,
in the last analysis, they must save themselves, feel that a
constitution will execute itself and that the special and exclusive method of determining all constitutional questions is by
resort to the courts.
'l~his is especially perceptible in our legislative bodies. Time
was when Congress felt that it had the primary duty of determining whether proposed laws were within its constitutional
power. 1\iany of the greatest debates upon the meaning of the
Constitution took place in the Halls of Congress and not in
court rooms. Next January a full century will have elapsed
since Daniel Webster, of :Massachusetts, and Robert Y. Hayne,
of South Carolina, engaged in their momentous discussion as to
the true nature of the Government. To-day such a closely reasoned debate would be impossible. In this age of specialism
we unwisely believe that the e questions are only for the judiciary. A century ago, the controversy over the power to create
a United States bank and later the power to make internal
improvements were questions which Congress had no disposition
to shift to the judiciary, but which they preferred in the first
~nstance to decide for themselves. · This is as it should be, for
every :Member of Congress UJ,kes an oath, as a judge, to support
and maintain the Constitution of the United States.
In recent years there has been no disposition to argue the
constitutional phase of any proposed law in Congress. Such a
debate would be regarded as a loss of public time, as the question must ultimately be - determined by the Supreme Court.
Laws are frequently passed of very doubtful constitutionality
and their validity left to the processes of litigation. This
might be a satisfactory division of governmental work if the
Supreme Court had unrestricted and plenary power to disregard a con!;ltitutional statute or Executive act, but such is not
the fact. Many laws are politically anticonstitutional without
being juridically unconstitutionaL
The fact is that the Supreme Court does not have, as so many
believe, plenary and unrestricted power to nullify unconstitutional legislation. On the contrary, there is a vast sphere of
political activity in which the true construction of the Consti-
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tution is involved but on which the judiciary, ex necessitate rei,
can not possibly pass judgment, as, for example, censoring appropriations, for appropriations, as we all know, can be made
for unconstitutional as well as constitutional objects, and in a
constitutional sense no governmental activity is more destructive. The unlimited power to appropriate money is the " wooden
horse" which may yet make a future America say of our dual
form of go>ernment, "llium fuit."
The distinction betv.reen a law which is politically anticonstitutional and judicially unconstitutional is somewhat subtle and
is not one that readily occurs to many who study our form of
government. Leaving aside the wide sphere of legislation in
which, if a litigated case ever arises, the Supreme Court can
correct our errors, the fact remains that there is still a large
sphere in which the Supreme Court is powerless to act, either
be:::ause of the necessity of the case or because the question, to
u e a lawyer's phrase, is essentially political and not justiciable.
The Supreme Court, with a conservatism that certainly can
not be called too moderate, has said it will invalidate no law
unle. s it be indisputably repugnant to the Constitution, with
the result that we pass many laws, about which you and I
are at least doubtful as to their constitutionality.
Then
when the constitutionality of such a law is argued before the
Supreme court, perhaps a quarter of a century after it has
been in force, the court does not determine the unconstitutionality of the statute, but when such legislation is supported by
the breath of popular opinion and bas the pragmatic advantage
of some supposed good, the court is human enough to conclude
that it is not so indisputably repugnant to the Constitution as
to justify the court in annulling it. Through that breach in
the dike a great volume of legislation flows for which there is
no sanction in the Constitution, and such laws are not nullified
by the judiciary because either of their doubtful character or
because they are unconstitutional by reason of the motive of
Congress or by some powerful political consideration, and thus
those laws become precedents for another law and gradually,
like the ocean in front of my summer horne at Sea Blight, N. J.,
the high tide sometimes seems to reach a farther mark and
sometimes to recede, but in the long run, taking it by years and
not by months, there is the steady eating away of the true coast
line of our Government. [Applause.]
Thus the Constitution itself is slowly "undermined," even as
Wa hington preilicted.
Therefore I plead for an awakened conscience on the part of
our legislators and the people themselves in the matter of constitutional morality. They should primarily determine these
grave is ·ues of constitutionality for themselves. Unless they
do so they are in grave danger of losing the benefits of the
wisest instrument of statecraft that the wit of man has yet
devised. "Eternal vigilance is the p1ice of liberty."
Washington died shortly before Napoleon won his great victory on the plains of Marengo. We can imagine the old soldier
in his retirement at Mount Vernon following with eager vision
the extraordinary developments in the Old World and the
ri ing sum of the new Cresar. I can picture him in that last
autumn of his life, seated on the porch of his beloved Mount
Vernon in the gathering twilight-emblematic of the dying day
of his life--and silently gazing upon the Potomac as it moved to
the sea, a symbol of the infinite mystery of time.
It was on such an October evening a few months b-efore he
died, with the autumn leaves falling from the hTees upon the
green lawns of his much loved home, that he retired to his
study and wrote his last expression of o-pinion as to the affairs
of the world, and what he thus wrote can be applied to the
conditions of the present hour as expressing his opdnion if he
were alive to-day. He said:
The affairs of Europe have taken a most important and interesting
turn. • • • My own wish is to see everything settled upon the best
and surest foundation for the peace and happiness of mankind, without
regard to this, that, o~ any othet· nation. A more destructive sword
never was drawn, at least in modern times, than this war has produced. It is time to sheathe it and give peace to mankind.
[Applause.]
Thus spoke and ~:;till speaks the world's noblest citizen, and to
that ideal of peace mankind is steadily marching. In the progress of humanity the character of Washington is a great factor,
for "the path of the just is as a shining light, that shineth more
and more unto the perfect day."
Let us to-day reverently thank the God of our fathers that
Washington's influence is still a shining light. It illuminates
as none other the soul of America. It is to-day, as it has ever
been, a vital force. From his grave in Mount Vernon he still
guides the destinies of the American people. When the seas
are smooth we little feel his presence, but when the ship of
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state plunges into a storm and is threatened by angry seas his
mighty shade is again our helmsman.
The Arthurian legend tells us that King Arthur sleeps at
Avalon, but that he will come again and unsheathe his sword
if ever England were in desperate need.
Our Arthur, bravest of the brave and knightliest of the
knightly, sleeps at Mount Verno-n, but wheneve'l· disaster menaces our institutions the American people again become conscious of his potent influence, and while that influence remains
the Republic will endure. [Applause.]
VIRGINIA'S CONTR.IBUTION TO THE WAR OF THE REVOLUTION

1\Ir. MOORE of Virginia. 1\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD by p1inting a brief
discussion by Charles William Hart on Yirginia's contribution
to the 'Var of the Revolution.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Virginia
asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD in
the manner indicated. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. 1\Ir. Speaker, last December the
Sons of the Revolution in the Di trict of Columbia arranged to
a ward a gold medal for the best essay on Virginia's contribution
to the War of the Revolution submitted by a pupil of any school
in the District. The essay written by Charles William Hart,
of the Eastern High School, won the medal, which is being
presented to him to-day at the Washington anniversary celebration held in this city by the District of Columbia Federation
for Patriotic Observance. At the request of Brig. Gen. George
Richards, who is so prominently identified with all patriotic
activities. I obtained permission from the House for the publication of the essay in the RECORD, and now avail myself of the
privilege of inserting it. The essay follows :
In the War of the Revolution the part played by Virginia was probably second to that of no other colony. Her contribution was made
manifest through her military leaders, her statesmen, her soldiers in the
ranks, her natilral resources and material wealth, and the spirit of her
people. While the statesmen of the colony were participating in verbal
battles the colonial soldiers were preparing by temperate and frugal
living and by elementary but effective military training for the conflict
that was to come. Her statesmen, two of whom were later to serve as
chief magistrates of the country, were prominent in molding and
crystallizing public opinion, and were extending their influence to the
1
others of the United Colonies.
Probably the greatest and most fervent speaker of the period was
Patrick Henry, whose matchless oratory aroused the colonists to a fever
pitch of enthusiasm at a time when they were most anxious to throw
off the yoke of tyranny and oppression. He challenged the right of the
King to exercise a controlling influence in colonial affairs, when be
argued that a sovereign 3,000 miles away had no right to veto a needed
law passed by the colonial legislature. In 1765 he introduced a resolution against the stamp act, denying the right of Parliament to regulate
the internal affairs of a colony, and sounded an "alarm bell to the disaffected" among the colonists, who were ready to be led from the
wilderness of doubt and oppression to the open land of certainty and
liberty. His brilliant speeches were applauded throughout the country,
and Jefferson said of him that he "spoke as Homer wrote." Under
his able leadership Virginia led in the movement for a stamp-act congress, and her leaders were prominent jn the meetings of this body. The
Virginia Assembly, although dissolved by the royal governor, met in
Raleigh Tavern and voted a nonimportation agreement which won
favor in all of the colonies. The Virginia Assembly proposed the
organization of a Continental Congress, which met in Philadelphia in
September of the same year. On the eve of the war Henry's stirring
call to nrms before the house of burgesses lent additional fervor to
the patriotic feelings of the colonists. The final senten-ce of his speech,
" I know not what course others · may take ; but as for me, give me
liberty or give me death!" was the keynote of the whole Revolution.
When the Continental Congress was ready to select a leader for the
At·my, George Washington was chosen, not only because of his remarkable ability as a commander but in part because of his being a Virginianand Virginia's enthusiastic aid was needed if the war were to be carried
to a successful conclusion. A convention met in Virginia in the spring
of 1776 to consider a new form of government for the Colony, and on
May 15 a resolution was adopted, instructing Richard Henry Lee to
make a motion for independence. On June 7 Lee moved "that these
united Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent
States," and Congress was sufficiently impressed to appoint a committee
to draw up a formal declaration. Thomas Jefferson, another Virginian,
1 was chairman of this committee, and although only 32 years of age at
i the time, was selected to draw up the immortal document bearing the
i title of "The Declamtion of Independence." '.rhe clarity and simplicity
of the declaration, together with its dignity and irrefutable logic, made
it an outstanding example of patriotic and forceful statesmanship and
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linked Je1l'erson's name forever with the early history of America's
struggle for political -and economic freedom. ,
During the first three years of the war George Washington and
Daniel Morgan were outstanding in the military operations of the Continental Army. Washington's Fabian policy, his skillfully executed
retreat across New Jersey, and his remarka.ble successes at Trenton and
New Brunswick featured a campaign fraught with hardships for both
the soldiers and the commander ; and through his genius of leadership
the campaign was conducted in a manner unparalleled in military history. In the darkest days of the Revolution the knowledge that Washington was in command gave the colonists an abiding faith in the ultimate success of their struggle, At the two battles of Bemis Heights.
Daniel Morgan and his Virginian riflemen helped the gallant .A~nold to
halt the advance of the British troops, and in the second of these battles
they aided immeasurably in the final and crushing defeat of Burgoyne's
force .
.Although the greater part of the fighting was in the North, the settlements in Kentucky, then a part of Virginia, were constantly threatened
by the Indians, who were being incited to war by the British under
Hamilton. George Rogers Clark, one of the most famous of Virginians,
asked Gov. Patrick Henry for permission to- enlist a force for the protection of Kentucky and for the capture of a number of the British- posts
in the Northwest. Clark'-s conquest of the forts, his capture of Hamilton,
and his diplomacy in securing the friendship of the French, Spanish, and
Indians, who had heretofore been loyal to the British, form one of the
most dramatic chapters of American history. As a result of .Clark's
e1l'orts the Northwest Territory was ceded to the United States at the
close of the war.
Early in 1781 Daniel Morgan was sent with a small force to watch
the movements of Bannister Tarleton, the famous British Cavalry
leader, and in a battle near Cowpens Morgan distinguished himself by
routing Tarleton's superior force. Later in the war Virginia found herseLf the battle ground of the combating armies, and her soldiers were a
vital factor in bringing about the final defeat of the British at Yorktown.
Virginia's contribution to the War of the Revolution was easily as
great as that of any of tile thirteen Colonies. Patrick Henry contributed
his fiery eloquence and masterful statesmanship; Thomas Jefferson gave
his wisdom, diplomacy, and literary ability; George W~shington gave
his statesmanship, his strategic ability, his gift of leadership, and his
private fortune; Richard Henry Lee and George Mason gave their
statesmanship ; George Rogers Clark gave his personal magnetism and
audacity; Daniel Morgan and William Washington gave their acumen
and military ge.n ius ; and thousands of Virginians gave their lives on the
altar of liberty. The value of Virginia's contribution to the War of the
Revolution can not be measured, however, in numbers of men, nor in
numbers of victories won, nor in the sacrifice of material wealth ; but
only in terms of the everlasting gratitude which is in men's hearts for
her great contribution to the extension of liberty, freedom, and justice
throughout all .America.
-

Mr. MORIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend
my remarks in the RECORD by printing a report made by certain members of the Committee on Military Affairs of the
House, who were designated by the chairman to visit the
United States Military Ac-ademy at West Point pursuant to the
act of May 17, 1928, providing for the appointment of the Board
of Visitors to the United States Military Academy.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Pennsylvania asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the
RECORD in the manner indicated. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The matter referred to follows:
FEBRUARY 22, 1929.
The honorable the SECRETARY OF WAR,
Washington, D. 0.

SIR: Pursuant to an act of Congress approved May 17, 1928, providing for the appointment of the Board of Visitors to the United States
Military .Academy, the following members of the Committee on Military
Affairs of the House of Representatives were designated by the chairman of that committee to visit West Point in December, 1928:
The Hon. JoHN M. MoRIN, thirty-fourth Pennsylvania.
The Hon. J. MAYHEW WAINWRIGHT, twenty-fifth New York.
The Hon. HUBERT F. FISHER, -tenth Tennessee.
The Hon. VIRGIL CHAPMAN, seventh Kentucky.
The Hon. JAMES A. HUGHES, fourth West Virginia.
The Hon. HAROLD G. HoFFMAN, .t hird New Jersey.
In accordance -with the provisions of the above-mentioned act, the
board hereby submits the following report: The board spent three
days at the academy, during which the fo1lowing program was carried out:
PROGRAM OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS, UNITED STATES MILITARY AC.ADEMY,
DECEMBER 6, 7, 8, 1928
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6
Visit administration building.
Visit cadet gymnasium,
Visit Cullum Hall.
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Watch co-rps march to dfriner.
Visit cadet mess hall.
Luncheon-cadet mess.
_ Visit new cadet mess hall.
Visit basement, East Academic Building.
Visit East Academic Building.
V:it;it West Academic Building.
Visit commandant's office.
Visit cadet barracks.
Visit cadet store.
Review by Corps of Cadets.
Visit cadet gymnasium during athletic period.
Visit Hotel Thayer.
FRlDAY, DECEMBER 7
Enlisted a.n d post activities.
Visit post school No. 1.
Visit Motor Transport and Coast Artillery Corps barracks.
Visit post commissary.
Visit Army service barracks.
Visit quartermaster stables and storehouses.
Visit post exchange.
Visit field music barracks and band practice room.
Visit married bandsmen's quarters.
Visit post school No. 2.
Visit railway stati-on and dock.
Visit cavalry barracks.
Visit artillery stables and gun sheds.
Observe poor roads.
Visit administration building.
Lunch with superintendent.
Meeting with Academic Board.
Review by Corps of Cadets.
Visit riding hall.
Visit cadet chapel.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8
Visit station hospital.
Visit new apartment building.
Visit library.
Visit ordnance museum.
Lunch at Hotel Thayer.
.Attend Saturday inspection of cadets.
The board upon its a~rival called on the Superintendent of the Mill~
tary Academy, who went over with the members of the board the proposed program for the visit. The supetintendent at this time ('xplained
the mission of the Military Academy and the necessity of completing
the reconstruction of West Point that was begun in 1902 but which bas
never been completed.
During the three days which the board spent in going over the historic
grounds at West Point the members were impressed with the peculiar
fitness of the description of the site by Gen. Horace Porter, who said:
" It is in every sense an ideal site on which to have founded an institution to teach the science and the art of war. Here the academy sits,
enthroned in the fastness of the legendary Highlands, the cold, gray,
rugged rocks which form her battlements are symbolic of the rigor of
the dis.cipline exacted of her children; her towering bills seem to lift
man nearer to his God; the mist-laden storm clouds may lower above
her, but they break upon her crags and peaks as hostile lines of battle
have so often broken upon the sword points of her heroic sons. Her
abode is incomparably beautiful at all hours and in all seasons. At one
time we find her mountains reverberating and her plain trembling with
the thunder of her guns as their volleys rend the air in mimic warfare,
or as with their crimson breath they utter their notes of greeting to
an illustrious soldier President who honors her imposing fete day by
his distinguished presence. At another time stillness rules her camp ;
the snowy whiteness of her tents glistens in the golden light of a midsummer moon, the prevailing silence is broken only by the cadenced
footfalls of her trusty sentinels or the rippling of the waters of the noble
stream which flows at her base, bearing to the sea those great argo~;ies
of commerce which measure a nation's material •prosperity."
The mission of the Military .Academy is to give to each cadet a fundamental education, both scientific and cultural, upon which he may builu
in order tha-t the academy may produce leaders for the high command
of our armies in time of war as well as material for trained staff and
combat officers. · West Point is not a school to train young men to
become lieutenants in the Army, as is so often and erroneously stated.
West Point molds the characters of selected young men from ali parts
of this great country and gives them a basic education and equips them
with a fine physique. West Point then sends them forth well tempered
after four years of severe mental and physical trUlning that bas been
given in an . atmosphere pregnant with the tradition and history of our
country. From these young men have come the great leaders of our
wars--Grant, Lee, She1·man, Jackson, Sheridan, Longstreet, Pershing,
March, and many others whose na.mes are known to every schoolboy.
This fact was emphasized by the late President Theodore Roosevelt when
he said in speahing of West Point:
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"This institution bas completed · its first -hundred years of life. DurIng that century no other educational institution in the land has contributed as many names as West Point has contributed to the honor roll
of the Nation's greatest citizens."
After spending three days in the atmosphere of West Point and inspecting carefully all of its activities, the board is of the opinion that
the superintendent, the academic board, the officers and enlisted men on
duty at the academy, and the Corps of Cadets are all responding in a
splendid and enthusiastic spirit to the execution of West Point's mission.

plebes. The board heartily approves of the development of the course
in physical training. Certainly, the appearance of the cadets leaves
little to be desired. They are erect, well set up with fine muscular
bodies and clear healthy skins. The board saw them engaged in all of
their activities-swimming, wrestling, boxing, fencing, gymnastics, and
basket ball-all of which sports were being practiced simultaneously in
the gymnasium, which bas outgrown its capacity and which should be
enlarged.

ACADE:IIIC

The board visited all of the buildings that are part of the plant at
West Point, both the new buildings that have been constructed under
the original plan of the board of officers in 1902, those subsequently
constructed, and those which are in great need of rebuilding. The
board found the following condition with respect to the construction
at West Point. As will be recalled, the plan to rebuild West Point
was authorized in 1902 by Congress and a complete and comprehensive
arcbitectm·al scheme was adopted. After a competition in which the
leading architects of the country engaged, the award for the reconstruction was made to Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson, of Boston. Congress authorized $5,000,000 for this project based on estimates made at
the time. This amount was to cover the reconstruction of the academy
both for the cadets and for the enlisted men on duty as well as to
provide officers' quarters. As time went on, the amount was increased
to $7,500,000 and the reconstruction proceeded until all funds had
been exhausted (1913). At this time the plans were made for a
Corps of Cadets of a strength of 511. The amounts that were appro·
· priated, however, were not sufficient to carry out all of the plans that
bad been made originally, and before more money could be obtained
from Congress to execute the program, the Corps of Cadets was increased by the act of June, 1916, to 1,332 cadets. Instead, therefore, of
completing the original plan, the military authorities were obliged to
ask Congress for funds to meet the immediate needs of the expansion,
with the result that the original program was suspended while the
necessary barracks and other buildings for the Corps of Cadets were
under comtruction. But even the program that was made to cover
this expansion was never completed due to lack of funds so that to-day
West Point finds itself in the position of having never caught up in
reconstruci:i.on. It is the opinion of the board that the time ba s come
when the reconstruction of West Point should be completed as originally
planned and authorized by Congress and by the War Department, but
on a scale that is commensurate with the present strength of the Corps
of Cadets (1,384).
The board visited the cadet barracks where it was found that 1,155
cadets were living three in a room, 32 cadets were living four in a
room, and only 76 cadets living two in a room. The living conditions
are entirely too crowded as the rooms were intended for two cadets
only. To remedy this situation, ho.wever, Congress bas already authorized $825,000 for new cadet barracks, but when this money was authorized, it was with the understanding and upon tbe r epresentation made
by the War Deparbnent that it was necessary to provide for only 1,200
cadets. In fact, all of the items of the last board that considered the
building project at West Point were based upon a strength of 1,200
cadets.
The board understands that as far as the reconstruction program of
West Point is concerned, the War Department is following the recommendations of the Cheatham Board, a board of officers that was convened in August. 1927. The $825,000 referred to was an item on the
program of that board. Other item.s recently authorized by Congress
include quarters for officers and noncommissioned officers. The board is
in agreement with the recommendation of th& Secretary of War that
there should be no more apartment buildings for the officers at West
Point, but that there should be separate quarters instead, and it is of
the · opinion that the amount for officers' quarters should be increased
sufficiently to bouse all of the officers who are now living off of the
reservation. At the present time, there are 68 officers wbo are not provided with quarters but who are obliged to live in the neighboring villages of Highland Falls, Cornwall, and Newburgh. Rents are high and
apartments difficult to obtain in these places, but in addition the distance of these places from West Point makes it extremely difficult for
officers to commute conveniently. The Government is paying out in
commutation of quarters yearly $38,000 for the above officers, and the
board feels that it is not economical to continue this practice, and what
is of even greater moment, that it is a system that should be remedied
without delay. The board made an inspection of the quarters and barracks assigned to the enlisted men, of the post school, and of the quartermaster activities. It emphasizes the fact that all of these activities
have been on the original program since 1902, but it has not been possible to give any attention to their reconstruction for the reason that
all available funds were necessary for catching up in construction to
correspond with the increases in the Corps of Cadets. This part of the
post of West Point is in need of attention, and the program as heretofore studied, .should be carried out in its main lines. The board went
over this matter thoroughly with the superintendent, and as a result

In visiting the academic side of the institution the board was particularly impressed with the system of instruction, which bas been in
effect at West Point for nearly 100 years. This system requires in
effect "Every cadet in every subject every day." There are no elective
cour es nor wba t are known as " cuts " in colleges. Every cadet is subjected to a thorough course of mental as well as military discipline to
teach him to reason readily and accurately, to apply right principles
to cases of daily occurrence in the life of a soldier. To this end the
cadet is required to pursue a strict course of mathematical and scientific study, with applications to the various branches of the military
sciences. But the cultural side of the academy is not neglected. In the
visits made by the board to the clas es in modern languages it was
noticed that the cadets in French and Spanish were making decided
progress in both languages. The instructors, who are all officers of the
Army, with the exception of two civilians in French and one in Spanish,
gave evidence of a thorough knowledge of the language. This is the
result of the policy of sending the instructors to Europe, in some cases
for a year prior to their assignment to duty at the Military Academy,
which policy the board highly commends.
In the academic work the courses appear to be well taught, the reasoning faculties of the cadets strongly exercised and disciplined, and a
system of habit and thought acquired that is invaluable in the pursuit
of any profession. The board is of the opinion that the academic requirements should be maintained as high as possible and that the time
allotted to these subjects should not be curtailed by the injection of
practical subjects to too gt·eat an extent. The latter can usually be
learned in a short period after graduation, but it is in youth when the
mind is plastic and responsive that the mental discipline should take
place. Training the mind is like creating a strong beacon light that
will always be available to be turned upon any subject and to elucidate
a solution.
The superintendent of the academy, however, is of the opinion that
the entrance requirements are too low, and he is interested in bringing
about a reform in this matter that will be beneficial to the academy
and to the Army of the future. He bas caused to be made very complete studies over a period of 37 years, showing the percentages of
cadets who have been discharged from the academy through deficiency
in studi
with especial attention to those.. who have been so discharged
since the introduction in 1914 of the system of admitting cadets on certificates from accredited schools. The figures are most illuminating
and dJsclose the facts that cadets who have been found deficient in
studies and discharged are three times more numerous from the group
that entered upon certificate than from the group which entered by
examination. The cost to the Government of these discharged cadets
lk'l.s been very great, as they are kept at the academy but a short time
without any return. The figures show that the financial loss is five
times as much from those who entered on certificate and who were
subsequently discharged as the loss from those who entered upon examination and who were later discharged for deficiency in studies. It
would appear, therefore, that the privilege of entering upon certificate
should apply to individuals who have at least bad a high-school education. The superintendent has taken steps to remedy this situation,
and while. the board is not qualified at the present writing to state
definitely what should be done, it is of the opinion that the recommendations of the superintendent in this important matter should receive
careful consideration by the War Department.
/

PHYSICAL TRAIN! 'G

The board has been favorably impressed with the system of supervised athletics that was instituted seven years ago. The course in physical training bas been developed along sound and progressive lines.
The present course is an extension of the excellent system of military
gymnastics that was in practice for many years at West Point. During
the allotted afternoon period, military drill and intramural athletics
alternate for all . classes. In this way every cadet must participate in
all major sports during his course under the supervision of officer
instructors. This change is excellent, for it forces young men to test
their mettle in all branches of athletics and enables each cadet to form
his taste for an especial sport in which he feels that be excels. The
immediate benefits to the cadets .are profound and the future benefit to
the Army will prove far-reaching. Not the least attractive feature
about this system is the competition that it engenders among the com·
panies. The company teams are not restricted to upper classmen, but
are composed of cadets of all classes, including the fourth classmen or
LXX--256
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of the conferences held, 1t is of the opinion that new construction
Mr. MAPES. I rise to ask the gentleman ·from Indiana a
should progress as rapidly as possible in the following priority :
question, if I may.
1. Schoolhouse (gramma r and high).
Mr. WOOD. I yield to the gentleman.
2. New band barracks and practice room.
Mr. MAPES. In what way does the Senate amendment differ
3. North wing to gymnasium.
from the original House bill?
4. New barracks Army service detachment.
l\Ir. WOOD. I will say that the only way the Senate amend5. Quartermaster storehouses and shops.
ment differs from the House bill is in this. It adds a provision
6. New barracks for quartermaster corps detachment Coast Artillery with reference to the construction of a warehouse for the use
Corps, Signal Corps, Motor Transport Corps.
of the supply committee.
7. Quartermast er stables and sheds.
There is a bill pending on this side to the same effect and a
8. Post exchange.
similar bill was introduced on the other side by Senator SMooT
9. Annex to cavalry stables to correspond with that built on the at the same time I introduced the bill here, and in order that
artillery stables.
.
the general supply committee may function as it ought to funcIt is the opinion of the board that the construction of items 1, 2, 3, 4, tion and purchase goods as it ought to purchase them, in quan5 and 6 should be undertaken immediately. This section of West tity, to get the discounts, and so forth, they will of necessity
Point is in g'r eat need of appropriate buildings to replace old ram- have to have a warehouse.
shackle structures that have outlived their usefulness.
Mr. MAPES. How large and how expensive a. building is
Every year some money is expended upon these shabby structures to contemplated by the Senate amendment?
make them last a while longer, but it is throwing · good money after - l\Ir. 'VOOD. The amendment states the dimensions of tlle
bad and dreadful waste. In any such system of temporary expediency building. The amount of floor space is 400,000 square feet.
the;e must come a time when the various additions become so complex
Mr. MAPES. Has any estimate- been made of the co t? .
as to demand a general reorganizat ion and so expensive to keep in reMr. WOOD. There has been a tentative estimate made by
pair as to make such reorganization economical in the long run. This the Superintendent of Public Buildings and Public Park . It is
part of West Point bas reached this stage. n · is a situation that calls proposed to build it in sections. I think they have a. plan a..nd
for energetic remedial action.
ground in view upon which they think it can best be bUllt,
Plans for the reconstruction of this part of West Point were com- where the railroads come together.
pleted as long ago as 1906, but the funds have never been available.
Mr. MAPES. What is the tentative cost?
For many years one of the greatest needs at West Point was a
l\Ir. WOOD. The completed cost of all the sections will be
modern - hotel. This n eed has finally been met, and the board were in the neighborhood of $1,500,000.
.
guests during their visit at West Point at the Thayer Hotel, a modern
Mr. MAPES. I would like to ask the gentleman from Indihotel in every sense, beautifully equipped arid furnished, and operated ana what comiD.ittee reported the bill originally?
under a thoroughly first-class management. This hotel was built by
1\lr. WOOD. The Committee on the Judiciary.
ptivate capital, but it is located on the military r eservation. It is
Mr. 1\IAPES. Has the Committee on the Judiciary considered
indispensable for the accommodation of the relatives and friends of the Senate Blllendrfient?
cadet s who go to West Point. The board was impresse wit h the
l\1r. WOOD. The Judiciary Committee has considered the
importance of the Government lending every possible assistance to the bill which I introduced on this side, which is exactly like the
management of the hotel with a view of keeping the rates within rea- Senate amendment and it has received the approval not only
sonable bounds. Whatever can be done in this matter should be done.
of the Judiciary C~mmittee but also the approval of the PresiThe board recommends that consideration be given to the proposition dent, the Budget, and the Secretary of the Treasury.
of furnishing hea t and light for the hotel at Government rates and
Mr. MAPES. Has any committee considered the bill as it
that the Government also cooperate in developing the grounds around
comes from the Senate?
.
the hotel so as to provide means of recreation in the immediate vicinity
1\Ir. WOOD. No; it has just come from the Senate. It is
for the cadets and their friends who are guests at the hotel.
very important that it pass at this session.
The board feels it should commend the music at West Point. The
Mr. MAPES. Does the gentleman from Indiana call up this
Academy band is one of the finest military bands in the world. An
House bill with a Senate amendment without the consultation
or"'an recital rendered for t he special benefit of the board in the
of any committee having charge of the bill?
be:utlful cadet chapel was impressive and inspiring.
Mr. WOOD. I will say to the gentleman the bill has just
It is the opinion of the board that West Point represents something
come over on this side, but it is of vast importance and if it is
more than an Army post or a military academy. It is, in addition, a
referred to a committee we can not possibly hope to get it
great institution, peculiarly American, in which the people of the
through. If this bill becomes a law, I know from the evidence
Nation take a personal pride. For this reason the character of the
adduced before the committee and from interviews I have had
buildings should be of gre.a ter beauty and splendor than would be neceswith the heads of the different bureau's of the Government it
sary · on an Army post and should conform to the harmony of the
will save more than $500,000 a year.
existing architecture.
Mr. MAPES. Being of such vast importance, does the gentleRespectfully,
JOHN M. MORIN, m~ai·rman.
MAYHEW WAINWRIGHT, Member.
HUBERT F. FISHER, M embe1·.
VIRGIL CHAPMAN, Member.

J.

JAMES A. HUGHES, Member.
HAROLD G. HOFFMAN, Member.

FEDERAL PRISON CAMPS

Mr. DYER. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill (H. R. 11285)
to establish Federal prison camps, with Senate amendments.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The Clerk read the Senate amendments.
Mr. DYER. Mr. Speaker, I move to concur in the Senate
amendments.
The motion was agreed to.

man think it ought to come up without any consideration at all
by any committee or that it should be considered by the House
in this ·way?
.
Mr. WOOD. It has been considered, I will say to the gentleman; and it is very well understood by all those who have given
it consideration; and if I were not perfectly sure that I am
right in my action, I certainly would not take advantage of this
time to ask for its ·consideration.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
the Senate amendment.
The Senate amendment was agreed to.
PRINTING THE ADDRESS OF MR. BECK

Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I desire' to ask
unanimous consent that the admirable and scholarly address
delivered to-day by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
BECK] may be printed as a public document. I am ple-ased to
GOVERNMENT PURCHASES
say that this request is made not only on an impulse of my own
l\1r. WOOD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to take but at the suggestion and with the approval of many gentlemen
from the Speaker's table the bill (H. R. 5769) to authorize the on both sides of the Chamber.
.
consolidation and coordination of Government purchases, to
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tenne ee
enlarge the functions of the General Supp1y Committee, and for asks tmanimous consent that the addre s by the gentleman from
other purposes, with a Senate amendment, and agree to the Pennsylvania [l\Ir. BECK] may be printed a s a public document.
Senate amendment.
Is there objection?
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
Mr. LINTHICU1\I. Reserving the right to object, I want to
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request ask the gentleman how many copie will be printed?
of the gentleman from Indiana?
1r. GARRETT of Tennessee. I can not tell the gentleman offThere was no objection.
hand. I do not know what the usual number i s. I am asking
The Clerk read the Senate amendment.
for the printing under the general rule.
Mr. MAPES. Mr. Speaker-Mr. SNELL. Up to the amount allowed under the general
The SPEAKER pro tempore. For what purpose does the rule?
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Yes.
gentleman from Michigan rise?
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Mr. LINTHICUM. I ·would like to have quite a number of ~xpected not only to put the money into the securities on the basis of
copies, for I know that my people will appr~iate them, a!l~ I the excess capitalization, but it is also expected to pay tolls in order
want a number printed · sufficiently large to give us all qmte a to pay profits on the basis of the excess capitalization.
The authorizations which have been granted by Congress do not pronumber of copies.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I am making the only request vide adequate protection to the public in financing, in the plans and
I can make now. If there be more required than the amount specifications, in supervision of construction,_ or in the operation of
the structures.
allowed by law, that can be taken care of later.
The States are moving rapidly to pass laws which will permJt them
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is tha·e objection to the request
..to build toll bridges on the basis of revenue bonds. This plan will not
of the gentleman from Tennessee?
increase the taxes upon property, and will not increase the bonded in. There was no objection.
'POSITION OF THE BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS UPON THE CONSTRUCTION
OF TOLL BRIDGES

debtedness, the bridge service will be rendered at a less toll rate than
private companies would demand, and in a relatively short time the
property will be owned by the public and can be operated without tolls
or at a very nominal cost. The revenues from the automobile registrations and gas taxes are increasing very rapidly, so that in fact the
public is now demanding tolls from every user of the highways.
The highway officials of the Federal Government and of the States
are opposed to the granting of further authorizations, either Federal
or local, for private toll bridges. All we request is a reasonable time
to get the neces$ary State legislation to build any bridge which ought
to be built. Many of the franchises which are being asked for by
private concerns can ·not support the investment from the earnings,
and the failures will destroy the confidence of investors in this type or
securities to the extent that the public will not be able to finance needed
structures which have a potential earning capacity sufficient to make
them sound projects.
It must be ·remembered that after the promoter has taken his
commissions he is no longer interested in the structure. It is the public
which pays and continues to pay.
Very truly yours,

Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. Mr. Speaker, t_here is considerable controversy a8 to the attitude of the Bureau of Roads on
the question of building toll bridges. I have requested the director, Mr. McDonald, to submit an article on this question, and he
bas done ·o. I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks
in the RECORD by printing this statement of the Director of the
Bureau of Roads.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request
of the gentleman from Kentucky?
There was no objection.
.
Mr. ROBSION ·o f Kentucky. 'Mr. Speaker, the cities, counties,
States, and the Federal Government are expending each year
more than -a billion dollars for the construction and maintenance
of highways. We are far behind in the construction of highway
bridges.
·
The cities, counties, and States are unable to provide the
revenues necessary to construct bridges that are now greatly
in <lemand to facilitate travel alon·g the highways that have
THOS. H. MACDO:iALD,
been built and are being built, and this has created a lively
Ohief of Bureau.
interest in the building of toll bridges. The present needs of
He
makes
it
clear
that
the
I!"'ederal
road
authorities
are optravel and commerce can not be served by the slow processes
posed to privately owned toll bridges, but Mr. MacDonald does
of the ferryboat.
We must have more bridges, and if the revenues of the cities, say that where it is necessary the public (the cities, counties,
counties, and States are not sufficient to construct them, then and States) should build these bridges and to issue revenue
bonds against the tolls. These tolls will be reasonable and the
we must look to other means to meet this need.
The promotors of the construction of toll bridges have been bridge become free to the public within a reasonable time. Mr.
very active. The question arises, In what way can the interest MacDonald has investigated the subject and he advises that
of the public be best served? I desire to call to
attention investment · bankers prefer to finance the public rather than
of the Congress and the country an illuminating statement made private companies. The public can borrow on the basis of revein writing to-day by the Hon. Thomas McDonald, Chief of the nue bonds at an equal or less rate than can a private individual
Federal Bureau of Roads. Mr. McDonald is one of the best- or a private company, and he points out that where these
informed men on the road and bridge subject in this country bridges are built by the public we can save promotion charges
or in an·y other country. He has no interest to serve except the and we can build and operate it at less cost, and when the earnwelfare of the people of the Nation. His statement is as ings pay for the bridge it becomes a free bridge.
In view of the fact that the public spends annually a billion
fo1Iows:
•
or mm·e dollars for the construction and maintenance of highUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
ways, it appears in the interest of the public welfare that these
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS,
bridges be built by the public, controlled by the public, and
Washington, D. 0., February 21, 19?.9.
become free without additional burdens and costs. Kentucky
Hon. JOHN M. ROBSION,
and many other States have passed laws providing that the
House of Representatives.
State shall construct these toll bridges and have charge of them,
MY D:EA.R MR. ROBSION: In response to your request for a statement and when the earnings ha\e paid for the bridges that they then
as to the position of the Bureau of Public Roads upon the matter of become free to the public.
toll bridges, I welcome the opportunity to make very clear both the
Any community that permits a private toll bridge to be built
position and the reasons which subsf:antiate it.
may expect to have no end of trouble over the question of what
We do not oppose public toll bridges. We support strongly· the is the fair and reasonable cost of construction, maintenance
building of toll bridges by the public where funds are not available and upkeep, and the fair and reasonable tolls to be charged.
for the building of free bridges or the construction would be too long
It seems to us that there can be no argument against the
deferred. We favor .the building of public toll bridges upon the basis public keeping these important public-service utilities in their
of revenue bonds. It is not necessary for the public to issue bonds own hands, and it ought to need no argument to keep us from
to be paid from property taxes or to place one cent of property other turning them over to private individuals and corporations. No
than the bridge itself and its earnings behind such bonds in order to one favors our permitting private individuals or corporations to
finance a public toll bridge. This is a development of only the past build our highways, :fix the matter of cost, tolls, and so forth.
few years in this country, although the plan has been long and widely
The public issues bonds and levies taxes on gasoline and :fixes
used abroad by the •public to finance public improvements. The interest licenses in order to raise the money to build roads. We may
and the bonds are retired from the earnings of the bridge or the public not be able to do this in building a bridge, but the next best
utility itself, and not one cent of property tax is obligated; the bonds thing is to let the State, county, or city build a bridge and
are not a debt in the sense of the constitutional meaning of indebted- issue bonds against the tolls of the bridge, and thereby avoid
ness against the State or municipality which uses this plan.
all Uilllecessary costs, profits, salaries, and keep the control in
Some of the best investment bankers prefer to finance the public the hands of the public.
rather than private companies, and the public can borrow on the basis
I strongly favor this policy not only for the people of Kenof revenue bonds at an equal or less rate than can a private individual tucky but for the Nation. We are interested in having fair
or a private company. The public does not have promotion charges, treatment for the traveling public throughout the country.

the

is not in the business to make a profit, and thenfore can build and
operate at a less cost than can ·a private company, and as soon as the
bridge is paid for out of earnings it becomes a free bridge.
We are strongly opposed to private toll bridges on any part of the
public highway system. We have become more strongly opposed since
through inquiry we have developed the fact that in every way possible
the cost to the public has been increased beyond any reasonable amountthrough promotion, organization, discount, noncompetitive contracts,
and overcapitalization.
We have instances and can give the figures for capit~ization in excess
of 100 per cent of the original cost of the bridge, and the public is

ADDRESS OF HON. B. WALTON MOORE

Mr. SUMMERS of Washington. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to print in the RECORD an address by the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. MooRE) on the life and character of
Washington's physician and friend.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the reque ·t
of the gentleman from Washington?
There was no objection.
Mr. SUMMERS of Washington. Mr. Speaker, on October .14,
1928, there was unT"eiled in the churchyard of the old Presby-
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terian 1\feeting House in Alexandria, Va., a monument to the Tobacco, the county seat of Charles County, Md., where still stands the
memory of Dr. James Craik, who fi·om the beginning of General house he occupied. The date of his marriage was 1760, and his wife
Washington's military career in the French and Indian wars was the daughter of Charles Ewell, of Belle .Air, Ptince William County,
to the end of the Revolution was the medical officer most inti- who was a cousin of General Washington, and of that marriage there
mately associated with him, and was his family physician until were born six sons and three daughters, some of whose d,escendants
his death. Among UJ.ose who participated in the ceremonies are here to-day.
were 1\faj. Gen. M. W. Ireland, Surgeon General of the Army. I
That his political views, prior to the Revolution, accorded with those
desire to insert the address delivered by Representative R. of Washington, is very clear. Here in May, 1774, the year I believe
WALTON MooRE, of Virginia, in whose district Alexandria and
in which this church was established, ther('l we.s a meeting of the freeholders of Fairfax County, of which .Alexandria was the county seat, to
Mount Vernon are located. The address follows:
DR . .JAMES CRAIK, A REVOLUTIONARY SURGEON GENERAL

In his biography of General Washington, Henry Cabot Lodge says of
the man whose memory we are now honoring that " Doctor Craik was
the companion of Washington's youth and his lifelong physician, was
always his dear and close friend, and the regard between the two is
very pleasant to look at as we see it glancing out here and there in the
midst of state papers and official correspanilence." Basoo upon such
documents, we have just heard from the distinguished Surgeon General
of the .Army an interesting narrative of the activities of that officer of
the Revolution who, whatever his title, must be thought of as in reality
one of General Ireland's predecessors.
To me is assigned the task of trying to gather up into a sort of
tapestry, however drab and imperfect, the information respecting the
personal qualities and attitude of the physician, and his relation to the
soldier and statesman who is now universally acclaimed as the world's
greatest citizen. The task is marked by difficulty due to the fact that
Doctor Craik did not write his remini cences and has had no biographer
to laboriously and carefully consult the sources from which more of
him might be learned. The public records of the places where he
resided should be examined. The newspaper files and particularly those
of the Alexandria Gazette should be minutely examined. Nothing
should be omitted which can be done to portray more adequately the
patriot who so richly deserves to be remembered.
We can not forget the two localities with which Doctor Craik's life
wa. mainly connected-Scotland, the land of h.is birth and this portion
of America to which he came in his young manhood, where be lived
and wrought, where be died, and in whose soil, within the shadow of
this church he now sleeps in the goodly company of several of those
who were at the front in the Revolutionary era.
The region in Scotland of which he was a native is radiant with the
fame of those the mere mention of whom starts fascinating reflections.
It is the region which boasts among its sons William Wallace, Robert
Bruce, and John Knox, and another son, Robert Burns, who has sung
of its attractions in undying verse, and who has also sung of the leader
of our Revolution. From that region there came here numerous seamen
and merchants of strong intellectual and moral fiber, without whose
character and work the history of northern Virginia and this the principal town of northern Virginia would be far less glorious than it is.
They COJ!Stitute a long roll of resolute and adventurous pioneers, who
did their utmost in times of peace to bu.ild up civilization in the new
land and never shunned the bitter sacrifices which in times of war were
demanded.
The home of the Craik family, which was a family of prominence,
was at Arbigland, not far from the town of Dumfries, a home which
more than a hundred years later was described as still beautiful with
trees and fiQ.wers surrounding an impressive mansion. There overlooking the waters of Solway Firth from its north shore, James Craik first
saw the light in 1730, and thus was just a little the senior of the soldier
and statesman who two years later was born in our own county of
Westmoreland. A circumstance of genuine interest is that at that home
there was employed by Craik's father as his gardener the father of
John Paul Jones. who himself was born at Arbigland. .And accordingly
in the struggle for .American independence Washington had by his side
the .Arbigland physician, and at the same time there was fighting on
the sea, while Washington led the forces of the Revolution on land, the
.Arbigland sailor who was the progen.itor of the American Navy.
It is a coincidence that in 1778 John Paul Jones began to menace
the commerce of England on the ocean in the very year Doctor Craik
~as disclosing to Washington the effort of the Conway Cabal to displace him from the command of the Army of the Revolution.
From the data which are available we know this: Craik left Scotland in 1750, when he was 20 years old, but I am ignorant of the
reason which impelled him. It is stated he had been educated at the
University of Edinburgh for service as a physician in the Blitish
Army, but I can only conjecture whether on leaving Scotland he was
a member of a military expedition, or if so, for what length of time
after arriving on this continent, he continued to wear the uniform of
the British .Army. He landed in one of the islands of the West Ind.ies,
and following a brief stay there was in Norfolk and then in Winchester, but could have been in each place but a short time before
he participated in an expedition to the frontier, where he was to come
in contact with the man with whom for so many years he was to be
identified.
Some time subsequent to that expedition, exactly when I do not know,
but it seems upon his marriage he took up his residence at Port

protest against the oppression of the city of Boston by the British.
Washington presided at the meeting and the resolutions-the Fairfax
resolves-setting forth many of the doctrines afterwards announced in
the Virginia Bill of Rights and the Declaration of Independence were
written by George Mason. Less than two months later Craik participated in a similar meeting in Charles County, and was appointed
a member of the committee on correspondence which it created.
.After the close of the Revolution, I think it was in 1784
he settled and practiced his profession here, his residence being withi~
a stone's throw of this church. In his old age he retired from practice
and spent the last few years of his life at Vaucluse, a few miles west
of Alexandria, with his son, George Washington Craik, and his grandchildren, and there he died on February 6, 1814. The son was named
for his friend and there is a letter preserved containing a generous
offer by Washington in respect to the son's education.
Our idea of Doctor Craik's personal appearance is obtained from a
silhouette of a very handsome young man wearing a military hat and
from a portrait painted in his maturer years. It is hardly too much
to say that even .if we had less knowledge of them, we might easily
conclude, fmm looldng at the pictures of Washington and Craik
that they resembled each other, in that while they were unafraid and
daring, they were deliberate and cautious. It was their way to look
forward carefully before acting and then act with vigor and determination. They observed the injunction of Lord Bacon that "In
meditation all dangers should be seen; in execution none unless they
are formidable." Doctor Craik's life spanned a period of 84 years
and in one of the little sketches of him he is described as being
toward the end a " stout, hale, cheery, old man, perfectly erect, fond
of company and children, and amusing himself with light gardening
work."
It is noted that almost up to the time of his death he often walked
from Vaucluse to .Alexandria and back, and that a few weeks before
his death he was in such excellent health as to engage in a foot race
with a young grandson. .An article in the .Alexandria Gazette of
February 10, 1814, four days after his death, stresses his unswerving
devotion to Washington, his fine ability, his unsullied character, his
close affiliation with the people of the commu~ty, and the warm esteem
in which he was held by all.
On one point there can be no question, that while practicing his profession in Maryland and Virginia, he stood forth as a capable, earnest,
and beloved physician. In that aspect he is commended by all of his
contemporaries who refer to him. Since the towns were then mere
villages and beyond their limits the population was sparse and scattered, in pursuing his profession he was compelled to endure all the
exertions and hardships incident - to traveling day and night over
wretched highways thread.ing extensive areas. I like to think of him
as a county physician of that group who then and in less remote days
excelled all others in the simple self-sacrificing service of humamty.
He was a Scotchman, and nowhere is the country physician such
as he was, more strikingly depicted than in the Bonnie BL·ier Bush
stories of A Doctor of the Old School. You recall how the author
tells that as they laid to rest Doctor McClure, the hero of those stories,
a gentleman standing by the grave said, "We have bUiied here the
remains of one who served the Glen with a devotion that has known no
reservation and a kindness that has never failed for more thnn 40
years."
.And then the minister preached from the text, "Greater love hath
no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friend." .And
then an old peasant tenderly quoted that other text, " Come ye blessed of
my Father. * *
I was sick and ye visited me." All of this would
have been appropriate as Doctor Craik was laid to rest in the churchyard
with the survivors of the Revolution, his fellow Masons, those who worshiped with him here, and the people of the town, lamenting his death.
Tmn to the relation in which he stood to General Washington. You
remember how when Washington was just passing beyond his boyhood,
the western wilderness in the neighborhood of what is now Pittsburgh
was the scene of the open.ing contest betwcell the French and English
for the control of the headwaters of the Ohio River; how Washington
was sent to that frontier on a mission of peace to the French which
failed, and how in 1754 the war drums sounded and Virginia organized
a regiment to march to the scene of a conflict which was irrepressible.
Joshua Fry was appointed colonel of that regiment and Washington was
lieutenant colonel. The regiment moved in two detachments from .Alexandria, one under the command of Washington and the other under the
command of Fry, with whom was Doctor Craik.

/
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Fry died n ear what ls now the city of Cumberland and his detachment went forward and joined Washington, '\"\"ho succeeded him as
colonel. I need not relate that the two forces having united, a battle
was fought at Great Meadows at which the French prevailed, and that
near there the Virginians strengthened the little fortification called
Fort Necessity where Washington made his defense against the French
and Indians but which he was compelled to surrender because outnumbered and with no supplies to maintain his command. It was then
and there that the . friendship between Washington and Craik was
formed which never weakened. It was such an enduring and cloudless
fiicndship as Washington, who throughout his life did not escape persistent hostilities and criticism, perhaps never enjoyed with any other
individual. A little later they '\"\"ere again together in the same western
wilderness in the Braddock campaign. Together they fought to preserve a remnant of the army which Braddock's inexperience and rashness had exposed to destruction. Most of the officers being killed,
Wa shington as Braddock's only surviving aide-de-camp assumed command and was in the Vflry thick of the conflict. Two horses were
shot under him and there were four bullet holes in his coat and yet
he was uninjured.
Doctor Craik in relating that experience was frequently beard to deClare that nothing but divine interposition could have preserved Washington's life in that hour of carnage and disaster. It is from him also
that we have the story that when be and Washington were again on the
same frontier in 1770, an Indian chief who came to meet them told of
trying to kill the young officer who was rallying his men to a supreme
effort. The chief said be singled him out and 'fired his rifle at him many
times and dire.cted his warriors to do the same but that to his astonishment there was no result, and that he had come to pay homage to the
man who was evidently the particular favorite of Heaven and destined
never to die in battle. Craik had attended Colonel Fry in his fatal illness; be ministered to Braddock as he was dying, and be stood by Washington as the latter read the burial service over the English general.
As soldier and physician Craik served through · the Revolution with
conspicuous u sefulness and gallantry, always approved by Washington
and most of the time in immediate association with him. He had the
e.ntire con.fid.,nce of the wonderful leader, who referred to him in his
last will and testament not only a.s his " old and intimate friend " but
as his "compatriot in arms." No man ever lived who would not have
been thrilled by such commendation.
Doctor Craik, because of his unbroken intimacy with Washington,
perhaps had a clearer conception than anyone else of his temperament
and disposition. When Washington Irving was preparing his biography
of the great Virginian he eagerly reached out for any correspondence
which might be in existence. He called on Lawrence Lewis, a nephew.
of Washington, who bad for a time lived with Doctor Craik and was
disappointed to be told that a large package of the Washington-Craik
correspondence had in some way been lost. But Mr. Lewis was emphatic in confirming Irving'S belief that to no one was Washington
knit by such strong ties as to his physician.
Doctor Craik also bad a better opportunity than anyone else of knowing that Washington's health was much les~ vigorous than has generally
been believed, and be made it his duty to guard him as far as possible
again t risking it. After the Braddock campaign, upon Craik's advice,
Washington -gave up his military activities in order to rest and recuperate at Mount Vernon. After the Revolution, Washington persuaded Doctor Craik to locate in Alexandria so as to be near Mount
Vernon. There is ground for believing that be urged this move in
1784 when he and Craik once more j ourneye" to the We t at the time
Washington, with broad vision of a coherent union with better means
of tran sportation, was beginning to plan the construction of a canal
connecting the Ohio and Potomac Rivers. He did locate in Alexandria,
and in the Washington diaries r ecently published, comprising four
volumes, I think that no one is mentioned as a visitor to Mount Vernon
and otherwise so often as the physician, not even Hamilton and other
statesmen to whom Washington was strongly attached. And Washington was a frequent visitor at the Craik home here i_n Alexandria.
Look for a moment at some of the Washington letters which have
fortunately been preserved. During the first administration, when New
York was tbe seat of the F ederal Government, he was prostrated by
innes and wrote the Secretary of War asking for an appointment for
Doctor Craik which would enable the latter to be near him. In that
letter he said, "The habits of intimacy and friendship in which I bav~
long lived with Doctor Craik and the opinion I have of his professional knowledge would most certainly point him out as the man of
my choice in all cases of sickness. I am convinced of his sincere attachment to me, arid I should with cheerfulness trust my life in his hands ;
but how far circumstances at present would justify his quitting his
practice in Alexandria and ena bling him to gratify his inclination
and my wishes, I am not able to say; but, could it be made consistent
with his advantage to be neat· me, I am sure it would be highly pleasing to me."
When he was no longer President and a war with France was
anticipated, and appointments in the Army were being considered,
Washington, who was to be the commander in chief, again wrote expressing his unbounded faith in his physician. In that letter be said,
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" ·I have already been applied to by a gentleman - to recommend him
for director of the hospital, which I have refused, as well on general
grounds as because if I ever have occasion for a physician or surgeon
I should prefer my old friend Doctor Craik who, from 40 years' experience, is better qualified than a dozen of them together."
In that time the style of letters written by friends to each other
was very formal, and Washington was not emotional or given to using
terms of familiarity, but in writing Doctor Craik he addressed him
not as "Sir" or "Dear Sir" but as "Dear Doctor" and sent messages t-o his family, and in closing expressed his affection for him.
When, on that Saturday morning in December, 1799, after his last
ride over the Mount Vernon estate on the preceding Thursday, and
the last entry in his diary on Friday, Washington became apprehensive
that he was seriously sick, be asked that Doctor Craik be sent for,
who soon arrived and remained until the curtain fell on the final
scene of the most memorable career which history bas recorded.
It was a sorrowful scene for the man who during almost half a century had had the opportunity of appreciating not only the great intellect but the great heart and sympathetic nature of the founder of the
liberties and institutions of our country who was about to pass away.
As the dark shadows gathered, Craik sat by the fire agitated by the
grief which he was hardly able to control. When the fatal moment
was approaching he was at the bedside holding Washington's bead to
his bosom, pressing his band, hearing his last words, and then closing
his eyes when the spirit bad taken its flight. He was -one of the
mourners at the tomb, and afterwards be said. " I, who was bred
among scenes of human calamity and had so often witnessed death in
its direst and most awful forms, believed that its terrors were too
familiar to my eyes to shake my fortitude; but when I saw this great
man die it seemed to me as if the bonds of my nature were rent and
the pillars of my country's happiness had fallen to the ground."
Doctor Craik was the surgeon who cared for many of the officers
wounded during the Revolution, including Lafayette. When peace had
not yet been secured he hastened from Yorktown to care for Mrs.
Washington's son, John Custis, a member of the Virginia Legislature
from Fairfax County, who was then sick at Eltbam, in New Kent
County. He was with Urs. Washington in her final illness. He was
the trusted physician not only of the Washingtons but of other outstanding families of the neighborhood. George Mason, of Gunston
Hall, in writing an account of his mother, tells how she ·was "attended by Doctor Craik, •
an intimate and personal friend
of General Washington as he was of my father."
A scientist bas stated that a shadow never falls upon a surface
with-out leaving a permanent trace which would become visible by
resort to processes which might conceivably be devised. What a picture
we would have if there could be thus represented the forms of those
identified in the past with this particular locality. In the picture the
most shining figures would be those of the father of his country and
the author of the Virginia Bill -of Rights. And not far from them
in priority of distinction would be the figure of the remarkable physician whose character and services entered into the web and woof
of those achievements which as the generations come and go can not
be forg-otten unless our Republic should become faithless to its ideals
and its hopes .

•

BRIDGES

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a special order of the
HoUl!!e the Chair recognizes the gentleman from Illinois [Mr.
DE~ISON] for 45 minutes.
:l.\Ir. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, a great man of letters has said
somewhere that sometimes there is only .one step from the sublime to the ridiculous. We have just had an opportunity to
listen to a splendid address on the life of W ashington by the
gentleman from Penn ylvania [1\Ir. BECK]. I hesitate to invite
your atten tion to a subject such a s I am going to discuss imme<liately following that address.
I sometimes think that in political principles and their application to the government of nations there has not been much
progress from Washingt on's time to our own. But in the material things of life, those things that go for the conveniences,
the comforts, the pleasures, and the advantages of life there
has been a wonderful progress since Washington lived at l\1ount
Vernon.
I go out to Mount Vernon every time I have an opportunity,
because I like to sit out there and reflect on the changes that
have taken place in the material things of life since his time.
I like to think of how be would ride from Mount Vernon .to
Alexandria, and perhaps to Baltimore and Philadelphia in his
old-time coach, hauled by two or four horses, while we in going
from Mount Vernon to Washington or to Baltimore or Philadelphia ride in our splenoid motor cars. In his time he had to
drive with his company from Mount Vernon to Alexandria or
to Baltimore or Philadelphia or New York through mud that
was almost immeasurable and at some seasons entirely impassible, while in a short time we will be able to travel from 1.\fount
Vernon to Washington over a splendid concrete memorial boule-
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vard constructed by the Government which he helped to found ;
and we can now go from l\Iount Vernon to Philadelphia or New
York without getting dust on our cars.
When General Washington traveled from Mount Vernon to
Philade1phia or New York he could only cross the rivers by
means of antiquated ferrybo·a ts, there being no bridges; if
weather conditions were unfavorable, or if it was in the night
time, he would have to remain in a near-by village or town until
the next day.
Times have changed since then with the great increase of
population and the impro\ement of our highways and the transportation of interstate commerce over them, the rivers of the
country have become bearers to the movement of commerce on
land and there is a universal demand for the construction of
highway bridges to afford safe and rapid transit over the rivers.
There are some who still prefer to compel the people to cross
our rivers by the old antiquated ferries or by modern ferries
rather than to permit toll bridges to be constructed to replace
them. It is the view of our committee that if the States or
municipalities ~re not in a financial condition to build free
bridges at important crossings, private individuaL ought to be
given a right to construct toll brfdges with private capital and
they ought to be allowed to operate them as toll bridges until
such time as the public authorities can take them over and
make them free. In all franchises now granted by Congress we
give the right to the State or municipalities to take over the
bridge constructed under its provisions for the purpose of making it free. We do not believe that the people ought longer to
be required to use ferries where a safer and quicker method of
crossing the rivers can be provided, even if it has to be provided
for the time being by private capital and operated under private
management.
I am not going to discuss to-day the jurisdiction of the Federal Government over the navigable waterways of the country.
I have spoken in this Chamber on other occasions when I gave
references to decisions of the courts, and discussed generally
the jurisdiction of the Federal Government over our navigable
rivers. I am going to ask permission of the House to insert at
the close of my remarks a brief that I have prepared showing
the concurrent jurisdiction of the States and the Federal Government over the navigable waterways of the United States
and showing the superior jurisdiction of the Federal Government whenever it chooses ·to assert it. I shall insert that at
the close of my remarks for the benefit of any who may be
interested in that subject.
The courts hold that the States and the Federal Government
have concurrent jurisdiction over navigable waters within the
boundaries of their respective States, but that, of course, the
jurisdiction of the Federal Government is supreme and the
States can do nething with reference to rivers within their
borders that will conflict in any way with the exercise of its
superior jul'isdiction by the Federal Government.
In 1890 Congress enacted a law in the rivers and harbors
bill of that year which prohibited anyone from building any
structure in or over any of the navigable wa'ters of the United
States until approval for such structure had been obtained from
the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War. I think that
was the first general legislation that Congres · enacted upon
that subject· but in 1899, by section 9 of the rivers and harbors
act Congres~ went further than that, and I am going to take
the' liberty of asking the Clerk to read section 9 of that act. in
order to advise the Member of the House of the first action
taken by the Congress asserting its supreme jurisdiction over
the navigable waterways of the United States.
The Clerk read as follows:
[Section 9 of the river and harbor act of March 3, 18991
SEC. 9. That it shall not be lawful to construct or commence the
construction of any bridge, dam, dike, or causeway over or in any port,
roadstead, haven, harbor, canal, navigable river, or other navigable
water of the United states until the consent of Congress to the building of such structures shall have been obtained and until the plans for
the same shall have been submitted to and approved by the Chief of
Engineers and by the Secretary of War: Provided, That such structures
may be built under authority of the legislature of a State across rivers
and other waterways the navigable portions of which lie wholly within
the limits of a single State, provided the location and plans thereof
are submitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers and by the
Secretary of war before con truction is commenced : A.tld prov,ided. fut·ther, That when plans for any bridge or other structure have heen
approved by the Chief of Engineers and by the Secretary ot War, it
shall not be lawful to deviate from such plans either before or after
completion of the structure unless the modification of said plans has
previously been submitted to and received the approval of the Chief of
Engineers and of the secretary of war.
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Mr. TAYLOR of Tennessee. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman
yield?
1\Ir. DENISON. Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR of Tennessee. Is it the gentleman's intention
in the course of his remarks to define the real test of navigability?
1\Ir. DENISON. I do not think I shall have the time to go
into that, but I shall define it very briefly in a few moments.
l\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. And I should like the gentleman
to attach to the paper which he states he will have permi sion
to insert, a citation of those decisions which he has collated, so
that they may be readily acceptable.
l\Ir. DENISON. I will be glad to do that.
Mr. ABERNETHY. Assuming now that bridges have been
built within a State, wholly within a State, with the approval
of the War Department, does that subject any of these folks
who have the e bridges to criminal liability?
1\Ir. DENISON. Oh, no; not to any criminal liability, but if
the bridges ha\e been built unlawfully the Chief of Engineers
can order them removed.
Mr. ABERNETHY. But they have bee-n built under the direction of the Chief of Engineer .
Mr. DENISON. If they are lawful structures, they can not
be removed unless, of course, they should obstruct navigation.
As to the question of what is a navigable waterway, that is a
question of law and fact. It has been adjudicated in numerous
cases that have gone to the Supreme Court, and the courts have
held that if at any time in the history of a particular river it
has been used for transportation purposes, however primitive, if
it has been used as a highway for commerce at any time in its
history, it is to be classed a a navigable waterway of the United
States. A great many of the smaller rivers in the early years
of our history were used by the pioneers for transpOI'ting their
produce from one part of the country to another.
They may have been used by hunters for transporting their
pelts, or they may have been used for various purposes. The
early French explorers used our rivers for traveling and transporting their property in their canoes ; the court will inquire
into the history of the river, and if it finds from the history of
the river and from .all other facts before the court that it has
been at some time used as a channel of commerce, it will hold
it to be a navigable waterway under the laws of the United
States.
I have just had read section 9 of the act of 1899 when Congress first asserted its authority over these navigable waterways. In 1906, on March 23, the first general bridge law became
effective, in which Congress repeated substantially the act of
1899 which I have just had read, but we went further in that
act, and dealt more specifically with the construction of bridges
over navigable wate-rways, and among other things it was provided in section 4 of that act as follows:
If tolls shall be charged for the transit over any bridge constructed
under the provisions of this act, of engines, cars, street cars, wagons,
carriages, vehicles, animals, foot passengers, or other passengers, such
tolls shall be reasonable and just, and the Secretary of War may, at
any time, and from time to time, prescribe the reasonable rates of toll
for such transit over such bridge, and the rates so prescribed shall be
the legal rates and shall be the rates demanded and received for such
transit.
Now, every bridge that has been built over the navigable
waters of the United State under acts of Congress since l\Iarch
23, 1906, has been built subject to the provisions of that act,
and the Federal Government has the right to regulate the toll
charged for the use of the bridge.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. M.r . Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DENISON. Yes.
:Mr. LAGUARDIA. This law defining reasonable rates must
be construed as to reasonableness in the same way as it applies to railroad rates? They can not be arbitrary rates of the
Secretary of War. They must be based on the figures of the
bridge company? Am I correct?
l\1r. DENISON. No; the gentleman is not correct. They
are based upon these considerations: If it is claimed by a
responsible per on that the owner of any particular bridge is
charging tolls that are unjust and unreasonably large, the Chief
of Engineers will order the district engineer under whose
jur~sdiction t11~t particular b;idge i~ located to make an inv~sti
g~t10n. He Will have a public hearn~g ;_ the owner ~f the bndge
~Ill be t:eard, and an_yone else ~ho IS mterested w1ll be ~eard.
1 'Ihe engm~r transcnbes t~e ev_Idence and sends th~ eVIdence
1 a~ transcribed, to¥eth~r With h1s. report,. to the qhtef of En1 gu;eers.
In that mqmr~ the engmeer. Wil~ a~certam wha~ t~e
1 bndge cost, and what It costs to mamtam It and keep It In
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repair ; be will inquire as to the tolls charged upon other bridges
of a similar character, and will hear evidence upon any question
that may properly enter into consideration in determining what
will be fair and just and reasonable tolls to be charged ; and
then the Chief on Engineers, if he finds that the tolls charged
are unreasonable or unjust, will fix the tolls that ought to be
charge<l, and from his finding there is no appeal.
Mr. DOWELL. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? Is
there any in ·tance where the department is doing what the
gentleman has just stated?
Mr. DENISON. Yes. They are doing it to-day.
Mr. DOWELL. And arbitrarily fixing the rates?
Mr. DENISON. I did not say they were arbitrarily fixing
the rates.
Ur. DOWELL. I understood you to say he arbitrarily fixed
the rates.
1\lr. DENISON. I said that after hearings were held and
b e finds from the evidence what is a just and reasonable rate,
he fixes the rate. That is not an arbitrary fixing of the rate.
1\Ir. DOWELL. But my inquiry was this: Does he have the
power to fix the rates when he bears the evidence?
Mr. DENISON. H e has.
1\Ir. DOWELL. Has that been done by the War Department?
Mr. DENISON. It is repeatedly done.
l\Ir. DOWELL. Another question. It is a well-known fact that
there is no uniformity whatever as to toll rates on any two toll
bridges over the country. Is it not a fact that that is one of the
functions of the War Department, and when it has passed upon
this question it is in a case where something extraordinary has
happened and the matter has been brought before him. ls it
not usually true that there is no consideration given whatever
to the tolls?
Mr. DENISON. No ; it is not true. I do not know where the
gentleman got that impression.
1\Ir. DOWELL. I got that opinion irom traveling over the
toll bridges. I know they are entirely out of harmony with
any kind of equity.
Mr. DENISON. The gentleman from Iowa ought not to judge
whether the War Department is doing its duty by merely riding
over the different toll bridges of the country. I would suggest
to the gentleman that he collier with the Chief of Engineers
and then reach his conclusion. Then the gentleman will find
that they dQ> just as they are told to do by the act of Congress.
They h ave a hearing and enter into all the phases of the question, and they try to determine what would be just and reasonable rates to be charged, so far a can be determined from the
evidence.
Mr. DOWELL. Will the gentleman permit one other question
for information?
Mr. DENISON. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. DOWELL. 'Vill the gentleman give us some statement
now upon what basis the War Department fixes the rate of toll?
ls it the value of the toll bridges? Is there a system in the
War Department, or rather a program approved by the department, by which all these toll bridges have their rates fixed?
Mr. DENISON. No. In the nature of things that could not
be. Whenever the Chief of Engineers has an investigation made
of any particular bridge, evidence is heard as to that particular
bridge, and the tolls are fixed with reference to that particular
br idge. The tolls fixed would depend upon a number of circum tance . All the evidence is taken into consideration. I
have not the time now to make a further analysis of that subject.
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DENISON. Ye .
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. I think this is information of
great importance to the country because, as the gentleman from
Iowa [Mr. DoWELL] has said, there is a great deal of confusion
in the country on the subject. The law says, " Fix reasonable
toll s." Is that based on the cost of the bridge, or the value of
the bridge, as they claim it to be, after we have expended
millions of dollars by State and Federal Government in building highways? For instance, in my district there is a bridge
that cost $3,700. They are collecting $30,000 from that bridge
every year. They claim now its >alue is $50,000. What is the
basis?
Mr. DENISON. I will have to say to my friend from Kentucky that I never have participated in one of these hearings.
I have read to the House the act by which Congress placed this
duty on the Chief of Engineers. I am told that the Chief of
Engineers h·ies to perform that duty as best he can under the
mandate of Congress. I do not know, of course, just what elements he takes into consideration in arriving at his conclusions.
But here ic:; the law, and the Chief of Engineers and Secretary
of ' Var are the officials charged by law with the duty of making
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an investigation wherever charges are filed and, after a full and
fair hearing, fixing what they find to be just and reasonable
rates of toll.
1\Ir. ROBSION of Kentucky. That authority having been
placed in the War Department, I was wondering how efficiently
and effectively that law is operating for the benefit of the public.
1\Ir. DENISON. I will say to the gentleman that wherever
there has been a complaint made the War Department has acted
promptly; they have had full hearings and considered the cases
carefully and very often have reduced the tolls to a point where
there was no further complaint about them.
1\Ir. BURTNESS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DENISON. I yield.
1\Ir. BURTNESS. Has not one difficulty been found in this,
that there is no law to regulate the tolls charged over a bridge
built prior to 1906?
Mr. DENISON. Yes; the gentleman from North Dakota is
correct.
1\Ir. BURTNESS. And the most severe complaints have been
made as to bridges built prior to that time?
Mr. DENISON. That is true.
Mr. BURTNESS. Then I want to ask the gentleman one
other question, which he can answer in his own time. Has the
gentleman given any consideration to the question as to whether
Congress could constitutionally adopt legislation now for the
regulation of tolls over bridges built prior to the 1906 act?
Mr. DENISON. Well, that is a pertinent and important inquiry. Of course, we must remember that before March 23, 1906,
the Government did not attempt to regulate the tolls charged
on btidges, and there are quite a few toll bridges in the country
that were built prior to 1906. Those are the bridges about which
there is so much complaint.
The War Department can not now, under existing law, regulate the tolls on such bridges; and there is a very just complaint against the charges now being made for transit over some
of those bridges. I will say, in answer to the question of the
gentleman from North Dakota, that I believe Congress has the
power to pass legislation regnla.ting the tolls over bridges constructed before 1906.
Mr. BURTNESS. I am very glad to hear the gentleman say
that, because it seems to me that situation is no different from'
what it was, for instance, with reference to railroads built
prior to the adoption of the futerstate commerce act. The e
bridges are agencies of interstate commerce--being built across
navigable streams, so that they are arteries of interstate commerce--and over which we have juri diction.
Mr. DENISON. There is no question in my mind but that
Congress, under the commerce clause of the Constitution, has
the power to pass legisl:;ttion regulating the tolls that are
charged on those toll bridges constructed prior to 1\Iarch 23,
1906, especially if they are bridges constructed over rivers
that constitute the boundary line between States; because all
the commerce that goes over such bridges is in the very nature
of things interstate commerce. With reference to bridge of
that character which have been built within the different States,
if those bridges are now located on highways that have been
constructed through Federal aid and are now u sed as channels
of interstate commerce, I believe the Congress has the power to
pass legi lation regulating the tolls charged for those bridges.
1\Ir. DOWELL. Will the gentleman yield for a brief question?
Mr. DENISON. For a brief question ; yes.
Mr. DOWELL. In view of the fact that most of the road
construction has been carried on since 1906, and in view of the
opinion of the gentleman that we are able to pass legislation
fixing the rates or regulating the rates over the bridges, does
not the gentleman believe his committee should immediately.
bring a bill to this House and immediately have it passed to
regulate these tolls so as to forever stop the objection that has
been made with reference to these toll bridges on Federal-aid
highways?
1\Ir. DENISO~. I will say to the gentleman that I ha Ye a
bill pending for that purpose.
Mr. BRIGGS. Will the gentlenran yield?
Mr. DENISON. Yes.
Mr. BRIGGS. Is the gentleman ·cognizant of any situation
such as the gentleman from Missouri [1\Ir. CocHRAN] descl'ibed
the other day with respect to the resistance of certain bridge
companies to the orders of the Chief of Engineers in reference
to the regulation of tolls on one or more bridges of this character?
1\lr. DENISON. No; I am not familiar with that.
1\Ir. BRIGGS. I understood the gentleman from Missouri to
say the other day, when we were considering some bridge bills
on the Consent Calendar, that some concern that had one of
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t11ese toll bridges, which was receiving rather extraordinary
returns from the tolls charged, was making quite a good deal
of resistance to the regulation of those tolls.
Mr. DENISON. Of course, I do not suppose we can pass any
law which will prevent people from litigating if they want to
do so. It is natural for people to resist ha ring their incomes
reduced.
·
1\:lr. BRIGGS. Does not the gentleman think the practical
way to deal with this, until general legislation is obtained,
would be to carry in bridge bills a reservation of the right to
regulate tolls?
l\Ir. DENISON. We do that in all of the bridge bills that are
now passed. In all of the bills now presented to the House we
1·e erve the right to regulate the tolls.
Mr. CARTER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DENISON. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. At the time these bridges are under construction by the bridge companies, or soon thereafter, are they required to file with any public official the amount expended on
the construction of a particular bridge?
Mr. DENISON. Yes; we require t11at in reference to all
bridges.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Will the gentleman yield for just a short
question?
Mr. DENISON. Yes.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Is it not true that the decision of the
Secretary of War as to rates is final to the people or to the
State complaining of excessive rates, but if the company deems
the rates fixed by the Secretary of War to be confiscatory on
the basis of its own valuation, . they may resort -to the courts?
l\Ir. DE:NISON. Why, of course. No agency of the Government can confi~te private property, and whenever it is
claimed that that has been done, the partie always have the
right to resort to the courts to determine whether there has been
a confiscation.
I will have to proceed now because my time is passing,
although I realize thee questions bring out matters that are of
importance to the House ; if I b,a ve enough time I will be glad
to answer any question I can.
Since the passage of the first Federal-aid road act in 1906
and the establishment of the policy of the FederaL Government
aiding in the construction of roads, there has been a wonderful
growth of road building all over the country. Improved highways are being constructed everywhere, and commerce is growing on these highways. We have developed a new form of
transpQrtatiou, namely, by motor truck and by motor bus, and
this kind of transportation is impatient at delays that are
occasioned by having to wait and-- take the old-fashioned ferries to cross the rivers. So there has dPyeloped throughout
the country a demand for the construc~on of bridges at all
important highway crossings.
Here in Washington we feel it because it comes to the Members of Congress and they are asked to file bills to permit the
construction of bridges.
I find that in the Sixty-sixth Congress, which was the second
Congress after the enactment of the first Federal-aid road act,
there were 100 bridge bill passed by the Congress in the two
years ; that is, about one for each State for each year.
In the Sixty-seventh Congress there were 115 bridge bills
pas ed. Of course, these bridge bills were mostly for railroad
bridges. When I first went on the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee ·we hardly ever had an application for a
franchise for a highway bridge. There were no highway bridges
built in those day · except bridges like the large one at St.
Louis or the ones at New York or in other large cities; but
along about the Sixty-seventh Congress applications began to
come in for permits to build highway bridge , and as the highway system of the country has improved, these applications for
franchises to build highway bridges have been steadily increasing.
In the Sixty-eighth Congress there were passed 150 bridge
bills of all kinds, railroad, interurban, and highway ; in the
Sixty-ninth Congre
there were 213 bills passed; and in the
Seventieth Congress, including those that are on the calendar
now, there are about 375 bridge bills that have either l>een
pas ed or will be passed before we adjourn.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Illinois. Will the gentleman yield for
a question there?
l\Ir. DENISON. I yield to m~· friend from Illinois.
1\fr. WILLIAMS of Illinois. Will the gentleman state to the
House the percentage of bridges that are actually built out of
the number authorized by the Congress?
1\fr. DENISON. Of course, we grant many franchises to
build bridges, but various things happen to prevent their construction. I presume there is not 50 per cent of the bridges
built under the franchises we grant. Sometimes they are un-
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able to raise the money to build them. Then, sometimes, they
are unable to present plans for the bridges that will be approved by the War Department; sometimes we grant franchise>
to municipalities or to counties or to the highway departments
of the States, and they in turn have to submit these questions
to a vote of the people, and the people, being unwilling to tax
themselves, vote down the proposition; and sometimes we
grant permits to State highway commissions and they submit
to a vote of the people the proposition of issuing bonds to build
the bridges and they are voted down ; other reasons may arise
that prevent the construction of the bridge, and under the
general law these bridge franchises become ineffective unless
construction is begun on the bridge within one yea r after the
act is passed. So there is no necessary relation between the
number of franchises we grant and the number of bridges that
are built.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Illinois. What I had in mind was the
fact that these bridges are not really constructed except at
such places where public necessity or public demand justifies it.
Mr. DENISON. That is true.
l\Ir. WILLIAMS of Illinois. Notwithstanding the very large
number of permits?
Mr. DENISON. That is true. Of course, when a Member
of Congress files a bill for a bridge franchise our committee
respects his wishes and his action, as far as we can and we
treat all Members alike. These bills are all referred to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, and this leads
me now to a discussion of the policies of that committee, of
which I would like to have the Members fully informed.
In the first place, it is the policy of that committee to give
prompt consideration to all bills of this kind that come to it.
[Applause.]
We respect the wishes of all Members of Congress alike,
and we assume that when a Member of Congress files a bill
for a franchise to build a bridge in his district, he is acquainted
with the sentiment in his district, he knows what the people
there want, and he is trying to carry out their wishes when
he presents the bill ; so our committee gives it prompt consideration. If we find ·there is any opposition to the bill, we give
prompt hearings and let everyone who is interested come bef(}re
the committee ·and be heard ; then, after the hearings are completed, we give prompt con ideration to the bill, and if we are
convinced that it is a proper bill we report it and it goes on
the calendar ; and up to this time it has been the policy of the
committee to lend its assistance to the authors of ·uch bills,
in so far as we can, in helping to get the bills through the House.
Now, another policy of the committee is to encourage the
building of bridges by public authority. We feel, gentlemen
of the House, that wherever the public authorities can do so
they ought to build bridges, and this is especially true within
the different States. If a bridge is to be built in a municipality or city, that city ought to build the bridg_e if it i in a
financial condition to do- so. If it is a county bridge, the
county ought to build it if it can do so. If neither of them
can build the bridge, we feel the State ought to do it if it is
in a financial condition to do so. So we encourage the building of bridges by public authority wherever it can be done.
Now, how do we do this? We give preference to bills that ·
are filed for franchises for public authorities. If there is a bill
filed asking for a franchise for a private person or corporation to
build a bridge at a particular place and there is another bill
filed by the State or the State highway department or a municipality to build a blidge at or near the same place, we give
preference to the public authority.
1\Ir. ROBSION of Kentucky. Why do you glve it to the public
authority?
Mr. DENISON. The reason ought to be apparent-! think
if the bridge is built by a public authority, under a proper
franchise granted, it will in time become a free bridge, and we
all want free bridges.
1\Ir. ROBSION of Kentucky. If the gentleman will permit
me, I\ir. McDonald, director of roads, has made an investigation
in this country. Three or four years ago the moneyed men
would not finance a municipality or a State in the building of
a bridge, but to-day the policy has changed within the last three
or four years. Financial concerns now had rather furnish funds
to States or municipalities than to finance private individuals
or corporations.
Mr. DENISON. I am not so sure that that i. the fact, although it may be true in some instances. But, as I say, the
committee shows preference to the public authorities in this
way. If a Member files a bill asking for a franchise for a
private individual or a corporation to build a bridge at some
particular place, the committee asks the author of the bill to
file with it a statement over his signature stating whether or
not there is any possibility or probability that the municipality
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or State will build a bridge at that place in the near future.
We 1·equire that in all cases. If the Member can not give the
committee such a showing we do not approve the bill. Btut
when the Member comes before the committee and files the statement ·bowing that there is no chance to get a publicly constructed bridge, we grant a franchise to the private individual.
Mr. DOWELL. Will .the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. DENISON. I yield to the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. DOWELL. Is the highway commission of the State consulted or notified of the application of the parties for a franchise to build a bridge? Do they know of the application here?
Mr. DENISON. The. Member who files the bill is supposed
to get that information and furnish it to the committee. The
committee could not make such inquiries itself. The committee
submits the question to the 1\Iember who files the bill, and we
expect him to file with the committee such information.
Mr. DOWELL. Under the present system the State highway
commission is the one that fixes the place for the bridge and
ought to be the one who would have the most information as
to the propriety of Congress granting the franchise. Ought not
the highway commission _to have full notice of the application
for granting a franchise at any given place?
Mr. DENISON. My own view is that that would be asking
too much of the committee. .
Mr. RO.BSION of Kentucky. A day or twG ago a bill was
passed to build a bridge at-Maysville, Ky., giving the franchise
to a private concern. -The State of Kentucky has set aside
$1,750,000 to build that bridge. I was wondering if it was
required of the author of that bill to find out whether the
State was likely to build the bridge or not.
Mr. DENISON. That was required of the author of the
bill, and it will appear in the report of the committee.
Mr. BURTNESS. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. DENISON. I yield.
l\Ir. BURTNESS. I not the positio11of the committee this:
That the highway commission should be consulted, but the committee expects the individual Member of Congress who introdue€~ the bill to consult with the State- highway commission;
: and does· not the committee require an answer to the specific
question sent to them by the clerk of the committee as to
whether or not there is any prospect of the State itself building
the bridge?
- Mr. DENISON. That is true, as I have already stated. I
answered the gentleman in this way : I do not think our committee ought to be expected to make that investigation. \Ve
. do expect the Member who files the bill to make it. He is the
. one most vitally interested. It is in his district, and be is
supposed to represent the public of that district. When be
pre ents a bill we inquire of him and expect him to furnish an
-answer to the inquiry, and we take the information he furnishes
in good faith.
Mr. DOWELL. That is the question I asked-if your committee required that information, and was it furnished. I did
not ask if the committee went out to get it.
Mr. DENISON. · My answer is that if the gentleman from
Iowa, for example, should file a bill for a franchise to build
a bridge in his district-that is, for a franchise to a private
individual-we would submit to him the inquiry whether his
: State highway department or the county or city is likely to
build a bridge at this place. We would not undertake to tell
the genUeman from Iowa how he shall get the information;
we would aSsume that, being a Member of Congress, he would
do what is i·ight ·and proper and get the information from the
very best oources.
- · Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. The committee does not include
in that inquiry, however, a request for information as to
· whether or not the State highway commission approves the
building of the bridge there?
Mr. DENISON. No ; we do not, because when Congress feels
that a bridge ought to be built at a certain place in the
interest ·o f -interstate commerce, we do not recognize the right
of anybody to veto or disapprove it. [Applause.]
Mr. SCHAFER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DENISON. For a short question, because I must get on
· if I am going to talk about what I intended to at all.
Mr. SCHAFER. Would it ·not be a good thing if the committee would amend its rules pertaining to these bridge bills
and require that the Member of Congress introducing the bill
shall send a copy of the bill to the State highway commi sion of
his State and ask whether or not that commission has objections, and have them filed with the committee, so that the committee can have before it their objections or recorm::i:lendations?
Mr. DENISON. Our committee does not feel that we ought
to treat Members of Congress quite that way. We feel that
we ought to treat them as Members of Congress elected to
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represent their districts, and we treat them just as we would
want to be treated ourselves. But I must get ahead if I am
to get any opportunity to say any part of what I intended to
say about the policies of _the ~ommittee. _
Our committee does not recognize the right of anyone to own
a monopoly in the crossing of a navigable water of the United
States, so we grant no monopolies. If a bill is :filed for permission to build a bridge, and we grant it, then if another bill is
filed for permission to build another bridge in the same locality,
if there are no objections presented that we consider valid, we
grant the franchi e to the second applicant also.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. BEEDY). The time of the
gentleman from Illinois has expired.
Mr. SCHAFER. .Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the gentlemen's time be extended 10 i:ninutes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
asks unanimous consent that the time of the gentleman from
Illinois be extended for 10 minutes. Is there objection?
Mr. TILSON. Will it take that much time for the gentleman
to :finish?
MI·. DENISON. Yes.
Mr. TILSON. I hope the gentleman will finish within that
time, because we have a number of very important matters
to take up this afternoon.
Mr. DENISON. I appreciate that, but this is the first time
that I have taken the floor this session. This is not a matter
that is of particular interest to me, but I thought it would be
to the rest of the House, because Members have been asking
many quest.i,ons about the policies of our committee.
Mr. TILSON. The discussion of the gentleman has been very
useful to the House.
l\1r. DOWEJ.,L. The gentleman has yielded very freely to
Members to ask questions, and I think the time should be
extended.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
.
l\Ir. DENISON. The Federal Government is not concerned
_about how many bridges are built over its navigable waters,
provided they do not interfere with navigation, and, of course,
the War Department will not permit that. So that we do not
grant any monopolies. Some people came in to see me this
week and called my attention to the fact that there is a certain
bridge between two cities out in one of the Western States, and
that there ar~ now bills before our committee asking for a
franchise to build one or two additional bridges there. These
people came to me and sa.i d that if we granted those franchises
it would bankl'upt their company. That presents a very serious
question, but our committee knows but one course to follow in
such cases. Whoever investS money in a b1idge does it with
knowled!re that there may be another bridge constructed in
that vicinity. That is on·e of the hazards of that investment.
I have always contended that an investment in a bridge over.
a na-vigable waterway is a hazardous investment, and that
such investment is entitled to a large return in the way of
dividends because of that hazard. But we can not help situations of that kind. We do not recognize the right of anybody to
have a monopoly on the right to cross the navigable waters
oi the country, and so far a our committee is concerned we
grant as many franchises as there are applications, if they are
made in good faith and are presented by Members of Congress.
That is important for another reason. If we grant a monopoly, then, just as soon as we grant it, it would have a high
speculative value, and a man could take these franchises and
sell them at a high value to other people, because those people
would have no competition. In order to prevent speculation in
franchises, to prevent them from having any commercial value,
we announced to the country that no one is justified in paying
anybody $1 for a bridge franchise to cross any river in this
coutltry, because he can come here to our committee and get
one for nothing.
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Speaker, Will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. DENISON. Yes.
l\lr. PARKER. I think the gentleman made one statement
that he did not exactly intend to make and that is in the matter
of a monopoly. The only monopolies granted by our committee
are monopolies to municipalities.
Mr. DENISON. The chairman of the committee is correct
in that respect. Of course, if there is a public bridge, we will
not grant a franchise to a privat.e individual to build another
bridge at that point unless there is an urgent need shown for
another bridge.
_
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I call the gentleman's attention
to this fact: Before the United States district engineers in
Memphis the other day the owners of a bridge costing less than
$200,000 filed a statement in which they placed the value of
their franchise at $350,000.
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Mr. DENISON. They can place its value at $3,000,000 if they
want to. That does not make it so. We do not pay much
attention to statements of that kind because they do not amount
to very much.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I call that to the attention of
the gentleman to show the abuses.
Mr. DENISON. But that is merely an abuse of language.
Of course we hear these abuses of language every day, but as
Members of Congress we ought not to allow those things to influence us in the performance of our duties. There ought not to
be any value on franchises to build bridges .that are granted by
Congress, and this committee is doing everything it can to prevent these ·franchises from having any value; if people will go
to a man or a company that has a franchise to build a bridge
and pay anything for it, that is their fault. There is no reason
for doing so. We can not prevent them from doing that, becau e men will buy gold bricks and will buy worthless stocks,
and will buy real estate that has no title to it. Men will invest
their money foolishly; but the point I make is that so far as the
committee is concerned, we are following the policy of preventing
the e franchises from having any value, and we announce to the
. country that no one is justified in paying anybody one cent for a
franchise to build a bridge, because Congress will grant them a
franchise free if they will come to us and ask for it.
Mr. DO,VELL. But hasn't it a value under the system that
we have when it is built on one of the Federal-aid highways and
where it bas protecting roads on both sides of the bridge? It
does haYe a real value, irrespective of the fact that another
franchise may be granted. The man who had the other one
granted would know that be is in competition with another one.
Mr. DENISON. The gentleman from Iowa now is talking
about the value of the bridge. I was talking about the value of
the franchise before the bridge was built.
l\Ir. DOWELL. No; I was talking about the value of the
franchise.
l\lr. DENISON. Now, how do we protect the public interests
when we grant these franchises? I want to show to the House
and to the country briefly how we protect the public interests.
In the first place, in all the bridge franchises that we grant we
reserve the right to fix the tolls. There is no reason why the
people should be imposed upon by unreasonable charges on toll
bridges, especially on bridges built now, and in every bill that
we pass we reserve the right to fix the tolls.
In the next place, in. all franchises we grant to-day for the
construction of bridges we require the owner or builder to make
a sworn itemized statement of the cost of the bridge. That
statement must be filed with the highway department of the
State in which the bridge is located, and with the Chief of
Engineers here in Washington within 90 days after the completion of the bridge. The franchise further provides that the
Secretary of War may, and upon request of the highway department of the State shall, within three years after the completion
of the bridge, make a complete investigation of its cost and
make a finding as to the reasonable cost of the bridge ; and
such finding shall be conclusive for the purposes or recapture
and rate making. With your permission I shall insert here this
· provision as to statement of costs and its investigation by the
Secretary of War, which your committee now inserts in all
bridge franchises granted to private individuals:

its

The - - - ,
successors and assigns (or his or their heirs, legal
representatives, and assigns), shall within 90 days after the completion of such bridge file with the Secretary of War and with the
highway departments of the States of - - - and - - - , a sworn
itemized statement showing the actual original cost of constructing
. the bridge and its approaches, the actual cost of acquiring any interest
in real property necessary therefor, and the actual financing and promotion ·costs. The Secretary of War may, and upon request of the
highway department of either of such States shall, at any time within
three years after the completion of such bridge, investigate such ' costs
and determine the accuracy and the reasonableness of the costs alleged
in the statement of costs so filed, and shall make a finding of the actual
and reasonable costs of constructing, financing, and promoting such
bridge ; for the purpose of such investigation the said - - - , its successors and assigns (or his or their heirs, legal representatives, and
assigns), shall make available all of its records in connection with the
construction, financing, and promotion thereof. The findings of the
Secretary of War as to the reasonable costs of the construction,
financing, and promotion of the bridge shall be conclusive for the purposes mentioned in section 4 of this act, subject only to review in a
court of equity for fraud or gross mistake.

Mr. LINTHICUM. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield
there?
Mr. DENISON. Yes; I yield to the gentleman from Maryland.
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Mr. LINTHICUM. How do you determine the charges?
Mr. DENISON. The War Department does that by conductip.g a full hearing in which they investigate every element
of cost and consider all circumstances connected with the
bridge, and from their investigation determine the reasonable
charges that should be made.
Then in granting franchises to private individuals or corporations to construct bridges, we further protect the public by
providing for the recapture of all such bridges whenever the
public wishes to recapture them. With your permission I shall
insert here the provision which our committee inserts in all
bridge franchises granted to private parties to construct toll
bridges:
SEc. 2. After the completion of such bridge, as determined by the Secretary of War, either the State of - - - , any political subdivision
thereof within or adjoining which any part of such bridge is located,
or any two or more of them jointly, may at any time acquire imd take
over all right, title, and interest in such bridge and its approaches,
and any interest in real property necessary therefor, by purchase or by
condemnation or expropriation, in accordance with the laws of such State
governing the acquisition of private property for public purposes by
condemnation or expropriation. If at any time after the expiration
of - - - years after the completion of such bridge the same is acquired
by condemnation or expropriation, the amount of damages or compensation to be allowed shall not include good will, going value, or prospective revenues or profits, but shall oe limited to the sum of (1) the
actual cost of constructing such bridge and its approaches, less a reasonable deduction for actual depreciation in value; (2) the actual cost
of acquiring ·such interests in real property; (3) actual financing and
promotion cost, not to exceed 10 per cent of the sum of the cost of constructing the bridge and its approaches and acquiring such interests
in real property ; and ( 4) actual expenditures for necessary improvements.

It will thus be seen_that either the State or the county or the
city in which any plivately owned toll bridge may be constructed
is given the right to either purchase or condemn the bridge and
take it over for the purpose of making it free. We even encourage the States or municipalities to take over privately owned
toll bridges by allowing the States or the municipalities to operate any bridge so taken over as a toll bridge until the amount
paid for the bridge has been amortized. It will be noted that
we first give the public authority the general right to take over
the bridge by purchase or condemnation at any time after its
completion. We then further provide that if the public authority-the State, county, or city-takes over such a bridge by
condemnation after a limited number of years, stated in the
franchise, they can do so by the payment of a Umited measure
of damages; that is, the measure of damages is provided by the
franchise to be the actual value of the physical structure and
in fixing the measnre of damages in a condemnation proce~ding
nothing shall be allowed for going value or earning power or
prospective profits.
Mr. SEGER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield there?
Mr. DENISON. Yes.
Mr. SEGER. Does the committee fix the time in which this
power can be exercised?
Mr. DENISON. Yes; if it is a small bridge which does not
cost much, or if it is in a sparsely settled community, we fix the
time at five years. If it is a large bridge, we fix the time at 10
years. In some instances, where the cost of the bridge runs up
into many millions of dollars, we would fix the time at 20 years.
The time after which the limited measure of damages would
apply is determined by the facts in each case. Since this right
of recapture by the public upon terms that are entirely fair and
just to the public is reserved in all franchises granted by Congress to private individuals to construct toll bridges, it ought to
be plain to all of us that there is not the slightest reason why
the public should be imposed on very long by the owners of
private toll bridges. The public has a complete remedy if it
chooses to exercise it.
·
In the next place, we try to further protect the interests of the
public by requiring in all privately owned bridge franchises that
all contracts made in connection with the construction o{ the
bridge wherein the amount involved exceeds $5,000 shall be let
by public bidding to the lowest responsible bidder. Whenever
bridges are built by the States or counties or municipalities they
are generally required by local law to let all contracts to the
lowest responsible bidder. The committee thought that by requiring the same practice to be followed by private partie in
constructing bridges the cost of the bridge would be kept down
and this becomes important in view of the fact that tolls may
be based Upon the cost of the structure, and the original cost of
the structure is an element to be consid~red if the public should
ever decide to take advantage of the recapture provision in the
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franchise. With your permissiorr, I will insert here the provi-r
sion I _have just _discu~sed with refere"':lce to th~ letting of contracts m connection With the construCtion of bndges:
.All contracts 'made in connection with the construction of the bridge
authorized by this act and which shall· involve the expenditure of more
than $5,000, shall be let by competitive bidding. Such contracts shall
be advertised for a reasonable time in some newspaper of general
circulation published in the State in which the bridge is located and in
the vicinity thereof; sealed bids shall be required and the contracts shall
.be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder. Verified copies or abstracts of all bids received and of the bid or bids accepted shall be
'promptly furnished to the highway department of the State in which
such bridge is located. A failure to comply in good faith with ·the
provisions of this section shall render null and void any contract made
in violation thereof, and the Secretary of War may, after bearings,
order the suspension of all work upon such bridge until the provisions
of this section shall have been fully complied with.
Finally, I call attention to the provision of the general bridge
law of March 23, 1906, which requires that before any bridge
can be constructed over a navigable waterway of the United
States, either under a franchise granted by Congress or under
State law, the bridge can not be commenced until the plans
- therefor and the location thereof have been submitted to and
approved by the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War.
These requirements are provided in the interest of navigation.
Years ago when Congress granted consent for the construction
of a bridge provision was made in the bill for the exact location of the bridge, for the width of the spans, and for the vertical height of clearance above the water line. But by the act
of March 23, 1906, Congress delegated to the Chief of Engineers
and to the Secretary of War the duty of passing upon such
engineering que tions connected with the construction of the
bridge. The Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War are
thus charged by law with the duty of safeguarding navigation
on the rivers by preventing the erection of any bridge that will
obstruct or endanger the free navigation of the waterway over
which it is constructed.
I wish to call attention further to the act of March 23, 1906,
which contains the following provision:
·
'That whenever Congress shall hereafter by law authorize the construction of any bridge over or across any of the navigable waters
of the United States, and no time for the commencement and completion of such bridge is named in said act, tile authority . thereby
~;ranted shall cease and be null and void unless the actual construction
of the bridge authorized in such act be commenced within one year and
completed within three years from the date of th_e passage of such a~t.
Our committee never extends the time for beginning and completing the construction of bridges in the original franchise
granting the right to construct. We invariably allow this provi don of the general law to govern. So that all bridges authorized by the fr·anchises we are now granting must be actually
begun within one year and completed within three years from
the date of the passage of the acts authorizing them. Very often
causes arise which make it impossible to begin the construction
of a bridge within a year after the franchise is granted. Sometimes it requires months to make the necessary borings to determine whether there is a suitable foundation for the bridge piers
at the particular location chosen. Sometimes it requires months
to have the plans for the bridge approved by the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War. Sometimes floods or bad
weather conditions make it necessary to delay the beginning of
construction of the bridge. Where the franchise is granted to
a State, or county, or municipality the proposal to issue bonds
generally has to be submitted to a vote of the people, and if it
fails it has to be again submitted ; sometimes difficulty is experienced in obtaining the necessary finances to construct the
bridge. In all such cases the parties usually come back to Congress and ask for an extension of time to begin and complete the
construction of the bridge. This explains why our committee
reports so many bills to extend the time for the beginning and
completing the construction of bridges. In each case of that
kind the committee makes inquiry to learn what was the reason
for not beginning the actual consh·uction of the bridge within
the time allowed by law. If the reasons furnished the committee are found to be sufficient, and if the committee is convinced that the owner of the franchise has made a good-faith
endeavor to begin the construction of the bridge within the year,
we favorably report the bill granting an extension of time.
Mr. Speaker, I have briefly discussed some of the more important provisions of the law governing the construction of
bridges and the policies of the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce followed in the consideration of bridge bills.
It is unfortunate that Congress has not been able to pass a general bridge law embodying these various provisions which we
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are now inserting in individual bridge bills. I have a bill for
that purpose that has been pending since the beginning of this
Congress. But I have not urged it because I have myself been
uncertain as to the wisdom of some of its provisions. It would
be difficult to provide general bridge legislation which would
fully protect the interests of the public, and which would not
prevent the construction of bridges by the use of private capital
where the public authoritie are not in a financial position to
build them. Until such legislation can be formulated and
passed it is necessary for Congress to do the best it can to
accomplish those purposes by the provisions inserted in each
individual bridge bill. I hope during the next Congress to be
able to present to the House a general bridge bill revising existing bridge law and providing such new law as, in the judgment
of our committee, will fully protect and promote the public interests and not prevent the construction of bridges that the
growing commerce of the country may require. If such l~gislation can be considered and passed, short-fonn bridge bills can
then be used which will not require so much of the time of the
committee or of the House for their consideration.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman
from Illinois has expired.
Mr. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, 1 ask permission to extend my
remarks in the RECoRD.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there · objection to the request of the gentleman from Illinois?
There was no objection.
The ·matter referred to by :Mr. DENISON is as follows:
THJ: JURISDiCTION OF THE STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS OVEU THlll
NAVIGABLE WATERS OF THE UNITED STATJlS

Under the common law of England, title to the land under _ all
navigable waters was in the sovereign in trust for the public and this
title gave to the sovereign exclusive right to regulate all commerce on
the navigable waters of the realm.
That doctrine applied in the British colonies in this country, and the
exclusive right to regulate commerce on the navigable waters of the
colonies was in the British Government. At first the navigable waters
were held to be confined to the tidewaters, but later by analogy,
the principle was extended by the courts to include all of the navigable
rivers of the interior, as well as those affected by the tidewaters.
When the American Colonies declared and won their independence
the diJrerent States became themselves sovereign governments and
succeeded to all of the sovereign rights that bad theretofore belonged to
the Crown, including the rights over the navigable waterways within
their respective boundaries. When, therefore, the representatives of
the different States met in the Constitutional Convention in 1787, the
States possessed and exerCised the sovereign right of controlling and
regulating commerce on all their navigable waterways.
By section 8 of Article I of the Constitution the States surrendered
to the Federal <fflvernment the right to regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several States. This is the source and the
only source of all the power that the Federal Government now has
oyer the navigable waterways of the United States. The source and
the extent of this power of the Federal Government have been given
judicial interpretation and declaration in innumerable cases that are
found in the reported decisions. And the law is well settled that by
the commerce clause of the Constitution the States surrendered and
the Federal Go.ernment rec~ived plenary power to regulate commerce
among the States and with foreign nations, and that power includes
the right to improve all the navigable waterways of the United States
and regulate the commerce thereon.
It is also well settled that where Congress has assumed and exercises
its jurisdiction over a navigable waterway within a State the State can
not enact any law which would conflict with the F ederal jurisdiction
so exercised. But it is also well settled that Congress and the State
legislatures have concurrent jurisdiction over the improvement of
navigable waterways within the States. While the States surrendered
to the Federal Government this power to regulate the navigable waterways and the commerce thereon, yet until Congress acts in the exercise
of that power the States themselves have the right to improve and
otherwise regulate the navigable waters and the commerce thereon
within their respective borders, and after Congress bas acted in the
exercise of its power the States may still act so long as the exercise
of their powers does . not conflict with the action of the Federal
Government.
Some of the courts state the jurisdictional question in substantially
the following form :
"All rights over the navigable waterways within a particular State
not surrendered to the Federa~ Government by the commerce clause of
the Constitution are retained by the State government; but it is the
exercise and not the mere possession of the powers conferred upon the
Federal Government that limits the freedom of action by the State.
Jurisdiction over the navigable waterways within the State is concurrent
in the State and Federal Government, but that of the Federal Government, when exercised, is supreme.• No acti<>n can be taken by the State
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which conflicts with any action taken by the Federal Government, and
"The State is interested in the domestic as well as in the interstate
any action taken by the State is subject to change or nullification by and foreign commerce conducted on the Illinois River, and to increase
any sub equent action that may be taken by the Federal Government in its facilities anu thus augment its growth it has full power. It is only
the exercise of its supreme jurisdiction."
when in the judgment of Congress its action is deemed to encroach upon
The cases of Cooley v. Board of Wardens (13 Howard, 299) and the navigation of the river as a means of interstate and foreign comCovington Bridge Co. v. Kentucky (154 U. S. 204) clearly state these merce that that body ruay interfere and control or supersede it. If in
principles. The Minnesota Rate cases (230 U. S. 352) assert the same the opinion of tbe State greater benefit would result to her commerce by
doctrine with reference to the regulation of commerce on railroads.
the improvements made than by leaving the river in its natural state-In Gould on Waters, third edition, page 80, the author says:
and on that point the State must necessarily determine for itself-it may
"Under the Constitution of the United States a State has the right, authorize them, although increased inconvenience and expense may
if its legislation does not conflict with the action of Congress upon the thereby result to the business of individuals. The private inconvenience
same subject, to authorize bridges and dams across the navigable waters must yield to tht.> public good. The opening of a new highway or the
within its limits; to license wharves, piers, and docks intruding upon improvement of an old one, the building of a railroad, and many other
such waters; to establish harbor lines to which wharves may be ex- works in which tile public is interested may materially diminish busitenued; to prescribe the places and mnnner in which vessels may lie in ness in certain quarters and increase it in others, yet for the loss resulta harbor, what lights they are to carry at night, or what course they ing the sufferers have no legal ground of complaint. How the highways
shall pursue in navigating a river ; to pass reasonable quarantine and of a State, whether on land or by water, shall be best improved for the
inspection laws, and pilotage, or port regulations; to regulate harbor public good is a matter for State determination, subject always to the
beacons, buoy , salvage, and similar matters of a local and limited right of Congress to interpose in the cases mentioned." (Spooner v.
nature ; to improve the navigability of its waters, and to authorize the McConnell, 1 McLean, 337 ; Kellogg v. Union Co., 12 Conn. 7 ; Thames
collection of tolls in consideration of such improvements."
Bank v. Lovell, 18 Conn. 500; S. C. 46 Am. Dec. 332 ; McRevnolds v.
In Cummings v. Chicago (188 U. S. 410) the Supreme Court, through Smallhouse, 8 Bush. 447.)
·
Mr. Justice Harliln, said, speaking of the Calumet River, which is also
It is clear from these cases, and others that might be cited, that so
in the city of Chicago :
long as the right of the Federal Government to regulate navigable
"Calumet River, it must be remembered, is entirely within the limits waterways within a State, conferred by the commerce clause of the
of Illinois, and the authority of the State over it is plenary, subject Constitution, lies dormant the States may act !or that purpose and
only to such action as Congress may take in execution of its power to such extent as they choose, and after the Federal Government acts
under the Constitution to regulate commerce among the several States. in the exercise of the power conferred upon it the States may still act
That authority has been exercised by the State ever since it was admit- in the exercise of their concurrent jurisdiction, but their action must
ted into the Union upon an equal footing with the original States."
not conflict with the action o! the Federal Government.
In the case of Willson v. The Blackbird Creek Marsh Co. (2 Peters,
Now, in the act of September 19, 1800, Twenty-sixth Statutes, chap245), a case involving the authority of a State legislature to authorize ter 907, section 7, page 454, Congress assumed jurisdiction over all
a dam to be built acr·oss a navigable creek, the Supreme Court, through navigable waterways in the following language:
Mr. Justice Marshall, said :
" SEc. 7. That it shaH not be lawful to build any wharf, pier, dolphin,
"The act of assembly by which the plaintiffs were authorized to con- boom, dam, weir, breakwater, bulkhead, jetty, or structure of any kind
struct their dam shows plainly that this is one of those mRny creeks outside established harbor lines, or in any navigable waters of the
passing through a deep, level marsh adjoining the Delaware, up which United States where no harbor lines are or may be established, withont
the tide flows for some distance. The value of the property on its banks the permission . of the Secretary of War, in any port, roadstead, haven,
must be enhanced by excluding the water from the marsh and the health harbor, navigable river, or other waters of the United States, in such
of the inhabitants probably improved.
manner as shall obstt·uct or impair navigation, commerce, or anchorage
"Measures calculated to produce these objects, provided they do not of said waters, and it shall not be lawful hereafter to commence the
come into collision with the powers of the General Government, are construction of any bridge, bridge draw, bridge piN'S and abutments,
undoubtedly within those which are reserved to the States. But the causeway, or other works over or in any port, road, roadstead, haven,
measure authorized by this act stops a navigable creek and must be harbor, navigable river, or navigable waters of the United States under
supposed to abridge the rights of those who have been accustomed to any act of the legislative a sembly of any State until the location and
use it. But this abridgment, unless it comes to conflict with the Con- plan of such bridge or other works have been submitted to and apstitution or a law o! the United States, is an affair between the govern- I?roved by the Secretary of War, or to excavate or fill, ot· in any manm<'nt of Delaware and its citizens, of which this court can take no ner to alter or modify the course, location, condition, or capacity of
the channel of said navigable water of the United States unless apcognizance.
"'l' he counsel for the plaintiffs in error insist that it comes in con- proved and authorized by the Secretary of War : Provided, That this
tlict with the power o! the United States to regulate commerce with section shall not apply to any bridge, briUge draw, bridge piers and
abutments the constructi(}n of which has been heretofore duly authorforeign nations and among the several States.
" If Congress has passed any act which bore upon the case, any act ized by law, or be so construed as to authorize the construction of any
in execution of the power to regulate commerce, the object of which bridge, drawbridge, bridge piers, and abutments, or other works under
was to control State legislation over those small navigable creeks into an act of the legislature o! any State over or in any stream port, roadwhich the tide flows, and which abound throughout the lower country stead, haven, or harbor, or other navigable water uot wholly within the
of the Middle and Southern States, we should feel not much difficulty limit of such State."
And by the subsequent act of March 3, 1899, Thirtieth Statutes, chapin saying that a State law coming in cooflict with such act would be
void. But Congre s has passed no such act. The repugnancy of the law ter 425, section 9, page 1151, Congress fmther exercised its jurisdiction
of Delaware to the Constitution is placed entirely on its repugnancy over navigable waterways by the following language :
to the power to regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the
" SEC. 9. That it shall not be lawful to construct or commence the
several States, a power which has not been so exercised as to affect the construction of any bridge, dam, dike, or causeway over or in any port,
roadstead, haven, harbor, canal, navigable river, or other navigable
question.
"We do not think that the act empowering the Blackbird Creek Marsh water of the United States until the consent of Congress to the buildCo. to place a dam across the creek can, under all the circumstances ing of such structures shall have been obtained and until the plans for
of the case, be considered as repugnant to the power to regulate com- tile same shall have been submitted to and approved by the Chi<'f of
merce in its dormant state or as being in conflict with any law passed Engineers and by the Secretary of War: Pt·oVid'ed, That such structures
may be built under authority of the legislature of a State across rivers
on the subject."
Many more cases might be cited which affirm the power of the State and other waterways the navigable portions of which lie wholly within
to regulate, improve, or even destroy the navigable character of a water- the limits of a single State, provided the location and plans thereof
way within its borders unless Congress has exercised jurisdiction over a.re submitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers and by the
the particular waterway in question. In the case of Huse v. Glover Secretary of War before construction is commenced: And pro'L'idecl
(15 Fed. Rep. 292) the court, speaking through Mr. Justice Harlan, further, That when plans for any bridge or other structure have been
appr-oved by the Chief of Engineers and by the Secretary of War, it
said:
" The doctrines of the adjudged cases sustain the authority of this shall not be lawful to deviate from such plans either before or after
State--there being no act of Congress forbidding it-to construct locks completion of the structure unless the modification of said plans has
and dams upon the Illinois River. Her avowed object in so doing was previously been submitted to and received the approval Of the Chief of
to improve the navigation of that river and effect a reduction of freights Engineers and of the Secretary of 'Var."
In the case of Economy Light & Power Co. v. United States of Amerto the headwaters of Lake Michigan and to the Mississippi River. The
mode and extent of such improvement, in the absence of national legis- ica (256 U. S. 113), the Govemment sought to enjoin the powet· comlation, based upon the power of Congress to regulate commerce, was for pany from constructing a dam in the Des Plaines River, Ill., and the
her determination. Her discretion in such matters is not to be con- question involved was whether or not the Des Plaines River was a
trolled by the courts so long as Congress does not interfere.
navigable waterway of the United States, and if so, what was the effect
And when that case went to the Supreme Court that court, speaking of the provisions of these acts of Congress just quoted. In the opinion
the court said :
'
through Mr. Justice Field ( 119 U. S 543), said :

•
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"Since it (the Des Plaines River) is a natural interstate waterway, it is within the power of ~ongress to improve it at the public expense; and it is not difficult to believe that many other streams are in
like condition and require only the exertion of Federal control to make
them again ;important avenues of commerce among the States. If they
are to be abandoned, it is for Congress, not the courts, so to declare.
The policy of Congress is clearly evidence in the act of 1899, and, in the
present case at least, nothing remains but to give effect to it."
This case, which is one of the latest and leading cases, makes It
clear, first, that it is within the power of Congress to abandon a navigable waterway if it does not think it wise to expend public funds to
improve it ; and, second, that by the acts of September 19, 1890, and
March 3, 1899, just quoted, Congress has declared its policy and exercised its jurisdiction over navigable waterways conferred by the commerce clause of the Constitution.
In People v. Metropolitan Railway Co. (285 Ill. 246) the quession arose as to whether or not, by the acts of September 19, 1890, and
of March 3, 1899, Congress assumed exclusive jurisdiction over all the
navigable waterways of the country and thereby deprived the States
of any further right of control over them. In that case the people of
the State of Illinois sought to compel the railway company to remove
a certain bridge across the South Branch of the Chicago River ·on the
ground that it had become an obstruction to commerce. After citing
the case of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Co. v.
Ohio (165 U. S. 365), where the Supreme Court held that the State of
Ohio still had the right to compel the removal of a bridge unlawfully
constructed aero s a navigable stream, the court said :
" If the act of 1 90 did not affect the power of the State to require
the removal of an obstruction placed in the stream unlawfully, we do
not see bow it could affect the authority of the State to require the
removal of a structure lawfully placed in a navigable stream, but which
has since, because of changed condition, become an unreasonable obstruction. The subsequent amendatory acts of Congress, including section 18 of the act of March 3, 1899, do not restrict or encroach upon
the power the State bad, previous to those enactments, been authorized
to exercise. Conceding Congress has the power to take sole and exclusive jurisdiction over navigable waters wholly within a State, it has
not done so."
In the case of Gillman v. Philadelphia (70 U. S. 729), the court said:
"It must not be forgotten that bridges which are connecting parts of
turnpikes, streets, and . railroads, are means of commercial transportation, as well as navigable waters, and that the commerce which passes
over a bridge may be much greater than would ever be transported
on the water it obstructs.
"It is for the municipal power to weigh the considerations which
belong to the subject and to decide which shall be preferred and how
far either shall be made subsenient to the other."

HON. NICHOLAS LONGWORTH, LL. D.
Mr. Speaker, I wish to t!take an unusual request. It is not of-ten that a Speaker of this House will have
the honor of having the degree of doctor of laws conferred
upon him. Sometime to-day, possibly about this hour, in the
city of Philadelphia, the University of Pennsylvania is conferring upon the distinguished Speaker of this House the degree of
doctor of laws. In recognition of this honor, I ask for the
present consideration of the resolution which I send to the
Clerk's desk.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. ACKERMAN). The Clerk
v.rill report the resolution.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. TILSON.

-

House Resolution 337
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House is authorized and directed to

·transmit to the Hon. NICHOLAS LONGWORTH, Speaker of the House of
Representatives, the congratulations of the House upon receiving the
honorary degree of doctor of laws, to-day conferred upon him by the
University of Pennsylvania.

[Applause.]
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the resolution?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing
to the resolution.
The resolution was unanimously agreed to.
BRIDGES
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the special order of the
day the gentleman from New York [Mr. LAGUABDIA] is recognized for five minutes.
:Mr. LAGUARDIA. Mr. Speaker, it may be somewhat difficult to answer in five minutes the statement of the gentleman
from Illinois [Mr. DENISON] in 55 minutes.
Mr. DOWELL. I ask una·n imous consent, Mr. Speaker, that
the gentleman from New York may have five additional
minutes.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I believe
that the merits on my side of the case so overweigh the opposition that 10 minutes will be sufficient in which to answer the
gentleman's argum"ent of 55 minutes. The question is not the
procedure of the committee. It is not an analysis of the legislation on bridges. The question is, as stated by the gentleman
from Kentucky [Mr. RoBSIO~], whether or not it i-s to the best
interests of the community if the State or any agency of the
State can not of itself finance the bridge of consti·uction, to
permit the bridge to be :financed by revenue-bearing bonds, those
bonds having only the revenue of the bridge behind them as
a guaranty for the bridge to be operated and controlled by a
State or municipal agency instead of giving a franchise and
monopoly to a private corporation.
Now, when the gentleman from Illinois talks about the franchise value, and the going value, and the earning value, all
being specifically excluded in the committee form of bridge
bill, it must be pointed out and made clear that such exclusions
of values are applicable only at the time of recapture. All these
items are included in fixing Of the toll rates. That is exactly
the cause for objection to privately owned bridges. These
charges, of course, make for unreasonable and excessive tolls
on bridges connecting to public highways.
I need not indulge in generalities. I will give you a typical
case now pending before the Secretary of War under the procedure described by the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. DENISON].
Take the case of the De Valles Bluff Bridge over the White
River operated by the White River Bridge Co. According to
actual figures the cost of constructing that bridge was $163,358.
It is assessed by the State of Arkansas at $160,000. In 1925
it earned $61,938; in 1926, $96,000; in 1929, $67,000; and in
1928, $120,000.
Mr. MAPES. Is that net?
Mr. L.AGUARDIA. Before deducting interest, depreciation,
and Federal income tax.
The case is before the Secretary of War Qn application by
th~:: State for a decrease in tolls, and here are the figures submitted. I invite the attention of the gentleman from Illinois
to them. This is an actual case and typical. This is not theory
or hypothesis. The value of the bridge is not based on the
actual cost, the actual value of the physical property ; but
again we meet our old friend "reproduction value," and the reproduction value of this particular bridge costing $163,000 in
the application now pending before the Secretary of War is
$361,816. The total reproduction cost as against the actual
cost-which it is said is so well protected in the bills we pass
under unanimous consent-jumps from $160,000 to $361,816; the
cost of the franchise, $36,681 ; the sound going concern, $75,000that is, fixed on the profits based O'D. the income received from
excessive tolls-and the franchise value, $375,000," bringing it
up to $853,897.
Now, how was this capitalized? We go back to the capitalization and we find there is $500,000 worth of outstanding bonds
at 6 per cent, sold at 90. Three hundred and fifty thousand
dollars of 10-year debentures at 7 per cent, and 20,000 shares
of common stock, no par value.
:Mr. PARKER. Will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. LAGUARDIA. Yes.
Mr. PARKER. When was that permit granted? What was
the date of the granting of the permit to build that bridge?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. The bridge was authorized by congressional act approved November 23, 1921.
Mr. PARKER. Before any of the provisions which the gentleman from illinois has just cited were put in the bridge
bills?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Subsequent to the act of 1906, nevertheless.
Mr. DOWELL. That increased value has been brought about
because of the money that was invested IJ.y the Government and
the State in building roads. leading to that bridge?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Exactly. The gentleman from Illinois
[Mr. DENISON] speaks of monopoly, and he says we are not
giving any monopoly, because the committee may give somebody
else the right to build a bridge alongside of it, but they ne'V.i
do. Where you have two Federal highways disconnected by
river and you there grant a franchise to construct a bridge, you
create there a monopoly to charge tolls, not only for the use
of that bridge but for the use of the very roads built by public
funds, and you can not get away from it. It seems to me that
away back in the Victorian age when some one coined the
phrase or term "highway robbery" they must have had a
private toll bridge in mind. [I.~aughter.]
Mr. WILLIAMS of Illinois. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Yes..
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their earnings. Two methods are being used : First, municipal bond
issues, to be retired from earnings, and, second, revenue bonds issued
against the earnings, but not a municipal obligation in the sense of
adding to the constitutional indebtedness.
The Port of New York Authority is engaged in building bridges of
unusual size and cost. Four bridges will cost, it is estimated, $100,000,000, and the cost will be met with the income. In this area a
number of the most remarkable and most costly public works in the
world are being "Provided without adding to the taxes on the property
owner and with the profits devoted to freeing the projects from debt.
One of the projects financed on most favorable terms recently is the
new Ohio River bridge at Louisville, Ky. Here is a splendid example
I of public financing by direct dealing with a strong financial house on the
basis of a banking and not a stock-promotion project. The terms are
eminently fair to the public. The city will build the bridge and completely control the whole project. Revenue bonds are issued against the
earnings of the bridge and they are not a debt liability against the
property of the city. The constitutionality of the contract has been
passed upon favorably by the supreme court of the State, and within a
reasonable time the city will own a magnificent bl·idge costing upward
of . 6,000,000 without cost to the taxpayers.
The States of Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, AI'kansas,
and, perhaps, others have within recent months provided for the building
of bridges, the costs of which are to be paid from tolls and then made
tree.
Private toll-bridge interests are becoming bolder and obstructin.., the
Privately owneu toll bridges cost more than publicly owned bridges
pul1 lic's business. They are attempting to defeat legislation unfavorfor the following principal reasons :
able to themselves and are obstructing the eft'orts of Wghway departThe cost of organization and promotion is more for the privately
ments to carry on State projects. Seventy-five Federal autboriza tions
owned bridge than for the publicly owned one.
to build toll bridges have been granted to private interests by the
The cost of financing a privately owned toll bridge is hlgher than
present Congress. The terms of these authorizations are wholly inadethe financing of a publicly owned bridge.
quate to protect the public's interest, and bills now pending on this
The cost of construction of a privately owned toll bridge is somesubject are even more favorable to the private toll-bridge promoter
what higher (from 10 to 25 per cent) than a publicly owned bridge, due
than existing legislation. Incidentally, the proposal is carried to turn
i.n most cases to lack of competition in bidding on the contract.
over the fixing of values and regulation of tolls to the Interstate ComThe cost of operation is higher on a privately owned bridge than
merce Commission for bridges over navigable waters and over which
on a publicly owned bridge, primarily because amortization and interest
interstate commerce is carried.
charges are more.
Basically, all bridges on the main highways have become valnable
The cost of public service over a privately owned toll bridge is
property because of the construction of highways. The bridges are
higher than over a publicly owned one, because the capital investment
only a part of such highways and should be legally treated as such.
is more and the interest rate Wgher. A profit is expected on a privately
The Bureau of Public Roads made .a survey of the situation, but was
owned bridge and not on a publicly owned one.
without legal authority, and consequently could not obtain the records
The fixing of equitable values of privately owned bridges is so
Of COsts, earnings, investments, and other essential facts fl'OID private
intricate and involved that it would seem almost impossible for the
interests. A full investigation of the toll-bridge situation is needed
public to acquire them without either paying from 20 to as much as
as a basis for remedial legislation to safeguard the public in their use
250 per cent more than it would have cost the public to build them, or,
of the roads and to protect the public which invests in securities. It
on the other hand, causing a heavy loss to the investors in toll-bridge
is a field from which the shoestring promoter should be excluded, and
stock.
he will be if a thorough investigation is made.
'l'he State or counties or cities own and operate more than 95 per
Mr. OLIVER of .t!labama. Will the gentleman yield?
cent of the highway and bridges in the State. If public ownership is
Mr. L.AGUARDIA. I yield.
proper for 95 per cent, it would seem proper , on 100 per cent of the
l\fr. OLIVER of Alabama. I am very much interested in the
State system.
Added investment by the public in improving roads enhances the gentleman's statement, and I think it is a matter that devalue of privately owned toll bridges located on or contiguous to these serves the thoughtful attention of Congress. Speaking of the
State of Alabama, they concluded, after a study of the evils
roads.

Mr. WILLIAMS of Illinois. How does the gentleman expect
the people who travel these roads to get across a river?
1\Ir. LAGUARDIA. By bridges, of course.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Illinois. The municipal authorities and
the State authorities are not in a position to build bridges. We
are not building any in Illinois, although we have built 8,000
miles of roads, and the ferry companies now have a monopoly,
and people are paying more for crossing the rivers by ferries
than they would if they bad tq pay tolls over bridges.
Ml'. LAGUARDIA. Is the gentleman on the Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Illinois. No; but I have a little common
sense about these matters.
Ml'. LAGUARDIA. I want to say that the States of Alabama,
Louisiana, Kentucky, and Arkansas have already adopted the
policr of either building the bridges themselves or financing
the~ e public bridges operated and controlled by the State or one
of its agencies by private fund s out of revenue-bearing bonds.
Now, the State of California, which owns 95 per cent of its
bridges, has just completed a survey, which I commend to the
distinguished chairman of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee and his colleagues, in which they point out that
privately owned toll bridge· cost more than publicly owned
bridges. This is from the Investigation and Report of the Toll
Bridges in the State of California by the Highway Commission.

I want to take this opportunity to state that the Public Roads flowing from the building of private toll bridges, to build them
Bureau of the Department of Agriculture is not only al~ve to for the State, and they are now constructing 15 large toll
the situation, but is doing everything that it possibly can to bridge over livers. The State found that the 15 bridges can
prevent the Federal aid highways to our country being ex- be constructed for not exceeding $5,000,000, and that they will
ploited and monopolized by private bridge companies. Mr. amortize themselves probably in 10 years. They went before
Thomas H. MacDonald, chief of the bureau, has a remarkable the committee and said :
We will not ask for 20 or 25 years, which you sometimes grant, but
grasp of the situation and is· doing everything that he possibly
can to warn Congress against the continuance and a perpetua- we will ask you to fix a limit of 15 years and, further, we will not
tion of the vicious practice of privately owned toll bridges .ask to be allowed to charge tolls for approaches to bridges but will
along Federal highways. I will here read a brief extract from ask only for the right to charge for the construction of the bridges
the most ip.teresting article entitled "The Freedom of the Road," themselves.
written by Mr. l\facDonald:
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman
TOLL BRIDGE FRANCHISES GRA~TED TO PRIVATE INTERESTS
from New York has expired.
1\lr. COCHRAN of Missouri, Mr. BOYLAN, and Mr. WILThere is much confusion in the public mind on this question. In all
sincerity many have indorsed the private toll-bridge franchise on the LIAl\lS of Illinois rose.
:Mr. COCHRAN of l\Iis ouri. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous
theory that it is desirable to have bridges, and if the public funds are
not sufficient or available, rather than do without it is better to grant a consent that the gent1eman's time may be extended three mintoll franchise to private interests. This is not the issue. The real issue utes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, it is so
is much simpler-too simple, appuently-and, of course, there is widespread propaganda directed toward keeping the wrong idea in the public ordered.
There was no objection.
nd. The r eal question is the very simple one of whether it is sound
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. The charging of tolls for appublic policy to grant tbe right to collect a private profit from the user
of the highway. The answer ought to be a vigorous and authoritative proaches to bridges is another evil that ought to be corrected,
"No." There is no place on the public highway to-day for the privately and I want to say, in justice to the committee, when we presented this matter to them the committee unanimously voted
owned toll bridge.
The need for capital for highway improvement is so large that it is to give the State this right.
l\Ir. LAGUARDIA. The State?
not only necessary but, in many States, desirable to provide large
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Yes.
bridges through toll collections. ·w here this situation exists, h owever, it
L.AGUARDIA. There is no argument against it.
Mr.
can and should be met by the public in its own interests.
Gentlemen, just bear in mind when the first act was passed
The public can finance and build at lower costs, and the largest bridge
undertakings in the country to-day are being financed on the basis of by the Congress the automobile had not yet come into its own.
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Not even in the year 1900, the year of the statute upon which
you rely, did we have thB conditions that we have to-day. Today we are appropriating $75,000,000 for Federal aid to highways.
Mr. PARKER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. L.AGUARDIA. Let me fini h the sentence. And the
States appropriate about $725,000,000. We are spending-Mr. ROBSION of Kentucy. A billion dollars.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. I thank the gentleman. A billion dollars
on public roads. Your system, your procedure--! do not doubt
the good faith of the committee--is antiquated, it is obsolete.
The financing is unfair to the public. The time has arrived
now when you can finance bridges operated by the State from
private funds through revenue-bearing bonds if the State,
county, or municipality can not afford to do it direct.
Mr. PARKER. Will the gentleman please point out how a
community can build a bridge where the State and the municipality refuse to do it?
Mr. L.AGUARDIA. Certainly.
Mr. PARKER. I would like to know and the committee
would like to know.
Mr. L.AGUARDIA. As is being done in the gentleman's own
State.
Mr. PARKER I grant you-Mr. LAGUARDIA. By the port authority, by selling bonds
by the municipality or by the county or by the State on the
revenue of the bridge itself, and operating the bridge on a selfsupporting basis for service and not for profit.
Mr. PARKER. The gentleman is not answering my question. I say where the State refuses and the municipality refuses, how are you going to do it?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Then I will say to the gentleman that
where the State refuses and the municipality refuses to adopt
the system of private financing through revenue-bearing bonds
that community is not entitled to the consideration of the
Congres .
Mr. PARKER. Then they should be compelled to cross on a
ferry?
1\lr. LAGUARDIA. If the committee assumes the policy-Mr. PARKER. Answer the question, please. That is a fair
que tion.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. The question is this: If you haYe public
highway , Federal-aid highways, by all means we should see to
it that either the State or a State agency builds and operates
the bridge, or else that the bridge is financed out of private funds
through revenue-bearing municipal, State, or bridge bonds.
Mr. PARKER. I will say to the gentleman the committee
would be very pleased if the States and the various municipalities would finance the bridges ; but if they do not, the gentleman
has not convinced ine how it is possible for the community to
get the bridge.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. If the committee will just hold back
some of these bills, the gentleman will soon find that the States
will attend to the bridges. f Applause.]
It seems to me that Congress should uphold a public official
like Mr. McDonald and adopt the policy of carefully scrutinizing
every application for a bridge franchise made by promoters,
private bridge companies, or priyate individuals. The very
number of bills for -extending the time to commence building the
bridge indicates the speculative undertaking of these private
companies who obtain a franchise from Congress only to go out
and peddle the same or else promote it and mulct the enterprise
by exces ive tolls based on inflated valuation and watered stock.
Gentlemen, all that I am seeking to do is to protect the highways built by Federal and State money, so that they may be
enjoyed by all of the people without paying a tribute to professional promotors and financial manipulators. I do not want to
be a chronic objector to all these bills. I do want to do my part
in stopping what I consider a vicious practice. I hope the time
is not distant when there will come an end to these private
bridge bills. Public highways and Federal-aid roads are simply
inconsistent with privately owned toll bridges.
CO~EMN.ATION

OF LAND IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. ZIHLMAN. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. TILsoN). For what purpose does the gentleman from Maryland rise?
Mr. ZIHLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise to submit a unanimousconsent request.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is it a matter that will require
any length of time to consider?
Mr. ZIHLl\1AN. I do not think so, Mr. Speaker. I think it
will take just a moment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman may submit his
request.
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Mr. ZIHLl\IAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
take from the Speaker's table the bill (H. R. 13461) to provide
for the acquisition of land in the Distric-t of Columbia for the
use of the United States, and I shall move to concur in the
Senate amendments.
Mr. SCHAFER. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
briefly, what do the Senate amendments provide?
1\Ir. ZIHLMAN. The Senate amendments simply change the
method of giving notice to the property owners, and provide that
the estimated value of the property must be paid in when the
Government files the proceedings, because title immediately
passes to the United States.
1\:Ir. SCHAFER. Are the Senate amendments for the benefit
of the property owners or for the benefit of the Government?
Mr. ZIHLMAN. I think they further protect the property
owners, and were so intended.
1\:Ir. 1\IAPES. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, may
we have the amendments read before consent is given?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the Senate amendments.
The Clerk read the Senate amendments.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Maryland?
There was no objection. ·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
the Senate amendments.
The Senate amendments were agreed to.
DEGREEJ-CONFERRING INSTITUTIONS

Mr. ZIHLl\IAN. 1\fr. Speaker, I ~ubmit a conference report,
for printing under the rules, on the bill (S. 2366) to amend subchapter 1 of chapter 18 of the Code of Laws for the District
of Columbia relating to degree-conferring institutions.
The conference report and statement are as follows:
~

CONFERENCE REPORT

The coJ:nmittee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill ( S.
2366) to amend subchapter 1 of chapter 18 of the Code of Laws
for the District of Columbia relating to degree-conferring institutions having met, after full and free conference have agreed
to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as
follows:
That the House recede from its amendment numbered 2.
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 1, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows : In lieu of the language inserted by the
House in ert the following :
"2. That any such degree shall be awarded only after such
quantity and quality of work shall have been completed as are
usually required by reputable institutions awarding the same
degree: Propided, That if more than one-half the requirements
for any degree are earned by correspondence, or extramural
study, such fact shall be conspicuously noted upon the diploma
conferred: Provided turthe'r, That no diploma shall be issued
conferring a degree in medicine or any healing art, or in dentistry, for study pursued or work done by correspondence."
And the House agree to the same.
FREDERICK N. ZIHLMAN,
CHARLES L. UNDERHILL,
THOMAS L. BLANTON,

•

Managers on the part of the House.
JOHN

J.

BLAINE,

D. 0. HASTINGS,
ROYAL

s.

COPELAND,

Managers on the part of the Senate.
STATEMENT

The managers on the part of the House at the conference on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
the House to the bill (S. 2366) entitled "An act to a"mend subchapter 1 of chapter 18 of the Code of Laws for the District of
Columbia relating to degree-conferring institutions " submit the
following detailed statement in explanation of the effect of the
action agreed upon and recommended in the conference report,.
namely:
On amendment No.1: By this amendment the House added to
the requirement of the Senate bill that any institution seeking a
license to grant degrees must satisfy the Board of Education that
degrees were awarded only after completion of such quantity and
character of work as usually required by reputable institutions
awarding such degrees, the further requirements (1) that if
more than half the requirements for a degree are earned by
correspondence or nonresidence study, that fact should be con-
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spicuously no-ted on th'e diploma; (2) that no dipl()mas C()nferring degreees in medicine or any healing art, ()r in law, shall
be issued f()r correspondence study ; and ( 3), in effect, that the
com .,e .of study hould be a approved by the Board of Education of the District ()f Columbia.
The position maintained by the Senate conferees was one of
approval of the additional requirements with respect to notation
. on the diploma of correspondence study and interdiction of
correspondence--school degrees in medicine or the healing arts.
The Senate conferees were firmly of the opinion, however, (1)
that ample safeguards were thrown about the licensing ()f degree-conferring institutions by the other provisions of the bill
. without requiring courses and methods of study to C()nf()rm
ab olutely in all respects with a judgment ()r decree of the Board
of Education of the District~ and (2) that. it was wholly unnece-ssary and inadvisable to prohibit granting of degrees for
correspondence-course study of law.
.
The Senate conferees maintained that inasmuch as the bill
. requires the _q uantity and quality of wo~k of institutions to conform t() that u ually required by reputable institutions, it would
be unjust and unwise to in effect force reputable institutions
. conducting correspondence oourses (including many great unive-r ities) to secure specific approval by the Board of Educati()n
of their entire courses and meth()ds of study.
The Senate C()nferees w~re equally firm in their opinion that
public interest did not require residence-school study of law.
They did feel, however, that no degrees in dentistry should be
a warded for correspo-ndence-school study.
.
Because of the other safeguards of public interests contained
· in the bill and House amendments, the ·House conferees yielded
a . to specific approval of courses by_the Board of Education and
· as to correspondence d~grees in law, and agreed to the. pr()hibition with respect to dental degrees. Other features of House
amendment No. 1 were retained, as agreed to by the Senate
conferees.
On amendment No. 2: The bill, as pa sed by fiie Senate and
approved by the Hou e District Committee, provided for revocation of licenses granted to degree-conferring institutions by the
Board of Education, through pro-ceedings instituted by the board,
after public healing on 30-days' notice, commitment of the evidence to writing, and ,with the right granted the school to have
, the case reviewed by the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia.
By its amendment No. 2, the House further provided that
afte-r notice is given by the board of its intention to revoke a
. li-cense, and during the 30-day period of such notice, or during
. the time the board's decision is under review by the court, no
diploma shall be awarded or degree conferred by the holder of
the chool 1icense.
·
The position of the Senate conferees was that this amendment
might result in serious damage to the school and injustice to
it students, particularly those about to graduate after long
study at the time of serving of the notice of intended revocatio-n
of license. The decision of -the court might not be made for
many months, or even several years, and meanwhile the school,
. which had complied with the law and been granted a license,
would suffer serious injury without means of redress, and some
of it student , who had pursued their courses of study in good
faith, would be equally injured by reason of inability to obtain
earned degrees.
.
In consideration of this position on the part of the Senate
c~nferees, and the other undisturbed provisi ns of the bill requiring institutions now in existence and those hereafter organized to be examined ana licensed before undertaking to confer
any degrees, the conferees on the part of the House agreed to
recede from amendment No.2.
The net result of the action of the conferees is to leave the
bill as it was favorably reported by the House District Committee, after extended hearings and full discussion and consideration, except that dental degrees are added to those that can
not be a~·arded for correspondence study.
FREDK. N. ZIHLMAN,
CHARLES L. UNDERHILL,
THOMAS L. BLANTON,

Managers on tke part of the House.
POSTAL EMPLOYEES

1\lr. BELL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to file
minority views on the bill (S. 3281) to provide a shorter workday on Saturday for postal employees.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Georgia
aslrs unanimous consent to file minority views on· a bill reported
by his committee. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
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SAN LUIS VALLEY

. l\11:. HARDY.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous con ent to publish m the RECORD a memorial of the General Assembly of th
State of Colorado.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Colorado
asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD
by publishing a memorial of the General Assembly of the State
of Colorado. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. ~DY. l\Ir. Speaker, under the leave to extend my
remarks m the RECORD, I include the following memorial of the
General Assembly of the ~t~te of Colora~o:
·
[By Senators

Senate Joint Memorial No. 1
Headlee and Shawcroft, Messrs. Sylvester, Mathia ,
Johnson (Conejos), and Jones]

To the Honot'abze· Senate aml HoU8e of Representatives of the Un-ited.
States .o f Atneriea in Congress assetnbled:

Your memorialist, the General Assembly of the State of Colorado,
again respectfully represents to your honorable body that what is known
as the San Luis VaiJey on the Rio Grande, in which is located some
2,000,000 acres of irrigable, productive, agricultural land in the State
of Colorado, has been greatly damaged. and retarded in its growth and
development to the . detr,iment - of -the peoples of the San Luis Valley
and the commonwealth of the State of Coiorado, in tbis, to wit:
. That for and on account o~ the action taken by the Congress of the
United States and different departments of the Government of the
United States, and particularly on request of the honorable Secretary
of State, contrary to the advice of t\le . Attorney General of the United
States, in the year 1896 an embargo was .placed upon the construction
of reservoirs on the upper. Rio Grande in the State of Colorado.
That by reason and on account of such . embargo, the peoples of the
San Luis Valley were prevented from constructing reservoin; whereby
they could scientifically and economically administer the distribution
of irrigati?n waters from the Rio Grande River in that territory.
That as a direct result of t:Jle prohibition, illegally and unjustly
placed upon the people of the San Luis Valley as aforesaid: a large
n!Dount of irrigation water was applied. tq lands in the spri~gtime when
the river was in flood, during wbich period these people were ,prohibited from the construction of reservoirs to properly regulate their
supply of water, in an attempt to secure a sufficient amount of ground
storage to supply. their crops during periods of drought. This excessive
use of water in the springtime resulted in the seeping of a large area. of
land aggregating several hundreds of thousands of acres theretofore
very productive ; a total loss of its productivity resulting, and .a direct
l<>!?s to the landowners and entrymen on the public domain in that
locality variously estimated at fro~ $187,000,000 to $200,000,000, in
addition to the loss of homes and improvements erected at the cost of
~ lifetime of toil by the owners of such lands, and the desolation of a
thriving and productive community, "occupied by several thousands of
happy, industrious, satisfied, and contented people, all citizens of the
United States of America.
That in the year 1925, the embargo against the construction of reservoirs on the upper "Rio Grande in Colorado was removed and was then
found by the then Secretary of tn.e Inte.r ior to have been illegally
initiated and imposed.
That by the drainage -of said landf! and the :construction of reservoirs
now permitted, whereby the application of water in ~he future may be
properly and scientifically regulated, said lands, now desolate and unproductive, may ~ reclaimed. a~d again made productive ; but before
such reclamation can be proyided for it is necessary that an outlet
for the excess waters so applied to such lands which caused the seepage thereof be provided for from what is known as the San Luis Lakes
to the Rio Grande, a distance of about 22 miles.
That the action of the governmental agencies or the United States
in imposing such an embargo whereby the peoples of the San Luis Valley were prohibited from exercising rights unquestionably exercised and
enjoyed by all other citizens was unju_st and discriminatory.
That the people of the San Luis Valley have never been recompensed
in any particular for the great loss occasioned to them by the e unwarranted and unjust acts of the United States Government notwithstanding the fact that the peoples of southern New·. Mexic~ and western
Texas on the Rio Grande River, under what is known as the Elephant
Butte Dam, have been heretofore compensated by a direct appropriation
of Congress in the amount of $1,000,000 to compensate them for 60,000
acre-feet of water ceded to the Republic of Mexico which, as a matter of
fact, on account of the embargo heretofore mentioned, in practical operatidn was charged directly to the San Luis Valley in Colorado.
·
That the 60,000 acre-feet of water, heretofore ceded to Mexico by the
United States, can be replaced in the Rio Grande by the construction
of the outlet contemplated; 2,000 square miles can be add~ to the
drainage area of the Rio Grande and the flow of the river be materiall:;·
augmented, thereby furni bing an additional supply of water for the
use of the people in New Mexico and Texas.
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Your attention Is respectfully directed to a similar memorial to the
Congress of the United States adoptel! by the Twenty-sixth General
Assembly of the State of Colorado, since the adoptiop of which at the
suggestion of the Department of the Interior the Rec~ama~ion Service
and the State engineer of Colorado have made a joint study of this
important matter.
We therefor~ again urge the Congress of the United States of
America to take appropriate action to rplieve. as far as possible the
territory devastated as a direct result of the embargo so imposed by
providing an outlet from the San Luis Lakes to the Rio Grande in
order that these unfortunate people, sa·crificed upon the altar of what
was in l896 no doubt considered to be for the good of the Nation, be
permitted to drain th~e lands and relieve the condition brought about
by the imposition and maintenance for 30 years of an embargo illegally
initiated and imposed.
DAVID ELLIOT,

President of the Senate.
ROYAL

W.

CALKINS,

Speaker of tl{e House of Representatives.
SECOND DEFICIENCY BILL
Mr. WOOD. !\lr. Speaker, I move that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union for the consideration of the bill, H. R. 17223; and pen_ding that, I desire to ask the gentleman from Tenne ·see if we
can agree upon the time for general debate.
Mr. BYRNS. I trust that the gentleman will simply make
the request for the division of time and let the debate run for
a while.
.
1\Ir. 'VOOD. Mr. Speaker, pending that I ask unnanimous
consent that the time for general debate be equally divided, the
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. BYRNS] to control one half and
I to control the other half. ·
.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Imllana
moves that the House resolve itself into the Committee of the
Whole House on the state ·. of the Union for the consideration of
the bill H. R. 17223; and pending that, he asks unanimous con:ent that the time for general debate be equally divided, he to
control one half and the gentleman from Tennessee [1\lr. BYRNS]
the other half. Is there objection?
There • was no objection.
The motion of Mr. Woon was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into the Committee of
the '\-Vhole Hou ·e on the state ·of the Union, with Mr. LEHLBACH
in the chair.
The Clerk read the title to the bill, as follows:

'

A bill (H. R. 17223 ). making appropriations to supply deficiencies in
certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1929, and
prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal
years ending June 30, 1929, and Jun~ 30, 1930, and for other purposes.

Mr. WOOD. Mr. Ghairman, I ask unanimous consent that the
first reading of the bill be dispensed with.
. .
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Indiana?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. WOOD. Mr. Chairman, I yield 15 minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. TINKHAM].
.
Mr. TINKHAM. MT. Chairman, a resolution was introduced
in the House on January 3 providing for the appointment of a
select committee of five to investigate the expenditure of international bankers United States international business o·r ganizations and their 'legal representatives, and foreign interests to
· influ~nce the foreign policy of the United States. As is we~
known, immense sums of money have been expended for this
purpose during the last eight years.
.
This resolution has · not been pressed at this session because
the time was too short for the investigation.
This order of investigation will be ·reintroduced in the next
· Cono-ress and vigorously pressed for action in order that there
mayo be exposed to the Ametican people the sinister financial
interests and pm·poses of those who for financial gain would
· involve the United States in foreigu entanglements ana destroy
her independence. The highest public interest demands that
this investigation should · be made.
For nearly a century European international bankers have
directed and controlled the foreign policiee of their · re·s pective
countries. It has not been uncommon for foreign · interests to
spend large sums of money · to effect their purposes in ·alien
States. Tlle~e international interests, together with United
States international bankers and business organizations, have
created a network of expensive propaganda and intrigue to have
the United States abandon its wise traditional policy of no
foreign entanglements, and they will su~ceed in their purpose
LXX--257
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unless public opinion, aroused by the exposure that would
result from this investigation, stop them in their course.
These interests assi ted by American internationalists attempted, first, to have the United States join the League of
Nations, and upon their defeat to have the United States adhere to the protocol of the Permanent Court of International
Justice of the League of Nations, ihe servant and political agent
of the league, as a preliminary , tep toward entry into the
league itself, and upon their defeat in this direction, to have the
United States approve the multilateral treaty.
The approval of the multilateral treaty was the first commitment of the United States to internationalism, and the first
success of these interests assisted by Amelican internationalists.
The League of Nations now asRerts that the multilateral treaty
commits the United States to the conclusions of the league and
·that the United States can not oppose hereafter anything it does
to enforce peace. It insists that we have lost our rights as a
neutral Nation, and there is much force in this assertion. Thus,
for the first time the United States is entangled with the
league. This is what these interests and American internationalists desired for the accomplishment of their purpose.
·Their purpose, let it be repeated, is our ultimate entry into the
League of Nations, the next step toward which is our adherence
to the protocol of the Permanent Court of International Justice
of the league. This court is a political court for the enforcement of the Versailles treaty and, incidentally, for the settlement of international disputes. As nations need not be members of the court to have recourse to jt ·for the settlement of
disputes, the only reason for United States adherence is as an
· approach toward entry into the league itself, which the inter. nationalists are now again vigoroJ.Isly pressing.
The first witness who should be called before the committee is
Ivy Lee of New York, who recently sent to Members of Congress
an elaborately printed publication containing two speeche.s of a
foreign premier the evident purpose of which was to influence
the passage of the multilateral treat-y and to prevent tlie expansion of our Navy.
·
Mr. "SCHAFER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TINKHAM. I yield.
Mr. SCHAFER. Is -Mr. Lee an American citizen?
Mr. TINKHAM; .I understand that be is.
Mr. · Lee, according to · who's Who in America, 1928-1929,
was a member of the personal advisory staff of John D. Rockefeller in 191~16 and now is adviser in public relations to
John D. Rockefeller and other large interests; was a leeturer
in the London School of Economics, 1911-12; is chairman of
the ·English-Speaking Union. a fellow of the Royal Economic
· Society ·and of the Royal Geographic Society, and a member
of the Royal Automobile and Author's Clubs of London.
On the lOth of January, in· an intetview in New York when
denying charges that he had received money from the Soviet
Government, Mr. Lee stated: ·
In view of all the activities with which I am associated, in behalf
of large business interests, every principle of whose operations is
opposed to sonie of the fundamental tenets of the Russian Government,
it would be absoiutely impossible for me to engage in any ac-tivity which
might in the remotest manner, accept financial support from the ilovict
Government.

International bankers, it is said, have repeatedly made as one
of their conditions to floating in this country the loans of some
foreign governments the retention of Mr. Lee by those governments at a ·high salary. This is the character of the work in
which is engaged a mlln who used his in:fiuence for the approval
of the multilateral treaty and the defeat of the cruiser bill. He
is the personal representative of John D. Rockefeller and the
international oil interests and international finance. I f this
man is summoned before the· investigating committee, the ground
will be laid for the exposure of one of the grossest scandals
which hav-e ever defaced political affairs in this country. Under
oath 1\fr. Lee would be compelled to state in whose interest
he is acting, from whom ·his money is received, and what are
his activities, direct and indirect, in relation to the foreign
policy of the United States. No facile and plausible statement
not made under oath by Mr. Lee should satisfy the American
people. He is a past master of affable indirection and evasion.
The international Standard Oil interests, John D. Rockefeller,
and their agent, Ivy Lee, no~ open propagandists against the
interests of the . United States, have ·no country, no flag, and no
allegiance except to the power of money and what money can
compel or buy.
Are the American people to accept without protest foreign
policies and international commitments dictated fiom these
sources? Is the sovereignty of the United States to be sac1ificed

.l
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and the traditional independence of the United States destroyed
by the money and for the profit of such men?
These interests and these men assume the attractive habiliments of lofty sentiments and high-sounding phrases, but underneath there is no love for national independence, no love of
country, but a desire for personal power anq their own selftsh
aims. What John D. Rockefeller thinks is right never conflicts
with his financial interests.
Men of this character have lately become so bold and open in
their activities in public affairs and at present in our international affairs because of a fal e doctrine which is being constantly dis"' eminated by public authorities-the doctrine that
the end of government and of the policies of government is the
acqui ·ition of wealth and the achievement of well-being, and
the subordination of all national policies to this end. This
pernicious doctrine all history shows has destroyed liberty, independence, character, and conscience, and finally the very
virility of a race. Such a doctrine abolishes all concepts of
independence of country, liberty of person, and individuality,
and is opposed to their very existence. Such a doctrine is the
deification of the brutality of organized wealth.
Since the introduction on January 3 of the order of investigation the following startling and convincing events have
occuued :
First. The appointment of J. Pierpont Morgan, the leading
international banker of the United State , and of Owen D.
Young, the president of one of the largest United States international bu iness organizations, as semiofficial representatives
approved by the Government to the conference to be held in
Europe in relation to German reparations, and the election of
the latter, with the consent of the United States Government, as
chairman of this commission.
Second. The mi.Esion of Elihu Root, an ex-Secretary of State,
formerly known as the leading adviser of international bankers
and international business organizations, to a conference of
jurists appointed by the Council of the League of Nations to
make any necesr::ary changes or amendments in the procedure of
the Permanent Court of International Justice of the League of
Nations, with the evident purpose of consummating United
States adherence to this court and obviating the re ervations
made by the United States several years ago to control its
political activities. Thi mission was not undertaken until
after a visit to the President and the Pre ident elect of the
United States and the Secretary of State; and Elihu Root is
a publicly declared exponent of United States entry into the
League of Nations.
·
Third. The recent employment of Charles Evans Hughes, another ex-Secretary of State, by John D. Rockefellei·, jr., to repl'esent a committee formed by the latter to obtain control of a
great international oil company which recently acquired, together with British interests represented by Lord Inverforth,
another large international oil company. Not only is Mr.
Hughes one of the best-known advisers of international bankers
and international business organizations, but he has recently
been elected to membership on the Permanent Court of International Justice of the League of Nations, which court he
wishes the United States to join. Yet, before this very court
of ~ich he is a member come questions which in various ways
vitally .affect the stability of American international loans and
American international business interests, and, further, in a
recent ca e of an advi ory opinion rendered in relation to Mosul
in the Near East vitally affected international oil interests.
Unless the character of the American people has been entirely wrecked by the grossest materialism and their patriotism
and love of liberty changed to insatiable greed, they will no
long tolerate that all public policies, foreign and domestic, sh
be determined solely by financial gain and at the cost of the in
dependence of the country and the liberty of the individual
[Applause.]
1\Ir. BYRNS. I yield 25 minutes to the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. DEAL] .
:Mr. DEAL. Mr. Chairman, after listening to the splendid
oration by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. BECK] to-day,
one of the ablest lawyers and brightest minds in all the United
States, I hesitate to approach the subject which he so ably discus ed. Indeed, some of the press in my State have criticized
me rather severely for presuming to discuss constitutional questions, State and National.
Passing this over, I will say that during the 12 years I have
represented my city and district in the State and National Legislatures, I have devoted the greater portion of my available
time to the consideration of constitutional questions, for the
reason that I desired to determine for myself how I should
vote on such questions in this body. It is unfortunate that this
body too often allows itself to " sink gTeat fundamental ques-
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tions for temporary advantage " as suggested by the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.
My remarks will be addressed to the passage by this body of
Senate Joint Resolution 182. I belie\e this resolution has passed
both bodies, but has not yet been signed by the President, and
we do not know whether it will become a law or not.
This re elution authorizes the loan to certain South Atlantic
States of $6,000,000 to be allocated for the purchase of seeds and
fertilizers for certain people who are upposed to have ufferecl
from national disa ter. I presume that those who voted for this
resolution did so with the idea that it would come within the
general welfare clause of the Constitution, although it applies
only to certain individual States, to a certain class within those
States, and to certain individuals within a certain class in those
States.
Speaking for myself and those people of Virginia who may
agree with me-and my belief i that a great majority of them
will agree with me upon this question-! desire to take advantage of this opportunity to again voice my protest against incorporating Virginia in the proposed legislation for lending money
to the South Atlantic States because of supposed disasters from
storms and floods. So far as I am aware there have been no
unusual disasters in Virginia. Of course, we have a few creeks
that overflow their banks annually, and sometimes a crop may
be damaged or destroyed as a result of seasonal rains, but I can
see no justification for placing Virginia in the column of supplicant States when our press is almost daily e:xpres ing to the
public the great progress and development and prosperity existing within the pa t few years. During the recent past I had
occasion to inve tigate the material development of our State
in the decades from 1900 to 1920, in which I had recourse to the
United States census report and financial statistics of the
States, published by the Departments of Commerce and Treasury. Considering natural r e ources the ba is of all wealth, we
included the percentage of increase in wealth from agriculture,
mineral production, sea-food production, and forestry. We also
included the percentage of increase in bank capital, urplus,
and deposits, and reducing the whole to a common average we
found by comparison that of all the States of the Union Virginia
stood thirteenth in the percentage of wealth accumulated. She
stands tenth among the States in the volume of money contributed toward the support of the National Government. From
the standpoint of efficiency and economy he stood twentyeighth among the States of the Union in the per capita of revenue levied for the support of the State government, including
highway construction. In the matter of educational facilities
afforded to our children in the year 1926, she stood sixteenth
among the States in the volume of money inve ted in school
plants; that is to say, in land, buildings, and equipment, irrespective of size or wealth, and in the volume of money appropriated for maintenance she stood fourteenth.
It is true that agriculture in Virginia, in common with other
States in the Union, has suffered duri~g the past few year , incident to the fact that farm products have not advanced in
market prices proportional to other production, while the labor
cost, supplies, and transportation have increased nearly or quite
100 per cent. Neverthele s, intelligent and consi.,tent land improvements have .l ed to a higher per cent of yield, which has
in a large measure offset the increased cost, and I have not
observed that agriculture in Virginia has suffered so much as
has been claimed from some other sections of the country.
Virginia, therefore, can not and has not made any claim as a
pauper State. My colleagues from Virginia have not expre sed
thernselve uPQn the floor of t11e House as to this matter other
than by an aye-and-nay vote. They, of course, are to the same
extent with me .responsible for l€'g:islation affecting Virgiuia's
welfare. But Virginia is able from her own treasury to take
care of her people, and we ought to know that we can not {;et
something for nothing. The Federal Government has no money
save that taken from .the pockets o·f the people, and it is far
more expensive to dispen e through the Federal than State
Governments.
In view of the consistent attitude of Virginia's representation
sinee the foundation of our Government, that we adhere to a
strict interpretation of the Constitution with respect to the
delegated powers, and the claim that the general-welfare clause
is limited by the specific explanations as to the meaning of
" to pay the debts and for the common defense and general
welfare of the United States," set forth in ection 8, Article I,
of the Constitution, it is inconceivable to me that we should at
this late day, without cause or reason, recede from our timehonored position and ask to be participants in looting the Treasury of the United States. In 1887 Grover Cleveland, a Democratic President, whose memory we revere, vetoed a similar bill
providing Federal aid for the purchase of seed for the relief o·f
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certain drought-stricken areas in Texas.
which prompted the veto he said :

Among other re-asons

I can find no warrant for such an appropriation in the Constitution.
I do not believe that the power and duty of the General Government
ought to be extended to the relief of indi>idual suffering which is ln no
manner properly related to the public service or benefit.

Such is my conception of the effects of Senate Joint Resolution 182.
Every Representative upon as uming his duties of office takes
a solemn oath to support and uphold the Constitution, which he
should respect if he has any desire to preserve the integrity ?f
our system of government. I ha-ve always voted against this
kind of legislation, and I spurn the support of such measures
imply because it proposes to incorporate my State as a party _to
a measure which I consider u.n warranted. This sop, voluntanly
thrown to our State, i, too marked an appearance of an _effo~t
to purchase our consent and acquiescence in any kind of raid
that may be proposed upon the Treasury of the United States.
We have iuveigbed against the leasing of our oil fields to private
interest as a gross scandal and robbery. If we voluntarily
accept thi sop we should ever hereafter hold our peace and indorse any scandal or corruptions that may develop in the conduct
of our Government. Like Banquo's ghost, it will continually arise
to pla""ue us in the future. I have hau, gentlemen·, Members of
this House say to rue that my position is entirely right, but
while the "swag" is being doled out we should get our part.
I resent and spurn the thought of asking or taking from the
Fefleral Trea._ury anything to which we are not justly entitled,
even though every other State in the Union were taking a part
of the "swag." Let me repeat that two wrongs do not make a
right, and after all this is a mere gesture, a pretense of doing
something for the farmer which in reality means nothing. We
h ave already established farm-loan banks, intermediate credit
banks, tariff legislation, revolYing funds, and the Agricultural
Department. 'l~he latter is spending $154,000,000 annually, supposedly to aid the farmer. But when the farmer undertakes to
borrow from the Government he will be required to give some
kind of security.
Those farmers who have security do not need this aiel. If
they have land, they can borrow from the farm-loan bank; if
they have crops, they can borrow on warehouse receipts; if
they haYe none of the e, they can not borrow, and, indeed. if
he has these securities he can more conveniently borrow elsewhere. Those who have no security, farmers who lease land
and obtain credit from supply houses with which to purchase
their team and implements and even supplies of food to carry
them through the year, have no securities to offer and, in reality,
but little to lose even should there be a disaster of a nature
which has not ret been shown. This class of farmers, therefore, will not be able to borrow of this proposed fund. All
that the average American citizen has a right to ask or does
ask of his Government is that it hold open for bim the door of
opportunity. He does not ask alms, but demands that to which
he bas a right, and that these opporhmities shall not be taken
from him by ruonopolie and concessions granted to monopolies
by the Government. This is the grea~ evil, in my op~ion,
from which agriculture and all other kmds of small busmess
are to-day suffering, and if Congress really wants to do something for the small business man we sbould rehabilitate and
strengthen the Sherman antitrust law.
A · stated recently on this floor, the paramount argument used
by tbe Republican Party as a reason why the southern people
should support their ticket was that iu so doing we could "get
something" out of the Government, pre...,umably something to
which we are not entitled. So far as my observation goes, our
people have placed principle above filthy lucre. We do not want
that to which we are not entitled. During my eight years of
ex.-perience in this body I have found no great ~ifficulty iJ;t getti.ng
that to which we are entitled. The preservation of the mtegrity
of our Government as created by our ancestors is the greatest
boon that can be given to the .American citizen. When the
delegated powers are exceeded and the re~erved rights of our
sow-reign States are destroyed or absorbed. by the Federal ~ov
ernrnent it must inevitably lead to an autocracy, oppressJOn,
and tyranny, and the stifling of opportunity which will eventually reduce the average citizen to a condition of servitude. The
greatest service, therefore, that a Repre entative can render
to his people is, in my opinion, to preserve, so far as it may
be iu his power the 'fundamental principles upon which our
Government wa~ founded. The preservation of the rights,
privileges, ancl liberty of the individual bas. stimul:;tted the
American people to an ingenuity unsurpassed m the history of
the world. We have advanced in the arts, sciences, transportation education and material prosperity under our system as
no ~ther nation' in the his~ory of the world has done in so short
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a period of time. 'Why should we desire to break <lown this
system and encourage the American citizen to loot the Federal
Treasury to supply his every want rather than depend upon his
own ingenuity and effort?
The Democratic Party may be ridiculed as being " always ou
the unpopular side in order that it may be right," but it has
been a stabilizing influence upon society. It has contributed
no little to the revelations of fraud, graft, and wrongdoing by
men in public life. Its record when in power is one of which
we have no cause to be ashamed. It is true that during and
after the Great ·war our party was accused of extravagance
and wastefulnes~. but I recall that after appropriation of more
than $700,000 by the Congress to investigate it acts during
that period of time no in.~tance o·f wrongdoing wa discovered of
sufficient moment to warrant prosecution in the courts.
Let us not, therefore, accept in silence a voluntary offering
in questionable raids upon the Treasury which can be offered
as an example of our own mendacity in the future shoulc1 there
be a return of the oil scandals or parallel graft. [Applause.]
l\fr. WOOD. Mr. Chairman, I yield 15 minute to the gentleman from Idaho [::\fr. SMITH].
l\Ir. S~1ITH. l\Ir. Speaker, we have heard and read much
concerning the accomplishments of the United States Bureau of
Reclamation during the past few years. Investigating commissions have deliberated and reported. Magazine writers have
filled pages with prejudiced views, and some :Members of Congress have criticized without stating all the facts.
If what we have beard and read from these sources were the
only information available pertaining to the work of the United
States Bureau of Reclamation, the conclusi9n might be reached
that its accomplishments for the past 26 rear had cost too
much.
Fortunately for the home builders on the arid lands, there are
two sides to the story. The wisdom and vision which gave
Pre ident Roosevelt the inspiration and courage to recommend
that a bureau of the United States Government be given authority, through pecial act of Congress to use money, accruing
from the use and sale of western public lands. for creating
western homes, and opportunities for those. who might choose
to cast in their lot with the West, have never been impugned
or succes fully challenged.
Out of the 26 years' effort and experience has come much that
is of national advantage and cau e for large appreciation.
Sometimes during that period the engineering and physical
factors have overshadowed the human part of the enterprise,
and mistakes have been the result. Sometimes local enthusiasm backed by able political advocates have had a part in allocating some of the reclamation funds in the wrong places.
However, our vision and perception of the actual facts and
accomplishments should not be clouded or di tort~d by_ the
smoke screen and clouds rai eel by those who may be pa sively
indifferent or are out of sympathy with the work of the Reclamation Bureau.
It has been a source of satisfaction to note that real progress
ha been made in the face of many unforeseen ob ·tacles in this
effort to establish western agriculture and industry.
l\Ia~sive dams have been con tructed: great artificial rivers
hb.ve been diverted over the deserts; cities, churches, schools,
colleges and farm homes have been built in what a generation
ago wa~ largely desert. These are accomplishments a1~d ~onu
ments well worthy of the highest respect and appreciatiOn of
an intelligent people for the vision and courage, in the face of
many unforeseen obstacles, \Yhich inspired and caused to go forward those reclamation pioneers who in a single generation
have written a new chapter into the history of the Nation and
the West.
President Roosevelt, in his first message to Congress in 1901,
proved himself a great prophet and tatesman ~or his ~ountry
and was fully conscious of those factors most mfluencmg our
national welfare and ideal , when he referred to our greatest
natural resources, land and water, in these words:
It is as right for the National Government to make the streams and
rivers of the arid region useful by irrigation works for water storage
as to make useful the rivers aucJ harbors of the humid region by engineering works of another kind.
The reclamation and settlement of the arid lands will enrich every
portion of our country. Ju t a the settlement of the Ohio and Missi-ssippi Valleys brought prosperity to the Atlantic States, the increased
demand for manufactured articles will stimulate indush·ial production,
while wider home markets and the trade of Asia will consume the larger
food supplies and effectually prevent western competition with eastern
agriculture.
Indeed. the products of irrigation will be consumed chiefly in. upbuildiu .... the local centers of mining and othet· industries, which would
otherwise not come into existence at all. Our people as a whole will
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profit, for succes ful home making is but anotbeY name for the upbuilding of a nation.

On June 17, 1902, President Roosevelt approved the United
States reclamation law, which set aside the receipts from the
sale of pu tilic lands in Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho,
Kansa , Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oklah oma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming for construction of irrigation works under direction of
the Secreta ry of the Interior. Later the benefits of the law
were extended to Texas.
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Just what benefit to the Nation the expenditure of this $80,000,000 appropriation for " river and harbor improvements" and
other scores of millions appropriated for like purpo e has been,
is not entirely apparent at this time; but assuming all was
wisely spent, we feel confident no more worthy purpose exi ted
for these expenditures and no greater accompli hments have
been attained than· from the use of $144,000,000 of western public land money in the West by the Uuitetl States Bureau of
Reclamation for water storage, irrigation, . power development,
and flood control.

E!<COURAGING FARM-HOME LIFE

FLOOD CO~TROL STRUCTURES COYVERTED INTO NATION AL ASS~TS

For 26 years the United States Bureau of Reclamation has
been assisting in conserving and developing our national resources of land and water.
It has built up a farm-home life, not only as a business but
as a mode of living.
Judging from some superficial discussions initiated by those
who really have but little true knowledge of what constructive
development of large desert areas into peopled, prosperous, and
productive communities means or requires, the uninitiated public
mind largely appraises the works of the United States Bureau
of Reclamation as failures or very limited successes.
As a westerner, and one who, for over 40 years, has ·watched
with sympathetic interest the gradual driving back and overcoming of the desert and flood liabilities, obtaining throughout the old West of 50 years ago, I am amazed at the great
achievements and the seeming facility with which the obstacles,
by many considered insurmountable, have been overcome-all within a relatively short period of time, and practically
without expenditure. by the National Trea ury.

Engineers now recognize that the most effective ann econ omical flood-control structures are storage reservoirs in the We tern State , where the trea ms lea ve the mount ain . Thu~,
floods on the Mis i sippi-Mis ouri River have been and will
be lessened by irrigation storage works on the Missouri's tributaries in the mountains far to the we t of the areas floodeu.
The former damage from the Rio Grande flood ha been
greatly lessened by construction of the Elephant Butte Dam.
l\Iany eliminations of the flood hazard can be found in
drainage ba ins, both south and west, where the waters so
stored are converted into a national a et rather than a
national liability.
Irrigated farms, great hydroelectric power development for
domestic and industrial use, flood control an.'d ·elimination of
erosion and destruction of great western watershed , are all
achievement of the United States Bureau of Reclamation.
Able engineers and a bureau of our National Government,
responsible for these great epoch-making accomplishments,
should receive the Nation's th~ and commendation, rather
than loo e criticism from those who would draw an unfavorable picture of a great national achievement.

THE ENTIRE NATION HAS PROFITED, ROTH EAST AND WEST

Two outstanding facts should be nationally emphasized :
First. The East has lost nothing from any appropriation
craved by it, on account of the work of the United States
Bureau of Reclamation, as practically all of the new money
invested in this enterprise came from the West through the sale
.a nd leasing of western public lands.
Second. The investment of western money in the West should
not be a source of dissatisfaction, especially when such investment has so materially assisted in peopling the desert and
adding to the wealth, population, an'd prestige of the West.
· Criticism by easterners of the work accomplished ~ by the
United States Bureau of Reclamation, therefore, can only be
defined as uninformed provincialism, and when westerners criticize this great work, they are either echoing propaganda et
on foot by interests inimical to the West, or of that emanating
from those who lack real knowledge of the true sources from
which the money thus invested has come, and of the transformation within many western communities brought about
through its investment.
THE WORK OF THE UNITED STATES BUREAU OF RECLAMATION COMPARED
WITH MILLIONS SPENT IN THE EAST AND SOUTH ON RIVERS AND
HARBORS

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF RECLAMATION PIOr-"EEnS

Some physical accomplishments of the United States Bureau
of Reclamation are:
Thirteen million acre-feet of water storage created when~
irrigation, h ydroelectric energy, and flood control unite to make
of tremendous economic value that which was formerly largely
wasted and often a flood menace.
Sixteen thousand miles of canals, distributing laterals, and
drains ; 31 miles of tunnel ; 11,332 bridges and thousands of
smaller structure built for western improvement.
Great massive structures, such as the following-named dams,
will remain as monument to the courage and foresight of those
responsible for their initiation and completion, and will remain
sources of public wealth through the centuries to come, long
ufter the generation which built them has passed into history.
.AMERICANS SHOULD ACQUAL T THEMSELVES WITH THE ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF THESE NATIONAL ASSETS

Jackson Lake Dam, in Wyoming, for Idaho farms.
Roosevelt Dam, Ariz.
East Park and Stony Gorge D-ams, Calif.
It would be of much interest here to compare the results
Arrowrock and American Fall Dams, Idaho.
obtained by the United States Bureau of Reclamation· in buildColorado River Roller Crest Dam, Colo.
ing up the West and actually creating new national wealth
St. Marys and Sherburne Lakes, Mont.
through irrigation, power development, and flood control, wi1)1
Pathfinder Dam, in Wyoming, for Wyoming and Nebraska.
those obtained from the expenditure of the many millions
Elephant Butte Dam, in New Mexico, for New Mexico and
appropriated by Congress from the National Treasury, from
time to time, for river and harbor improvements, in the South Texas.
Belle Fourche Dam, S. Dak.
.and Ea t.
Shoshone Dam, Wyo.
In May, 1896, Congress passed over President Cleveland's
Strawberry Valley Dam, Utah.
veto a single bill providing for the appropriation and expendiTieton Dam, Wash.
ture of $80,000,000 for "river and harbor improvements," payConconully Dant, Wash.
able from the National Trea ury.
Lahontan Dam, Nev.
It is of interest to us at this time to note what President
And more than 100 smaller structures of like character.
Cleveland said when returning this bill to Congress without
These structure will stand out a among the important ecohis approval, which Congress immediately passed over his veto. nomic
and phy ical contiibutions of large and permanent value
Her·e is his statement :
which our day and age will bequeath to posterity.
Many of the objects for which it appropriates public money are not
They are the initial tructures of like character which will
related to public welfare, and many of them are palpably for the benefit continue to be built as demand for food and opportunity, which
of limited localities or in aid of individual interests.
a farm home gives to a nation, increase . Eventually all winter
On June 23, 1923, in a public address, President Harding said, precipitation on western mountains will be stored and use<l for
when r efelTing to the enormous sums appropriated from the the benefit of the Nation, rather than ru h to the ocean in flooll
periods.
National Treasury, for river and harbor improvements:
Two of these enterprises have offered occasion for amicnl>Ie
The Federal Go\ernment has expended approximately $1,130,610,000
on river and harbor improvements. Only last spring the Congress ap- settlements of water que tions of international character.
The water stored up by these dams for irrigating millions of
propriated $56,589,910 in spite of a Budget recommendation of less than
hitherto unprcductive arid acres, now converted into gardens
half that amount.
For the sums spent on harbors we have most beneficial results. The and farm homes ; the hydroelectlic energy furnished to secmillions expended on inland waterways, on rivers, and canals have tions far removed from other large power and fuel supplies, and·
brought small returns because we have put them to no practical use. the ~ flood control afforded, are not matters to be lightly critiThough we expected to cheapen carrying charges and facilitate trans- cized or passively overlooked.
Ere long, the vision and wisdom of the reclamation pioneers
portation, we have failed in coordinat ing service and allowed the railwill be more fully appreciated and their work acknowledged as
road · to discourage every worth-while development.
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one of the leading economic contributions made to our Nation
by the twentieth century.
F ARM E RS PAYING OVER $5,000,000 ANNUALLY TO RECLAr>UTION REVOLVI!I!G
FUND

We have heard much about the noncollection of irrigation
costs by the United States Bureau of Reclamation. What are
the fact ? During th e past nine years, covering a period of
great economic depression among the farming class, collections
which have been received by the reclamation fund average well
over $5,000,000 a year.
The present con. tructed works are capable of serving about
3,000,000 acres with irrigation water, of which an area of
1,956,910 acres is wholly dependent upon the United States
Bureau of Reclamation for water, and was largely unproductive
and without value or demand for goods and business before
reclamation.
Over 1,431,500 acres _are actually cropped and producing food
and textile necessities of life.
275
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The increa ed value of lands and other properties on farms
and in towns, within the enterprises watered by the United
States Bureau of Reclamation, is authoritatively estimated at
$550,000,000, a figure which compares well with the total expenditure of $229,000,000 for reclamation purposes.
The crops raised within United States Bureau of Reclamation enterpri e&, in 1927, in a period of relatively low prices, and
on lands dependent on reclamation works for their irrigation
supply, had an average >alue of $50.33 for each cropped acre, or
a grand total of over $133,000,000 for a single year.
From the twenty-seventh annual report of the Bureau of
Reclamation for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1928, we select
the:::e figures :
One hundred and forty-three million dollars of the total in-re~ ted by the Reclamation $ervice since 1902 accrued to this
fund through the sale of public lands, sale of reclamation town
sites, and proceeds from the public-land oil leasing act.
Over $77,000,000 has already been repaid by the farmers and
returned to the Government for further use in the reclamation
r evolving fund.
O'"EU $1,000,000 REALIZED ANNUALLY FROM SALE OF HYDROELECTRIC POWER

Fifty power units have been built and are operated by the
various enterpri es ; 396,577,911 kilowatt-hours of electrical
energy were produced by these plant in the season of 1927-28,
of \\hich 251,768,744 kilowatt-hours were sold to- cities, power
companies, sugar companies, and farmers, at wholesale, for the
sum of :2,674,638.25, and the remainder of such electrical energy
~Ya s used \Yhere produced, in irrigation or for other purposes.
Other figure-s, denoting Eocial as well as economic progress,
al. o show what has taken place during the past 26 years on
these enterprises.
One hundreti and forty-three thousand two hundred and
twenty-seven people living on 38,428 farms and 429,683 people
re iding in 207 tmvns on these projects is one accomplishment
of the United. ~tates Bureau .of Reclamation.
Six hundred and eighty-five schools, 683 churches, 135 banks,
with about $10,500,000 in capital and $137,487,000 in deposits, by
237,612 depositors, are other national assets in which the United
States Bureau of Reclamation has had a· definite part in creating.
How many public or private enterprises requiring large capital investment, initiated over a period of 26 changeful years,
can now show an annual return .of 31 per cent on the investment in dollar products alone, with increased property values
of $550,000,000, or 275 per cent on the total capital employed
for the period, to say nothing of the advantages to industry and
commerce and in political prestige which these new settlements

and values give to western America?
One million nine hundred and fifty-seven thousand acres of
desert made into farms is no mean achievement for a public,
private, or corporate agency. Some mistakes were initially
made, due to a pioneer field of endeavor by our Government,
but to those who know the details of this undertaking, it seems
a marvel that there were so few.
Farmers and their families, many of them from the humid
sections of our country, have learned much by experience and
are now applying that knowledge in avoiding mistakes of the
past and in building up for themselves a competence in these
irrigated communities of the great West, where life is abundant
and where industry and individual initiative are yet rewarded
generously.
Mr. BLANTON. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. SMITH. Yes.
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l\Ir. BLANTON. Do the $550,000,000 of increased values due
to reclamation, represent something that is for the fa~mer
or against the farmer, generally?
l\Ir. SMITH. It is for the farmer, as it means the creation
of. national wealth and enables thousands of people who otherWise would not have a home on the land an opportunity to get
one on the land.
Mr. BLANTON. But it creates a surplus.
Mr. SMITH. Oh, no.
Mr. BLANTON. Which is to the detriment of the farmer.
Mr. SMITH. Not at all.
Mr. BLANTON. It brings prices down by reason of overproduction.
Mr. S:I\1ITH. No; because less than 1 per cent of farm commodities raised in this country are raised on Government
reclamation projects.
Mr. BLANTON. Yet it does reduce prices to that extent.
Mr. SMITH. Not at all, because 90 per cent of the products
produced on reclamation projects are used in the locality in the
cities, towns, and communities developed because of the c-onstruction of these projects.
1\Ir. BLANTON. But it is an increase in the surplus which is
to the detriment of the farmers generally?
'
Mr. SMITH. N~t at all, for, as I have stated, 90 per cent
of the products raised on these projects are consumed in the
immediate locality.
1\Ir. BLANTON. It is overproduction that is ruining the
farmers of the United States.
1\Ir. SMITH. Only the wheat and corn growers.
l\Ir. LEAVITT. Is it not also true that what is raised on
the reclamation projects is very largely not the kind of crop
of which there is a surplus?
Mr. SMITH. That is true.
Mr. LEAVITT. It consists of crops in which there is a
shortage, such as sugar and tlJings of that kind.
1\lr. SMITH. Yes. Wheat is the crop generally regarded as
producing a surplus. We produce a comparatively small quantity of wheat on the reclamation projects.
NATIO:-<AL SYMMETRY RESULTS FROM DEVELOPMENT OF RECLAMATIOY
RESOURCES

National symmetry, politically and physic-ally, have resulted
from these accomplishments wrought by the United States
Bureau of Reclamation and other agencies which have contributed to the irrigation of western farms and de-relopment of
power. Good county, State, and national highway systems;
grade and high schools; towns and cities have been built up
while industry has followed in the wake of all of t11is developm€'Ilt and now also contributes its part in wealth and service
to our Nation.
The United States Bureau of Reclamation has contributed in
no small way to our national wealth and gTeatness, to the
happiness and wealth of many families, and to a better home
life in western America.
Its further efforts in conserving our natural resources and
creating new wealth and opportunity should have the loyal support of the American people regardless of section.
To demonstrate that reclamation concerns the East as well
as the West I call your attention to the following data:
Report on incoming eastern shipments recei1:ed in Yakima Valley
during 1927

(Estimated by the Yakima Chamber of Commerce and checked and
revised by bus iness men and railroads)
Automobiles, 1,929 new cars purchased during 1927------ $2, 500, 000
Tires and auto accessories_____________________________ 2, 000, 000
Farm machinery, farm tractors, plows, etc_______________ 1, 000, 000
Hardware and building and plumbing supplies :
(a) 250 cars hardware (Pittsburgh and
far East)----------------------- $1,500,000
(b) 10 cars hardwood (Arkansas and
25, 000
Michigan)----------------------(c) 4 cars Celotex ____________________ _
10,000
(d) Metal lath. Pittsburgh _____________ _
15,000
(e) Other building materials, plumbing,
miscellaneous ___________________ _
500,000
2,050, 000
Canned goods, mixed groceries, breakfast foods, etc ______ _ 4,000,000
Ready-to-wear clothing, shoes, etc ___ ___________________ _ 4,500,000
Furniture and household supplies ______________________ _ 1,700,000
Cotton and woolen goods (mattresses, etc.)-------------- 2,200,000
Drugs and sundries----------------------------------750,000
Electrical apparatus, etc ______________________________ _
750,000
Musical in truments :
(a) 1,000 radio sets (from Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, and New York) _________ $100, 000
(b) 5 cars pianos, (c) 4 cars phonographs,
and (d) other musical instruments__ 100, 000
200,000
Insurance premiums (paid to eastern companies) _________ _ 5 , 000,000
Packing-house and orchard supplies (spray materials, orchard heaters, paper, shook, etc. ; estimate, 825 car825,000
loads) - - ------ ------------------------------------Eastern lubricating oils (15 cars)----------- - ----------25,000

'
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Corn (100 carload; of corn ·from ·Iowa, Nebraska, Kansa-s,
and Illinom>--------------------------------------Millinery,
notions, crockery, etc ________________________ _
All other items not listed------------------------------
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ments into the projects amounted to over $22,000,000 and that
on two additional projects, which gave the number of carloads
shipped in without reporting their value, a larger number of
carloads were received than on the nine projects for which
Total------------------------------------------ 30,120,000 values were reported. It therefore appears that on one-half of
In 1923 there were shipped into the Salt River Valley project the ·projects the value of goods shipped in amounts to at least
in Arizona 7,935 cars of manufactured artices from 42 States, $50,000,000, and it is reasonable to assume that total shipments
into all our projects amount to between $75,000,000 and
as follows:
$100,000,000.
$120,000
500,000
2,000,000

~\~~~~?~~~~~~~~~~~=====~=================================
~~~
Illlnois---------------------------------------------------457

ShipmetJts to the Yuma, Orland, Uncompahgre, Sun Ri·ver, North Platte~
.
Oarlsbad, Vale, B elle Fourche, an4 Shoshone pt·ojects, .1928

Indiana ___ .;.·--------------------------------------------___
OhiO-- ---------------------------------------------------Iowa--------------------------------------------- --------Missouri-------------------------------------------------Kansas---------------------------------------------------Nebraska-------------------------------------------------Oklahoma-------------------------------------------------Mississippi, Florida, Virginia, New Hampshire--------.:.-------- .

104
225
36
218
195
33
193
1

Tennessee------------------------------------------------Alabama- -----------------------------------------·-------Colorado------------------------------------------·-------T exas----------------------------------------------------Kentucky-------------------------------------------------West Virginia-------------------------------------·-------Pennsylvania- -------------------------------------·-------New York- -----------------------------------------------Massachusetts
______________________________ _:_______________
Connecticut------------------------------------------------

~~~~i~~
==== ========= ========== ===
====== ======= =====
==== ==
Fertilizer _________________________
-----------------______
_
Foodstuffs __________________ ------ ________ --------- _______ _

~Iaine-----------------------------------------------------

18
22
142
981
32
18
39
67
12
7
3

Mll1nesota_________________________________________________
North Dakota-------------------------------------·-------Arkan as--------------------------------------------------

40
1
26

~yoming -- ---------------------------- --------------------

~~~yr:!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==================:========

~~i:f:~a~~~-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:::-:-:-:_-:::_-_-:_-_-::_-::_-:_-_-_========

4~

1~

1~

Washington---------------------------------------·-------114
New Mexico----------------------------------------------564
Utah-------------------------------------------·---------46
TdahO----------------------------------------------------48
Montana_------------------------------------------------6
Oregon---------------------------------------------------- - 502
Nevada-----------------------------------------·---------- · - D

~}~0:~~====::::::=::=:=::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::=: 2,~5~

A report from Phoenix, Ariz., states that the official figures
of all incoming cars for 1927 amount to 19,084 cars, an increase
()f more than 11,000 cars of incoming produce since 1923 in
that one project.
RECAPITULATION

Commodity
Automobiles ___________ . __________________________________ _
Bags,
baskets,
and shooks--------------------------------_
Cement
and building
materials
___________________________
Coal ________________________________________ ----------- ___ _

Value

Seed. ______ .--- __ -----------------------------------------Sugar and sirup
__ -----------------------------------------Miscellaneous
____________________________________________

927
224
1, 204
6,459
23
6
9
967
96
1, 323
1, 562
2, 991
1,376
418
138
2, 408
105
67
87
1,151

$3,341,800
918,800
486,350
1, 275,725
35,000
7,500
10,000
1, 712,470
95,500
988,715
105, '250
5, 942,800
1, 315,200
1,166, 550
261,720
2, 642,900
69,750
426,000
254,900
1,130, 500

Total (9 projects) ____ ----·---------------------------

21, 541

22,187,490

Furniture _________________________________________________ _
Grain and feed ___________________________ -------- -- ----- --Lime rock ___ ________ -------------- ___________________ _____ _
Livestock ___ ------- _______________________________________ _
Lumber __ _______ ___ ---_------- __________ ----- _______ ---- __ _
Machinery ________________________________________________ _
Merchandise ______________________________________________ _
Oil and
gas ___
------------------Salt_
_______
----________________
---- ___------______ ----------------____ ---- ________ _
~-

Carload shipments to Boise a11d Rio Grattde 1 for tchich no 1:a lue is giuen

Commodity :
Carload::;
Automobiles---------- ------------ -------------------509
Cement and building materials__________________________ 2,' 720
CoaL-------------------------~---~----------------:-

~300

Livestock ____________________________________________
Merchandise----------------------------------------Oil
and gas __________________________________________

1,945
li,.
760
1,180

Paving materiaL------------------------------------________________________________________

1, 3
320
3,
0

~~~~~~hay===================~====~====~====~===== 2. ~~~
~iscellaneous

Total (2 projects)---------------------------------- 23, 081

(As of June 30, 1928)
Total funds available for investment in the 26-year
period, by United States Bureau of Reclamation ___ $238, 732, 793 . 74
Total invested since 1902------------------------ 229,424,520.70
Cash on hand ____________________________ _
9,308,273. 04

Grand total (11 projects)---------------------------- 44, 622
YUMA PROJECT, ARIZONA-CALIFORNIA

Carload shipments to project, 1928

Kind

Sotlrces of reclamation fund, as above itwicatea

Sale and use of western public lands--------------- $143, 741, 593, 71
'Advan ce ft·om United States General
~TeasurY-- -- --------------------- $20,000,000
,Repaid ----------------------------8, 000, 000
Balance not yet due-------------------- ---Other source (judgments, increa e of compensation,
: · Rio Grande Dam, Wind River Indian funds, etc.)__
Collections by United States Bureau of Reclamation
from settlers, which have been r eturned to reclamation revolving fund and 'used in further development_
Amounts due from settlers and water users on construction, maintenance, operation, water and land
rentals and yet unpaid to the reclamation fund____

Carloads

12, 000 000. 00

5, 286, 602.: 69
__77,_704,

59~.

34

Lumber-----------------------------------------------------Gas and oil1_______________________________
___ _---------------------------------------------_
Livestock
------- ___ ------- __ _
Cement _____________________________________________________ _
Sugar __________ -------- ________ ----- ____ ________ ---_--------Flour _________________ ------_---_--- __--_-_--_--------------Autos·------------------------------------------------------,Farm
machinery ___________ _____________________ ----- _______ _
:Shook (lettuce and cantaloupes>-----------------------------Misce11aneous t ____ -------------- - --------------------------Total _________ -------: ______________ -------------------

Cars
165
288
202
62
11
78
124
28
67
303

Value
~214,

500
504, ()()()
500,000

68,200

42,900
187, 200
695,000
110,000
8Q,'400
454,600

------!·
-------1,328 1 2, 856,700

3, 979, 499. ·50

[NOTE.-The figures on this page, taken from the Twenty-seventh
Annual Report of the Bureau of Reclamation, should be of interest to
'citizens of our Nation, botb East and West. They give an entirely
different' picture from that many times reflected by those who should
know tbe facts.] •
·

t Livestock shipped in for winter feeding and fattening for coast market.
2 Includes meats, all groceries and building materials not liSted above, millwork,
vegetables, coal, milk, etc., averaged at $1,500 per car.

ORLAND PROJECT, CALIFORNIA

Oarloaa shipments to project, 1928

UNITED STATES DEP.A.RTlllilNT OF THE INTERIOR,
B UREAU OF RECLAMATION,

Kind

Cars

Value

Washington, February 13, 1929.

Ron .

.ADDISON

OiL __ _______ _------------- _____ ------ _____ --- ___________ ----_

T. SMITH,

House of Represetltatives, United States, WasMngton, D. 0.
DEAR MR. SMITH : Referring to your recent request for some information showing the amount of goods manufactured elsewhere shipped into
our reclamation projects and paid for by them, I have had tabulated
tbe data thus far received, in answer to your inquiry about this matter.
The showlng is so surprisingly good that I hope yo_u may have an opportunity of presenting it to Congress or of giving it to the press.
Slncere1y yours,
ELWOOD MEAD, Oommiss.fO-ner.

The attached sheets give the data furnished by the projects
and a summary for all the projects from which report have
been received. This summary shows that on nine projects ship-

125
$100,000
38,500
65
45
45,000
16,500
22
9,000
20
&)()
8
5
6,000
3
2,
250
Tractors _______ ___=====
__________________________________________
_
=== == ==: ====== == ====== === ===== === ====
3
10,500
. 1, 500
Fencing
and
posts
____
_______________
--------------------3
Brick.. ___ ___ ___ . ____________________________________________ _
2
300
Automobi1es ______________________________________ ___ ______ __
2
9,000
Miscellaneous __ __ _____ ------- ______ ___ _________ . ____________ _
9
4, 500
-- Total __ __ ______ __ ___________________________________ __ _1 - - - - -!- - 243,850
3021
Lnm ber ______________ -- _------- _-- _------- ___ ----- __________ _

F1our and mill stuff _____________ -----------------------------Cement ___________________ ---------------- ______ ____________ _
Coal _____ .- ------------------.--------------.---------------Wood (fuel)--------------------------- ______ : ____________ ___ _

~:~i!!i~e!chiller-y ~

1 ~o

~=

Grande shipments for year 1927.

/

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE

1929

NORTH PLATTE PROJECT, NEBRASKA-WYOMING--continued

'C m·loaa shipments to rn-oject, 19'28

Carload shipments to project, 1918--Continued

Kind

Cars

Automobiles and tractors.----------------------------~-----Bags, baskets, and shooks.___________________________________
Canned goods __ _______________ ------------------------------.
Cattle ..... ________________ ._ .. __ . __ . ___ .. __ ........• ------...
Cement, plaster, and lime ... --------------------------------Coal and coke·-------- ---- ------------ -- ----------~---------- •
Corn .. _________________ ------ _____ : ....... --------- ... __ •....
Cottonseed cake. _________ . ________ -------------------------Feed. ____________________ ----------- ______ .-----------------.
Flour ________________ --------- _____ ------- __ ------.-----_____
Fruit and melons ... ----------------------------------------Furniture. ____________ ----------- _____ ------------------- __ ..
Gas and oiL ___ --------------- ______ ----------.-------------Grain . _________________ ---------------- _____________ ------___
Groceries, meats, etc _____ _____ ------------ ___ --------------..
Hardware, implements, etc__________________________________
Hay ______ -------------- ________ ---------- ___ ........... ____ .
Horses. _________________ -------------- _____ .----- ______ ... --Household
goods ••.
---------·------------Ice.
______________
____
________ • ____________--. -----------------______ ..... __ ... __

6
25
33

656

7
13
26
49
5
15
299
44
60
40
7
1

8
21
39
25
30
2, 152

3, 225,500

5
55

142

proj~t,

Kind

$704,000
304, ()()()
8,600
10, ()()()
33,000
164,000
4, 200
13,000
15,600
49,000
2,500
15,000
600, ()()()
44,000

240, ()()()
200,000
1,400
2,000
2,000
27,500
34,000
200,000
15,000
60, ()()()
284,000
32,000
84,000
43,000
18,700
15,000

137
112
30
10

Total __ -------------------_------------- __________ .____
Baise project, Idaho, rarload shipments to

Value

176
76

Lime rock. ________ -------------------------- ______ ---------Lumber, shingles, etc. ________ ...............................
Salt .. ___ ---------- __________ ____ --------.-------- ___ .. _______
Seed. ___________ -------------- ____________ .--------__________
Sheep _____ ------------- __ ------ _____________ .________________
Soap.------- ____ ------- -- - _________ . _____ .. __ ... ____ --------Sugar ____________________ ------- __________________ --------___
Sirup. _________________ --------------------------_----------Wheat. ______ --------------------------______________________
Miscellaneous. ......•.• ____ ------- ___ ----------------------·.

19.!'J

Valuet

Cars
2, 720

Building mnterial. ----------- ... ------ ... ---- .. ---.--- ------.
Paving material __________ . ___ .---· .. --------- . . -------------FueL __________ --------- ____ . _________ ---------- - ----- -- .....
Oil and gasoline.- -------------------------------------------Foodstuffs .. _------------- ___ ---- __ ----------.--.-----------Grain and hay.------------------------------- ... -----------Livestock. ______ ---------. ____ .------- __ .. ---- ___ .---- .. --- ..
l'I'Ierchandise ........ -------------------------- .. -------. --· -l\1isrf.'l1aneous ... ---------- ____ -~------ ------ .. __ -·-- .. ------ ..

3,300
1, 180
610
630
950
5, 760
3, 380

TotaL __ . _____________ -------- _______ ---------- - -----__

19, 850

1

4081.

UNCOMPAHGRE PRO!ECT, COLORADO

1, 320

I

Kind

C&;s

Machinery ___ •• _____ • _______ ________________________________ _
Milk cans.... --------------------------------------- ________ •
Miscellaneous.. _____________________________________________ _
l\1olasses .. ___ . __________ . ___________________________________ _
Oil._._ ...... __ ... ___________________________________________ _
Paper _____ ------------ - ------ ______________________________ __
Pipe,
iron. __ -------------------- _____ ------------ ______ _
Plastercast
______________________________________________________
_
Pulp, beet. .. _______________________________________________ _
Soda ash. ________ --------------- _____________ -------- _______ _
Stoneware ___________________________________________________ _
Sugar ____ ---------_------------- ____________________________ _
Sulphur _______________________________________ ------------- __
Sirup ... ----- .. ___ -----.----------.--------- -- --------------Targets, clay .. ____ ----------------------------------- _______ .
Threshing machines _____ ----------_------- __________________ _
Tractors ____________________________________________________ _
Tubing, copper _____________________________ ----------------Wire .. __________ ••• ____ • __ • _________________________________ _

Value

80
1
534
181

$160,000
2, 200
534,000
135,750
255
153,000
1
2, 000
5
12,500
53
9, 275
87
34,800
2
1,800
1
500
16
56,000
3
1, 800
25
.20, 000
1
800
3
4, 200
6
19,500
12,000
1
12
18, ooo.
!- - - 4, 188 1 5, 001, 875

Coal. ___________ ______ ~----- ____ -------- __ ---------------- __ _
Emigrant outfits. _______ --------------- _____________ --------Grain:
Barley_--------________ --------------------------- .. ___ __
Com. ___________________________________________________

909,300
71,000

5,1961
71
13
442
3

Oats. __ ... __ .... __ .. __ .......... -- ........•. -- .... --.- .. .
Wheat. _____________________ ----------. ____ ------- ______ .
Hay _______ ----- - ------------------- ________________________ _
Iron:
Scrap ________ --------- _________________ ----------- ______ _
Rock ____________________________________________________ _
Livestock:
Cattle ____________ ---------------------------------------Horses.------- _____________________ --------______________
Sheep____________________________________________________
Lumber______________________________________________________
Posts. _____ . ______ ------------_________ _________ _____________
Potatoes (seed)________ ______________________________________
Salt _____________ ------------._.-------_______________________
~~£: anq graYeL____________________________________________

13,000
486,200
2,250
2,400
22,350

2

149
1, 425

720
71,250

1, 428
23
1, 050
747
17
1
60
15

2, 856,000
46, 000
2,100, 000
522, llOO
6, 800
720
48, 000
450

7
60
8
19

8<1, ()()()
342, 000
5, 600
950

3

Alfalfa.-------------------------------------------------Beet
... ___________________ --------________________________
Shingles ___________ ------------------------ _______________-____
Stone .. _________________ _______________ ______________ ___ _____

TotaL •••••... ------- •... ______ . _____ -------- ____ -- - -- - ~~~-7, 591, 890

j--·----------

CARLSBAD PROJECT, NEW Ml.:XICO

Oarloa(L shipments to p-roject, 1918

No value shown.
SUN RIVER PROJECT, MONTANA

Kind

Cars

Value

Carload shipments t() project, 19i8

Kind

Cars

Value

Lumber .... --------------------------- ___ ----------------. __ .
Coal. __________________ ---------- _____ .---------------------Rye _______ -------- _____ -------------------------------------Gasoline. __ ------------ ____ ---------------------------------Machinery ________ ---------------------.--------------------Feed. ______________ _----- ______ . _____ ---.------.--- ....... ---

12
37
1
28
4
1

Automobiles._------------~----------------------------------

5

Culverts._--------- ___________________ ----------------_______
Cement .... ________ ------- __________ ---------------.--------.
Flour ______ -------- __________ ----- ____ ----------------------Cattle_______________ : . __ ------------------------ ... ----------

$9, 000
10, 000
1, 000
35, 000
16,000
400
15,000
3, 000
1, 800
4, 500
2, 000

2
2
2
1
f - - - - -1- - - - TotaL_________________________________________________
95 1
97,700
NORTH PLATTE PROJECT, 'NEBRASKA-WYOMING

Autos _________ .------------------------------.--------------.
Cattle..... ____________ _____________ ... _____.----- ... ---.----Cement, brick, and tile _____________________________________ _
Pipe and casing __________ .. _________________________________ _
Coal. ______________________________________ --------- ______ _. __
Furniture ___________________________________________________ _
Flour and feed ___________ ------- _____________ _______________ _
Grain _____________________________________________ _____ _____ _

~~i>iit-~==

Carload shipments to pt·oject, 1928

Total._. __________ ........ __ •••• _______ ._. ____________

----------------------------------------------~------~--------

Kind

Cars

Value

IUO GRANDE PROJECT,

·1-----

Acid
.. ___________
--------------- .. --------.-----------------Automobiles
1_______________________________________________ _
Bags
(sugar)
...
_________
----------------------------------- .._
Bran and stock food _________________________________________
Brick and tile _________ ----------- ____ ------------- __ --------_
Canned goods .. ___________ . _______ .--------------------.----.
Cement ___________ _______________________________ •. _________ _
Cereal, beverages.-------------------------------- _______ ...•
Coke .... ___ __________________ -------------------------------Cooperage. __ .. _______ ------------------ ____ ----- __________ ..
Cottonsood cake._ ... _______________________ ----------------Culverts .. __________________ . _____________________________ . __
Dragline. --. _______ . ------------------------ ---------·-····-.
Drill, welL ....... ________ .......•. -------------.---------____ •
Electrical equipment __________ ... ----------.------ ....... ___ _
Flour ... ____
__ ---------··------------------------------------_
Furniture
___________________________________________________
Gas. __ . __ . . _.. ___ .......... __ . __ ... ___ .. __ ............ __ .... .
Ice .. _______ ________ _____ ___ __ __---------------------.-------Implements, agriculturaL. ______ . ____ •• ___________ •..• ____ •••
Iron and steeL _________________ --- -- __ -------------- ___ -----Lime____________________________ ------------------ _____ -----1 Does not include cars driven.

9

495
54
156
139
56
278
19
235
14

54
2
2

1

$2,700
1,485, 000
486, ()()()
93,600
31,275
179,200
111,200
24,700
52,875
8,400
81,000
4,000
10,000
600

1
198

336,600

2

2y{)(){)

960

576,000
9,300
324,000
25,600
14, 800

31
162
16
37

=========~======= ===~

Machinery ==========
__________________________________________________
============ ======
=== _
Oil and gasoline .. ------------ ___________ ---------- __________ _
Salt. . . ____________________ ....•.. _____ ._. ___________________ _
Sand .. __________________ . ___________________________________ _
Sugar and sirup ________________ ------------ _____ ------------Vegetables and fruits ________________________________ --------Household goods _______________________________ ___ __________ _
Cottonseed .... ____ . __ . _____ ---------- _______________________ _
Fertilizer ______________ . ___. _____ ------- _____________________ _
Ties and bagging_·________ ----- - --- _____________ ---------- ___ _
Miscellaneous .... __ ........ _... _____________________________ _

~EW

-I

.93
119
215
53
120
1
98
61
57

10
157

$334,800
142,800
107,500
132,500
48,000
2,500
196,000
21,350
14,250
128,000
165,000
302,400
6, 750
22,600
52,000
30, ()()()
3,000
81,600
4,000
10,000
23,550

1,816

1,828, 600

128

33
224
15
226
14
50
2
136
4

MEXICO-TEXAS

Carload shipments to project, 19Z'I
Cars
Hay__________________________________________________
679
Grain, flour, feed _______________________________________ 1, 048

Kind:

Livestock --------------------------------------------Agricultural implements-------------------------------Automobiles-------------------------------------------

9U5
(1)

509

Lumber---------------------------------------------__

(1)

Foodstuff8---------------------------------------------

(1)
(1)

Dairy products ---------------------------------------Packing-bouse products ___ _ _________________ -----------Bags and bagglllg______________________________________

(1)

~~fio~uru-p~oiucts-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~================
~~~
FertilizPr --------------------------------------------- (1)
Dry goods--------------------------------------------Fruit and vegetables____________________________________

900

(1)

(1)

( •)

~~~~;ti~~~ot;s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~=======~===========
~~~
Total ________ _ ______ _ ___ _ _____________ _ _____________ 3.231
Value not shown .
Incomplete.

1

4082
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VALE PROJECT, OREGON

UNCOMPAHGRE PRO.TECT, COLORADO

Oarl.oad shipmenta to project, 1928

Oarload ahitpmen.ta from project, 1928

Kind

Cars

Lumber _________ ------------------- _____________ : ____________
Cement__------- _____ ---------------------------------------Gasoline
____ ___ ------------- -------- -- -- -- -----------------OiL.
______________________________________
______ ----_________

23
3
38
2

Value
$35, 000
3, 000
76, 000
000
10,

Automobiles __ ------------- ---- ----- ---------- ------ --- -----1
6, 000
Flour _____________ ---- ----- ____ ___ _______ -- ---- ------------- 3
3, 000
Miscellaneous, including machinery, hardware, furniture,
canned goods, dry goods, groceries, etc __ -----------------20
45,000
- - --1----Total _________________________________________________ _1
90
178,000
BELLE FOURCHE PROJECT_, SOUTH DAKOTA

Carlo ad ahipments to pt·oject, 1928

Kind
Oils and gasoline _____ ____ ___ __ _____ _____________________ -- __ _
Lumber and posts ___________ ------------------ ___ -----------Coal __ ____ _____ __ __ ------------------------------·- ----------Farm
machinery
--------------------------------------_
Road culverts
___ _______
____________________________________________
Cement and lime ____ __ --------------------------------------Brick ____________ __ ___ _______ ------- __ -- __ ---------- --------Fence wire. ___ --------- ____ --------------- - -----------------Total _____ ______________ __ __ __ ---·- ____ ----- _______ _

Cars

Value

103
70
140
22
19
Z1
14
3

$150,000
70,000
70,000
55,000
28,000
13,000
6,000
6,000

3981

398, 000

Kind

Cars

Apples ________ _____ ___________ ------ __ -------- __ ------- ____ _
Brick and tile ___ _________ --------------------------------Building material (other)---------------------------------Canned goods--------------------------------------------Cattle _______________ : __________________ ------------------Cheese __________________________________________ __________ _
Eggs_------------------------------------------------------Flour ______________ ___ ___ ____ _____ ________________ ------ ____ _
~

Fruit _______________________________________________________
(other) __ -------------------------- ---- ------------ -----_
Grain
Hay ____________ ---------------- ____ _______________ ------ __ _
Hogs--------------------------------------------------------Honey ___ ___________ --------------- -- ------ - ------------- -- -Horses ______________ ----_--- ___ ---------- __ --_--------------Household goods-----------------------------------------Machinery and hardware __ ------------------------------- __ _
Molasses----------------------------------------------------Onions ______________________________________________________ _
Potatoes ____ ------------ __________ -- -- -_______.__________ __ ___
Poultry __ ------- _______________ ------ ___ -____ ---- ----------- SheeP-------------------------------------------------------Sugar _____ ------ _______________ ----- ________ ------ ___ ------ __
Vegetables ___ ----- __________ ____ ___________ __________ _______ _
-- -- ------ ---WooL _____ -----------------------------------Miscellaneous
____________________________________________
___ _
Total _________________________________ ----- ___________ _

22

Value

H2

$«,000
14,2~

19
15
63
518
23
11
88
3
218
6
129
16
5
3
15
8
1,366
914
448
239
63
30
30

30,000
100,000
1,036,000
138,000
33,000
88,000
3,000
225,000
1,500
250,000
80;000
5,000
3,000
30,000
32, ()()()
1, 366,000
255,000
84,000
896,000
478,000
18,900
300,000
15,000

4,413

5, 525,600

41

YUM.A. PP.OIEC'T--ARIZONA-CALIFORNTA

SHOSHO!\"E PROJECT, WYOMING

Carload shipmnzt& from project, 19t 8

Ca·r load shipments to project, 1928

Kind

Automobiles _________ --------_----- ___________ ---------_----Bags ____________________ : __ _-__ : _-- : _: _------------------ : _--Beet pulp ___________ ____ : ___ _-________________ ----------------·
Cement_ ____ _______ ___ ----- ____ --_-- ------ - ___ --------------CoaL __________________________________________ ; ___ .____ __ _-__ _
Flour _____ ___________________________ _____ _____ : ______ • _____ _
Feed ___________ ___ __ ______________ ____________ __________ __ ___
Gasoline and lubricating oils--------------------------------Implements
_________ ----- _______ ------ __ -----------_---------_
Groceries ____________________________________________________
Lumber _______________________ --- ___ ---- __ ------------------Tile. ____________________________________ ____ ---- ____________ _
Steel, brick, and roofing materiaL ___ _______________ _________ _
¥iscellaneous _____________________________________________ _

Cars
31

3
65
13
47
12
15
86
14
53
47
24
12
11

Total ______________ ------- ____ ---------_. _____ -----_---

Value
$93,000
30,000
4, 875
10, 4cOO
11,750
36,000
21,000
136,500
63,000
185,500
90,500
18,000
12,500
16,350

729,375

f1hipmenta /r<Ynl Yutna, Orlana, Unoompahgt·e, Boise, North Platte, Sun
Ri~.:er, Oarlsbaa, Vale, B eUe Fom-che, 8t1·awbet' rV Vancy, Okanogan,
ancl Shoalwr1e rwojeotsJ 19'28

Commodity
Alfalfa ____ ___ ________ ____ -----------------------------------Apples and other fruiL-------------------------------------Barley_- ------------------ ---- ---- ---------'------- ~--" -------

Carloads
1, 734
4, 712
62

Value
$621, 080
3,162,420
78,000

Cantaloupes ____ --------------------------------------------510
197, 600
. Cattle-------------------------------------------------------4, 740
9, 856,200
Cotton·------ -----------------------------------------------1, 323
3, 6[o7, 675
Dairy products ___ ___ ---------------------------------------838
4, 221, 000
Flax _____________ -------------------------------------------_
8
17, 800
Hogs __ ____ ---------------------------_-------------------____
848
1, 133, 900
Horses_-----------------------------------------------------116
156,600
Honey _____ -------------------------------------------------33
129, 200
Lettuce.------- --- --- ------------- - --- --- --- ----------------918
499, 300
Oats________________________________________________________ _
18
12, 700
Onious_______________________________________________________
1, 3J30
1, 382,000
Pickles ___________ ------------- -- ----------------------------25
37, 000
Potatoes and ·other vegetables________________________________
6, 512
1, 696,050
Seed _______ ---- - --------------------------------------------148
665, ooo
SheeP- ---------- --------------------------------------------1, 812
4, 335,000
Sugar and beets- --------------------------------------------8, 124
20,363,800
Wheat_-----------------------------------------------------2,
609
2, 687,100
WooL ___ ____ ------ -- ____ ;____________________________________
75
725, 000
1-fiscellaneous______ ____________________ ---------------------557
326, 150
· · Total, 12 projects ____________ _________ ___________ ._______ --=s-=-7,-1:-:0-=-2- I--55-,9-60-,5-7-5
Oarloacl sl lipments from Rio Grande 1 a11 d Yakima projects tor which no
_
value g iven (two projects)

Alfalfa --------------------------------------------------

~Rfbe:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~=~==~-==============

927

~~~

18,
Cotton
----·-------------------------------·-------------5, 002
084
Potatoes
__ ...: ________________________________
-------------- 4,
Ouions__________________________________________________
439
VVheat--------------------------------------------------95
Miscellaneous--------------------------------------------424
29,948
Grand total (14 projects), 67,050 carloads.
1

Rio Grande shipments are for year 1927.

Cars

Kind

Value

---Alfalfa hay------------------ __ ---------_--------------- - --- --

W~!~;~:==========~==-=====-~=============·====:==========-==

Cotton ______ ----- ___ ._--_---------------- ----- --------------Cottoc.seed.. __________________ -- ---- -- -- ______ --- _------ ____ _
Cottonseed oiL _______________________________________ --- ___ -Grapefruit._------------------------------------------------_
Lettuce. _____ ---------------- ____ ---- - ------- ----- ------- --- Cantaloupes_-------------- __ ----- __ -- _______ -- _____ ------_-Watermelons ______________________________ ---_---- __________ _
Livestock 1____ _____________ ---------------------------------Higera ________ ____________ ----------- -- __ __ ___ • _-- __ ---- ____ _
Date palms. _____ ---- ___ ------------------------------------ Honey __----- ------ ---- ----------------------------- ---- ----_
Grapes_-- -- ---- ---- - _____ _--------------- - ----------- --- ----Citrus trees (nursery stock) __ ----------------------------- --TotaL ___ ------------------------------------- __ -------

733
48
151
222
316
305
2
29
918
510
65
239
1
4
3
3
10

$147, ROO
226,200
16,000
22,200
1, 513,400
268,200
9,600
86, 100
4~,300

197,600
42,000
640,000

----------10,000
3,000
6,()(l(l
10,000

1---------1--------3, 698,000
3, 559

1 Livestock not raised on project but is shipped in for winter feeding and fattening
for coast market.

ORLAND PRO.TECT, CALill'ORNIA

Om·Zoaa sllipmenta from project, 1928

Kind

Oranges ____________________________________ -- __ -- -- --- ------Alfalfa (baled) __ _____ ------ ---- ------------- - ---------------Almonds ____ ------ ________ __ _________ ______ -------- _____ ----Prunes______________________________________________________
(dried)_ -------- ----- ---- -- -------------- -------------_
Barley
Olives __________ __ ____ _________ ________ ___________ -- ___ ------Apricots (dried) _________ ---- - -______ __ _______ _----_-- ______ -Walnut logs _______ ___ _______ ___ __ ______ ___ --_---------------Figs (canned) _____________ --- __ ___ --- _----_----------- ------Apricots (green)----- ________________________________________ _
Milo
____________
--------------------------------------------Peaches
(fresh) ___________________________________
--- ________ _
Wheat _______________________ ---- __ --_-- __ ------------------English walnuts __ -------------------------------------------

~~~---:~~==================================================

Value

Cars
80
35
23
21
16
13
8
8
7
4
2

!I

$128,000
5,250
207.000
75,600

24,000
16,900
52,000
4,000
35,000
3,300
3, 000
1,000
1, 700
4,000
•600

500

1, 500
1
Lemons-----------------------------------------------------Apricots (pits) ______________ • _____ • ___ - --_--_-- __ ------ _____ _
1
1,000
1fixed fruits _______________________ ---------- __ ------- __ - __ -1,000
1
Butter 1_______ -------- ___________ ----- ___ ------ _ --- _ ------ __ _
500,000
133
125,000
100
Sheep
------.--------------------------------_
Cattle_________________
_______________________________________________________
143,000
65
105,400
62
Hogs____ _______________ ------------------------------------- 135, ()()()
60
Turkeys ______________ -------:------------------------------7
42,000
WooL ___________ ---------------------------------------- ----3, 700
3
Horses ____ -----_--------------------------------------------1
1, 500
Mules _____________ ------------------------- -- -------------- -:
-1
-TotaL ___________ ----- ___ __________________________ __ _
1, 620,950
657
~

1 Production of 1,000,000 pounds equated on basis of 75,000 pounds per car. Butter
is shipped via motor trucks,

4083
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BOISE PROJECT,

Kind--continued.

IDAHO

HaY--------------------------------------------------

Carload shipments (rom project, 19l8

Fruit and vegetables-----------------------------------_________________________________

~fiscellaneous

Cars

Kind

Value

698
$630,000
148
665,000
445, ()()()
556
199
80,000
1,892
760,000
1,998
800,000
1, 560, ()()()
1, 563
175
2, 200,000
600,000
297
----1----7, 526
7, ItO, 000

Vegetables ____________________________________ --------------Livestock _______________ _____________ --_--_--_--------------Butter _______________ --_------------------------------------Eggs and poultry ____ ----- -----------------------------------

Total. _________ ---------------------------------------SUN RiVER PROJECT, MONTAi"'<A

Cat·loaa shipme11ts ft·om project, 19l8

Kind
Cattle________________________________________________________
Horses._-------------_--------------------___ --------------Sheep ______________________________________ ----_____ --------

27

Ho~~- _------------------------ ______ ------ ______ --- _--- - -----

WooL_-------- __________ ------------- __ ---------------------Sweet-l'1over seed. __ _-------------- ___________ ----- ___ ------_

3
1
2

~~f=~o~~=~--~ ~ == == === ====== === == === ==== === =~ == == === == == === ===

~1
228
2
80

$55,000
1, 200
11,000
3,500
13,000
4,000
7,600
9,000
1,000
291,000
5,000
17, ()()()

1

1, 300

41

Barley __ --------- ___ ------- ___ -------------------------------

Wheat.------------------------------------------------------

Flax _____________________________ -------------_--------------AJCaJfa ___ -----· ____________ ---------------- ____________ _----Oats_________________________________________________________

li, 200
----f-----

Honey __ ------------------- ----- : _: _________ -----------------

VALE PROJECT, OREGON

Oarload shipmen-ts from project, 1928

Kind

Cars

Wheat. _______ -----------------------------------------------

Value

38

Barley ___ -----------------------------------------------_____

Potatoes
__ --------------------------------------------------Clover
seed__
______________________________________________ __

4
8%

Alfalfa
seed._-----------------------------------------------Mill feed_____________________________________________________
Onions _____________________ ----------------------_----------_

1%
4
3

Honey_------ ------------------------ : ___________ _____ _______
Cattle _____ --------------------------------------_____________
Hogs __________ ------------------------------------------_____

Value

Cars

424

376
Livestock --------------------------------------------Total----------------------------------------------- 7,816

'

Grain _____________________ ---_---_--------------------------Seed _______ -_------------------------- - - -----------------·---Flour and mill products-------------------------------------Hay ________________ ------_---------------------------------Fruit_ ____ ---------------------------------------------------

~--------

Cars
927
910

23
11

Sheep ________ _- -------------------- -------- -------_-- --- ----Dressed poultry---------------------------------------------Turkeys ___ -------------------------------------------------WooL ___________________________ -------------- __ ----------___

3
1
3

1

$60, 000
7, 000
5, 000
000
5,

2, 000
6,
000
6, 000
15, 000
60, 000
18, 000
9, 000
6, 000
24, 000
16, 000

- - - -1- - - - Total. __ -----------------------------------------------

101

239, 000

STRAWBERRY VALLEY PROJECT, UTAH

Carload shipments ft·om project, 1928

Kind

Cars

Value

3

TotaL __ ___ ------- -------------------------------------

424,800

391

Fruit ~-- --------------- ___ :_ ___ -------------------------------

Onions _________________ ----------____________________________

Total._------ _________________________________ __ ______ _
NORTH PLATTE PROJECT, NEBRASKA-WYOMING

100
10

$50,000
10,000

110

60,000

Carload shiprnents front project, 1928
BELLE FOURCHE PROJECT, SOUTH DAKOTA

Cars

Kind

Beans ______________________________________ ___
~

------------~-

Cheese
_______________ ----------------------------------------_
Eggs
________________________________________________________
Flax ____________ -- ___ ---------------------------------------Flour ___ _______________ --- __ - __ ------- ---- --- ------ ---------Food, stock. ____ ------------_---------------- ------------ ---Grain:

Barley _____________________________________ --------------

Oats. ______ ____ __ ___ ____________________________________ _
Vv"heat __________________ __ ______ -------------------------

ll.ay --- -----------------------------------------------------Livestock:
·
Cattle _____ ____________ __ ____________ ---------------------

Hogs ____________________________________________________ _
Horses
_______________________ ----------------------------_
Sheep ___________________________________________________

Molasses ______ __ -- ___ ---------------------------------------Pickles ____ _______ ------------------------------ ----- --------Potatoes._--------------------------------- : ________________ _
Poultry:
Live ______ ____________________ __ ________________________ _
Dressed ________________ ---------------------------------

Pulp, baet. __________ ---------------------------------------Sugar ____________________________________ - __ ----------------Sirup ________________ -------------- ------ --------------------

TotaL ___ --------------- _____ --------------------------

Oarload shipments from p1·o;ect, 1928

Value

3
41
5
2
2
148

$15,000
205,000
15, 000
4,800
3,400
70,400

40
8
635
JA3

40,000
6,000
762,000
21,450

1,857
568
83
953
266
10
2,895

5, 571, ()()()

681,600
124,500
2, 668,400
199,500
25,000
347,400

I·

Kind

Cattle________________________
_________ ------ ______ ----------------------------------Sheep
___ _________________ ___________ _

$535,000
243
460,000
209
31
310,000
156,000
120
73,000
73
20,000
22
16, {)()()
4
15
12,000
10,400
80
8,000
4
2
6, 000
Oats. ___________ : ___________________________________________ _
5,400
9
3,000
3 ________
Potatoes. ____ ----------------------------------- ------------- 1_______
_
1
TotaL _________________________________________________
1, 614,800
815

WooL ____________________ -----------------------------------Wheat_ ___ ------ ____ ------ _____ : ____________________________ _
Hogs ______ __________________________________________________ _
Horses __________________________________________ ---_--------Honey
----------------------------------------------------Pickles__
____
__________________ ______ __________________________ _
Hay _________________________________________________________ _
Flax ________________________________________________________ _
Poultry ________________________________________________ _____ _

-I

OKANOGAN PROJECT, WASHINGTON

15, ()()()
5
130,000
26
420,400
1, 051
18,641, ()()()
5,326
172,800
216
- - - -f-- - - 14,283
30, 139,650

cw·load shipments from prqject, 1928

Cars

Kind
Apples __ ____________________________________________________ _

Pears. ____ ---------------------------------------------------

$1,600, ()()()
16,560
360
7,000

TotaL __ -----------------------------------------------

2, 299

1, 623,920

Peaches _____________________________________________________ _

Carload shipments ft·om project, 19£8

Kind

Cars

Alfalfa hay _____ ____________ ---------------------------------Alfalfa seed __ ___ --- --------- ---------------------------------

Cattle _______ ______________________________ -------------------

Cotton------------------------------------------------------Cotton linters _____________ ----------------------------------Cottonseed ___________________ __________________ -------------Cottonseed oiL ______________________________________________ _
Cottonseed cake ______________ -------- _______ ----------------Cottonseed hulls _________ ------ __ ----- -------- ___ _-------- __ _
Junk ___________________ ----------------------------------- __ _
Sheep __________ -- __ ---_-------------------------------------W coL________________________________________________________
________________ _---------------------------------------_
Corn

Horses and mules.------------ __ ----------------------------. Miscellaneous __________________ ----- ----------- - -------------

'l'otal. _-------- ___________________ -------- ____________ _

118
4
188
560
10
1
41
80
8
2
27
3
2
1
18
1,063

Value
$23,600
4,000
225,600
1, 619,300
24,975
600
164.,000
56,000
1,600
3,000
43,200
24,000
600
700
27, ()()()
2, 218, 175

YAKIMA

PROJECT,

WASHINGTON

Cat·load sllirmHmts trom project, 1928
Kind

Carload, shipments from projectJ 1921
Kind:
Cars
CQtton------------------------------------------------ 4, 800
Cottonseed products-----------------------------------284

Grain, fiour·, feed---------------------------------------

95

Cars

Value

1

Apples ____________ ----------- ____ ---------------------------Mixed fruit. ______ ____________ --------~---------_____________

9, 097 ___________ _
1, 945 ____ ____ ___ _

Pears ___________ -------------------- _____ ___ --------------- __
Apricots . _________________ ---------- --- -----------__ ___ ______
Cherries. __________ ------------- - ------ ------- ------------- --

3, 84!! _____ ______ _

Grapes _______ ------- ----------___ ___ _______ __________________
Peaches ___ ------- __ --------------____________________________

Prunes __ ___ -------------_____________________________________

Strawberries._--------_______________________________________
•.ltsparagus______ ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ __ ____ ___ __ _____ ___ ___ _

~~::::::
1

144
436
237
I, 637
331

___________ _
___________ _
___ ________ _
___________ _
_____ ______ _

16 ___________ _

76 _____ ______ _

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~r: : : : : .

Melons ___________________________ ----------__________________

Onions ______ ---- - ------___ _____________ _____ __ _____ _______ ___

RIO GRANDE PROJECT, NEW IIIEXICO-TEXAS

Value

2, 245
23
1
30

Cherries ___________________________ ________________ _________ __

CAkLSBAD PROJECT, NEW MEXICO

Value

Cars

------------~------------------------------- !

No value shown.

420 __________ __

439 ___________ _
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SHOSHONE PROJECT, WYOMING

Oat·Zoa<L shiptnents from project, 1!n8

Kind
Alfalfa

meal--------------------------------------------------

Beans ____________ -------------------------------------------Beets __ ------------------------------------------------------

Honey------------------------------------------------------Peas_--------------~----------------------------------------

~~~~~~===================================================
Cattle____ ---------------------------------------------------

Hogs ________________________ --------------------------------Poultry, dressed_---------------------------------------Sheep ______________________ ---------------------------------WooL ____________ --------------------------------------------

Butterfat, 176,616 pounds.---------------------------------Miscellaneons ____________________·------------------------

TotaL _________ .. --_-----------------------------------

Value

Cars
134
54
1, 000
4

5

4

~

17
2

5

$56,280
162, 000
412, 500
10, 000

~:

m

25,000
30, 600
2, 400

50,000

68
2
10
10

122, 400
20, 000
80,000
3, 750

1,885

1,055,680

----1----

Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 20 minutes to the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD].
Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. Chairman and gentleman of the committee, it is my purpose this afterpoon to discuss for a little .
while a recent E-pisode in our parliamentary procedure, which, in
my opinion is worthy of the earnest consideration of this membership. To some it may appear as a trivial incident, but to
my mind it involves very deeply the essence and spirit of the
privileges of the House. I refer to the action. of the majority
representatives on the committee of conference appointed by
the House with reference to the disposition of the first deficiency apporopriation bill. I think that I may be justified for a
moment in recalling the hi tory of that situation so that the remarks that I will make subsequently may appear to be at least
pertinent to the ·proposition.
It will be recalled that in the orderly procedure of the House
the Committee on Appropriations brought in this deficiency appropliation bill. It passed through the ordinary routine consideration here on the floor of the House, and with certain
amendments was sent to the Senate. The Senate of the United
States as a coordinate branch of our representative government, in its wisdom, and I will say incidentally not by a partisan
but by a bipartisan vote, and by a very large ~ajority vote,
saw fit to incorporate in that bill three amendments; and I
shall ask permission to insert those amendments in the RECORD
without now reading them. They are as follows :
Amendment No. 1
Provided, That no part of the funds herein appropriated for tax
refunds where the claim is in excess of $10,000 shall be paid out except
upon heat·ings before any committee or officer in the department conqucting same, which hearings shall be open to the public, and the
decision shall be a public document.
Amendment No. 2 ·
For the purposes of a thorough inquiry into the problem of prohibition under the provisions of the eighteenth amendment of the Constitution, and laws enacted in pursuance thereof, $250,000, or as much
thereof as may be required, to be expended under authority and by
direction of the President of the United States, who shall make prompt
report of the result of such investigation to the Congress together with
his recommendations with respect thereto, said sum to be available until
June 30, 1930.
Amendment No. 3
BUREAU OF PROHIBITION

For increasing the enforcement force, $24,000,000, or such part thereof
as the President may deem useful, to be allocated by the President, as
he may see fit, to the departments or bureaus charged with the enforcement of the national prohibition act, and to remain available until
June 30, 1930.
One was a proposition advanced upon the floor of the Senate
by a Senator fi·om Tennessee involving the problem of a real
consideration of the enormous amounts of money paid out of the
Treasury of the United States by way of rebates and returns
to the income-tax payers, a matter of majOi' importance to the
fiscal policies of our Government, a matter of great imp01iance
to us, the representatives of the people, in our effort to have
an economical and a just administration of the fiscal affairs of
the Government as administered through the Treasury Department.
In recent debates on the floor of this House it has been
developed that very probably grave abuses have existed in that
regard, and just criticism lodged in respect to certain features
of the administration of that law.
And not only have some gentlemen on the floor of this House,
particularly upon the Democratic side, sought some relief from
that situation, but, evidencing the sense of importance that the
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other branch puts upon it, the amendment authorizing a searching investigation and an auditing of these amounts before these
tremendous sums are paid out of the Treasury of the United
States was adopted by the Senate. Another amendment was
offered by a distinguished Senator from the State of Virginia,
formerly Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, a man
of long and distinguished public career in the service of his
people and of the Federal Government, and recognized not as a
publicity seeker or a prohibition propagandist, but as a real
statesman seeking to remedy what all men recognize as an
almost intolerable situation with reference to the enforcement
of our Constitution and certain laws passed in conformity with
the Constitution. By the terms of that amendment we are attempting to carry out the recommendations of the President
elect of the United States, so far as his anticipated policy upon
that question is concerned, because Mr. Hoover in his preel ction
speeches stated that it wa his purpose after his inaugm·ation
to appoint a commission to investigate the abuses in the administration of our prohibition laws. Following the spirit, at least,
of the suggestion of the next President of the United States,
who will have the responsibility of undertaking some chamcter
of leadership in the solution of this perplexing problem, that
Senator from Virginia offered an amendment on the floor of the
Senate appropriating $250,000 for the particular purpose that
Mr. Hoover had declared as, in his opinion, of grave concern
to the peace and security of the people of the United States.
The amendment merely gives to Mr. Hoover the necessary money
to carry out his own policy.
The other amendment, and the one which is responsible for
this almost revolutionary conduct on the part of the conferees,
was the one offered by the distinguished Senator from Georgia
[Mr. HARRis], making an appropriation of $24,000,000 for the
more adequate enforcement of the prohibition laws of this
country. I am not going into an argument here as to the nece.sity of that appropriation, because my limited time will not
permit me. But evidently, gentlemen, not only the author of
that amendment, not only his Democratic a sociates on the floor
of the Senate, thought it a wise and provident provision, but
a large number of men of the opposing- political faith in the
Senate of the United States registered their affirmation of the
correctness of that policy, and it will be so shown if you will
look at the record vote on this question. That amendment was
incorporated in this bill, and all three of them came to the
House of Representatives in the due and orderly form for consideration by this body.
Then what happened? The gentleman from Texas [Mr.
GA.RNEn], when the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. WooD] a ked
unanimous consent to take the bill from the Speaker's table
and disagree to the Senate amendments, asked the coni rees
on the. part of the House a direct interrogatory, which was propounded to the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. WooD] as to
whether or not he would assure this House that before refusing
to accept the Senate amendments he would bring the proposition back to the House and give the Repre entatives of the
people here an opportunity to say whether or not they thought
the Senate amendments ought to be incorporated in the law.
And what assurance did the gentleman from Indiana give to
the gentleman from Texas and the member hip of this House on
that occasion with reference to that promise? It was a matter
of such importance, apparently, to the gentleman from Texn ·, as
I know it was to other Members of this House, that he was justified in having some definite assurance from the gentleman from
Indiana. Not being willing to trust my memory to quote the
reply of the gentleman from Indiana, I will read from tl1e
RECORD, found on page 2427, of January 29, 1929, where the
gentleman from Indiana made this statement in reply to a statement from Mr. BYRNS:
Mr. WooD. Mr. Speaker, let me ask the gentleman from Tennessee a
question. I hope gentlemen on that side have not lost all their confidence in the gentlemen at the other end ot the Capitol; and, having
that confidenae, they can depend upon it that there will be no agreement
on these amendments. I know two of the conferees who will be upon
the Senate side. One of them will never recede with reference to the
tax amendment. Another, the author of this other amendment, will be
one of the conferees. Doe,s the gentleman think that he is going to
consent to recede and thus despoil all of his purpose in introducing it,
in rehabilitating himself with his constituency?
The gentleman from Indiana, thinking perhaps that his tatement might seem rather indefinite, made this further statemt:'llt,
which you will find on page 2425 of the RECORD of January 29:
Mr. WooD. I will say to the gentleman from New York that if this
bill goes to conference under the rule we will bave to bring these two
amendments back, as suggested by the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
GARNER], and after that any amendment may be proposed.

I
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And to make the gentleman's promise a little more definite
and specific I will quote a further statement from him from this
same page of the REcORD, in which he said, replying to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. DENISON]:
Mr. WooD. I will say to the gentleman that he has anticipated what
can not possibly happen. Knowing the attitude of the gentlemen on the
other side and the tPmpel· they have already manifested in reference to
the amendmc>nt, and considering the information that comes to me, I
understand that under no circumstances will they recede. So I am free
to say this : It would put the House conferees in a very embarrassing
position if the tbing should occur that the gentleman from Texas is
anticipating, which never will occm·; that is, that the Senate will recede
as to these two amendments; and if the Senate does not recede, then
we would have to come back to the House.

There is the record. That deliberate assurance was given
to his colleagues here on the floor of the House by the gentleman from Indiana. I will ask you how it eventuated?
Mr. CRAl\ITON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BANKHEAD. No; I have not come to the gentleman
from Michigan yet.
1\!r. CRAMTON. The gentleman has referred to some other
matters.
Mr. BANKHEAD. The gentleman can have time a little later
on to say what he desires to say.
Mr. ORA fTON. It would improve the discussion.
Mr. BANKHEAD. I am sure whatever the gentleman would
say would adorn and illumine e\en the speech made by the
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Ur. BECK] this morning on the
floor of the House.
'Vhen this matter was up here before I expressed some surprise at the attitude of the gentleman fTom Michigan upon this
question. It seemed to me he manifested some considerable
irritation that there should e\en be a propo al for the appropriation of a sufficient sum for a real effort to try to enforce the
prohibition laws of the country, and I was particularly surprised
at these vehement protests upon the part of the gentleman from
Michigan, because I bad known he had been recognized here for
a long time as a man who was supposed t o be in favor of prohibition and its enforcement. In his zeal to manifest his impatience the gentleman used this language, quoting from page
2553 of the RECORD :
It could well have been termed a bill to eradicate the recent wet
splash on the political records of dry Domocrats; or, secondly, to r estore
Bishop Cannon to the good gt·aces of the southern Democracy ; or, third,
to condemn Secretary 1\Iellon ; or, f ourth, to repudiate the administration of President Coolidge and embarrass the administration of President-elect Hoover.

Then on the same page of the RECORD he says :
Oh, if Bishop Cannon wants to single out his particular Democratic
leaders, he is welcome; if Scott McBride wants to do so, he can do so.

A little further on he says:
Our Democratic friends would have you tbink that all the dry
leadership of the country is clamoring for this amendment. It is only
those excitable bishops of Virginia and these excitable Democrats who
are insisting on it.

I am not surprised that the attention of that great bishop of
Virginia was attracted to that criticism upon the part of the
gentleman from 1Iichigan [Mr. CRAMTOX], and displaying his
usual courage--although I do not always agree with him in hi~
political positions-he made this statement in an address delivered a short time after this incident occurred:
In order to meet every possible contingency and to c>llminate all
possibility of lack of adequate enforcement because of needed funds , the
appropriation is proposed to be made subject absolutely to the discretion of the President of the United States, thus placing in his hands
whatever funds be may find necessa ry to carry on the presen t enforcement program until the proposed survey has been made, and also to give
him funds with which to put into effect any additional program which
he may develop.
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by his quondam friend here upon the floor of this House in the
debate upon this question.
Now, what has happened, gentlemen? And here is the main
thing involved in this question, and the main purpose for which
I rose : What has happened with reference to the assurances
given to us that this Hou e would have an opportunity to pass
upon these very important questions of governmental policy?
Have those assurances been carried out ~n good faith, or have
they been absolutely and totally evaded? I assert that in our
dealing with our colleagues upon the floor of this House we
ought to have the right to rely upon the solemn assurances given
to us by gentlemen in positions of responsibility as servants of
this House. [Applause. ]
Tho~e assurances have not been carried into effect.
Now,
what is the explanation of it? I know that when these gentlemen come to reply to these remarks they wlll undertake to
extenuate the situation by some sort of specious explanation,
but they can not do it to the extent of evading their r esponsibility. The real reason why you have not brought that bill back
here upon the floor of this House, and the real reason why you
are in practical contempt of this House and its right to exercise its judgment upon that question, is that you are afraid to
submit it to the solemn judgment of the Representatives· on
both sides of the floor. [Applause.] You want to evade any
possible embarrassment to which you might probably subject
some Members on the Republican side. Otherwise I see no
reason why it should not ha\e been brought back. If you were
in a position logically to oppose it, if you had facts and arguments by which you could really convince the majority of this
House that the appropriation was excessive or that it had
not been prudently considered by the Budget and a recommendation made as to it allocation, and if you had been fortified with
that charactee of opposition you undoubtedly would have
brought it back, as yon do upon other controverted qu e~ tions
in difference between the two Houses, but you have deliberately
avoided doing so.
What sort of subterfuge have you resorted to? I asked the
gentleman from Michigan here upon the floor of the House tl1e
other day if he did not know that it had been agreed upon the
part of the majority conferees that they would a bandon this bill
entirely before they would bring it back and submit these questions to the House and that in that abandonment they would
carry the items in the then pending bill in the last bill which is
now reported.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Alabama
has expired.
1\fr. BYR::\TS. 1\fr. Chairman, I yield the gentleman 10 additional minutes.
1\fr. BANKHEAD. Well, I got no satisfactory answer out of
the gentleman, but I had rather definite assurances at that time
from what I regarded as reliable authority that that was exactly
what was going to be done, and that i:;:; exactly what has been
done. Now, what i::; th~ effect of it, gentlemen? It seems to me
tllat you two gentlemen and those who are confederating with
you in thi enterprise have very little confidence in either the
character or integrity of the Senate of the United States. Are
you so simple as to believe that when you carry this highly controversial question ba ck to the Senate of the United States that
those 57 Senators who supported those amendments are going
to lie down and make no fu rther effort to insist upon their
views·t
Do you think they are so in\ertebrate that they will !'Urrende r their conviction· upon this question; or have you made
some sort of pri>ate arrangement by \\hich you may be assured
that tbe que tion \\"ill not again be in a position where it will
have to be brought back to the House? Such rnmori"l are
afloat. But the practical effect of the action of th~se conferees
has heen to <len~' to the mernber:;hip of thi::; House a substantive
parliamentary right which this House had a reasonable right
to expect woulU be gh·en them to express themseh-es upon this

matter.

My friend the gentleman from Tennessee [l\lr. BYims], I am
sure. will haYe some remarks to make with reference to the
monkey business that wen t on in the committee ,,·ith reference
to this question. [Laughter.] He will explain to you why the
minority member. of the committee have neyer had an opporI shall not presume to sit in judgment upon any man who declares tunity to examine :Mr. l\Iellon or any of his subordinates. inthat he does not believe that the proposed appropriation can be useu to cluding Mr. Billard, after these new estimates were sent up, or
secure more efficient law enforcement, but I flatly r epudiate a ny s ugges- to examine the director of anr of these agencies. There was
tion or intimation that in advocating the proposed app-ropriation I am no opportunity, as is ordinarily the case, to haYe hearings upon
animated by any purpm~e except the better enforcement of the prohibition this question. But what do they do, these canny gentlemen
law, and I denounce as unworthy and slanderous an:r statement that I who knO\Y so well how to maneuver and m·a uipulate the mahave been animated by any hostility to Secreta.ry Mellon or by any chinery of their actiYities as to carry out their will alone and
desire to force the hand of President-elect Hoover.
not gi ,.e the rest of us an opportunity to do \Yhat ordjnarils we
I think Bishop Cannon was entirely justifiell and within his would have the right to do? They have waited and sent the
rights when he made that dignified retort to the remarks made bill to the Printing Office and had it printed; and then, this
I want you to listen to thi , because the old bishop eYidently
got a little bit heated in this part of hi..· reply to the charges of
the gentleman from :Michigan here upon the floor:
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morning, I believe it was, was it not, Mr. Woon, that you got
these new estimates? The gentleman can answer in his own
time. This morning, I believe it was, they sent up these summarized estimates as to the amount they can actually use adyantageously in the enforcement of our prohibition laws. There
is another hort cut they are taking on us.
Mr. BYRNS. I will say to the gentleman that the bill went
to the Printing Office on :M onday night, and the estimates came
up Tuesday.
1\lr. BANKHEAD. Oh, ye ; but I think the gentleman will
confirm what I said that after the estimates were arrived at
by the Treasury, the gentleman from Tennessee and his associates upon the committee had absolutely no opportunity to crossexamine those making the estimates or to get any further
information.
·
Mr. BYRNS. The gentleman is entirely correct.
Mr. BANKHEAD. And we will be compelled to rely entirely
upon their naked judgment as stated in figures and not in facts.
Mr. BYRNS. That is correct.
Mr. SCHAFER. Will the gentleman yield?
lli. BANKHEAD. Is the gentleman with me or against me?
[Laughter.]
·
·
Mr. SCHAFER. I want to obtain some i.Jiformation. Did
not 'the gentlemen of the minority have a_n opp<?rtunity to examine and cro s-examine the various representatives of Mr. Mellon's
department when considering the original proposition, prior to
its being reported to the House in the first instance?
Mr. BANKHEAD. I can not answer that question definitely,
but I think I am safe in saying that as far as the original
hearing went it was orderly, not in conflict with the ordinary
procedure in the committee, and I· assume the members of the
minority did have an opportunity upon that occasion to examine them; but my friend overlooks the fact that this real
trouble for the Republican Party here in the House had not
arisen at that time.
Mr. SCHAFER. My mind is open on the proposition which
the gentleman is discussing.
Mr. BANKHEAD. I hope it is open and recepti·v:e.
1\Ir. SCHAFER. Why did not the minority gentlemen of the
committee submit minority views when the original bill was
reported out, if there was such an urgent necessity for this
$24,000,000, and make a strong fight for it on the floor of the
House under the rules?
Mr. BANKHEAD. That is entirely be ide the controversy I
am discussing now.
l\Ir. BYRNS. I want to say this to the gentleman from Wisconsin, since he mentions the minority members of the committee. Never in my experience, and I have been on the Committee on Appropriations for a great many years, have I known
of minority views being submitted from the Committee on Appropriations. The bill is always brought to the House. It is
not like the legislative committees where minority views are
submitted. In cases of differences over appropriations, the
matter are brought to the floor of the House and fought out
on amendments.
Mr. SCHAFER. If this question is as important as the gentlemen on the other side of the aisle think it is, would there
not have been sufficient justification to have submitted minority
views in behalf of the $24,000,000?
.
Mr. BYRNS. I just stated to the gentleman that in the case
of the Committee on Appropriations I never knew in all my
life of minority views being submitted.
Mr. SCHAFER. Was there anything to prevent that submission?
l\fr. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. BANKHEAD. Yes.
Mr. BLANTON. I was wondering on which side of the aisle
is the gentleman from Wisconsin [l\:1r. ScHAFER]. He :fir t sits
on one side and then the other.
Mr. SCHAFER. I will say to the gentleman that, since the
gentleman from Texas supported Gov. AI Smith in the last campaign, you do not see me sitting on his side of the aisle very
often. [Laughter and applause.]
Mr. BLANTON. And I am not surprised.
l\Ir. BANKHEAD. Mr. Chairman, I do not yield further.
Gentlemen, I have about concluded all that I have to say on
the subject. It might not impress you as being of any importance, but here is the thing that strikes me as being a matter of considerable importance to this House.
. What is the real philosophy lying behind the parliamentary
theory of the appointment of conferees on the part of this body
and the body at the other end of the Capitol? Is it for the
purpose of creating breaches between the two Houses? Is it for
the pm·pose of further accentuating differences of opinion that
may exist between the two bodies, or is it, fundamentally, for
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the purpose of creating a joint instrumentality by which, if
possible, the conflicting views of the two House may be accommodated, settled, and reconciled? What i the theory upon which
the conferees are appointed? I assert that in the interest of
orderly, parliamentary government that they should pursue
that course ~nder all circumstances, which would make for
agreement and not arbitrarily to exert their temporary power
to deprive the membership of this House of liD opportunity to
express itself on questions of public inter t .
We had a most delightful and illuminating address delivered
here this morning by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [l\Ir.
BECK] upon the philosophy of the political views of George
Washington, the father of our country. I think it will go down
in the annals of thi House as one of the clas ics, a thing to
be read and cherished a the years go by. [Applau e.]
The theme, as I understood it, of that magnificent address was
ordered and orderly government-not government by pecial influences in government, not by small fragments of public opinion ; not government by individualistic views representing some
sectional position or some partisan position-but, as I understood it, running through the whole fabric of that splendid
deliverance was the silver thread of an argument admonishing Members ·of Congre s and the people of thi country to
remember the spirit and es ence of the Constitution as framed
and dictated by its founders. And if I may appropriate a
small part .of the sentiment of that address and apply it to the
proceedings in the_ House of Representative , I "ay, in a more
circumscribed area it is just as important for us to pre erve
orderly parliamentary government and precedents as it is for
the people of the country, the legislative and judicial bodie ,
to remember orderly government as demanded by the Constitution itself.
That is the protest I am making. I think I am within my
rights in expressing my own individual views that the e conferees have not been justified in that contumacious attitude
they have assumed.
I see the gentleman [Mr. CRAMTON] smiling; I am sure that
he will undertake to say that he bas been guilty of no contumacy ; I am sure he will say that this is not an unusual
thing upon the part of conferees. I insist that it i an unusual
thing. He can not gainsay it, and I think he will look serious
when I say this: You will never be ju tified in breaking a
solemn promise to your associates on the floor of the Hou e.
I remind the gentlemen that they are now and hereafter merely
the servants and not the masters of this House. [Applause.]
· Mr. WOOD. Mr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Michigan [1\Ir. CRAMTON].
l\ir. CRAl\I'l'ON. l\Ir. Chairman, gentlemen and ladies of the
committee, whatever el e I do I am not going to borrow any
unusual or hard words to pronounce from the Senate debate .
[Laughter.]
The gentleman from Alabama has built up his man of straw.
·He would not yield to me becau e he knew there was no ubstance in his man of straw.
It is remarkable what a change one eJection can make in the
spirit and activity of many men, even so eloquent and so substantial as the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD) and
the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. BYRNS].
We have had the e:gbteenth amendment and the prohibition
law for a number of years. The gentleman from Alabama in .
all that time has been a Member of the House, but until in the
recent political campaign Bishop Ca.nnon bowed the South the
way of political success and the way to be followed by Domocracy
in this House if it wants to continue to rule in the Southuntil the election in November demonstrated these facts and
until Bi hop Cannon thereafter made the appeal for increased
appropriations for enforcement, the gentleman from Alabama,
who now prates about the appropriation of $24,000,000 una ked ·
for, that h as no program for its expenditure never raised his
voice in this House by amendment or peecb for any amount
greater than that a sked for from year to year by the admini - ·
tration.
I am obliged to conclude-! may do the gentleman from Alabama an injustice-but I am obliged to conclude that the November election has had much to do with increasing the interest
and zeal of the gentleman from Alabama. [Laughter and
applause.)
i
·
Why, Bishop Cannon came into his own in that election.
Whatever I may .have said about Bishop Cannon the other day,
I never called hrm a bigot or a hypocrite, and be was before
the election called both of those names by Democrats of his
own State and of the State of the gentleman from Alabama.
And if I am to be criticized becau e of the very mild allusions
to which the gentleman from Alabama referred, then what shall
be said of a tliF;tinguished citizen of Virginia who occupie a
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position such that under the parliamentary rules of this body
I am not permitted to refer to him directly, because of what
he said a bout Bishop Cannon in the campaign of last fall?
Let us now look for a moment at the gentleman's man of
straw. The gentleman from Alabama has the capacity to
originate these ideas himself, without taking them from the
debate fl·om another body, but I read in the proceedings of
another body the charge !:!tated repeatedly that the House conferees were "unwilling to keep faith with their own House,
and, in the face of a promise five times made, refuse to carry
the bill back for a yea-and-nay vote," and so forth.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Oh, I will say to the gentleman that I
never read that. I disclaim being influenced by reading those
things.
Mr. CRAMTON. I felt it was only just to the gentleman
from Alabama that he be given opportunity to clear himself
of . any such accusations, so I yielded to him, although he
declined that courtesy to me. Such is the charge, that a
promise was made by the House conferees on the deficiency appropriation bill, and was not kept. How ridiculous! The gentleman ft·om Alabama and every Member here knows that on the
29th of January the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. WooD] made
a request for unanimous consent to send the first deficiency
appropriation bill to conference, and when that unanimousconsent request was pending certain gentlemen asked him
whether he would do this or that. Whatever he said, and
I contend that there were no definite promises in what he said,
and certainly no promises from me, though I afterward became
one of the conferees, and the charge I have just quoted from
the debate in another body included me as one of the conferees,
the unanimous-consent request was objected · to on the Democratic side of the aisle, and the bill did not go to conference.
Even if a promise had been made in consideration of unanimous consent to send the bill to conference, the consent was
denied and the promise was not availed of. Why, the ridiculousness of parading around here and hollering about a promise
alleged to have been made in order to get unanimous consent
which was refused! So, on the 31st .of January, a rule was
brought in, and under that rule the bill was sent to conference,
and there was not then a word of any promise to bring the
bill back for a vote on one special item.
What bas happened? The conferees have been going along
sawing wood. The gentleman from Alabama [1\Ir. BANKHEAD]
asked me the other day one of those categorical questions of
his, he wanted to know " categorically" if I remember the
word-and that is a larger word than I generally use--whether
the conferees had made an agreement. At that time the conferees had not made an agreement as to what they would do
with the deficiency appropriation bill. It was still under consideration; it was still under investigation. 'Ve understood
that there was a possibility that estimates would come to the
House, and estimates did come to the House, but at that time
we did not know ; and we did not know if they did come which
was the better 'parliamentary way to handle the situation. I
answered the gentleman truthfully and gave him the best information I could that there was no agreement at that time.
We proceeded with our study of the situation, not always,
perhap , taking the gentleman from Tennessee [1\fr. BYRNS]
into our confidence, as we would like to do ; but trying each
for himself to figure out what we ought to do, and so the
thing has come along until now this bill is reported and we
ai·e about to give the House an opportunity to express itself
as to these estimates for money submitted in a regular way.
The gentleman from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD], as I understand, is particularly wrathy that the House has never had a
cha nee for a direct vote on the $24,000,000 proposition. As a
matter of fact, that vote of 241 to 141 was a direct vote on the
$24,000,000 amendment. The men who voted knew that they
were voting, not on the previous question, but on the $24,000,000
amendment, and they rejected it; but the gentleman wants
more opportunity to vote, claiming that was not a direct vote.
The only trouble with the gentleman from Alabama is that
he does not take me seriously enough.
Mr. BANKHEAD. It is pretty difficult ever to take the
gentleman seriously.
Ur. CRAMTON. And I hope that will be in the RECORD. I
explained to the gentleman just how to do this if he wanted a
direct vote. On pages 2427 and 2428 of the RECORD of January
29, 1929, when thi matter was up the first time, I said:
.Mr. CRAMTON. Mr. Speaker, if the
RECORD ought to show distinctly

gentleman will yield, I think the
that which the gPntleman from
Gt>orgia [Mr. CRISP], the gentleman from Texas [Mr. GAR:SER], and
the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. BYRNS] know full well-

And I might well have said, the gentleman from Alabama
[Mr. BANKHEAD], for of course be would know it full well,
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that all they have to do to get an expression from the House is to
permit this consent to be granted, let the bill be sent to conference,
and then, before the conferees . are appointed, make such motion as
they desire to instruct the conferees, and upon that they can have a
debate; and they can have a roll-call vote; and that is the way to
instruct the conferees. It can easily be done, and the gentlemen can
get the votes they want.

But the gentleman did not see fit to follow that good advice.
He took his way, and he got a roll-call vote of 240 to 141
against him.
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Ohairman, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. HAsTINGs].
Mr . .HASTINGS. Mr. Chairman, I want to present a copy of
some resolutions passed by the directors of the Independent Oil
& Gas Association of Oklahoma at a meeting held in Okmulgee,
Okla., February 14, 1929. The directors of this association are
familiar with every detail of the oil industry. They have been
engaged in the oil bu iness for years and have made a success.
They are men of high character and sound judgment, and their
finding and recommendations merit and, I am sure, will receive
the careful study of every member of the committee and of
Congress. Oil is one of the leading industries of my State and
of the Nation, and I am interested in giving my best thought
and attention. The facts are fully set forth in the resolution.
It is urged that a tariff of not less than $1 per barrel be imposed
on crude oil imported into this country. I want to submit these
resolutions for the RECORD and for the consideration of the
committee.
I am also submitting a letter from the Department of Commerce inclosing:
. (a) Figures showing exports of petroleum and products, givmg the amount both as to quantity and Yalue with reference to
all countries without the United States for the calendar years
1927 and 1928.
(b) Petroleum and ·products, showing both quantity and value,
imported into the United States for the calendar years 1927
and 1928.
The matter referred to is as follows:
Resolution 'passed by the board of directors of the Independent Oil
Association of Oklahoma at a meeting held at Okmulgee, Okla.,
February 14, 1929
Wl.tereas the Amet·ican petroleum industry is the greatest industry, the
labor and capital of which bas been forced to compete with a raw
product imported into this country without a protective tariff; and
Whereas the crude oil brought into the United States without a tariff
is produced by means of cheap labor and with steel and other materials
which can be secured in foreign -countries at a lower price than in the
nited States because of the tariff provided for the protection of the
steel industry and similar industries ; and
Whereas tbe oil imported is produced in foreign countries close to
water transportation and is moved into the nited States at transportation rates much lower than the rates paid upon oil produced in the
interior of the United States and transported to tidewater r efining
points by railroads and pipe lines; and
Whereas the great quantities of crude oil imported into the United
States in past years bas made it necessary to restrict production and
retard development of natural resources, thus curtailing the employment
of labor and resulting in much distt·ess among the workers in petroleum
districts and destroying home industry ; and
'Vhereas the restriction and curtailment of oil production in the
United States bas also affected the <X>mmercial situation in many States
in the Union, resulting in a restricted mtnket for the produce of American fat·ms in the principal centers of the various petroleum fields where
thousands of oil workers are now idle ; and
Whereas at the present time approximately a quarter of a million
barrels of crude oil is being imported into this country each day and
mn through the stills of United States refineries, while a similar or
larger amount of oil already developed in the United States is being
run to storage or held in the fields under restriction and proration with
direct loss to the producer, landowner, and oil worker in restricted and
prorated areas; and
Whereas because of the small gasoline content of the crude oil imported into the United States it is n ecessary to mix the same with
our American high-grade crude oil to obtain the best results, and for
this reason there can be no fear of a tariff augmenting the building of
refineries in South America and other oil-producing countries and exporting to Europe and other foreign countries in competition with American refineries, as the United States is the largest producer of highgrade crude oil and will always be the leading influence in gasoline
and other high volatile oil product exports ; and
Whereas the record for the past years indicate that the price of crude
oil, whether it be cheap imported foreign crude or high-gravity oils
produced in this country, has little effect on the price of retail gasoline
and lubricating oils in the United States; because the price of gasoline
is an artificial one, quoted either by agreement or manipulation on the
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part of the major producing and marketing concerns in the United
States, while the retail price of high-grade lubricants remains approximately the same regardless of the crud~ oil market; and
Whereas the reports of the United States Bureau of M'ines, Department of Commerce, indicate that under a full-time capacity operation
of coal mines in the United States the gross output of coal would be
appro:xlmately 1,000,000,000 tons per year, but the said reports further
indicate, that because of a lax market condition and demand that the
mine output for the year 1928 was approximately 570,000,000 tons;
this reduction of coal output beginning apparently In the year 1918,
the peak of domestic coal output and continuing to the present time,
the decline · in·· production being coincident to the increased imports of
Mexican and South American fuel oils, resulting for the : past year of
192.8 alone, in the falling off of 20,000,000 tons of coal in comparison
with the year 1927 ; and
Whereas ' the crude-oil production of the United State!!' in the year
1928, according to the Department of Commerce, was 900,000,000
barrels of which 16,000,000 barrels only were .run to storage, indicat)ng that if 80,000,000 barrels of imported crude had been 's hut out by
a tariff the United States would have had to draw upon stocks for
64,000,000 barrels of crude in the year 1928 or else produce additional
crude to meet the demand, therf'by stabilizing the petroleum industry.
Now therefore be it
Resolved, That the Independent Oil Association of Oklahoma call
upon the Congress of the United States to enact legislation imposing
a pt·otective tariff of not le s than $1 per barrel on crude oil imported
into this country to relieve a condition of demoralization, depression,
and chaos in the petroleum industry caused by the importation of
tariff-free crude oil into the United States; and be it further

FEBRUARY ·22

Resol11ed, That copies of this resolution be sent to the Pi·esident
and Vice President of the United States, the President elect and the Vice
President elect, members of the Finance Committee of the Senate,
members of the Ways and Means Committee of the House, and members of the congressional delegation of the State of Oklahoma.
J. G. LYONS,
J. J. CALLAHAN,
M. C. FRENCH, .
R. D. PINE,
· T. T. BLAKELY,
Oommi ttee.
INDEPENDENT OIL ASSOCIATIO~ OF 0KLAHO?.IA,

C. I. O'NEILL,

Secn~tary.

DEPARTMENT Oil' COMM_ERCE,
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC . COMMIIRCJ!I,

Washington, February 8, 1929.

Hon. W. W.

HASTINGS,

House of Representatives, Wasli-iugton, D. 0.
MY DEAR CoNGRl!lSSMAN: Please refer to our letter of January 17

on the subject of domestic imports and exports of petroleum products.
At the time the above letter was written we bad complete figures only
for the tl.rst 11 months of the year 1928. It is thought, therefore, that
you will perhaps be interested In the attached sheets from _our Monthly
Summary of Foreign Commerce which give complete figures for the
past calendar year.
If we can be of further service to you, please do not hesitate to call
upon us.
Sincerely yours,
0. P. HOPKINS, Acting Director.

EUJports of domestic merchanlU-se, by m·tioles and principal countries

DecemberArticles, and countries to which exported

Twelve months ending December-

Unit of

quantity l --~.-----------~~------------~--1--------------------~-------------------

1927

1928

1927

1928

---~~~i!~---1 us[~~~

18,961,362

26, 786, 248

556,421
15,431, 230
527,9.56
2,066,139
379,616

906,314
22,235,296
989,715
2, 253,894
401,029

663,3~

126, 186, 841

464,899,317

43,334,164

209, 838, 685

51,756,533

231, 969, 946

38,745, 5891
4, 588, 575

169, 431, 987

194, 307, 680
37,662,266
5, 272,062
3, 976,809
31,776, 511
5, 404,721
618,014
6, 326,249
8, 177,818
1, 192,719
982,452
4, 186,141
6, 539,448
60,813,838
18, 574,007
761,434
1, 536,874
3, 009,593
763,305
9, 322,906
8, 410,412
3, 136, 142
1, 308,735
1, 971,676
4, 780,W4
2, 999.896
14, 202,853
6,431, 610
4, 803,829
2, 957,816
3, 674, 176
605,787
816,166
656,930
5, 978,813

us. 398, 860

Netherlands _____________________
- ~- ------------------------- BbL ---Norway-------:___________ BbL ---J

Barrel of 42 gallons.

89,483
1, 050
355,842
46, 910
117,536
461,308

80

Value

$525, 536, 787

804,850
21,579,333
1, 303,291
1, 904,556
352,459

I

416,721
13,036,216
526, 8191
1, 633,389
230,260

34,810
121
137,855
17, 523
37,313
184,244
12

--------------

25,944,489

15, 843, 405 1

Belgium ___ -------:. ------------------------- BbL __ -Denmark
---------------------------- ---- BbL
----_
France ___ __
______________________
-----________
B bl ____
Germany ___ -------------------------------- BbL ---Italy_--- ---- -- ---- -------------------------- BbL ----

Quantitv
129

I 429,

40,~.698

47,288,881
4,467, 652

1, 126,085
1, 099,945
6, 832,669
1, 230,997
172,674
9 2, 721
1, 674,054
282,797
184,323
984,202
1, 232,641
13,690,870
3, 144,539
96,548
364,465
488,867
72,189
1, 349,996
942,660
353,355
153,059
321,155
356,044
292,704
2, 470,403
1, 061,016
657,976
284,940
558.302
83,004
84,500
54,991
649,473

5, 130,882
4, 948,112
28,146,668
5, 657,594
960,320
4, 238,642
7, 335,574
1, 155,698
934,852
3,850, 754
5, 588,749
63,088,679
12,004,541
346,286
1, 968,59
1, 744, 592
646,43
7, 128,797
6, 780,569
2, 817,930
970,319
2, 279,397
2,7 ,653
2, 287,165
14,624,964
7, 138,464
3, 686,861
2, 329,562
3, 127,955
342,238
742, 231
453,525
4, 593,076

1, 273,745
970,271
7, 726,261
1, 318, 250
170,753
1,464, 690
1, 884,855
287,155
223,558
967,001
1, 561,523
15,640,770
4,409, 565
180,.143
300,430
809,224
86,731
. 1, 782,798
1, 254,131
405,875
264,537
244,581
737,723
377,428
2, 751,815
1, 219,906
931,603
348,512
700.854
134,242
94, 831
77,283
1, 155,4 9

I, 229,422

5, 580,028

- 19, 352, 102

79,303,008

21,852,626

93,477,916

911,305
318,117

3, 385,382
2, 194,646

13,832, 317
5, 519,785

42,601,308
36,701,700

16,290,641
5, 561,985

56,694,606
36,783,310

16, Zl2
1
25,317
357

49,415
4
77,421
2,100
300
417,963

538,588
517,990
1, 127,435
832,922
258,492
1, 757,326
269,935

1, 391,908
1, 478,831
3,013, 500
2, 221,452
707,078
4, 672,015
769,595

296,373
526,492
1, 669,660
838,610
160,039
1, 599,226
262,775

867,188
1, 545,019
5, 295.059
2,19 '944

34

153,100
9,456

36,764'

508,273

4, 303,208
756,443
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Ercpot"ts of d.om-estw m~·clumd-ise, by a1"ttioles and. prinoipal ooutttries'.-Continued

Twelve months ending December-

DecemberArticles, and countries to which exported

Unit of
quantity

1928

1927

B. Petroleum and products-Continued.
Refined oils-Continued.
IUuminating oil (kerosene)-Continued.

§~~~~~~~
~ ========= ====----------------------== === =================
Sweden ______________
United Kingdom __ -- _---------------------Other Europe __ _____ _________ --------------Canada __________________ ------------------Central America _____ _---------------------West Indies and Bermudas _________________
Argentina_____________________ --- -- --------BraziL ______________________________________
Uruguay ____________________________________
British India ___________________ ------------British Malaya ___ -------------------------China, Hong Kong, and Kwantung_ ; _______
Netherland Ea3t Indies ________ _____________
French___________________
Indo-China ___ ---------------------Japan
____________________
Philippine Islands ____ ---------------~-----Australia ________ __ ------ ______ ------------New Zealand_-----------------------------British Africa ____ _________ ------------ -----French Africa ______ _______________ ---------_
Portuguese Africa ____ ___________ ------ -----Other countries __ ------------ --- ---------- __
Gas and fuel oil __

·------ -- ... ·-- ---------------

Belgium __ ______ --------_--_----- __ --------Denmark ______ ------------- ______ __________
France _______ ------------------------------Germany _______ ---------------- ____________
Italy __ _____ _----------- __ ___ ---------------Netherlands ___ ------ -- __ _________ ---------_
Norway _____________________________________
Spain ____________________ __________ --------Sweden _______________ ------ _________ ------United Kingdom ____ ---------·-------------Canada ____ ------------------- _______ -------

~~=~---===================:==============
Cuba ____________ ---------------------------

Other West Indies and Bermudas ___________
Argentina _________________ -------------- ____
BraziL _______ ------- _______________ --------_
Chile ________________ ____ ___________________
Other South America _______________________
China, Hong Kong, and Kwantung _________
Japan _______________________________________
Philippine Islands ________________ ---------New Zealand __ ---------------------------- French Africa ______ ------- _____ ------------Other countries __ ----------- --- -------------

Dbl.t ____

16,456
$144,241
122
5,051
455
----376;173187,376
24,384
3,028
6,879
28,828
2,111
21,397
12,673
92,605
2, 510
50,564
65,818
386,316
7,973
46,668
59,903
75,027
220,731 -----------653,606
21J7, 114
88,494
7,412
238
-----------37,727
908,443
143,915
16,225
383,994
65,534
52,616
3,858
462,781
56,295
12, 523
54,686
50,201
6,894
· 36, 063
122,357

3, 402,632

BbL- _ _
20,015
Bbl__ ___ -----------Bbl_____
6
BbL--33,772
Bb!__ ___ ------------

Fuel or bunker oil/or oessels in foreign trade (not
included in Domestic Exports) ______________ . Bbl.t ____

Quantitv

Value

49,108
1,800
239,461
105,763
389,170
26,414
402,353
63,200
48,805
171,263

$822,415
216,424
800,262
8,811, 625
1, 174,499
473,802
324,909
1,167, 537
2,001, 396
4, 521,214
1, 618,718
3, 949,060
528,151
14,951, 599
1, 175, 163
352, 101
.8, 012, 531
1,312, 639
4,069, 649
763,675
4, 206,906
1, 263,549
515,650
2, 015, 154

356,192
101,824
460,700
2, 944,533
380,398
150,058
45,142
178, 769
189,773
649,969
180,732
474,827
12,391
4, 769,165
174, 162
75,763
2, 371, 610
360,405
998,344
176,866
669, 191
283,884
101,284
393,469

$912,703
355,369
1, 371, 171
8, 230.792
997,698
600,788
293,504
1, 319,259
1, 352, 178
4, 225,'763
1,313, 730
1, 488,841
79,410
28,360,856
1, 107,272
516,515
8, 090,970
2, 286,871
5, 600,594
915,360
4, 641,955
1, 102,246
724,726
2, 115, 211

--i,-297,'62369, 152
21,345
14,565
. 94, 200
18, 101
464,142
66,006
143,396

-----------1, 261,027

3, 475,537 1

42,963,180

49,801,802

41,558,367

45,797, 151

57,158

-----;~;~~~-!

534,410
717,649
92,553
1, 257,971
182,308
769,653
106,004
68,511
236,970
5, 507,283
2,377,177
7, 360,016
1, 042,743
1, 942,493
544,549
4, 307,750
1, 232,879
4,349, 940
1, 597,642
1, 159, 120
4,419,106
685,995
918,587
71,996
1,479,875

814, 897
1,280,183
159, 056
2, 153,360
337,491
1, 351,038
183,140
125,968
448,356
8, 28.3, 212
2,864,131
7, 481,379
1, 160,091
2, 331, 101
724,701
3,882, 934
1,383, 390
3, 880,438
1, 449,656
1,490,271
4, 032,073
743,243
962,077
105,676
2, 173,940

433,935
597,528
578,477
1, 793,140
402,800
884,301
106,747
153,242
146,894
4,402, 741
2, 371,833
5, 188,569
1, 218,770
2, 025,707
604,037
2,113,870
887,428
6,328. 693
980,583
1, 131,086
5, 114, 192
592,431
948,285
79,044
2,474,034

623,666
959,756
1, 193,642
2, 793,092
635,430
1,632, 020
169, 521
195, 7W
246,723
5,813,416
2, 785,745
4,850, 703
1,360,882
2, 715,162
938,970
1, 942,300
1, 261,978
5, 265,727
838,456
1, 187,567
4, 256,077
589,773
892,003
80,350
2, 568,432

-----35~462-

64,383
38
92,688

Value

3, 171,040

153,208

"i:m I

Quantitv
315,948
77,623
284,978
3, 172,465
353,794
128,003
78,412
159, 191
336,200
696,843
225,410
1, 360,741
153,404
2, 618,322
186,763
54,683
1, 608,997
197,460
599,604
114,793
608,364
320,211
70,923
326,282

$48,381
786

48,746

-----39~143-

12,405
659,469
172,217
329,756
76,141
52,054
626
392,913
.202, 830
639,893
162,607
13

Value

3, 798,897

--------136- -----41;298-

~~~== ==iI -- --~~~
::~19,776

BbL ___
Bbl__ ___
Db!_____
BbL__ _
Bbl_____
BbL--Bbl__ ___
Rbl__ ___
DbL--BbL--RbL--Bbl__ ___
Bbl__ ___
Dbl__ ___
Bbl__ ___
Bbl__ ___
BbL--Bbl__ ___

Quantitv

Value

Quantitv
BbL ___
67,908
BbL_ ___
600
BbL_ ___
78
BbL ___
66,289
BbL ___
482
BbL ___
8, 970
BbL_ ___
3, 101
BbL_ ___
12,357
BbL_ ___
5.479
BbL ____
60,409
BbL ___
6, 968
Bbl__ ___
11,216
BbL ___
70,896
BbL_ ___
115,189
BbL ___
14,094
Bbl__ ___ -----------BbL ___
207,508
BbL ___
12,798
BbL ___
56,866
BbL ___
9, 609
BbL ___
66,138
BbL ___
7, 248
BbL_ ___
7,305
BbL_ ___
19,935

1928

1927

21,288
1,038, 721
229,007
314,343
75,828
58,927
1,999
331,166
265,078
527,753
126,325
289
3e8, 759
5,470
55,610
166
101,473

161,906

240,483

----122;464- ----368; 6i317,882

29,069

------------ -------------- --------- ----555;722- ·
413, 151
136,462
418,364
67,480
75,791
31
56,251
60,088
740,146
23,686
96,333
257,757
59, 117
81,105
193
284,467

154,712
384,640
67,875
63,511
497
47, 101
99,424
593,540
19,649
116,496
213, 146
59,117
73,002
733
287,737

4,263,6181 5,516,633

4,t34,695

7t,967,tl,5

51,1£4,8£0

59,£99,940

t,t55,941
1,978, 754

I
t,t!Jt,t9S I
2,168,061

50, 050, 57.1

On American vessels _________________________ BbJ ____ I 1,909,8171 £,499,386
On foreign vessels ________________ --------- ___ Bbl__ ___ 2,353,801 1 3,017,247

tt,f05, 735
£7,8,44,839

S1, 747,310
4J,!U9,9S5

t3,26~,915

£7,860,905

26,181,998
ss, 117,94t

866,029

6, 859,085 1

9,605, 757

88,843,128

10,849,541

538,527

4, 175,599 1

5, 984,138

49,367,575

6, 939.071

79,517
759
115,986
73,043
14,342
11,346
9, 726
389
77,389
6, 775
19,122
2,300
4.058
4,478
15,626
2,650
3, 891
16,388
10,607
5, 675
19.417
6,843
16,617
4,593
2,?60
1, 594
787
12,239

394,545
12,050
587,565
355,994
197,504
95,082
150,866
6,239
438,541
107,050
199,796
26,975
68,766
71,878
203,956
41,424
72.904
164,325
105,962
61,034
194, 113
112,646
221,637
78,576
26.642
12,169
5,880
155,420

645,338
112,715
792,593
777,802
155,777
96,266
143,738
58,908
1, 199,515
107,279
250,945
46,071
59,264
193,615
141,938
36,198
58,881
300.061
145,230
51,371
186,432
44,019
171,288
37,224
29,426
14,588
10,674
116,982

3, 623,626
850,728
4, 920,799
3,860,413
1,500, 633
814,768
1,486, 277
800,934
7,039,855
1, 244,194
2,384, 917
513,245
694,635
3, 332,561
1, 752,479
556,353
1. 031,454
2, 733.796
1, 416,031
810,557
2, 054,747
636,659
2, 17~,436
531,655
519,330
139,697
101,107
1, 783,659

757,913
107,281
1,008,851
859,190
263,414
208,474
54,483
98,983
1, 320,965
87,589
303,436
47,525
47,110
125,442
149,441
37. 741
70. 864
388,682
254,485
39.156
198, 870
70,354
183,963
42,798
33,116
38,507
14,266
126, 112

94,697

501,933

671. 776

3, 486,400 1

1,029, 270

5,125,468

232,805

2,181, 553

2, 949,843

35.989, 153

2, 881,200

32,020,987

12.138
472
41,258
6, 724
15,600

115,589
6,118
338,625
89,184
125,724

100,440
21,890
335,936
331,720
196,454

1,048, 656
302,071
3, 793.905
3, 824.918
2, 516,008

118,209
12,120
391,272
438,402
213,086

1, 155,892
146,716
3, 803.101
4, 245,278
2, 455,855

I

Lubricating oil _______ -- -- ----------- __________ Bbl.t ____
Red and _pale __ ----------------------------- Bbl.t ___ _
Belgium __ ____ ----------- _________________ BbL ___
Denmark
___ ---------- __ ------------- -- __ Bbl__ ___
France __________________________
__________
Bbl__ ___
Germany __ ------------------------------- Bbl__ ___
Italy ____ _-------------- _______ ---------- __ BbL ___
Netherlands ______________________________ BbL ___
Spain_
------------________ ---------- Bbl__ ___
Sweden_____
_______________
____________________
BbL ___
United Kingdom ___ _______________.________ RbL_ ___
Other Europe _____ __ ----------- ___________ Bbl__ __ _
Canada ___________________________________ BbL_ ___
Mexico ____________________________________ BbL ___
Cuba ___ __________ -------- __ -------------_ BbL_ ___
Argentina ______________________ ,_ __________ BbL __ _
Brazil ______________ ------ ____ - ------ ---- __ Bbl__ __ _
Chile ____________________________________ __ BbL ___
Other South America _____________________ BbL ___
British India __ _______________________ ___ __ BbL ___
China, Hong Kong, and Kwantung _______ BbL __ __
Netherland East Indies ____ _______________ BbL_ ___
Japan ____________________ ----------------- BbL ____
Philippine
Islands
_____ ----------------__ BbL ____
Australia
____
__ ___________________
_______ __
BbL ___
New Zealand ____ __________________ -------- BbL __ _
British Africa __________ ------------------_ BbL ___
Egypt __ ____ ____________ -------------- _____ BbL ___
Portuguese Africa ____ : __________ -------- __ BbL ___
Other countries ____ ___ --- ----------------_ DbL ___
Black ----------------------------------------- Bbl.l __ __
Cylinder ______________________________________ Bbl.t ___ _
Belgium __________ ----------- __ _____________
Denmark __ --- - -----------------------·---- -France ___________________________ ----------Germany ___ ------- __ ----- ----~-·-- __________
Italy _________________ _________ ------ ________
• Barrel of 42 gallons.

BbL ___

BbL __ _
BbL ___
BbL ____
BbL ____

769, 114 1

'· ' " · . ,

513,4921 4, 203,032
72,009
4,656
44,168
68,408
12,818
4,324
13,624
2,998
140,456
9,507
18.779
4,275
6,395 1
9,908

~:ggj I
5, 253
12,342
6, 435
5,884
17,451
4,603
12, 733
3,154
5,492
1,502
733
12, 577

1
1
1
1
1
I

36,210 1

261,767 1

219,352 1 2, 801,076
8,330 1
3, 229 I
13, 54S
8,671
15, 868

I

1

332,962
69,631
285,851
400,703
108,021
67,289
111,492
46,607
812,411
140,405
102,742
57,289
66,576
148,904
131,593
56,570
98.118
175,212
85,897
113,665
162,874
76,795
184.073
47,433
110,650
12,644
6, Oll
190,614

73,6251

39,163
170,889
130, 905
192, 169

4,1,59,354

91, 591,415

I

54,-444, 9€0
3, 269,008
772,752
6, 264,2394, 596,183
2, 533,511
1,246, 532

834,C04

I

1, 011,235
8, m. 888
1, 332, 196
2, 843,791
598,479
593,720
2, 0!9, 422
1,807, 542
555,344
1, ISO, 297
2, 874.687
2, 391, 118
563,668
2, 228,001
945,549
2,412, 583
602,190
521,387
254,687
153,374
1, 779,883
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- E:rports of domestio ·merchandise. b1f artioles ancl principal countf'fes:-Contimred

DecemberArticles, and countries to which exported

B. Petroleum and products-Continued.
Refined oils-Continued.
Cylinder-Continued.
Netherlands __________ ____ ------ ____ -- ____ --Norway _____________________________________
Spain. ________ ------------- _________ -------Sweden _______ ----------- __ ----- ____________
United Kingdom _______ ------------- ________
Canada
________ ----------------------------Mexico ______________________________________
Cuba ____ ----------------------------------Argentina ______ ------_---------------------BraziL ________________ ---------------------Chile _____________________________ •• --------Other South America _______________________
British India ___ ___________ -- ------ - --------China, Hong Kong, and Kwantung _________
Netherland East Indies _____________________
Japan __ ____ __ _________ ---------------------Philippine Islands ___ ----------------------Australia ___ __________________ ._------------New Zealand______________________ ---------British Africa _______________ ----------- _____
Egypt __ ____ _.------------------------------Portuguese Africa ____________ --------------Other countries _____________________ -------_

Unit of
quantity

BbL. ___
BbL .••
BbL ...
BbL ..•
BbL ____
BbL ___
BbL ____
BbL ..•
BbL ___
BbL. ___
BbL ....
Bbl. ____
BbL ___
BbL ..•
BbL. ___
BbL ____
BbL. ___
BbL. ___
BbL. ___
Bbl._ ___
BbL ...
BbL. ___
BbL ...
GaL ___
GaL ____
Gal _____

Mjneral spirits (substitute for turpentine) _______
Insulating or transformer oils __ __________________
Light lubricating oils in small packages ___ -----Lubricating greases ______________________________ Lb ______

1927

Twelve months ending December1928

1927

1928

5,853
1, 622
lit 973
2,892
4,438
12,236

Value
$45,127
24,728
50,471
44,701
789,147
36,935
18,470
27,030
227,012
32,388
69,357
61,887
142,850
45,233
8, 560
41,118
9, 796
92,762
26,867
121,290
44,468
51,456
182,672

Quantity
3,485
105
1, 985
381
56,031
33,797
1, 415
3, 520
5,992
6, 245
1, 001
5, 355
3, 784
954
367
2,298
13
10,278
626
6,833
2,180
2,234
7, 734

Value
$39,743
1, 249
25,238
5,400
535,593
66,587
16,158
45,799
80,968
102, 145
15,314
44,344
45,303
10,058
8,693
29,428
189
121,880
10,978
118,986
34,281
37,540
llO, 439

Quantity
76,011
9, 918
51,662
22,485
753,754
107,271
22,240
30,388
110,194
55,794
17,679
40,139
67,429
23,077
8, 621
56,361
2, 788
180,884
33,995
85,215
46,664
29,258
131,576

Value
$811,697
153,662
592,282
' 327, 618
·8, 162,30
1, 119,907
243,756
387,210
1, 411,216
653,472
271,428
658,206
876,086
249,185
122,373
659,803
44.007
2, 801,704
550,178
1, 379,177
593,792
431,133
2, 003,395

Quantitu
74,102
6,367
31,506
20,737
551,931
153,706
34,581
29,899
85,965
92,828
19,506
40,106
43,379
17.953
10,299
48,832
1, 740
143,927
30,676
74,850
43,082
29,349
122,790

183,004
162,250
29,069

43,667
46,500
32,128

188, 731 ·
243,203
32,366

45,254
53,348
43,942

2.648, 274
2,844, 976
540,360

550,246
836,467
490,006

2, 352,727
4, 232,854
544,925

Quantitv
3,255
1, 516
4, 781
2, 976
66,04.2
3, 530
2,273
2,432
18,952
2,634
4,62
3,804
9,408
3,872
1,584
3,405
546

Value
~580,

208
86,270
330,400
303,765
6, 149, 119
1,360, 266
287,355
377,261
1, 099,755
919,977
277,526
605,812
529,457
163,874
150,181
575,530
20,947
1, 933,997
502,348
I, 289,568
408,371
473,623
1, 783,535
508,729 ..
1, 040,246
513,914

9, 663,358

488,466

8, 571,146

451,564

100, 483, 272

5, 298,592

' 108, 111,834

5, 589,045

Paraffin wax ______ ------------------------- _____ Lb ______ 30,668,757
Unrefined _____________________________________ Lb ______ 7, 937,413
Refined _____________ ------------------------ __ Lb ______ 22,731,344
Lb ______ 1, 514,024
Belgium __________ ----- ____ ------------------ Lb
______
755,869
Germany
---------------------------------- Lb ______
Irish
Free__State
_______________________________
353, ~53
Lb
______
Italy ___________________ -- ______ ---.---_-_- ... 4, 241,342
Lb ______ 1,225, 928
Lb ______
936,840
==================== ========== Lb ______ 1,
Sweden_--- -------------------------------__ Lb ______ 1, 389,330
United
Kingdom
_______________ -'-- ____________
8, 463,516
Other Europe _________________ ------------- ___ Lb ______
437,443
494,735
Central America ___ ------- ___ -----~----------- Lb ______
Mexico _________________ ----------------------- Lb ______ 1, 264, 661
Lb ______
181, 736
Cuba. _______
--------------------------------Argentina
______________
_________________ ______ Lb ______ 1, 151,411
Lb ______ 1, 166,999
Chile ______ -------- ---------------------------- Lb ______
587,709
Colombia._----- -- ________ ---------- ____ -----Pem ______ ____________________ ---------------- Lb ______
493,312
Other South America _________________________ Lb ______
598,425
China, Hong Kong, and Kwantung ___________ Lb ______ 2, 68,559
Japan _____ __ __ ___ _______________ ______________ Lb ______ 1, 013,392
Lb ______
6, 951
Philippine
Islands
__ __________________________
-------------------------- Lb ______
British
South
Africa
118,615
Lb ______
584,507
Other countries. __ ---------------------------_____
24,871
Petroleum asphalt__------------ ------------ ____ Ton
Ton _____
9, 615
Petroleum residuum
coke. ____ _____________________
---------------------------Petroleum
: ______ Bbl.! ____

1, 228,506

26,600,116

1, 390, 179

340, 422, 834

15,034,424

392, 648, 443

16,863,258

259,372
969,134

5,839, 764
20,760,352

273,159
1, 117,020

76, 248, 749
264, 174, 085

2, 747,693
12,286,731

83,090,154
309, 558, 289

3, 011,957
13,851,301

64,438
36,608
8, 644
191,937
40,471
76,927
46,379
271,176
20,919
22,723
51,260
9,133
47,403
34,848
24, 561
20,275
26,731
131, 261
56,524
1,063
6,235
38,990

1, 632,599
954,563
662,710
3, 302,593
1, 200,442
882,510
222,083
6,139, 058
1, 172,430
322,158
710,467
481, 270
463, 153
55,199
1,109, 669
393,364
948,885
2, 194,483
1, 971,409
61,000
869,190
850,881

80,963
4.5, 920
33,347
163, 169
63,997
49,200
15,624
260,494
56,482
18,664
.43,283
33,011
24,714
2,920
69,988
22,243
57,069
129,794
123,251
3,350
46,337
46,359

10,695,036
14,710,805
6, 604,898
41,424, 161
12,890,208
17,891,463
7, 644,501
107,330,081
5, 639,069
7, 140,007
18,439,412
3, 274,841
14,273,764
7, 813,935
7, 654,712
4, 808,501
10,553,275
19, 123, 561
6, 701,550
1, 681,380
3, 168,756
10,958,918

516,678
640,293
232,588
2, 072,697
519,398
299,144
4, 061,783
275,721
366,812
793,078
181,997
641,502
311,741
365,525
206,370
514,373
935,286
390,785
91,400
174,104
557,084

13,003,970
15,314,514
9, 177,431
52,225,625
16,586,729
13,760,097
7, 039,515
101, 380, 469
8, 324,589
7, 294,538
17,232,456
3, 202,984
13,097,345
22,647,836
10,956,362
3, 674,483
10,108,670
36,736,678
14,154,047
685,082
3, 903,343
12,141,680

585,276
664,688
340,537
2, 139,784
760,861
583,932
231,905
3, 723,689
369,740
368,589
781,006
171\,865
550,059
814,378
555,444
163,749
521,319
1, 991,230
768,368
44,738

613,989
128,445
66,282

27,516
5, 587
903

483,884
48,305
3,445

343,778
93,253
217,239

8, 325,413
1, 052,772
584,097

442,129
128,688
62,506

9, 78.501
1,384,139
226,279

.~;!1:~~~~--~~==

23,144

886,065

190~82

536, 19

General imports of merchandi-se, by articles and prit1cipaZ cotmtries

DecemberArticles, and countries from which imported

Unit of
quantity

B. Petroleum and products ________ ___________________ ..............................
Crude petroleum ____ -------- --------------free __ Bbl.! ____
Mexico _________ ------------------------------Netherland W1lSt Indies __ _____________________
Colombia. _--------- _____ --------------------Peru __ ________________ -- ___ --_--_---.--------Venezuela ___ ____________ ______________________
Other countries __ ----------------------------Refined oils. ____ -------------------------------Topped, including fuel oiL ______________ free __
Tops and other unfinished· distillates ____ free ..
Gasoline, naphtha, and other finished light
products _________________ __ ____________ free._
illuminating oil (kerosene) ______________ free __
Lubricating oils, including paraffin oiL .. free __

1

1927
Quantity

------------

Twelve months ending December1928

1927

1928

Value
Quantity
Value
Value
Quantitv
$9,960,386 ---- -------- $10, 784, 152 ......... ----------- $113, 434, 019

Quantity

--------------

Value
$132, 7 2, 203

6, 209,418

7, 803.786

6,807, 286

6,843, 517

58,382,632

78,609,117

79,766,672

90,413,284

BbL ____
BbL. ___
BbL ...
BbL ...
BbL ...
BbL ___

1, 327,000
1,599,979
1,075,000
100,000
1, 910,664
196,775

1, 502,419
2, 236,584
I, 7ll, 040
225,000
1, 895, 514
233,229

1, 293,500
1, 858,319
1, 227,000

1, 356,326
1, 375,090
1, 754,610

195,843

241,356

26,019,058
10,136,248
7, 962,001
1, 886,474
11,423,575
955,276

30,442,475
14, 228, 581
13,559,123
4, 156,674
14,945,832
1,276, 432

17, 584,211
24,989,387
11,838,025
1, 224,125
21,987,319
2, 143,605

19,400,030
27,309, 22
17,210, 4/j}
2, 706,507
21,274,635
2, 511,939

Bbl.t ____

748,712

2, 054,147

1, 088,965

. 3, 792,487

13,281,188

33, 637,919

11,800,208

40, 942,631

Bbl.t ____
Bbl.t ____

451,072 .

641,220

646,319
177

747,034

560

8, 124, 192
91,303

10,176,290
337,814

7, 268,147
19,962

8, 484,740
33,588

Bbl.! ____

------------ ------------

----------------------2, 232,624
2, 116, 135

Bbl.l ____
Bbl.t ____

281,932
15,253
455

1, 342,715
60,385
9,827

420,050
19,882
2, 537

2, 944,782
51,197
48,914

5, 002,306
55,435
7,952

22,772,734
248,017
103,064

4, 297,774
201, 7~7
12,578

31, 517, 538
710,213
190,552

Paraffin and paraffin wax__________________ rree.• Lb ______

1, 905,702

102,453

2, 138,494

148,148

20,461,774

1, 186,983

24,740,996

1, 426,288

Barrel of 42 gallons.

Mr. ·WOOD. Mr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the gen-~ 1\fr. STOBBS. Mr. Chairman, unless some definite action retlemen from Massachusetts [Mr. STOBBS].
pealing or postponing operation of the so-called national origins
The. CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massachusetts is r~ provision of our immigration law is adopted in the closing days
ognized for five minutes.
of Congress this method Qf determining our immigration quotas
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will become operative by presidential proclamation during the Cullen. I have been vei·y much impressed with the high char:vresent year.
acter of the· splendid work that they are doing.
Ari unusual ··situation is thus presented when a provision, conThere was a poor, unfortunate woman, you remember, who
demned alike by both candidates for the Presidency in the last was afraid to stay in Washington. Just as soon as she learned·
election, may be allowed to become a law by reason of the fail- that sh~ could find safety in the protection of the Department
ure of Congress to act.
of Justice agents she voluntarily got on the train in Chicago
The present law may present certain inconsistencies, but it and came to Washington. She has been protected here by these
has erved a purpose and will continue to do so until some more agents. They arranged for her to come in here through the
equitable method can be devised.
depot last night and there was a bunch of reporters and phoThe substitution of the so-called national-origins method is tographers there waiting for her. They brought her in h ere
indefensible by reason of the inaccuracy of its data. We have and took her to a hotel without one of those people knowing
only to refer to the language used in the report or letter written anything about it.
by the members of the special commission~omposed of Sect·eI ~ant to show you one of the reasons why that woman was
taries Kellogg, Hoover, and Davis-in submitting the tabulation afraid to stay in Washington, her birthplace the Nation's
'
of data upon which the national-origins quotas are to be based, Capital.
to realize the truth of this statement. They reported as follows:
1\Ir. SCHAFER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLANTON. No; I do not yield.
The .statistical and historical information available raises grave
I want to read to you, under the heading of " Burlingame's
doubts as to the full value of this compilation as a. basis for the purpose
contended.
cruel third-degree p.-ersecution caused innocent young Chinese
student to get death sentence. Supreme Court of the United
Surely a very strong statement as to the ureliability of the States saved student's life," a.n excerpt from the decision of the
national-origins method of determining our immigration quotas.
Supre~e Court of the United States, volume 266, page 8, the
The reason for this is that the data is compiled very largely followmg quo~ed from the decision rendered by l\fr. Justice
as a result of guess work as to the origin of people residing in Bran_deis:
this country at the time of the census of 1790, the guess work
On January 31, 1919, the police department learned that three Chinabeing almost entirely predicated on the supposed origin of such
people because of their names. When we propose to change an men had been murdered. Li said he had seen Wan, of New York enter
existing method, whereby we are to reduce materially the quotas the building on January 29. Detectives started immediately fo~· New
of orne of our most desirable immigrants, we want something York. On February 1 they entered Wan's room, brought him to Washington, was tried and sentenced to be hanged, and court of appeals
more than guess work as a basis for any such action.
Take the case of the immigration from the Scandinavian affirmed the judgment.
Wan was a native of China. He had come to the United States in
countries as an illustration, which I think we will all agree has
proven to be one of the most desirable. Under the present act, 1916 as a student. Since December, 1918, his health had been bad,
based on the percentage of foreign born in this country as of having Spanish influenza. He suffered continuously from a chronic
the date of the census of 1890, there is allowed to come into this stomach h·ouble. When detectives entered his room unannounced they
counh·y annually from the three countries of Denmark, Norway, found him in bed. They had no search warrant, but they made a
and Sweden 18,803 immigrants. Under the so-called national- search of his room and effects, including his bed where he lay. They
origins provision this would be cut down to only 7,036, much requested him to return with them to Washington. He told them he
was too sick.
less than one-half.
On arrival in Washington, Wan was not put formally under arrest,
There would also be considerable reduction in the number of
immigrants coming from Germany, the Irish Free State, and but he was taken to a secluded room. In the presence of three detectives
several other countries.
(one being Burlingame), the superintendent of police, and Li, he was
But the argument is made that the national-origins method subjected there to questioning for five or six hours. They then took
will give us more of the old Angl{}-American stock, to which we him to Dewey Hotel, and without entering his name on the hotel
owe so much in the original settlement of this country. I do registry, placed him in a bedroom on an upper floor. In that room he
not wish to decry the debt we owe to our forefathers of English was detained continuously for one week. Throughout the period he
descent, who constituted such a large part of the early immigra- was sick and, most of the time, in bed. In vain Wan asked to see his
tion into this country. As a descendant myself of the stock brother, whom detectives were detaining in another room and subjecting
whicli contributed so much to the early growth and development to like interrogation.
of what we call our American institutions, I am very proud of
Wan was held in the hotel room without formal arrest, incomunicado.
my ancestry.
But he was not left alone. Every moment of the day, and of the night,
But we must not overlook the fact that men and women of at least one member of the police force was on guard inside his room.
other stock and of other national heritage likewise played their Three ordinary policemen were assigned to this duty. Each served
part, and a glorious one, in the establishment of a form of gov- eight hours; the shifts beginning at midnight, at 8 in the morning,
ernment and the building of institutions which have commanded and at 4 in the afternoon. Morning, afternoon, and evening, and at
the admiration of the world.
least on one occasion after midnight, the prisoner was visited by the
This country was not settled by people from Great Britain superintendent of police and/or one or more of the detectives. The sole
alone. It was settled by people of various nationalities. Side purpose of these visits was to interrogate him. Regardless of Wan's
by side in the War of Independence, as in fact in every other wishes and protest, his condition of health, or the hour they engaged
war in which we have ever been engaged, fought men from him in conversation. He was subjected to persistent, lengthy, and
practically every nation in Europe, all imbued witb the same repeated cross-examination. Sometimes it was subtle, sometimes severe.
love of liberty, irrespective of their national origin.
And the record shows that one of his tormentors was Capt.
Any method of determining admission into this country of the
nationals of other countries which operates to discriminate Guy E. Burlingame, then a detective. Let me quote from it
against a fellow countryman of any of those who participated some of what it says about Burlingame. The record shows that
on the eighth day these officers took Wan to the house where the
in the most glorious events in our history, based entirely on
occurred, and concerning his harassment there one
guesswork data, as is admitted by the committee having the murder
officer testified :
'
matter of investigation in charge, is certainly very much to be
Well, be sat and rolled his eyes when I asked him questions. Burcondemned.
I sincerely trust that this Congress will in the few days re- lingame (another detective) said: "Answer his question," and then
maining again postpone the operation of this so-called national- Wan started in Chinese language, and Burlingame said, " Here, don't
origins provision of our present immigration law until such time speak Chinese. Answer Kelly's question." Burlingame caught him on
as the whole matter of quota basis can be more carefully con- the shoulder and said, "We don't want anything like that here." This
sidered with a view to arriving at a method which will be more was about 1 o'clock in the morning, and we left about 4 o'clock.
Burlingame set him down in a chair:
just and equitable to all parties concerned. [Applause.]
Defendant was not permitted to sleep or go back to the hotel. On
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Massachusetts has expired.
the ninth day, after an all-night interrogation, I told defendant, "If
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 15 minutes to the gen- you are guilty, and your brother is innocent, I want to know, for I am
holding your brother just the same as I am holding you." Wan had to
tleman from Texas [Mr. BLANTON].
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Texas is recognized talk. I left details to Burlingame and Kelly.
for 15 minutes.
Let me quote further from what Mr. Justice Brandeis said
Mr. BLANTON. l\Ir. Chairman, I want to commend the pres- about it in said Supreme Court decision :
ent Bureau of Investigation in the Department of Justice preOn the eighth day the accusatory questioning took a more excruciating
sided over at this time by Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, and com~end form.
Continuously for 10 hours this sick man was led from floor to
alro the Washington manager of that department, Mr. Thomas F. floor minutely to examine and reexamine the scene of the triple murder
LXX--258
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and every object connected with it. · The places where the dead men
were <liscovered, the revolver with which presumably the murder was
committed, the bloodstains and fingerprints thereon, the bullet holes
in the walls, the discharged cartridges found upon the floor, the clothes
of the murdered men, the bloodstains on the floor and the stairs, a
bloody handkerchief, the coat and pillow which had been found covering
the dead men's faces, photographs taken by the police of the men as
they lay dead, the doors and windows through which the murderer
might have entered or made his escape, photostat copies of writings, by
means of which it was sought to prove that Wan was implicated in a
forgery. Every supposed fact ascertained by the detectives in the course
of their investigation wa s related to him. Concerning every object,
every incident detailed, he was in the presence of a stenographer plied
with questions by the superintendent of police and the detectives. By
these he was engaged in argument; sometimes separately, sometimes in
joint attack. Th e process of interrogation became ever more insistent.
It passed at times from inquiry into command. From 7 o'clock in the
evening until 5 o'clock in the morning the questioning continued. Li
had left worn out. The superintendent returned home el::hausted. One
detective had fallen asleep. To Wan not a moment of sleep was
allowed.
On the ninth day Wan was formally arrested; interrogation was
promptly resumed. Detectives, day and evening, plied their questions,
arguing, urging him to confess lest his brother be deemed guilty. On the
tenth clay Wan was "bundled up" and again questioned at the scene for
hours. On the eleventh day detectives at the station questioned Wan
in the presence of a stenographer. On the twelfth day Wan signed the
stenographer's report in the jail. On the thirteenth day, for the first
time, Wan was visited by the jail physician.
He found Wan lying in a bunk in the cell, very weak, very much exbausted, very much emaciated, complaining of intense pain, vomiting if
h e attempted to take food, and he was confined in his bed for a month
thereafter. Being questioned by the court, "Would he be liable to sign
a confession that would lead him to the gallows in that condition,"
the physician replied, "I think be would, if be wanted to be left alone;
he would do anything to have the torture stopped."

That is from the decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States, if you please, and the Supreme Court of the
United States held that Burlingame and these other members of
tbe police department in 'Vashington violated the law in this
mistreating of Wan; and by his timely decision Mr. Justice
Brandeis saved the life of this poor Chinese student and reversed the case, and when it came up again Wan was acquitted
by the verdict of a jury of his peers.
Most of the high police officials in 'Vashington are antiquated, helpless fossils, with one-track minds. These three
Chinamen had been murdered. These policemen realized that
tbey must find a culprit. Li told them Wan, of New York, bad
once visited this Chinese mission. "Presto change," they just
knew it could not have been anyone else but Wan, of New York.
They captured poor Wan sick in bed in his home in New York.
For 12 days and nights they tortured him. And they would
ha>e hanged him if the Supreme Court of the United States bad
not stopped them.
And it is just this local police situation here that has forced
Mrs. Helen F. Blalock to be afraid to subject herself to their
third-degree methods, their inquisition, their torture. I am
glad that we have a Department of Justice as a part of the
Go>ernment of the United States.
Mr. SCHAFER. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. BLANTON. I want to tell you a joke on the gentleman
from Wisconsin. Do you know why he interrupts me so much
in tbi Burlingame matter? I will tell you. Burlingame used
to ba>e a man working in the Capitol, until recently, who reported to him daily the actions of certain Congressmen. Every
turn I took he reported it to Burlingame and every turn that
the gentleman from Vermont [Mr. GrusoN] took he reported it
to Burlingame. He was Burlingame's information man and he
found out that the gentleman from Wisconsin interrupted me
frequently. He knew I was after him, Burlingame, and he
thought it would be nice to cultivate the acquaintance of my
friend from Wi cousin and he sent this information man to my
friend from Wisconsin and got him to go down on a raid with
Burlingame one night, had him go down and see him raid a
"nigger joint" where there were a lot of poor "niggers." He
showed him how he cuffed them around and showed him he
was the big chief, and be had the big chief from Wisconsin
there watching and looking on.
Mr. SCHAFER. Will the gentleman yield?
A-fr. BLANTON. Yes; I yield.
Mr. SCHAFER. I want to state that I have met Captain
Burlingame twice in my whole life.
Mr. BLANTON. Did not the gentleman go on a raid with
him?
Mr. SCHAFER. There was one time that I went down to
make a personal investigation of the second precinct. The
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other time is when I met him while attending a hearing of the
GmsoN committee in the House Office Building.
Mr. BLANTON. Did not the gentleman make a raid with
him on · a bunch of niggers?
Mr. SCHAFER. I saw Captain Burlingame that evening
make a hundred or more arrests in about four hours. I did not
see him punch any negroe , though.
Mr. BLANTON. And presto, change, he made a confed~rat£>
and a companion of our friend from Wi ·con •in and u es him
here in the House to try to hamstring me when I am here trying
to bring about better conditions in your Nation's Capital.
Mr. SCHAFER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLANTON. Yes.
Mr. SCHAFER. I will say to the gentleman, that Captain
Burlingame has never asked me to say a word in the Ilou ·e and
he has never contacted me directly or indirectly on any of the
matters which the gentleman is bringing out.
Mr. BLANTON. Certainly; be does not have to do it. Ile
takes the gentleman on a nigger raid and has him here to
represent him when these questions come up.
Mr. SCHAFER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLANTON. I can not yield further.
Mr. SCHAFER. Ju t one more question.
Mr. BLANTON. No; and I want my own time. I am not
falling out with the gentleman from Wiscop in. I think he is a
very valuable man here. He :started over here on this side of
the aisle, and then be crossed over, and then be crossed back,
and now he has crossed over again. If be would stay in one
place-

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas
has expired.
Mr. BYRNS. I yield the gentleman two additional minute .
Mr. BLANTON. He starts out wet against the drys, and
then, when the country offers him a wet candidate, than whom
there is no wetter, he quits that wet candidate.
Mr. SCHAFER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLANTON. I will.
Mr. SCHAFER. The candidate of your party, who the gentleman supported, was not a wet candidate; he was pu ~·sy
footing on the wet question.
· Mr. BLANTON. And that is the rea on I supported him
against Hoover, who is just as wet.
Mr. SCHAFER. And that is one reason why I opposed Governor Smith, because be was pussyfooting on the wet and dry
question.
Mr. BLANTON. And the gentleman from Wisconsin supp orted Hoover, I guess, becau e he thought HooYC'r was w'f'tteris that the idea?
Mr. SCHAFER. No.
1\fr. BLANTON. Answer me on that.
Mr. SCHAFER. I supported l\Ir. Hoover because of political
and economic questions of vital intere t to the people of Wisconsin and the Nation, and because of the exceptional ability
and character of Mr. Hoover as compared to the other candidate. [Applause.]
Mr. BLANTON. I can not yield further. I want to say this,
that the beer-drinking people of Milwaukee wanted Smith; the
drinking people of Wi cousin wanted Smith.
1\Ir. SCHAFER. Is that why the gentleman upported him?
Mr. BLANTON. The gentleman's idea was that they wanted
Smith; but in the race that he expects to make in Wisconsin
next year the gentleman from Wisconsin thought po ibly it
would be good politics to oppose the politics ·of the man against
whom he is going to run, and, presto, change, we find him going
back on the man who stood for Milwaukee beer with a content
of 4 per cent of alcohol, something that the gentleman from
Wisconsin had fought for here for days and weeks and months
and years.
:Mr. SCHAFER. If the gentleman will yield I will tate
that if I run for the Senate against the man in que ·tion, it will
not be on the prohibition question, but on many political and
economic questions.
1\Ir. BLANTON. I will say this to my friend from Wi consin-and I do like him "with all his faults I love him still "-if
he will come down to my district in Texas I will a k every bootlegger there to give him everything to drink there is in my
district, and there is plenty of it. [Laughter.]
JI.Ir. SCHAFER. The gentleman from Wisconsin doe not
drink intoxicating liquors, so he can not accept the gentleman's
kind hospitality. [Applause.]
1\fr. WOOD. l\Ir. Chairman, I yield two minutes to the gentleman from Wi ~consin [1\fr. SCHAFER].
l\Ir. SCHAFER. I have asked for two minutes because I want
1
to propound a question to the gentleman who has just taken his
seat. During the course of his debate the gentleman from
Texas indicated that 1\Irs. Blalock, who we have read so much
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about in the CONGRESSIONAL RECOIID and in the Washington
newspapers, voluntarily got on the train and came to Washington to appear as a witness in the trial board proceedings. The
Washington newspapers, everyone of them, contain information
that the Department of Justice located Mrs. Blalock through
tracing bank checks. Now, I rise to ask the gentleman which is
correct. Did Mrs. Blalock voluntarily come to Washington, or
did the Department of Justice locate her by n·acing checks going
through her bank?
Mr. BLANTON. I will say to the gentleman that his friend,
Burlingame, and the 1,400 policemen of Washington did not
locate h er, but the Department of Justice did locate her, and
they can locate anybody. But they did. not -bring her here.
They let her alone. They located her and then let her alone
and she came here voluntarily.
Mr. SCHAFER. And if it had not been for the activities of
the Department of Justice, Mrs. Blalock would not be here, the
insinuation of the gentleman from Texas in his debate to the
contrary notwithstanding. I would now like to ask one further
question.
Mr. BLANTON. The agents of the Department of Justice did
not make then:selves known to her until she had already bought
her ticket and got on the train.
Mr. SCHAFER. The gentleman spoke about the case of a
Chinaman and mentioned Burlingame. Is this the same Burlingame who was a member of the trial . board that tried Mr.
Staples, a Metropolitan policeman. I recollect that 'the proceedings of the trial board indicate that the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. BLANTON] represented this policeman, Mr. Staples, as counsel, and when the trial boaTd asked whether the board as constituted met with the approval of the defense, the gentleman
from Texas in regard to Mr. Burlingame, parti.cularly, said
"Captain Burlingame is absolutely satisfactory." Is this the
same gentleman?
Mr. BLANTON. The gentleman's idea of the matter is
entirely incorrect. He was hand-picked beforehand.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from 'Visconsin
has expired.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the gentleman
from Tennessee, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from New
York [Mr. BoYLAN].
Mr. BOYLAN. Mr. Chai.l'ma.n and gentlemen of the committee, to-day I introduced the following resolution :
Whereas the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD as now constituted does not
present a fair, correct, or complete picture of the proceedings of the
Congress : Therefore be it
Resol1;ed, That a commission of three Members of the Senate and
three Members of. the House of. Representatives be appointed, to be
chosen by the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House,
respectively, to conduct an inquiry into the feasibility and advisability
of permitting the inclusion in the RECORD of photographs, cartoons,
halftones, rotogravures, portraits, comic strips, and similar material
in so far as they contribute to a more accurate portrayal of the development of society and civilization in the United States, and to a more
faithful recording of the activities of. the Congress of the United States;
and that the sum of $50,000 be appropriated for the employment of a
committee of competent and experienced journalists and for the payment
of other expenses incident to the aforesaid study, said commission to
report its findings to Congress not later than January 1, 1030.
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people, but it is more than that. It is our great national journal, and as now made up it does not discharge that responsibility
in substance or in style.
I was in Philadelphia a few months ago at a convention, and
I spoke at it; and after the convention bad adjourned a gentleman came to me and said, "I am a great reader of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD; in fact, I am going to confide in you that I
read no paper other than the CoNGRESSIONAL RECoRD. I would
not read a daily paper. I believe there is more information in
the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD than in any daily paper published in
the United States."
Well, this being the fact, we ought to make the RECORD ath·active. We ought to make it so good that we will have a larger
circulation and more interested readers. The RECORD should
reflect the manners, good or bad, the customs, the habits, the
invention, the art, the thought, the opinions, and the ups-and·
downs of American life and of our current civilization.
To the historians of the future years it should furni h material by which he can reconstruct the great American scene
and all the figures who play their parts thereon-the Presidents,
Members of Congress, philosophers, poets, artists, prize fighters,
and athletes. There should be room for a Babe Ruth as well
as Speaker LoNGWORTH, for Lindbergh, as well as for President ·
Coolidge. We do not know how history will judge us or where
the hand of the historian will place us. Let us not have pride
in ourselves and confine the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD to a mere
museum of our oratorical achievements ; let us have pride in our
country and its men of achievement.
It is obvious that speeches alone do not count for much. Yet
that is all the RECORD contains now. · It ~ my belief that the
rules governing the inclusion of material in the RECORD should
be revised to sanction insertion of anything that help to give a
picture of American life to-day. This may, conceivably, mean
cartoons, pictures, rotogravures, comic strips, headlines, editorials, and even a sporting page-:-in fact, all the adornments of
the modern, entertaining, and historical newspaper.
I admit the proposed change is revolutionary. But I also
suggest that there is more wit and wisdom in many a cartoon
without words, or even in a comic strip, than in some congressional orations I have read in the RECORD.
A cartoon or photograph has a more direct appeal than a
written speech. Only a few weeks ago I was prevented by
Majority Leader TILSON from inserting a cartoon by H. M.
Talburt, Scripps-Howard cartoonist, in which he depicted the
horror of the Michigan •law under which a mother of 10 children
may be sent to prison for life for a fourth minor offense against
the dry laws.
No words by me or anybody else could convince our ardent
drys from .Michigan that this statute should be changed. But
it is possible a vivid cartoon or picture would soften their hearts
·and enlighten their ideas on legislation. Such an achievement
would be worth the effort, even if it requires a revolution in the
printing of the RECORD.
Another cartoon that I would like to have had inserted in the
RECORD appeared in the New York World about 10 days ago.
It depicted the leader of the " immortals " in one of the Houses
of Congress. This leader of the "immortals". was not sitting
in his chair, but was standing on it. It depicted him so small
that he was scarcely discernable by the Presiding Officer of the
Senate. That would have beeJl a wonderfully instructive cartoon for the readers of the RECORD, and, after all, these things
would lead us to bark back to the words of the famous Scotch
:poet who said:

Now, gentlemen, I wa induced to present this resolution owing
to the fact that we are following a one-track custom in printing
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
Oh wad some power the giftle gie us
I now show you a copy of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. You
To see oursel's as others see us !
a"l'e doubtle s all familiar with it. [Laughter.] You have seen
it many times. You notice its appearance is dull and dingy. It
Oh, that we did not take ourselves so seriou ly! If we peri just like a man who speaks to you in a monotone without any mitted the introduction of these interesting cartoons, pictures, .
emphasis or without accenting any particular words or phrases. and cuts in the RECORD, I am sure that we would inculcate a
It grows exceedingly tiresome to you. So it is that the RECORD greater desire upon the part of the American people to read
for 56 years bas been printed in the same old way with the same and keep in touch with what we are doing here. I say this
old unreadable type, without a descriptive heading, without a in all seriousness. This resolution should be passed. Not one
picture or an illustration, although I will say that about eight of you men would think of reading a paper to-day that was
years ago Congress, yielding slightly to modernism, did permit published in exactly the same style it was published 56 years
the ptinting of the picture of a cow in the RECORD, and I am ago. It is said that if we do not make progress we will retroinformed that this particular RECORD with the picture of the grade. We are certainly retrograding in publishing such a
cow in it has been requested thousands and thousands of times RECORD as we now publish. You can not even read it without
since its printing, causing an enormous increase in its circu- the· aid of a magnifying glass. Let us publish the · RECORD as
lation.
it should be published, as an up-to-date, alert, live paper in
Now, I think, fUl'thermore, that my resolution is designed to readable type giving a great cross-section of the Ameriran
fill a long-felt need. I see no reason why it should not be people as represented in the American Congress. If we decline
adopted and I am informed there is a great deal of sentiment to do this, then let us suspend entirely the publication of this
for it.
obsolete sheet that is so antediluvian and prehistoric in its
It is important for many reasons. The CoNGRESSIONAL RECoRD make-up as to make a printer's devil laugh. Let us get away
is the great diary of the elected Representatives of the American from our staid and set conservatism and be alert, with our
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ear to the ground, alive to the progress of society and civilization. [Laughter and applause.]
l\1r. WOOD. 1\lr. Chairman, I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Michigan [l\1r. KETCHAM].
l\1r. KETCHAl\1. l\1r. Chairman and gentlemen, under the
procedure by which we consider appropriation bills liberal time
is always allotted for general debate. Sometimes there is a
bit of difficulty in associating or contacting our remarks under
general debate with the appropriation bill itself. The only
way in which I am able to do that this afternoon is by the
statement that appropriations mean taxation, and taxation of a
local sort is the question that I ·desire to discuss. I venture
to trespa s upon the patience of the House for this limited time,
even at this late hour, for the purpose of emphasizing again
what we have already had emphasized many times on the floor
of the House--and probably will again-that in all the programs we propose for farm relief, and in all the discussion of
so-called farm problems, the problem of taxation is one of the
very greatest. From· a leading farm journal the other day I
picked up thi little sentence that caught my attention, and I
thought it was about as brief and yet as comprehensive a statement of the situation as anything that I had recently come
acros , and I submit it for your consideration:
FARMERS' TAXES MOSTLY LOCAL

The story of the increase in taxation of farm properties has been
told so often that it is a familiar story even to those who do not have
to pay such taxes. Broadly speaking, farm taxes have increased about
160 per cent in the past 15 years, while land values now are some 20
per cent higher than in 1913.
· .A recent governmentltl survey of this question shows that very few
farmers pay direct taxes to the F ederal Government and are therefore
little affected by changes in the income tax. Nearly all revenues derived from the taxation of farm properties is spent for local purposes.
In the average community from one-third to one-half of all public
money is expended for schools. Roads come next, accounting for about
one-fourth of the total, on an average. Next, but in very much smaller
amount, come the salaries and expenses of local and county officers;
and, finally, the amount that goes to maintain the State government.

As showing how in one particular instance thi · burden of
taxation has increased, I want to make reference to one piece
of land of which I have knowledge. It is a 200-acre farm.
Back in 1914 the State of Michigan passed a law requiring that
all asse~sments of real e tate should be upon the ca h basis.
That law was then put into effect, an•d this particul~r 200
acres of land was assessed at a, figure which has remained
constant from that time to this. To show the increase in
taxes, may I give you the figures from the 1914 tax return on
that piece of land? In 1914 the taxes paid were $1~8.96. In
1926 the taxe paid we:r:e $374.61, an increase of 244 per cent.
Of course that is not an extraordinary illustration and I presume it might be duplicated by many others who might l.J.ave
similar information, but it all indicates forcibly the tremendous
significance of the question of local taxation, and particularly
taxation upon real estate. Back in our own State of Michigan
I think we have been doing a splendid piece of work in trying
to lift the burden of taxation from real estate, not only farms,
but small homes. Naturally, all of us agree that that is a sound
procedure. I shall make reference in my extension to what our
own State has done in the way of les ening the burden of local
taxation.
Mr. HUDSON. 1\fr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. KETCHAM. Yes.
Mr. HUDSON. The gentleman will concede, will he not,
that there has been a share contributed by Federal legislation
which has tended to increase those taxes. · That is by passing
legislation such as our Federal road legislation and the
maternity legislation and other such legislation where the Federal Government appropriates so much provided the States
equal the amount. That class of legislation has added an extra
burden of taxation on the States.
l\1r. KETCHAM. I would answer the gentleman by stating
that in such a progressive State as the State of Michigan we
would have undertaken those movements all by ourselves if
they had not been undertaken by the .Federal Government, but
in view of the fact that the rest of the country is coming along
we are glad to have the encouragement given by Federal aid.
1\fr. HUDSON. That is a fine statement of the progress of
our State, and I agree with the gentleman, but as a matter of
fact all of those things have helped to increase taxation.
Mr. KETCHAI\1. Seriously, I would say that I think they
have to a degree. I want to call attention now to · this rather
unusual situation in our State, and I commend it to those of
you who are thinking of the e problems with reference to your
own localities. We have what we know in the State of Michigan ~s a, primary-school interest fund. Originally that fund
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was created by setting aside the proceeds of the sale of land of
the fifteenth section of each township. In the growth of the
State that of course has become more or less a fiction, and now
the principal source of support of the primary-school interest
fund comes from the taxation of public utilities.
For the last year, you may be interested to know, in our State
the total amount collected from these variou public utilities
amounted to $20,583,000, whereas the State taxes amounted to
$20,500,000. That, of course, will immediately sugge t to you
that by reason of the differing valuations in the different counties of the State a large number of counties, in fact, a great
majority of them, received from the State, th1·ough the medium
of the so-called primary-school interest fund, large contributions that they made to the State in the w.ay of taxation. In
fact, so unu ·ual has that situation become that out of 83 counties in the State of Michigan for the year 1928 there were but
9 counties where there was ·an excess of State tax over that returned to them from the primary-school inte1·est fund, while
in 74 counties of the State there were more moneys returned
for the use of the school authorities and the maintenance of the
public schools than was paid in State taxes. To indicate to you
the extent to which that goes, I cite the case of one county
where there was returned to the county $200,00~ over that which
was contributed to the State from the county.
It seems this is rather an inevitable tendency, in view of
the fact that we are concentrating our wealth in the great centers of population, and having collected toll from the rest of
the State, we must provide ways and means whereby the load
of taxation from real e'tate and real property may be lightened
in a corr-esponding degree. In that regard it .,eem to me our
State has done a Yery fine p-iece of work in helping to lighten
thi. · burden which would otherwise be almost crushing.
Mr. HARE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
l\1r. KETCHAM. Yes.
Mr. HARE. I am very much interested in the gentleman's
statement. I understood that you have been able to reduce the
taxes on real estate, but by the illustration you gave me I have
a different idea. The taxes on a 200-acre farm have increa ed
240 per cent.
Mr. KETCHAM. That increase of the tax was in local taxes.
Notwithstanding this vast contribution in the way of primaryschool interest fund, the school and road taxes have become very
heavy. In our State we have a law of general character called
the Covert Act establishing road districts, much as drainage
districts are usually established.
Mr. HARE. Then the pressure on real estate has not been
relieved at all in the last analrsis?
Mr. KETCHAM. It has been relieved to the extent of the
$2~,000,000 we have received from the public utiljties to leu~ en
our school taxes. Of course that ha · been a great contribution.
I append the following table for which I am indebted to The
Detroiter:

[From The Detroiter, February 18, 1929]
The accompanying table shows the State tax of 1928 apportioned to
the counties of Michigan for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1929, and
the primal'y-scbool fund distribution for the same period. In studying
the table it should be noted that the sums falling under the head of
State tax, involve only the property tax received by the State and do
not contemplate the gasoline tax or any of the special and direct
l evies.
EXCESS OF SCHOOL FUXD

ca e of nine counties, there
was an excess of primary-school fund distributed to the counties over
the State tax. Those nin e counties were: Calhoun, Genesee, Ingham,
Jackson, Kalamazoo, Livingston, Oakland, Wasbtenaw, and Wayne.
.A total of $20,500,000 iu State tax and $20,583,851.68 in primaryschool funds were distril>ute<l, according to the t'ecords of the auditor
general's offi.ffi.ce at Lansing, giving an excess of $83,851.1)8 of primaryschool fund over the State tax.
It is interesting to note that except in the

State ta.c distribution

Excess

Counties

""\.leona ____ ,_-------------Alger ______ ------- ------ -Allegan __ --------------- __
.o\lpena_________ ----- ----- _
Antrim _____ -------------_
Aronac _________ ___ ----- __ _
Baraga ____ ____ ___________ _
Barry------ --------- ____ __
Bay-------_------ ------ --Bt~nzie_ ------- _____ ---- - -Berrien ______ --------- ___ _
Branch __ •••• ------·------

Primaryschool fund

State tax of
1928

$11, 023. 05
26,200.43
126, 888. 03
41,887. 65
17,636.97
15, 677. 37
23,026.01
73,487.17
190,332.04
12,247.93
264,554.14

1
1

1
1

1

93,083.94 •

$30,403.49
58,472.80
196,351.91
107,775. 71
54,581.65
54,407.25
62,748.99
\15,088. 2S
372,574.33
33,318.60
358, 2.'38. 86
100,387.74

$19,380.44
32, 'r/2. 37
69,463.88
65,888.06
36,944.68
as, 729. ss
39, 7'1:2. 98
21, 60l.ll
182, ~4.2. 29
21,070.67
93,684.72
7,303. 80
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Whereas under the existing methods of computing the annual quotas
from the various European countries, which is considered equitable and
fair to aU the immigrants reaching our shores; and
Whereas the report of the special committee consjsting of three
members of President Coolidge's Cabinet, after having figures submitted
to them by the special congres tonal committee, stated that " the statistical and historical information available raises grave doubts as to
the whole value of these computations as a basis for the purpose intended, aud therefore we ca n· not a snme responsibility for such conclusions under these circumstances." President-elect Hoover was a
member of this Cabinet committee; and
Whereas Legislative Agent Taylor, by inference, places the American
Legion on record for the national-origins clause by declaring that this
was the only way in which those races who in the World War were
classed as "slackers" could be kept out, the plain inference being
that this stigma was placed on those born in France, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, Germany, and the Irish Free State, and that nationals of
these races were the chief "slackers" in America during the World
War, and that these are the races who are to be punished by a large
cut in their immigration quotas; and
Whereas complete refutation of the base charge that men of alien
bloods were " slackers " in the World War is contained in the report
of Provost Marshal Enoch H. Crowder, who was in charge of the
draft, in which be devoted many pages to a eulogy of the high
patriotism shown by men of alien blood in responding to the call of
the colors. He termed it a great and inspiring revelation, and said
that " the melting pot of the world and the cosmopolitan composition of
our population was never more strikingly disclosed than by the events
of the World War." He wrote, further, in this section of his report,
that the "great inspiring revelation is that -men of foreign and of
native origin alike responded to the call of arms with a patriotic
devotion that confounded the plans of our archenemy and surprised
our highest expectations." Any man who can peruse the muster rolls
of one of our camps, or tbe battle casualty lists in France, without
reawzing that America has fulfilled one of its highest missions in
breeding a spirit of loyalty among all those who owe allegiance to
Its institutions, is not himself imbued with the high order of patriotism
of those who answered the call of arms:
Resolved, That the Boston City Council goes on record as favoring
the t·epeal of the so-called national-origins clause of the immigration
act.
In city council, February 18, 1929. .Adopted.
Attest:
W. J. DoYLE, City Clerk.

Excess
St'lte tax of

Counties

1928

Calhoun. _____ ------------

~345, 390.

Primaryschool fund

$328, 584. 81

Lenawee ______ .: ·-----~---Livingston________________
Luce__ __ _________________
Mackinac __ --------------Macomb .. ------ -------- ~ Manistee .. ---------------Marquette________________
Mason____________________
Mecosta_____ ______________
Menominee______ _________
Midland _____ ·----- --- ---Missaukee. _-------------Momoe_ __________________
Montcalm________________
Montmorency_____________
Muskegon __ --------------

15
75,936.92
28,145.06
22,781.03
74,712.04
17,147.02
91,859.07
8, 083. 56
59, 279. 64.
70,425.29
120,029. 14
36,743. 58
771,778.06
17, 147. 02
167,551.01
40,418.00
123,928.45
107,526.39
124,978.25
110,210.87
514,410. 81
110,230. 96
19, 596. 57
105,086.69
68,588.08
357,902.53
357,883.05
8, 068.60
£45, 536. 26
31,844.49
5, 389.04
85,980.07
16,657.07
~03. 633.26
85,735.10
20,331.49
~o. 331.49
320,894.50
41,642.88
166,693.70
42, 867.55
34, 294.04
58, 789.90
46,786.95
10,533. 11
202,090.03
75,936.92
6, 858.89
235, 159. 19

96,604.77
73,666.67
69,932.73
131,189.84
38, 056. 28
115,491.32
16,614. 25
181, ii60. 56
174,126.77
137,658. 89
74,915. 86
699,868. 79
46,698.46
196, ms. 41
82,812.42
166,895.48
120,881.97
331,597.34
188,778.70
432,393.37
153,349.67
41, 217. 17
133,076.56
114,554.49
341,837.48
351,638.71
25,061.63
1, 023,501. 92
34,169.36
21,797.97
121,482.96
48,347.83
223,542.28
83,352.17
24,359.15
47,426.18
353,380.52
92,657.91
233,796. 70
98,020.92
84,616.35
139,376.98
93,351.64
41,260. 16
216,449.85
134,287.79
18, 751.25
362, 110.85

Oceana____________________
Ogemaw -----------------OntonagoiL._______________

34, 294.04
13,717.58
31,354.55

77,834. 26
39,070.71
72,732.88

<'ass. _-- ------------------

Charlevoix________________
CheboygaiL--------------Chippewa_________________
Clare ______________________
Clinton_-------------- -- -Crawford. __ -------------Delta ______ -------------__
Dickinson_________________
Eaton_____________________
Emmet._----------------Genesee.__________________
Gladwin_-------------____
Gogebic--------~---- ---- --

Orand Traverse___________
Gratiot______________ __ ____

IIill dale__________________

Houghton_________________
Huron ____ ,_______________
Ingham___________________
Ionia______________________
IOSCO-- -------------------Iron_______________________
Isabella.-----------------Jackson___________________
Kalamazoo________________
Kalkaska ___ -------------Kent ___ _-----------------Keweenaw---------------Lake .. ---- ---·-----------Lapeer____________________

Leelanau__________________

~:ld:~a~-_-::=============:

~~:::: ~

1

8~:d :_--~~================

~: ~~: ~

Otsego_____________ __ _____
Ottawa_----------------Presque
Isle_______________
Roscommon______________
Saginaw___________________
Shiawassee__________ ___ __ _
St. Clair__________________

~~~~raft--~==============

~~1c~:~~~:======== =======

12,737.88
173• 9 19. 95
20,576. 47
4, 899.09

1~: ?~: ~

I8: ~~: ~

~h~~~~f ot state tax
$16,805. 34
$20,667. 8/)
45,521.61
47, 151.70
56,477. so
20,909.26
23,632.25
3, 530.69
122,280.92
103, 701. 48
17,629. 75
38,172.28
71,909. '1:1
29,551.44
28,487.40
42,394.42
42,967. m
i3, 355.58
206,619.09
78,567.83
82,017.44
43,118.71
21,620.60
27,989.87
45,966.41

-- --i6;~3:oo-

'2.7, 094.69
32,486.02
51,015. 03
67,103.00
55, 153. 37
50,322.31
80,587.08
46,564.69
30,727.05
14,359.82
58,350.87
11,892.36
126,951.66
42,778.21

______________
43,540. 22

384,583.28
127,602.87
269,453.23

188,330.37
314,280.82

60, 727.50

~~: ~~: ~

Van Buren________________
97,983.03
Washtenaw --------------330,692.67
10
25 1. 'Zl
Wayne ___ _________________ • 092,
Wexford___________________
38, 703.39

1
:::::

~

i:;
~~~: ~&
157,366. 71

181,618.37
DEPAUTMENT OF MASSACHUSETTS, THE AMERICAN LEGION,

~; ~~~: ~

18,301.85
103• 2!7. 72
46,300. 86
6, 195. 25
167, ll5. 60

~; ~ig: ~I

2,382.33

25,353.13
41 • 378· 33

31,039.73
277• 167· 67
66, 8n. 33
11,094.34
551,698.88

1

16,065.45
6, 244.34

77, 965.66
2, 324.87
16,403.93
35,502.89
31,690. 76
19,909.02

··---4.-o27:ii6-

~; ~g~: ~

44,827.59

il;59,383.
~t &i
68

247,760.97 -------------7• 124• 529· 51 ---- - -.- - - -- - -87, 186.18
48 482 79

8Z, 931. 70
2, 967• 721 · 76

1------1------1------1~------

Total ________ ______ __ 20, 500,000. 00 20, 583, 851. 68 3, 511, 547. 58
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l\lr. BYRNS. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. McCORMACK].
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
to extend my remarks in the RECORD by inserting a resolution
adopted by the Boston City Council in favor of repealing the
. o-called national-origins clause of the immigration act, and a
communication from the commander of the American Legion,
Department of Massachusetts, 011 the same subject. These documents relate to an address: that I made a week ago last
Thursday.
The OHAIRMA..l\1. The gentleman from Massachusetts asks
unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD by
inserting the memorials he has indicated. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Following are the papers referred to:
CITY OF BOSTO~, IN CITY COUNCIL.

Whereas legislation of a very grave and far-reaching nature bearing
on proposed changes iu existing immigration laws is at present pen;:Jing
before the Seventieth Congress of the United States of America; and
Whereas definite action repealing the so-called national origins law
must be had duri.ng the present session of Congress, otherwise this
law becomes operative by presidential proclamation during the present
year; and

I
I

159 Statehouse, Boston.
The recent widespread discussion of the national origins act brings
home to the general public for the first time the extremely difficult and
delicate nature of the subject. The Department of Massachusetts · of
tbe American Legion recognize · the authority of tbe American Legion
through its national convention to determine the national policy of the
American Legion, not merely for the Departm('nt of Massachusetts. but
for the entire .American Legion. We recognize that through its nationa! conventivn the American Legion has gone on record as favoring
the immediate application of the national origins act. Massachusetts
is but 1 of over 50 departments of the American Legion; and, while
we must recognize the existence of the principle of democracy as to
majority control, ·· still, th€ situation before us is that a tremendous
objection to the legislation ha developed, evidenced by speeches by
our Representatives in the Congre s of the United States and by other
public officials and by expression of opinion by leading cities throughout the Commonwealth. Among legionnaires the opposition is equally
intense, as indicated by resolutions of American Legion posts and statements by individual legionnaires.
'l.'he reason for the development of thi opposition at this time is
dear. Citizens generally were first made acquainted with the specific
provisions of the act by newspaper reports of the recent discu sions
l>efore Congress. Knowledge and consideration of the provisions of
the national origins act have caused a new public opinion to form in
Massachusetts.
Th e Department of Massachusetts of the American LE'gion, in view
of this development of public opinion, earnestly urges that an immediate meeting of the national exeeutive committee of the American
Legion be called by National Commander Paul v. McNutt, or other
appropriate action taken, in ot·der that the American Legion may reconsider its action as taken by the national convention, to the end that
the application of the national origins act may be po tponed until
there has been a more complete study of the effect of th€ national
origins act.
WILLIAJ\I H. GRIFFIN, Commander.
1\Ir. WOOD. l\lr. Chairman, I will ask the gentleman from
Tennessee if we can agree upon the time of general debate?
Mr. BYRNS. I think we cau.
:Mr. WOOD. I suggest one hour.
Mr. BYRNS. That will be satisfactory.
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l\1r. WOOD. I ask unanimous consent, l\Ir: Chairman, that
the debate shall close in one hour, one-half the time to be
controlled by the gentleman from Tenne ~ .,_ee and the other: half
by my elf.
The CHAIRMAN. The fixing of time for the closing of debate can only be had in the House after the committee rises.
If there is no further general debate, the Clerk will read.
Mr. SNELL. They can not make a gentleman's agreement in
the committee.
·
1\Ir. WOOD. 'Ve have agreed to close in an hour, the gentleman from Tennessee to control one-half the time, and I to control the other half.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlemen can agree that way all
right.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. Chairman, instead of this so-called
gentleman's agreement in committee, to-morrow a man might
ari e and ask to be r ecognized.
· The CHAIRMAN. The time -..vill be divided equally between
the gentleman from Indiana and the gentleman from Tennessee.
1\Ir. BANKHEAD. I forgot about that.
1\Ir. WOOD. Mr. Chairman, I move that the committee do
now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the committee rose; and 1\Ir. TILSON having resumed the chnir as Speaker pro tempore, Mr. LEHLBACH, Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union, reported that that committee, having under consideration
the bill (H. R. 17223) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1929, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental
appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1929, and
June 30, 1930, and for other purposes, had come to no re~ olution thereon.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. WOOD. l\Ir. Speaker, I would like to ask unanin u
consent, in view of the fact that the deficiency bill is quite a
long one, and the fact that the gentleman from Tennessee desires some time in which to make some observations, and I, likewise in reference to this bill, we may meet to-morrow at 11

o'clo~k.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Indiana
asks unanimou consent that when the House adjourns to-day
it adjoum to meet at 11 o'clock to-morrow morning. Is there
oW~tioo?
'
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tenne8see. Reserving the right to object,
Mr. Speaker, why should we not meet at the usual time? Why
doe. not the gentleman take the usual course of suggesting an
hour's debate and meeting at the usual time?
Unles · we could get a gentleman's agreement that a point
of order of no quorum would be made, it would be within
the power of any 1\Iember, of course, if we met at 11 o'clock,
to make such a point of order and that would take up practically all the time that it is ought to gain by meeting at 11
o'clock.
Mr. WOOD. I will say to the gentleman that I was proceeding on the theory that one veTy good reason why a point
of no quorum 'vould not be made is because- of the fact that
there i nobody here listening to the general debate and there
would not be to-morrow.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Probably when the gentleman
from Indiana speaks there will be a quorum present.
Mr. WOOD. I am not counting on attracting anybody.
Mr. BYRNS. I will say this to the gentleman, that if you
meet at 11 o'clock to-morrow morning, when the House is in
the habit of meeting at 12 o'clock, there would not be anybody
here at all. I would rather meet at 12 o'clock and, if necessa1·y,
sit until 10 or 11 o'clock at night, so far as I am concerned, and
complete the bill, and I think that would be infinitely better.
Mr. WOOD. I want to complete this bill to-morrow.
1\Ir. BYRNS. I shall interpose no dilatory tactics so far as
I am concerned.
Mr. WOOD. Then, with the .understanding that we will continue the consideration of the bill to-morrow until it is finished,
I will withdraw my request.
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. At this tage of the session it
is always necessary-and gentlemen of the House ougl1t to understand it-to remain lon()'er in the afternoon than is the usual
custom, and important business sometimes necessitates remaining here at night. I think the suggestion of the gentleman from
Tenne see is a very good one and we will try to hold our people
here.
Mr. WOOD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that general debate be limited to one hour, one half of that time to be
controlled by the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. BYRNS] and
one half by myself.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Indiana
asks unanimous consent that general debate be limited to one
hour and that this hour be equally divided and controlled by
himself and the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. BYR~s]. Is
there objection?
There was uo objection.
BILLS PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT

Mr. CAMPBELL, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills,
reported that that committee did on this day present to the
President for his approval bills and a j oint resolution of the
House of the following titles :
H. J. Res. 418. Hou e joint resolution to provide for the quartering in certain public buildings in the District of Columbia of
troops participating in the inaugural ceremonies;
H. R. 13251. An act to provide for the vocational· rehabilitation of disabled residents of the District of Columbia, and for
other purpo es ;
H. R. 13582. An act to authorize and direct the -Secretary of
the Interior to convey title to Lucile Scarborough for ~tion 29,
township 26 south, range 37 ea t, New Mexico principal meridian, upon the payment to the Government of $1.25 per acre ;
H. R. 13825. An act to authorize appropriations for construction at military posts, and for other purposes ;
H. R. 15849. An act authorizing Richard H. Klein, hi. heirs,
legal representatives, and assigns, to construct, maintain, and
operate a bridge across the Susquehanna River at or near the
borough of Liv~rpool, Perry County, Pa.;
H. R. 15918. An act to amend the act entitled "An act to
authorize credit upon the construction charge of certain waterright applicants and pUl'chasers on the Yuma and Yuma Mesa
auxiliary projects, and for other purposes" ;
H. R. 16270. An act to revive and reenact the act entitled "An
act granting the consent of Congress for the construction of a
bridge across the St. John Ri-ver between Fort K ent, Me., and
Clairs, Province of New Brunswick, Canada," approved Marcil
18, 1924;
H. R. 16306. An act to extend the times for commencing and
completing the construction of a bridge across the Allegheny
River at Oil City, Venango County, Pa. ;
H. R. 16524. An act to extend tbe times for commencing and
completing the construction of a bridge across the Potomac River
at or near Dahlgren, Va.;
H. R. 16920. An act authorizing E. T. Frank·, his heir , legal
representatives, and assigns, to construct, JDaintain, and operate
a bridge across the Ohio River approximately midway between
the cities of Owensboro, Ky., and Rockport, Ind. ; and
H. R. 17024. An act to extend the times for commencing and
completing tbe construction of a bridge across the l\Ii is ippi
River at or near Carondelet, Mo.
ADJOURNMENT

l\fr. WOOD. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now
adjourn.
The motion was agreed to· accordingly (at 5 o'clock and 34
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-morrow, Saturday,
February 23, 1929, at 12 o'clock noon.
COMMITTEE HEARINGS
Mr. TILSON submitted the following tentative list of com-

mittee bearings scheduled for Saturday, February 23, 1929, as
reported to the floor leader by clerks of the several committees:
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE-SUBCOM HTTEE
ON RAILROADS

(10 a. m.)
To amend section 15a of the interstate commerce act, as
amended ( S. 656 and H. R. 8549).
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII,
l\Ir. CHRISTOPHERSON: Committee on the Judiciary. H.
R. 11801. A bill to amend sections 726 and 727 of title 18,
United Stutes Code, with reference to Federal probation officer·,
and to acld a new section thereto; with an amendment (Rept. No.
2666). Referred to the Committee of the Whole Hou e on the
state of the Union.
Mr. HOFFMAN: Committee on l\Iilitary Affairs. H. R.
15209. A bill to grant relief to those States which brought
State-owned property into the Federal service in 1917: with an
amendment (Rept. No. 2667). Referred to the Committee of
the Whole House on the state of the Union.
Mr. HOFFMAN: Committee on Military Affair. . H. R.
1G028. A bill to ren"11late computation of percentage of active
pay to 1.Je pald as l'etired pay to officers of the Army ; with an
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amendment (Rept. No. 2668). Referred to the . Committee of favoring investigation on the marketing of livestock; to the
Committee on Agriculture.
the ·whole Ilouse on the state of the Union.
By Mr. ROBINSON of Iowa~ Memorial of the Iowa State
Mr. GRAHAM: Committee on the Judiciary. H. R. 16393.
A bill to include henceforth, under the designation " storekeeper- Legislature, relating to direct marketing; to the Committee on
gaugers," all positions which have heretofore been designated as Agriculture.
those of storekeepers, gaugers, and storekeeper-gaugers; to make
storekeeper-gaugers full-time employees, and for other purposes;
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
without amendment (Rept. No. 2669). Referred to the ComUnder clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
mittee of the ·w hole House on the state of the Union.
were introduced a nd severally referred a s follows:
Mr. WILLIAMSON: Committee on Indian Affairs. H. R.
By l\1r. AYRES: A bill (H. R. 17239 ) granting a pension to
16985. A ' bill authorizing the Uintah, Uncompahgre, and the Abbie Osborn ; to the Committee on Im·alid Pensions.
White River Bands of the Ute Indians in Utah and Colorado
By .l\fr. BEERS: A bill (H. R. 17240) granting an increase
and- the Southern Ute and the Ute Mountain Bands of Ute of pension to Abby E. Taylor; to the Committee on Invalid
Indians in Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico to sue in the Court Pensions.
of Claims; with an amendment (Rept. No. 2670). Referred to
Also, a bill (H. R. 17241) granting an increase of pension to
the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union. Elizabeth A. Bitting; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bUI (H. R. 17242) granting a pension to Emeline
Beaston ; to the Committee on Invalid P ensions.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PRIVATE BILLS AND
Also, a bill (H. R. 17243) granting an i ncrease of pension to
RESOLUTIOI\1.8
Mary A. Conrad ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII,
By Mr. BLOOM: A bill (H. R. 17244) for the relief of Edward
Mr. HOFFMAN: Committee on Military Affairs. H. R. J. Devine; to the Committee on Claims.
·
12463. A bill for the relief of Adam A. Schultz;. without amendBy Mr. GARBER: A bill (H. R. 17245) granting an increase
ment (Rept. No. 2661). Referred to the Committee of the of pension to Lou M. Hoover; to the Committee on Invalid
Whole House.
·
Pensions.
l\lr. GLYNN: Committee on Military Affairs. H. R. 13872. A
By Mr. KNUTSON: A bill (H. R. 17246)" granting a pension
bill for the relief of James J. Gianaros; without amendment to E d ward W. Collins; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
(Rept. No. 2662). Referred to the Committee of the Whole
B y Mr. TILSON: A bill (H. R. 17247) granting a pension to
House.
Sarah B. Johnson; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Mr. GARRETT of Texas: Committee on Military Affairs.
By 1\Ir. WOOD: A bill (H. R. 17248) granting an increase of
H. R. 15021. A bill for the relief of William S. McWilliams;
pension to Sarah J. l\lohlar; to the Committee on Invalid
without amendment (Rept. No. 2663). .Referred to the Com- Pensions.
mittee of the Whole House.
Mr. COCHRAN of Pennsylvania: Committee on Claims. H. R.
P.ETITIONS, ETC.
8691. A bill for the relief of Helen Gray ; without amendment
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
(Rept. No. 2664). Referred to the Committee of the Whole
on the Clerk's desk and r eferred as follows:
House.
12368. By Mr. BACHMANN: Petition of John F. Larke and
l\Ir. WAINWRIGHT: Committee on Military Affairs. H. J.
Res. 339. A joint resolution conferring the rank, pay, and ·allow- other citizens of New Martinsville, W. Va., protesting against
ances of a major of Infantry, to date from March 24, 1928, upon -any change in the present tariff on hides and leather used in
Robert Grabam Moss, late captain, Infantry, United States the manufacture of shoes; to the Committee on Ways and
Army, deceased; without amendment (Rept. No. 2665). Re- Means .
12369. By Mr. BLOOM: Petition of the Senate of the State of
ferred to the Committee Of the Whole House.
Mr. PEAVEY : Committee on War Claims. H. R. 15769. New York, requesting that the Hon. Harry S. New, Postmaster
A bill to pay certain claims, heretofore reported to Congress by General of the United States, cause to be issued 100,000,000
the Secretary of War, arising from the explosions and fire at postage stamps, of the denomination of 2 cents each, commemorathe plant of the T. A. Gillespie Loading Co. at Morgan, N. J., tive of the Sullivan campaign of 1779 in New York and PennsylOctober 4 and 5, 1918; without amendment (Rept. No. 2671). vania ; to the Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads.
12370. By Mr. BOYLAN: Petition of New York Conservation
Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Association, favoring agricultm·al appropriation bill; to the Committee on Agriculture.
PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
12371. Also, resolution adopted by the United Irish American
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, public bills and resolutions Societies . of New York, requesting the repeal of the nationalorigin clause of the immigration act; to the Committee on
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. MORTON D. HULL: A bill (H. R. 17237) to extend Immigration and Naturalization.
the times for commencing and completing the construction of a
12372. By Mr. CHASE : Petition of members of Bellefonte
bridge across the Calumet River at or near One hundred and Union of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, of Bellethirtieth Street, Chicago, Cook County, Til.; to the Committee on fonte, Pa., urging support of the Jones-Stalker bill (H. R.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
9588), to increase the maximum penalties for violation of the
By Mr. PARKS: A bill (H. R. 17238) extending the times Federal prohibition law; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
12373. Also, petition of retail shoe dealers, with their customaero
the Mississippi River at or near Arkansas City, Ark. ; ers, respectfully requesting against any change in the present
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
tariff on hides and leather used in the manufacture of shoes; to
By Mr. BOYLAN: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 427) to ap- the Committee on Ways and Means.
point a commission to make a study of proposed change in the
12374. By Mr. CONNERY: Resolution of Shoe Workers'
printing of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD; to the Committee on Protective Union, local No. 3, of Lynn, Mass., in regard to
Rules.
......_
·
tariff on boots and shoes; to the Committee on Ways and
By Mr. BLACK of NeW York: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. Means.
428) to provide a temporary shelter for newspaper correspond12375. Also, resolution of the Scandinavian America n Civic
ents in Washington, D. C.; to the Committee on Appropriations. League in Lynn, :Mass., protesting the national-origin clause of
the .immigration act; to the Committee on Immigration and
Naturalization.
MEMORIALS
12376. By Mr. CRAIL: Petition of Thomas H. Gardnier, of
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, memorials were presented and Los Angeles, Calif., suggesting ways and means of reducing
referred as follows :
taxes and making the Federal Govet·nment more efficient; to
By Mr. ROWBOTTOM: Joint resolution of the General As- the Committee on Ways and Means.
sembly of the State of Indiana, concerning a system of inland
12377. By Mr. GARBER: Petition of residents of Washingwaterways, including the Wabash River, and urging Congress ton County, Okla., in support of House bill 14676; to the Comto enBct app~·opriate legislation to secure the establishment of mittee on .Pensions.
_
such system; to the Committee on Flood Control.
12378. Also, petition of residents of Payne County, Okla., in
By Mr. SELVIG: Memorial of the Legislature of the State support of certain measures pertaining to the Post Office Deof Minnesota, urging that Congress oppose the placing of any partment now pending before Congress; to the Committee on the
duty upon Canadian lumber and shingles; to the Committee on Post Office and Post Roads.
Ways and Means.
12379. Also, petition of William Green, president American
By Mr. VINCENT of Iowa: Concurrent resolution adopted Feder a tion of Labor, in support of Senate bill 1462; to the
Committee
on Irrigation and Reclamation.
by the Forty-third General Assembly of the State of Iowa,
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12380. By Mr. JOHNSON of Texas: Petition of National
Wool Growers' Association, recommending 1Q-year program of
predatory animal control, as recommended by the Secretary of
Agriculture; to the Committee on Agriculture.
12381. Also, petition of R. H. Ames, president Amarillo Chapter Will H. Dilg League of America, of Amarillo, Tex., favoring
a tariff on imported fishing tackle; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
12382. By Mr. LUCE: Petition of the City Council of the city
of Boston, 1\Iass., for the repe~l of the so-called national origins
clause of the immigration act; to the Committee on Immigration and Naturalization.
12383. By Mr. MAPES: Petition of Edward Raum and 41
other residents of Grand Rapids, Mich., against any change in
the present tariff on hides and leather used in the manufacture
of shoes; to the Committee on 'Vays and Means.
12384. By ·Mr.· MORROW: Petition of Samuel Kenoi, Sam
Chino, Martin Blake, and Henry Treas, CO!Jlmending House bill
17057 a bill granting a per capita allowance of $100 to members ~f the Mescalero Apache Tribe; New Mexico; to the Committee on Indian Affairs.
12385. Also, petition of Henry Meyer, L. C. Lynch, and other
citizens of Chama, N. Mex., opposing House bill 78, compulsory
Sunday observance for the District of Columbia ; to the Committee on the District of Columbia.
12386. By Mr. 0 1CONNELL: Petition of the American Live
Stock Association, Denver, Colo., urging a duty on livestock and
fresh and preserved meats ; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
12387. By Mr. RANSLEY: Petition of P. L. Bjornsgaard ~nd
other citizens of Philadelphia, Pa., urging that the present
quota distribution ba ed on the census of 1800 be retained; to
the Committee on Immigration and Naturalization.
12388. By Mr. SANDERS of Texas: Petition of Walter Tynes
and 34 others, in favor of the passage of the Johnson bill (H. R.
16084), authorizing an appropriation of $30,000 for the ~onstruc
tion of the bridges at Porters Bluff and Akers Ferry, wh1ch were
destroyed and removed by the Federal Government ; to the Committee on Claims.
.
12389. By Mr. SELVIG: Petition of 13 residents of Ottertail
County, in the ninth district, Minnesota, urgi!lg the enactment
of House bill 10958; to the Committee on Agnculture.
12390. By 1\ll'. SWING : Petition of residents of San Diego,
Calif. and vicinity, protesting against compulsory Sunday observa~ce bill (H . .R. 78) ; to the Committee on the District of
Columbia.

SENATE
SATURDAY,
(Legi.s~ative

dO!f/

of

Feb'J"'U.!l·r y ~3, 19~9
Friday, February 22, 1929)

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian, on the expiration of
the recess.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll, and the following Senators
answered to their names :
Ashurst
Barkley
Bayard
Bingham
Black
Blaine
Blease.
Borah
Bratton
Brookhart
Broussard
Bruce
Burton
Capper
Caraway
Couzens
Curtis ·
Dale
Deneen
Dill
Edge

Fess
Frazier
Gerry
Glass
Glenn
Goff
Gould
Greene
Hale
Harris
Harrison
Hastings
Hawes
Hayden
Be1lin
J"ohnson
J"ones
Kendrick
King
McKellar

McNary
Mayfield
Metcalf
Moses
Neely
Norbeck
Norris
Nye
Oddie
Overman
Phipps
Pittman
Ransdell
Reed, Mo.
Reed, Pa.
Robinson, Ind.
Sackett
Schall
Sheppard
Shortridge
Simmons

Smith
Smoot
Steck
Steiwer
Stephens
Swanson
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Okla.
Trammell
Tydings
Tyson
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, Mont.
Warren
Waterman
Watson
Wheeler

McMaster
I wish to announce the necessary absence of
my colleague [Mr. KEYES] because of illness. This announcement may stand for the day.
Mr. BRATTON. My colleague [Mr. L.ARB.AZOLO] is detained
from the Senate by illness. I will let this announcement stand
throughout the day.
Mr. GERRY. I desire to announce the necessary absence
from the city of the Senator from ArB:ansas [Mr. RoBINSON],
the Senator from New York [Mr. CoPELAND], the Senator from
New Jerse¥ [Mr. EDWARDS], and the Senatot: from Georgia
1\-Ir. MOSES.
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[1\Ir. GEORGE]. ·I ask· that this announcement may tand for
the day.
Mr. TRAMMELL. I wish to announce the unavoidable absence of my colleague the senior Senator from Florida [Mr.
FLETCHER]. I ask that this announcement may stand for the
day.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty-two Senators having answered to their names, a quorum is present.
MESSAGE FROM 'rHm HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Chaffee,
one of its clerks, announced that the House had passed without
amendment the following bills of the Senate:
S. 5129. An act authorizing Thomas E. Brooks, of Camp Walton, Flu., and his associates and assigns, to construct, maintain,
and operate a bridge across the mouth of Garniers Bayou, at
a point where State road No. 10, in the State of Florida, crosses
the mouth of said Garniers Bayou, between Smack Point on the
west and White Point on the east, in Okaloosa County, Fla.;
S. 5465. An act authorizing V. Calvin Trice, his heirs, legal
repre entatives, and assign , to construct, maintain, and operate
a bridge across the Choptank RiYer at a point at or near Cambridge, Md. ; and
S. 5630. An act authorizing the State Highway Commission,
Commonwealth of K entucky, to construct, maintain, and operate
a bridge across the Ohio River at or near Carrollton, Ky.
The message also announced that the House had agreed to
the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses on the amendments of the House to the
bill ( S. 1648) for the relief of Oliver C. Macey and Marguerite
Macey.
The message further announced that the House had agreed
to the report of the committee of conference on the di agreeing
votes of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to
the bill (H. R. 15712) making appropriations for the military
an<l nonmilitary activities of the War Department for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1930, and for other purpo es; that the
House had receded from its disagreement to the amendments
of the Senate Nos. 16, 28, 29, and 54 to the bill and concurred
therein; that the House had receded from its disagreement to
the amendments of the Senate Nos. 41, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and
60, and concurred therein severally with an amendment, in which
it requested the concurrence of the Sepate.
The message also announced that the House had agreed to the
amendment of the Senate to the bill (H. R. 11285) to establish
Federal prison camps.
The message further announced that the House had agreed to
the amendments of the Senate to each of the following bills:
H. R. 5769. An act to authorize the consolidation and coordination of Government purchases, to enlarge the functions of the
General Supply Committee, and for other purposes ; and
H. R. 13461. An act to proYide for the acquisition of land in
the District of Columbia for the use of the United States.
E>.~OLLED

BILLS SIGNED

The message also announced that the Speaker had affixed his
signature to the following enrolled bills, and they were signed
by the Vice President:
S. 3848. An act creating the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission and defining
purposes and powe1·s;
S. 4861. An act authorizing the Brownville Bridge Co., its
successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a
bridge across the Missouri River at or near Brownville, Nebr.;
S. 5543. An act to establish the Grand Teton National Park in
the State of Wyoming, and for other pm·poses; and
H ..R.16422. An act making appropriations for the government
of the District of Columbia and other activities chargeable in
whole or in part against the revenues of such District for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1930, and for other purposes.
•
PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS
The VICE PRESIDEl\TT laid before the Senate the following
joint memorial of the Legislature of the State of Idaho, which
was referred to the Committee on Finance :

its

LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, TWENTIETH SESSION,
IN THE SENATE.

Senate -Joint Memorial 3 (by forestry committee)
To the 1wnorabl.o Senate and House of Represetltatives of the Unite()
States of America in Ocmgress assembled:

Your memorialist, the Legislature of the State of Idaho, respectfully
represents thatWhereas the lumber industry in Idaho is of importance secondary only
to that ot agriculture; and
Whereas by reason of large investments, carrying charges, and overhead expenses involved, the frequent suspension of operatl!>ns is .ruinous
to the lumber industry, and such suspensions adversely affect directly
and indirectly a large number of our citizens ; and

